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             VOYAGE OF THE LITTLE SHIP ‘TERE MOANA’ 

 

 
In August of the year of the Lord nineteen hundred and ninety five the little sloop, re-

registered and renamed ‘Tere Moana’( Maori for fast water), nosed tentatively out of 

Brighton Bay, tacked onto a general south westerly heading and began her voyage home. 

Home to her was a cluster of luxuriant islands called New Zealand, on the other side of 

the planet, and she had been looking forward to this moment for a long time.  

 

Her staunch and doughty crew encapsulated with her, accompanied her down the coast of 

‘Old Blighty’, out into the English Channel proper, sunk the Lizard and headed into 

unknown waters otherwise known as Biscay Bay. Two storms later she arrived 

remarkably intact, and even more remarkably, with the crew still on board, at La Coruna 

in North Western Spain. The pallor of the crew was in no way due to the lack of sunshine 

of a normal English summer, but as they were still ‘in situ’, she decided to press onward 

– the crew having passed the first test she had set them. She continued on down the coast 

of Spain, exploring the fascinating Ria’s en route, Portugal, out to Madeira, that 

incredibly verdant green jewel, and the Canary Islands. The first big leap was to be the 

Atlantic, that cold, leaden, restlessly heaving and intimidating body – not an ocean to be 

taken lightly. She knew that she could handle it, but could the crew? This was her main 

concern as, heading South toward the Cap Verdes, she turned westward finally, butter 

melting and followed the sun down Columbus’ trail toward the beckoning romance of the 

Caribbean Sea and West Indies. Much to her surprise, nineteen days later she arrived at St. 

Lucia(pron. St. Loosha) still with the limpet crew! – she just could not shake them off! 

Job being completed she retired to the shore ‘on the hard’, for a well earned hiatus of a 

few months. It didn’t take long to settle into ‘limin’ time’ and the short time she had 

allowed herself stretched into three whole years. Rumour had it that the Captain had 

returned to England participating in all sorts of strange rituals those humans have – she 

wondered to herself dreamily, basking in the warm Caribbean sunlight, if she would ever 

understand the creatures? 

 

All that is past and has hazily drifted into the passages of history. But wait……..we have 

a new challenge in the offing………our good little ship is becoming restless and it is time 

to press on again, forever homeward. It is time to be splashed and once again for her to 

feel the cool rush of the ocean flowing along the smooth, svelte lines of her underbelly – 

no longer to be restrained ashore in a dry, dusty and forgotten corner of a crumby, 

decrepit Caribbean boatyard. The call goes out to the Captain to terminate his dalliance in 

northern climes, get his buns down south, and get on with completing the voyage. This 

brings us to April of the year of the Lord nineteen hundred and ninety seven – and this is 

where we take up the tale…….. 
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ST. LUCIA – APRIL:        

 
Enter Captain and new crew in the form of sibling. 

Three weeks of daunting cleaning, stripping down, 

rebuilding and very sweaty work followed, 

punctuated by frequent forays to mechanics, 

chandlers, electronic shops, sail makers, cafes, 

bars and showers – not necessarily always in that 

order. It takes several days for sibling crew to 

overcome the sad sense of loss of her favourite 

pillow. Having carried it all the way from New 

Zealand, with various stops on the way, it was left 

in the airport in Miami – the thought of having to 
 Donkey work 

 cross the Pacific without it was rather intimidating! The third member of the crew arrives 

one day from England, with a beautiful new and shiny brass, three bladed feathering 

propeller8. Instant lust. She knows that once eased onto her shaft they will become one 

with the sea and her speed will climb to heights that the Captain has only previously 

dreamed of in his flights of fancy - frequent indulgences of his which are gradually 

dawning on her. 

 

Her new Anglo crew member, arriving straight from a cold, grey English spring, delights 

in the Rodney Bay sunshine, exposing on the 

very first day, much of his large pale frame. The 

many warnings of sunburn and subsequent pain 

are ignored, resulting in the comical scene of an 

oversized lobster cavorting around the boatyard 

by evening. Visiting the local bar and downing 

a few rum punches only enhances the glow, 

which, by bedtime reaches its peak and is 

already converting to pain. It takes several days 

of complete cover up and buckets of lotion for it 

to subside - lesson one, she remonstrates – when 

coming directly to the tropics from an opposite 

season, take heed from the folk who are already 

there.          Going splash 

 

A short test sail to Antigua to catch the tail end of Sailing Week and show her heels to 

those slugs called racing boats. Fat chance! she is left swinging on her anchor for three 

days while Captain and crew satiate themselves ashore with a visitor from the land they 

call Oz. They finally return minus the Ozman having despatched him into a silver tube 

back to where he belonged. Having explored the delights of English Harbour and 

Falmouth Harbour over the hill, the crew make noises about moving on again. Falmouth, 

she thinks to herself – isn’t that where we set sail from all that time ago – why do  
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humans’ do this? give a far off distant place the same name as one in their homeland – 

she though that people left the place where they were, moving to new lands  to forget 

about the old one, so why? - partial cure for homesickness perhaps? 

 

En route to St. Maartin, sibling crew, unaware of her own strength, winches up the genoa 

to ripping point and beyond and, not surprisingly, the jib tears right along the foot. The 

Captain does not reveal that the sail is well overdue for repair and coolly allows sibling to 

suffer a severe attack of the guilts! rolling it back onto the furling forestay with sad tail 

hanging, to be repaired later, in St. Maartin. Later on, during the midnight watch, same 

sibling calls for the captain and points out a schooner silhouetted on her port quarter, 

apparently on a collision course. With the setting moon behind, the schooner is in stark 

relief. Jet black on the shimmering sea she looks very intimidating, closing at a rapid rate. 

Pirates of the Caribbean? nonsense! but nevertheless a shiver runs up their spines as she  

slips past easily without incident. A casual wave from the moonlit helmsman in the 

cockpit defuses our crews’ tension and the Captain returns to his bunk. Our gallant little 

ship is slightly affronted at being overtaken in this manner, but she reasons, the schooner 

being a much larger vessel is probably on some important mission to the north. She 

muses about mooring alongside her in St. Maartin perhaps and swapping tales. This is the 

first of many of these adrenaline pumping incidents and she notes that the crew handle it 

with aplomb. She will make sailors of them yet!                                                             

ST.MAARTIN – MAY:        

 
Nosing into this expansive harbour, circling a huge gleaming white block of flats called a 

cruise liner for heavens sake, she touches bottom in the marina – boat boy says there is 

plenty of depth for her two metre plus some keel – Fool!! Now she has a grazed bottom, 

but fortunately no one else will see, so ‘mums’  the word. Still smarting over this whilst 

the crew are libating ashore, of her own volition she moves to deeper water. This 

translates into a heart stopping incident for the faithful crew returning after dark, who 

finally locating her amidst awful visions of an early termination of the voyage, next day 

scour the island for a heavier duty anchor. Proudly sporting it on her nose, she feels 

vindicated for last nights’ involuntary exploration of the inner harbour.  

 
Sailing out of Phillipsburg Harbour in a spanking breeze round to Simpsons Lagoon on 

the western side of St. Maartin, she has a chance to make amends. She forces a rather 

rude ketch on the wrong tack attempting to head her off, give way and fall astern. The 

marriage of her slippery underbelly and sensuous feathering propeller was having the 

desired effect already. The increased speed gave her the feeling of a young filly, flaring 

nostrils, lungs and heart pumping, with new power about to be unleashed.  

Simpsons lagoon, the graveyard of so many fine vessels – one thousand destroyed in 

Hurricane Marilyn of 1995 – most cleared away now, but enough remaining as a grim 

reminder of the destructive power of major weather. Masts and mud stained hulls poking 

out of the mangroves, she had to gingerly negotiate all the way up to the marina. Slipping 

a tad too wide around one of them she touches bottom again – oops! When will they learn 

– she is a deep footed ship. Only mud on the bottom this time so not a problem. Much of 
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the remainder of this month she is reined in at the dock whilst various necessary, not so 

necessary, and some downright dubious refinements are made to her ever changing  

silhouette. However, the captain seems to think they are all crucial for arriving safely on 

the other side of the planet and secretly, she is not unhappy with her appearance – in fact 

she is quite proud of her looks these days so she indulges him. She also feels somewhat 

guilty currently because in a moment of dreamy inattention she allowed him to lose his 

footing on the pulpit whilst clambering aboard and, cracking a rib on the rail, he has been 

somewhat ill humoured this last while.  

 

St. Maartin, the Dutch side of the island, is very colourful, rather dirty, bustling and 

industrial. It is inhabited by many Dutch people and Afrikaners from South Africa who 

saw it as one of the few havens during the Apartheid years. Much marine activity is 

carried out here but scenically it is bereft of any of the attractions expected of a 

Caribbean island. The French half, St. Martine, on the other hand is the reverse of the 

medal – clean, tidy, many boutiques, cafes, brassieres, beautiful beaches, lagoons, 

ambience and more - but of course much much more expensive. Back in the marina she 

senses that things are coming to a certain state of readiness and quietly tugging at her 

lines knows that more progress would be made if not so much time was spent in the 

evenings at Lagooneys Bar swapping tales and exaggerations with other like minded 

sailors. Impatience is setting in and unsteady feet stumbling back on board in the dark is 

seen as further evidence by her of the sailors’ nemesis of never being able to leave port.  

 

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS – MAY:     

 
Several days of serious R&R is deemed necessary by the captain as many hours of 

sterling effort and time to bring her up to speed have been logged by the crew.  

Only a few minor tasks remain and she will be ready for the quantum leap across the 

sparkling Caribbean Sea and into the unknown. This unknown is the Pacific, that huge 

and restless, expansive ocean we have all at some time dreamed about and mentally 

explored. The draw now is becoming irresistible and her head and cutwater is constantly 

straining to point south eastward in the direction of those hazy and mystically blue 

horizons. So, sails are set for the British Virgin Islands (BVI’s) and a taste of history and 
hedonistic pleasure. Slipping through Peters’ Passage and rounding up into Sir Francis 

Drake Channel she feels a tingle of excitement pass through her fibres of grp. She realises 

that some of the molecules of that most famous bowling pirate of all time and his Hind of 

Gold are still in the waters of this channel and sliding along her newly polished flanks. 

She shares this with her crew, who, not totally unaware of this phenomenon, dash about 

the deck with blood curdling(they think) boarding yells, cutlass parry’s and other general 

pirate like actions. They do however, refrain from hoisting the skull and crossbones! 

Customs officials in these parts do not look too kindly on random acts of hedonistic 

hooliganism – rather that decorum be observed and the courtesy flag of the nation being 

visited is flown from the starboard halyard, precisely positioned above the yellow  

customs/quarantine flag. She lays these checks upon the crew from time to time and they 

generally measure up! 
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Tortola appears to be a fine place and she is quite happy to turn the crew loose, bounding 

ashore for sampling of the local delights. Time also for catching up with mail – 

incoming(pathetic) and outgoing(legion) – of letters and postcards to their family and 

many friends breathlessly awaiting news of the intrepid three. She senses the excitement 

of crewmembers following the receipt of several small squares of white covered in black 

lines and the time spent poring over them – time which in her opinion would be much 

better spent on her – and can only wonder. Final preparations including radar repair, new 

propane gas system and general fine tuning including more spare rope, shackles and 

various bits of deck chandlery are stowed, and entered into the Ships Book18. Squeezed 

in between all this activity, a visit is made to Jost Van Dyke and the legendary bar on the 

beach. No matter that the famed musician was nowhere to be seen, the crew could still 

bathe in the tropical ambience of it all.  A shining morning arrives and early, she slips out 

of her berth and noses around to the fuel dock to receive a belly full of that awful and 

smelly but necessary diesel. She casts off again and suddenly, there it is, with her nose 

heading south west and feeling it in every fibre of her hull, the route home to New 

Zealand, that jewel of the south Pacific the crew have been blabbing on about now for 

months. 

BVI’s to SAN BLAS ISLANDS – JUNE:     

 
A sparkling cerulean caribbean sea and a fresh breeze on the port quarter inject her with 

infectious excitement, transmitting to her crew so that everyone is in tearing high spirits, 

and looking forward to piling on as many sea miles as she can before nightfall on this 

first day. She feels the urgency and with some tweaking of the sails, she lifts her skirts, 

settles in with serious intent, and leaps forward at a cracking eight knots. She revels in an 

impossibly blue sea and rattles the topping lift to alert the crew of the arrival of the first 

batch of dolphins, seeing them on their way and blessing their voyage – a good omen. 

Sleek and big and black and white, these fools of the seas play with her, frolicking out, 

beside and under her keel, one moment rushing full tilt at her sides, then turning abruptly 

to skim along within millimetres, using the water pressure between them and her hull as a 

cushion, then charging out ahead to leap yet again in their joyfulness. Diamonds arcing 

through the sun each time they exit, they finally tire of this pedestrian behemoth with 

three idiot grins hanging over the side, and head off somewhere looking for a more 
mobile playmate. 

 

Long, hot, humid days follow as she heads down into the cauldron in the south west 

corner of the Caribbean Sea known as Panama. Visions of swamps, mangroves and 

mosquitoes along with stultifying heat are conjured up to play upon the imagination of 

her crew. The fine wind holds and our ship bowls along making an extra thirty nautical 

miles a day due primarily to that union of her shaft and that object of her desire, the shiny 

new brass feathering propeller. She is surprised and very pleased with the difference it 

makes and shares this with the captain who now thinks he is so clever! The following  

wind pushes her along, dragging her own microclimate with her creating a kind of 

vacuum, so everything above water level is cooking, including the crew! Coleridges’ 

famous lines from the ‘Ancient Mariner’ float up in the haze: 
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‘All in a hot and copper sky, 

The bloody sun at noon, 

Right up above the mast did stand, 

No bigger than the moon. 

 

Day after day, day after day, 

We stuck, nor breath nor motion; 

As idle as a painted ship, 

Upon a painted ocean’ 

STC - 1799 

 

How to paint a picture with few words? Although a lengthy poem, Coleridge says it all 

about the Doldrums, in this short passage.  

 

Life on board is moulded into a routine and one day runs into another, smoothly, 

seamlessly, like a never ending Mobius Strip. The Captain, lounging languidly in the 

cockpit, shaded by the awning, glances lazily astern and suddenly leaps bolt upright, 

staring into the water where the fishing lure is swimming some one hundred metres in 

their wake. He cannot believe his eyes as a huge darker blue shadow angles up toward the 

lure, gives it a little nip, disdainfully turns, and sinks back into the depths. Several 

pounding heartbeats later he is able to splutter a shout to the others, who pour out of the 

companionway to see what all the fuss is about. Seeing nothing and believing the Captain 

is going delirious, despite his postulations regarding a monster marlin, they retire once 

more below – poor fellow! However, he knows, as does she, that indeed it was a large 

billfish of some kind, as its’ gleaming bill had cleared the water whilst it inspected the 

lure. He put it down to curiosity and added it to his store of knowledge on pelagics.  

 

Brilliant green flash in the last of the suns early evening rays, flinging off rainbow 

droplets, each a prism of colour, signals a solid strike on the trailing lure35. In comes a 

beautiful 7kg Mahi Mahi. These gorgeous fish, when first out of the water, are a 

kaleidoscope of brilliant colours, sometimes blue, sometimes green and/or gold – hence 

the Spanish name for them, ‘Dorade’. She is quickly filleted and placed in the ships 

refrigerator in preparation for dinner. Sibling crew announces dinner with a couple of 

strikes on the ships bell16, and our crew tuck into the ‘catch of the day’ with relish. 

Served up with straw potatoes, slivered carrot, tomato, red pepper, salad, hot bread and a 

glass of chilled chardonnay her crew will enthusiastically quaff it all down, relaxing in 

the cockpit in the last soft glow of the tropical evening, distant pink and rose cumulus 

stacked to the ceiling  – could there be anything more enjoyable?   

‘Why do they have to go to those lengths to feed themselves?’ she wonders when all she 

needs is wind in her sails? 

 

With Cartagena sunk astern and well across the gulf of Darien, she alters course a few 

degrees to port to intersect with the San Blas archipelago. This little forgotten corner of 

the globe interests her immensely. Early morning with the sun behind and rolling gently 

on the moderate swell she approaches the first bunch of islands cautiously. At this point 

only palm trees are visible. Gradually other landmarks slowly rise out of the sea to reveal 
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more small islands, white beaches and some tiny buildings. Many reefs are also visible, 

darkly lurking under the surface to catch an unwary visitor. Her crew are being extremely 

canny because the charting in this area is inaccurate at best, and whilst she knew the way 

in, she let them practise their conning skills. There were going to be many more situations 

similar to this, once they entered the Pacific and sailing amongst those South Sea islands. 

Besides, it made them feel good and gave them bragging rights at the next nautical bar 

they happened upon. Dropping anchor over her nose in Porvenir, just fifty metres from 

the Custom house, she comes to rest. That was about the extent of their harbour – a small 

pond encircled with jagged reefs. However, the ground is good with the anchor holding 

well. 

                                                                                                                         

A bump on her starboard side accompanied with a soft ‘halloo’, signals the arrival of 

several canoes loaded with small and smiling light brown ladies, offering the crew all 

kinds of clothing items embroidered with the most brilliant coloured native patterns – 

hours of work gone into each item and selling them for a song. These Mila Indian folk are 

delightful people, small, smiling and quiet, and still living a traditional life to which 

stressed out Westerners aspire. Porvenir, the capital is nothing more than a village of 

straw huts. Dirt roads suffice as there are only two trucks on the whole island. Amongst 

these tropical hues of greens, blues, browns and golds, was the only blot on the landscape. 

Perched crookedly at the entrance to the one establishment selling anything was a bright 

and garish red Coca Cola can dispenser! The absence of men struck the crew and it was 

finally established that they all go off every morning to the mainland to work in the 

banana plantations. 

 

There being no restaurants or eateries in this capital, the crew retire back on board for a 

simple dinner and catch up on sleep. As the evening wears on, the off shore wind 

gradually increases in strength to the point where she is really lunging on her short anchor 

scope and straining her purchase on the bottom. She signals the captain her distress and 

he, after interrupting his sleep every thirty minutes and coming up to check, finally 

emerges complete with sleeping bag and settles down in the cockpit. From here he can 

regularly peer over the gunwale to check the short distance to the white water foaming 

over the jagged teeth of the alarmingly nearby reef. The captains’ imagination continually 

plays tricks with his night vision, but fortunately the breaking water comes no closer. At 

this point he is joined by the anxious Anglo crew member to share the watch duty.   

 

Finally falling into a deep mindless sleep for an hour or two, he awakens to a violet dawn. 

Lifting  his woolly head above deck level the captain is amazed at the scene before his 

eyes. A huge cloud of white butterflies is passing left to right across his vision and 

heading off to the mainland just visible, emerging from the early morning murk. Shaking 

his head to clear it he realises it is a large fleet of tiny skiffs, single white sail up – the  

men of the village spiriting off for their days work – what a wonderful sight, but belying 

a day of hard toil ahead for them. 
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CRISTOBEL, PANAMA – JUNE:      

 
Farewell to this little forgotten paradise as she lifts her cqr out of the sand, drops away 

and carefully picks her reef strewn route out to sea. Sibling crew has the sharpest eyes so 

she does the conning from the pulpit rail – balanced on the top rail, grasping the furler 

stay with one hand and the other shading her eyes, she is reminiscent of a ships 

figurehead guiding our good ship to safety. Gybing onto the plotted southerly course she 

finds the stiff offshore breeze is just aft of her port beam. With an almost flat sea she 

leaps forward to an exhilarating eight knots plus and sails like this hour after hour into the 

gorgeous soft tropical evening. She feels extremely comfortable in this mode with 

everything on her in concert, and, with full and taut sails up knows she is a handsome 

boat indeed. The only sounds apart from the wind is the tinkling whisper of her stem 

knifing through the water, the gentle sigh of it creaming along her sides and the soft 

gurgle as it exits in miniature whirlpools under her stern. Sounds that she and her crew 

can become so absorbed in, that time is endless, lulling all into a luxurious torpor.  

 

More practically, she notes that the captain, when in the saloon, regularly hugs the lower 

end of her deck stepped mast, presses his ear to the moulded aluminium and listens. From 

this position she understands that he can hear everything that is happening on the ship. 

The multitude of sounds flowing up and down that metal tube, form a pattern. The flexing 

of the mast, creaking of the running rigging, steering quadrant chain, rolling furler 

jumping in its’ shackle and even the watermaker chugging softly aft, can all be heard. 

Any change or unusual sound immediately alerts him to ascertain what it is, locate the 

cause and take whatever action is required – ‘He’s coming along’, she muses.  

 

Angry red sun rising astern next morning picks out  a massive flotilla of merchant 

shipping – all waiting in the ‘roads’ off Cristobel, their turn to transit the Panama Canal. 

She has never seen so many ships together 

in the one place. Tankers, freighters, 

container ships by the score and one smart 

looking military vessel which on closer 

inspection turns out to be a US Coast Guard 
cutter. She makes a bee line for it and, 

cheekily passing under her stern eliciting 

waves and wolf whistles from some of the 

white clad uniformed young crew. Sibling 

crew mistakenly thinks the attention is 

directed at her – poor girl!     USCG cutter, Panama 

 

The vhf crackles into life with the Port Captains’ invitation to enter the inner harbour. A 

stiff breeze coming straight out of the entrance forces her into a tacking course back and 

forth across the wide bay, on past the control tower and several large vessels, toward her  

 

anchorage. Slipping from the deeper water of the channel onto a large muddy bank, she 

finally loses way as the crew drop her sails, comes to rest and drop anchor in 11metres on 
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‘The Flats’ of Cristobel Harbour. As all seagoing sounds drop away they are replaced 

with an overall heavy stillness. Lightly scented breeze wafting off the mangroves, 

stultifying heat closing in on every pore preparing to sweat, and a brilliance of light that 

have the crew squinting even through their sunglasses. Other background noises slowly 

return – the far off humming of a busy working port, toot of a car horn somewhere off in 

the direction of Cristobel, a cry from a hovering gull, all faintly intrude on her 

consciousness as she dreamily settles down to a period of well deserved rest.  

 

She bundles the crew ashore in theinflatable24 knowing that their first stop will be the 

venerable Panama Yacht Club for a cold beer and catch up on local knowledge. They 

already know that the administration requirements for transiting the Canal are 

bureaucratically complicated. Here begins a convoluted and arduous paper trail which 

goes on for seven days. The Panamanians are renowned for their confusing and 

frustrating approach to administration – it is probably a hangover from the Spanish 

connection. Five separate offices needed to be visited and whilst it was affirmed at the 

outset that the correct papers for a transit could be completed within 24 hours, the reality 

is that it takes the best part of a week. Four of these offices are located in Cristobel and 

Colon but nobody seems to know who or where they are! So commences a trek among 

what appears to be the back alleys, one minute in searing humidity and the next in a 

tropical downpour that threatens to flatten a person to the pavement. At its’ heaviest, the 

rain rebounds a good ten centimetres off the cobbles, producing a hovering shimmering 

sheen over the flagstones of the road. The heavy wet tropical smell is glorious. Manana 

culture is depressingly evident everywhere, but always with a smile – definitely not to be 

attempted during siesta!  

 

The minders at the Club issue a warning not to travel into Colon unattended. Our intrepid 

crew, brushing off such nonsense, step out through the overgrown yards with bits of ships 

and boats strewn everywhere, rusting in the long grass. Welcome to the third world! A 

short bus ride brings them to Colon where they are immediately struck by the decrepit 

nature of the buildings. Years of exposure to the elements, with no maintenance, let alone 

painting, has left them largely looking like a very old and unused Hollywood western 

movie set. Progressing up the dinghy main street, they expect at any moment to encounter 

a posse of gun toting Gringos shooting their way out of some saloon. Instead, they are 

confronted with the sounds of a busy shopping afternoon in any border town anywhere. 

One concession to their romantic view, but one that surprises and disturbs, is to find a 

security guard at the entrance to most shops, complete with sawn off shotgun and safety 

off. This is to quell the problem of shoplifters! Whilst our crew never saw an incident as 

such, several shotgun reports were heard within the vicinity. Another chilling aspect was 

seeing the motorcycle police, nicknamed the ‘Lynx’. These mobile police are clad head to 

toe in silver cat suits, plus helmet, riding a very powerful silver motorcycle. The pillion 

once again carries the ubiquitous shotgun, this time balanced on his knee pointing 

skyward, and they are a very intimidating sight indeed. Their technique often, apparently, 

is once they have a suspects’ vehicle in their sights, is to close from behind in the dark  

 

with no lights, pull alongside, and empty the contents of the gun into the vehicle. Our 

crew were not able to ascertain what happened if they fired into the wrong vehicle! 
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The dinghy pool at the PYC contains a variety of underwater obstacles to snag the 

unwary approaching tender. Most of them are sharp and laying at exactly the right angle 

to slice through or hook into and tear the millimetres thick rubber of the bottom or 

sponsons. On their second trip, one such of these catches our not so vigilant crew off 

guard – fortunately only metres from the dock – a quick glance over the side shows an 

ever increasing stream of air bubbles under pressure, racing to the surface(quite 

fascinating in other circumstances!) and a hasty retreat with paddles foaming the still 

water follows, taking the Avon back to the dock – fastest she had ever moved under 

manpower! Hauled out, upended and inspected, it is found not to be a life threatening rent 

and can be patched. Naturally, the repair kit23 is still with our little ship, moored 1.5 

kilometres away, and completely innocent of events. So, our intrepid crew begin the 

usual search by knocking on the few boats that are actually in the marina berths and, 

naturally again, some tender hearted sailor comes to our rescue – sibling crew is usually 

called up for this kind of incident, with expectations realised.  With thorough drying, 

scuffing and gluing, our crew are able to effect a suitable repair, and retire to the bar 

whilst curing – there is always an upside to any catastrophe!    

 

Many a steamy night follows with our crew frequently sleeping in the cockpit under the 

stars, only to be driven below when the next deluge passes through. A tropical rain 

shower is very different in terms of intensity than what they were used to and once below, 

conversation can be very nearly drowned out with the drumming on her coach roof. She 

enjoys the coolness of it and is pleased that it washes the salt out of her sails, off the 

rigging and topsides – she will have to remind them tomorrow to sluice down the teak 

decks with salt water from the canvas bucket – this keeps them nice and tight by keeping 

the teak strips slightly swollen and tight up against the black sikaflex caulking87.  

 

Next morning she is rudely awakened with a not too delicate bump on her starboard side 

– this announces the arrival of the Admeasurer, which in number comprises four swarthy 

Panamanians with very black moustaches and big boots, clumping around her decks and 

below measuring everything they can lay a tape alongside or around. Because the 

majority of their work is large merchant vessels, cruising yachts just don’t fit into their 

matrix. A cruising yacht not having a funnel, but, the box on their form requiring an entry, 

they measure a starboard dorade vent – necessity is the mother of invention! Many 

curious questions follow until, finally, with a bottle of Johnny Walker Black Label 

changing hands they depart, instructing our crew to be ready for when a Pilot will be 

delivered for the transit.    

 

Documentation progress is slow, and when the final stamp with payment required is to be 

at the Panama Canal Commission, a $50 taxi ride takes them to the PCC office. This 

office is positioned mid way along the canal and most inconvenient – but considering 

ships travel both ways through the canal, there is a certain logic to it being at the Gatun 

Locks. With document stamped and USD495 paid(transit fee which has increased  

currently to USD600 plus a USD850 buffer fee – refundable if not used) our crew hasten 

back aboard to await the arrival of the Pilot. 
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PANAMA CANAL TRANSIT – JUNE 11
th

:    
 

Pilot on board by 5.45am next day and informs the captain that 6.5knots have to be 

maintained for the 21 nautical mile journey. Now, she thinks to herself, that means she 

should be there on the other side and therefore in the Pacific by lunch time. What she 

doesn’t understand is that in between times she has to negotiate the three locks along the 

way – up and into Gatun Lock, down to Pedro Miguel locks and finally, Miraflores Locks 

– this all takes time and will probably use up most of the day. The captain is a little 

concerned that running the engine so hard for so long may cause 

problems. She knows that the motor is good enough, but lets the 

captain fret anyway. Running into the locks, rafting up with 

other yachts, handling the monkey lines as they are hurled down 

onto her decks from above and bouncing around in the turbulent 

waters of the locks all goes well and she is rather pleased with 

herself and her crew. They had all heard some awful stories of 

major damage to small vessels in transit and were somewhat 

fearful of this leg of their journey. She felt somewhat intimidated 

in the Gatun Locks by a merchant vessel whose bow some 15 

metres up, loomed forward over her  
Big brother looming 

own bow and she thought that it could have given her just a little more sea room. The 

turbulence in the locks as the water rose and then lowered was quite dramatic, and she 

had the crew dancing around her deck constantly watching and adjusting her fenders – 

she was very protective of her 

unsullied flanks and did not want them 

tarnished by some unfeeling 

merchantman, whose only concern 

was to get out the other end to 

continue its pecuniary voyage. She 

also knew that if she got on the wrong 

end of a small bump from one of them, 

her hull would pop open like an egg. 
The captain having to sign an 

indemnity to the PCC, was also 

acutely aware of this.      No room at the inn, Gatun Locks 

     

The captain, perched on the stern rail in the Gatun Locks suddenly spots two  large 

porpoising fish astern and close to the lock gates. They are a pair of very big Tarpon and 

apparently these fish regularly use the canal system to traverse into the Pacific and vice 

versa – fee free of course! Cruising between Pedro Miguel Locks and Miraflores she 

passes the Pedro Miguel Boat Club to port and smugly notes all the yachts out on ‘the 

hard’. They were in various states of repair and many of them looked like they had been  

there for quite some time – this club was famous for voyagers returning home for respite 

before venturing into the Pacific, with many of them never coming back to continue. 

Obviously, she muses, folks from the Atlantic side - but to her crew, the Pacific was their 
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home and held no such fears. Finally, into Miraflores Lock and the last batch of ‘bump 

and grind’, her nose pointing west, the huge, massively steel strapped and dripping gates 

crack open to reveal a sliver of ever widening blue which is her first view of the mighty 

Pacific Ocean. She feels a jet of excitement 

pass through her and realises that at last, this 

is the beginning of a great voyage – the crew 

also seem to be somewhat stimulated and 

prattle on about how smart they are to get thus 

far unscathed! Indignantly, she would like to 

remind them, if it wasn’t for her, they 

wouldn’t be here at all! She remonstrates by 

heading for one of the pylons of the great 

‘Bridge of the Americas’, until Anglo crew 

noticing, brings her smartly back on course,  
       Gates to the Pacific- Miraflores,Panama 

and on a heading for the Balbao Yacht Club. She claps onto a mooring, shuts down and 

releases them ashore and the club bar, to find the first gullible bunch of sailors who will 

listen to their pathetic babbling! This is the first time using the repaired dinghy in anger 

again and it holds up well.           

BALBOA, PANAMA (Pacific side) – JUNE:    
 

No paperwork required at this port, so all can have a few days of relaxation whilst 

preparing(mostly mental) for the next big leap into the unknown of the Pacific. The crew 

have heard of a local zoo which may be worth visiting, so a trip is planned. Apart from a 

range of odd animals in not very large enclosures, this zoo did not have a lot to 

recommend it. The Tapirs were a standout and the captain, always having a soft spot for 

toucans was fascinated by these large and curious birds. They are a riot of the brightest of 

colours and the finite delineation from one colour to the next in their feathers is nothing 

short of amazing – not to mention their huge scimitar like beaks. That night her captain is 

moved sufficiently to write a short ode to these brilliant creatures………………… 

            ‘Toucan Toucan why so bright? 

How come your colours are so finite 
 Colours on feather cut like a sword 

 No blending in for you my word 

That scimitar beak so pale yet strong 

           What is it you do with it all day long? 

           The beak parts and nestled in the slot 

           A shimmering lance like tongue peeks out 

           Your piercing knowing eye so sharply etched  

                   Has our imagination severely stretched 

    ………………..as to your intelligence 

                  Your vibrant chaos leaves us askance 

                  And yet………………from a distance 

   The brain behind our eyes gives us a chance 

   And you are one with natures’ plants’ 
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‘Romantic fool,’ she thinks, nestling in the pale clear blue water, mini waves of light 

rippling along her flanks – ‘it’s only a bird!’  

 

Panama City sits on a wide, sweeping bay and looks like any other tropical city. The 

usual slum areas run up the green hills behind, pockmarked by the brown devastation of 

American bombing in Noriega’s downfall. This is pointed out at the first opportunity by 

the locals. They do have a very active university campus and pouring millions into the 

project to boost the education of local and international students. The city holds very little 

attractions for our crew so a few lazy days are spent around Balboa and the yacht club, 

with the Captain continually fiddling with bits and pieces on her, the excuse being they 

are vital to this next step of the passage. She knows that she is 100% ready to go but 

understands his apprehension – there are not too many places from here on and as far as 

New Zealand where broken things can be fixed. Vague stories of yards in French 

Polynesia and associated islands float around but not much store is taken of them. Whilst 

our crew have heard of yachts with laptop computers on board and connected to the 

internet, to date she has not allowed any of this funny technology to be plugged into her – 

GPS, weather fax, radar and single sideband radio will do the job as far as she is 

concerned: 

‘How do they think James Cook managed?!’ She scolds. 

 

Forever thinking westward she senses another boat moored not too far away from her 

who may be going in the same direction. She makes a mental note that she is a similar 

size to herself and that perhaps they may run across one another’s course in the coming 

days – it is always nice to travel in convoy on a passage so she wonders if the captain is 

aware of this vessel? 

BALBOA to GALAPAGOS ISLANDS -- JUNE:   

 
Plumb on the equator and a few degrees south of Panama lie the Galapagos Islands, nine 

hundred nautical miles to the west. Out of the Gulf of Panama and into a great bowl of 

swirling currents and counter currents, acting as a great collection point for all kinds of 

floating detritus, she must pass to reach these evolutionary famous islands. Notorious for 
calms, squalls, electrical storms and generally fractious sailing weather this will be 

another good test for her and crew. She revels in the feel of the Pacific, the initial 

excitement still with her, and with a moderate SSE breeze on her port quarter, she makes 

a good 6.5 knots, heading westward down the forever shimmering golden path to the sun. 

The second evening in light airs, she overhauls the other yacht she noticed at Balboa. 

Unable to contact her by vhf the two captains enter a hailing contest across the gently  

 

heaving water, and it is established that this vessel is also heading for New Zealand via 

the Galapagos. Her crew are quite excited about this as it implies the possibility of 

sharing of companionship, adventures and resources. It is to be two days before their 

radio is operating again, by which time they are both well out of vhf range and there is no 

further contact after losing sight of them sometime during the night watch45.  
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Several days pass and she holds her course fair for Santa Cruz. Intermittent squalls during 

the day and amazing electrical storm displays at night hold the intense attention of the 

crew. Lightning of the forked and flashing variety is constant and surrounds them around 

the complete 360 degree horizon. This performance is accompanied by thunder of 

varying intensity, structure and duration depending on the distance. If one listens 

carefully, a certain rhythm begins to emerge and the captain on watch and in the dark 

begins to conduct his very own ‘Thunder and Lightning’ polka. She thinks he is acting 

out some strange midnight ritual to placate the Gods (not too far from the truth!) and adds 

it to her list of unfathomable human eccentricities. One monstrous extended flash is so 

long and intense and, coupled with an extra heave of the deck as she trips over the crest 

of a wave, the captain almost loses his balance. Whilst stumbling around the cockpit 

attempting to regain his equilibrium, he is interested to note that he can actually see the 

colour of things during such an extended blaze of light.  

 

It is on one such other similar moonlit night watch, the captain, glancing over his 

shoulder into a disappearing rain squall is transfixed by a rare sight. There, sitting dead 

centre of the fast retreating raindrops, and between them and the moon behind him, is a 

perfect Moonbow. This rare phenomenon is created exactly the same way as a daytime 

rainbow with this particular one forming a perfect hoop from sea surface to sea surface, 

absolute even brightness all the way round, with the bands quite distinctly separated. 

They are not in colour, just various shades of grey matching the daytime rainbow band 

sequence. Night light has not sufficient strength to activate the colour cone receptors of 

the human eye so they don’t recognise colour. Staring with wonder, it goes through the 

captains’ mind to rouse the others, but rather selfishly decides to let them sleep on. If he 

woke them and they were anything less impressed than he, then it would diminish his 

own satisfaction and fulfilment of witnessing one of natures’ marvels – what a privilege 

to view this unique spectacle. 

 

Next day, in very little wind and sliding over 

the long gentle rollers, she senses that 

something is afoot. A lone Booby circles her 

mast endlessly and eventually is joined by  

its mother. The baby Booby is obviously 

exhausted and the mother, with encouraging 

sounds shepherds it closer to our ships’ swaying 

mast. The technical mastery of alighting on her 

swaying and rotating truk is beyond the 

youngster and having bent the vhf aerial to a  
       Sick baby Booby 

 

 

strange angle, settles for a crash landing into the pulpit rail. Settling there for a couple of 

days it gulps down the odd flying fish that have miscalculated their flight path out of a 

wave and landed on the deck. During this time the Booby does not move and our crew 

are amazed at the quantity of guano deposited on the foredeck. This dries rapidly in the 

tropical sun and even with constant flushing away, leaves a nasty stain. Two days of this 

is enough for our captain, and he shoos the bird away finally, and it takes off in a 
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westerly direction accompanied by its mother who has re-appeared. Later that afternoon, 

our young friend is spied drifting past in the calm, perched on what appears to be 

driftwood. On closer inspection it turns out to be a large sea turtle sunning itself on the 

surface and acting as temporary host – what the Booby does when the turtle submerges 

was never revealed, as they slowly bob away astern and eventually disappear out of sight 

into the blue haze. 

 

All this time her engine has been running as all wind has deserted her. With a two knot 

current pushing against her nose, progress is painful. Sometime during the night however, 

that big hand moves to her stern, and she feels the immediate effect of being gently 

pushed along. As far as she is concerned she is still travelling through the water at the 

same speed, but she is happy for the captain as he often chides her that it is the speed over 

the ground (SOG) that matters. As they close land this after current builds to three plus 

knots, so with the engine cruising at around sixteen hundred rpm, her SOG jumps to eight 

knots – the captain is happy and starts singing to himself again, particularly now that the 

necessity of beating that other yacht into port keeps sneaking into a corner of his mind. 

She knows she can run the legs off it anytime, but with no radio contact and the vagaries 

of weather, doubt has a habit of creeping in.  

 

With eighty nautical miles to go to make landfall, life on the surface and above, 

multiplies exponentially. Birds begin appearing from all points – many flights dip past 

and overhead in all the hues of browns, blues and white imaginable. Booby’s come and 

go in legion, flocks of various gulls and later in the afternoon the first Frigate bird is 

spied, high up and gliding gently, huge wings outspread, flash of red at throat, giving the 

impression of a reconnaissance aircraft. Several high and lazy circles later he breaks off 

and glides away into the lowering sun, no doubt reporting back to base. Dolphins 

reappear in great numbers, gambolling around our little ship to the strains of sucking and 

blowing her captain is extracting from his harmonica14. Flying fish, wings whirring and 

flashing in the sun, are popping out of the waves everywhere and large pelagics’ 

repeatedly and vigorously strike at her trolling lures, causing them to give up their grip on 

the line and depart evermore. The plethora of extraordinary life on and around these 

islands they are all looking forward to seeing, with high expectation, is closer to 

becoming reality.  

 

Under full sail now, with a fine breeze on her port beam, she reaches toward her 

destination in high tearing spirits, and allows her crew to gambol around her decks – she 

is feeling good, so she guesses her crew should be allowed to join in the excitement of 

making landfall after nine days at sea. She is beginning to understand their stimulation  

comes from not only the expectation of a new landfall, but also a break in the routine of 

ongoing shipboard life.  

‘Land ho’ the cry goes up and all eyes instantly swivel westward. A high flat, steely layer 

of cloud has climbed up from the west, but right on the horizon, dead ahead, a dense 

black and jagged tooth protrudes from the silver surface.  

 

‘Full marks,’ she thinks, ‘this crew really is shaping up’, and she lets them congratulate 

one another again, knowing full well that she would have brought them here anyway! 
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As the tooth climbs higher into the sky it begins to look more like an island of some 

substance, and from the charts and its shape, it is established that they are indeed gazing 

at Santa Cruz Island. On the western side is Academy Bay and Puerto Ayora, their final 

destination. At this moment, with the island dominating the offing, it suddenly disappears 

and leaves what appears to be a blank canvas on which, only moments ago was a very 

real island. The captain, deliciously (for him), allows the crew to panic momentarily and 

then explains rather loftily that this phenomenon is known as the ‘Garua Effect’ and is 

peculiar to the Galapagos Islands. During the dry or ‘Garua’ season, inversion layers 

form over the highlands of the islands and frequently a fine mist forms. This translucent 

haze very often obscures the high ground making it invisible to the observer from a 

distance. They, being well back over the horizon unable to see the unobscured lower 

slopes, and with the western sky now cloudy, the impression of the island disappearing is 

very genuine.  

‘My goodness’ she exclaims, ‘fancy them not knowing that!’ Her resonances coming in 

an entirely different form, and under water, tell her that islands of that size just do not 

move!  

 

All sail is best trimmed, and she thrusts forward with urgency now that the decision has 

been made to make landfall that night. Sailing into the gathering gloom, the islands, built 

completely of black lava and basalt, appear incredibly intimidating. Their steep and 

jagged cliffs, fringed at the base with foaming white water, conjure up Jurassic Park 

thoughts. A Frigate bird could easily morph into a pterodactyl and a sea iguana into a T-

rex, such are the overactive imaginations of her crew. Darkness falls and with the cloud 

cover obscuring the moon, it is a very black night. The original hydrographic charts of the 

area show some lights, but they are either not turned on or fallen into disrepair, as there is 

only one in the main approach, off the starboard bow. Fortunately as she rounds the final  

headland and Academy Bay opens up, the lights of moored craft and the small port help 

her into the bay. There is going to be no docking here as the port consists of a partially 

sheltered corner of the bay in which all vessels, commercial, tourist and yachts alike are 

moored.  

 

Creeping forward, she approaches a vast black hulk outlined against the dim port lights. It 

is very poorly lit and there is some suspicious looking activity going on alongside. Our 

crew, staring, staring, can see some things being hauled up the side of the ship from a 

lighter, and as she comes closer a single gallows like arm protruding over the side of the 

ship is doing the hauling. Attached to the end of the heavy chain is a very upset, upside 

down milking cow. Her mouth is working and her free hind leg kicking furiously, but that  

is all the resistance she can muster as she is dragged unceremoniously up the rusting side. 

Fifteen to twenty of these poor animals disappear into the hold of the ship in this manner, 

and her crew are wondering what barbarous acts may be exacted upon them once inside 

the bowels of the ship. Feeling her way further up into the corner, where hopefully she 

can find a mooring position more out of the swell, many a long rode and scope is piloted 

around, until they arrive at a spot her captain deems fit for them to drop anchor and moor.  

 

Over her nose rattles the chain endlessly, almost to the bitter end before it takes in the 

mud. With the constant swell she realises that she has to let out as much scope as possible.            
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This task completed and a small stern anchor laid out to reduce her swing, the crew sit 

down to a self congratulatory cup of tea. Halfway to their lips, their cups freeze, as the 

whole island is suddenly plunged into total darkness. Santa Cruz is on generator power, 

and midnight is the shutdown time. Our poor crew slide into their bunks that night with 

some level of apprehension, wondering what tomorrow is going to bring.  

PUERTO AYORO, GALAPAGOS ISLANDS – JUNE:   
 

Dawn breaks a murky grey sheet over the town. The bugle blast of the navy reveille is the 

first sound to be heard, and her crew stumble into the cockpit. Peering into the mist they 

realise they are moored directly off the local navy base. Without a military vessel in sight, 

crisp white uniformed ratings line up in the quadrangle, and salute the Ecuador flag as it 

is hoisted up its staff. Our crew remind themselves that Ecuador is indeed a democracy 

and they have no need to worry – however, following on from what they saw the previous 

evening, the nagging doubts firmly lodged in the corner of their minds will not disperse. 

These islands are so unique, and classified ‘eco tourist’ by the Ecuadorian government, 

there are strong warnings and procedural advice for visiting yachtsmen. Visiting areas 

other than designated ports, is not allowed, and if caught will face immediate arrest and 

probable confiscation of vessel. Visits are only allowed for a maximum of forty eight 

hours on an emergency basis, repairs and/or provisioning, with visas issued to this effect. 

All printed material stresses this, so her crew are acutely aware of this protocol as they 

put ashore in the dinghy to visit the Puerto Capitano.  

 

In their smartest casual gear they manage the tricky landing on the stone wall, stepping 

ashore with the minimum amount of mud and salt water stains on their clothing. 

Straightening their garments as best they can, and the captain, importantly carrying their 

waterproof doco/passport bag tucked under one arm, they set off down the quay. Arriving  

at the lovely old colonial stone building which is the Custom house, and Puerto 

Capitano’s office, all varnish and gloss inside, they are ushered into his office. A 

handsome fortyish officer, with a level gaze, stares at them bleakly from the other side of 

a huge desk. Varnish must be cheap in this country as this piece of furniture is positively 

glowing. Our crew are not easily intimidated, but with his cool, silent stare, and two 

matelots one each side standing to attention behind, this comes close. Our captain  

compliments91 him on his fine building, and his incredibly crisp and brilliant white 

uniform. He cocks his head slightly, breaks into a raffish smile and says: 

‘How long would you like to be staying in our country?’. 

 

Our captain, momentarily taken aback, but having risen early, replies that ten days would 

be very nice indeed, thankyou.  

‘No problem’, a now very relaxed Puerto Capitano replies.  

Visas are produced, with passports being stamped accordingly, entry fees paid, and our 

crew shuffle backwards out of his office almost bowing as they go. Our captain is on the  

point of inviting the Port Captain to join them for a beer at some point at his convenience, 

but considers this might be pushing their new relationship a little too far! Instead, they 

march straight faced down the sea wall, eyes to the front, out of sight round the first 

corner and suddenly leap into the air, fist punching in their exhilaration. Ten days to 
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explore these fabulous evolutionary islands. A local fruit seller looking out from his stall, 

gives them a quizzical glance – crazy foreigners! Events as we shall see, will extend this 

time to eleven days. Later, checking their entry fee dockets, our crew discover that it was 

somewhat less than they had calculated. 

 

Our little ship has never before been anchored in such close proximity to so many other 

vessels swinging on such long lines, and she is just a little nervous. The stern anchor for 

sure will help to limit this, but she will have to keep a sharp lookout nonetheless. The 

long swell rolls in continuously, sometimes up to three metres in height, so the armada in 

the corner viewed from afar, is a constant out of synch, rising and falling cluster of 

shipping. Toward the outer 

limit lie the freighters and 

further in are the tour boats 

of varying sizes, mixed in 

with the visiting yachts. 

This time of the year being 

the dry or ‘Garua’ season 

there are only four other 

yachts including our friend 

she passed en route from 

Balboa. They arrived 

sometime during the night 

and were spotted in the 

early morning murk.    Our little ship amongst the big boys 

    

With all this new found time available to her crew, the brochures are pulled out and 

poured over to establish which ‘Eco’ wildlife tour they should go on. Off to the booking 

office via a visit to the local atm. At the exchange rate of around 20,000 sucres to the 

dollar our crew are impressed by the huge number of bills the machine spits out. They are 

high denomination notes, but still, the huge wad feels quite comfortable in the hand. The 

other side of the coin is that they disappear at a depressingly alarming rate in a 

transaction. The locals of course prefer hard currency in US dollars which is all very well, 

but the exchange rate needs to be watched closely, otherwise the sucres handed back 

could be even less, and not always discovered until a recount later. The chosen tour 

operator once booked, advises our crew of the start time, which strikes them as being 

very un manana like, at six am the following day.  

 

Struggling up the long dusty street next morning, a windowless, wooden coach is spied in 

the distance. Clambering aboard and settling sweatily on the generously varnished 

wooden seats, it is already 27 degrees Celsius – thoughts of a long hot day shimmer 

before them! Counting numbers on a thirty seater should not take too long, but it is close  

to an hour before the engine is coaxed coughing, into life, and they creak off, breathing in 

lungs full of diesel smoke, back drafted through the empty windows. 

 

The pale blue motor launch bobbing quietly at the dock looks workmanlike and ready to 

put to sea. It has a rather ornate stern railing, varnished bright of course, which looks out 
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of place on a work boat. She motors out in the glorious morning sunshine and a sparkling 

sea. By this time there is a gentle sea breeze, deliciously cooling our crew so that the 

spectacular views can be all the more appreciated. Rounding the promontory she heads 

for the landing place. No dock or sea wall is visible and it appears that disembarkation is 

on to nothing more than a large flat rock. There is a surge running, so this operation looks 

like it may require some modicum of seamanship skills to successfully get the thirty or so 

tourists ashore. The boat is backed up to the rock, a crew member jumps with a rope, 

which he lashes to a large and rusty iron bar embedded in the rocks. What he doesn’t see 

is that the shipboard crew member has the other end of the line bent on to a cleat with the 

running end passing through the intricately carved and varnished balusters. With the next 

surge, the woven rope tightens. With the stern swinging, water squirting from the taut and 

twanging line, the rat a tat tat of splintering woodwork is clearly heard above the surf as 

ten or more balusters snap like matchsticks - the rope knifing through them, splinters 

exploding in a thousand directions. Fortunately, no unsuspecting tourists legs are in the 

path of the line as they would snap just as easily. Our crew smother sniggers, coming out 

as coughs and snorts, but as fellow sailors, they sympathise with the unfortunate fellow 

on board who is yet to receive the wrath of his skipper.  

 

Turning their backs on the ensuing dressing down our 

crew, bounding ashore, actually step right over a large 

sea lion nestling at the foot of the rock. This sets the 

scene for the next few hours of a lifetime experience 

with the native and wild fauna of these islands. 

Following a narrow winding path through knee high 

scrub, they eventually come to the top of the rise, and 

spread out before them is a most fantastic sight. A 

multitude of wild life is staring right back at them. 

‘Wild’ seems a little extreme, as all creatures just carry  

on with what they are doing and barely take notice of 

their visitors, aside from a cursory inspection as they  
        Frigate bird with mate 

first come into view. Gulls are nesting next to Boobys, both the blue and red footed 

variety, frigate birds in the bushes, a wide range of seabirds floating overhead along with 

the female frigate birds, iguanas and various lizards scuttling back and forth, altogether 

like one very, very large family. Over the top and down toward the  sea on the other side, 

this blend continues and as the waters’ edge nears, seals, sea lions and the marine iguanas 

are added into the mix – a natural sight almost beyond words to describe. 

 

It is the mating season and some Boobys put on a 

wonderfully comic display of their mating dance. 

Slowly circling one another, flapping their rather 

large red or blue feet at one another as they go, 

moving ever closer, until they come together, 

rapturously rubbing their puffed chests. This is 

obviously highly erotic for them as they finish in a 

very cosy cuddle, necks entwined.     Sandy mates 
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The frigate bird takes a different approach. The male builds the most untidy nest of sticks 

in an equally scruffy looking bush and then sits in it. Raising his long beaked head 

skyward, inflating his big red throat balloon(only the males have this), he stares eagerly 

into the blue hoping to attract one of the high circling females. Our crew, watching the 

process for quite some time without result, have their doubts as to the effectiveness of 

this pursuit and the two thirds male crew certainly find it difficult to understand why any 

male would go to such lengths. Who’s ever heard of building a house first and then 

standing on the front porch waving an appendage at every passing female! Sibling crew 

treats these coarse remarks with a disdainful toss of her head, muttering something about 

the male gene pool being closely related to pigs!      

  

In a light offshore breeze, the crystal waves of this gently sloping sandy beach stand up 

very nicely. With the early afternoon sun just behind them now, the breakers are window 

clear and suddenly, there are eight or nine dolphins surfing along these rollers, 

gambolling out and into the face of the wave with absolute precision. The slightest 

movement of their flippers or tail, produces a marked change in direction or action, so 

they can hold their position perfectly in the barrel for 

as long as they wish, run out of water, or become bored 

with the game. This amusement appears to be for the 

spectators benefit with several of them almost running 

up onto the rock strewn beach, grinning, before bearing 

away in a long carving turn for another run – what a 

delight. A couple of seals join in the fun and whilst 

impressive, do not have quite the same 

manoeuvrability and finesse as their speedier cousins.   

 
Blue footed Booby 

The human mind can only observe, absorb and appreciate so much at any one time, so, 

after a short swim and with our crew going into mental overload, the tour party heads 

back to the boat, coach, and dusty, but happy journey home. Tomorrow is another day 

when a visit to the famous and fabulous Galapagos tortoises is planned. 

 

A young gazelle like creature lopes along in front of our crew explaining the life and love 

life of the Galapagos Tortoise. Galapagos is the Spanish word for saddle and depending  

which island the turtles come from they have a saddle or dome shaped shell. From the 

hundreds of thousands of these beasts that inhabited the islands when the whalers and 

passing ships began harvesting them, there are only fifteen thousand remaining, 

illustrating once again Man’s insatiable desire to destruct. The most famous of these is 

‘Lonesome George’ who hails from the northern Pinta Island, and is the sole survivor of 

his species. He was discovered in 1971 by the national Park Service, brought to the 

Charles Darwin centre and after thirty years of enticing him to breed with many 

females(albeit of different species), he has yet to come up with the goods. It is ‘Lonesome 

George’ our crew are off to see, and he does not disappoint. He is a massive reptile, 

weighing over 250 kilograms and with neck fully extended stretches out to more than 

200cm in height – very impressive. Laboriously munching mainly on plants and berries, 

his gaze is level and sure.  
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His time scale is obviously very different from humans as during a thirty minute 

interview with ‘George’, not a lot happens. Heaving his huge carapace several times, 

masticating endlessly, he continues gazing at his visitors with a look of complete 

nonchalance. It is incredible to think that three of these reptiles that Captain Cook 

shipped back to England in the eighteenth century, died only fifty years ago. 

 

Back aboard our little ship, the captain decides it is time to run up the mast and un kink 

the vhf aerial, put out of alignment by the attempted but aborted landing of the baby 

booby. Out comes the bosuns chair, and lines onto the main winch. Anglo crew having 

the broadest shoulders by far, is winch man – her captain likes to share the tasks around! 

He always enjoys the view from that vantage point up the mast, and is fascinated by the 

different perspective the height gives. The simple act of humans walking along the deck 

or dock, viewed vertically is remarkable. Legs suddenly launch jerkily from the tubular 

body, and, like a runaway marionette, propel it forward on its journey. The captain raises 

his eyes to the twisted aerial and straightens it to a reasonable likeness of the original – 

transmission has not been affected. Glancing around the truk, casually checking the other 

fittings his heart suddenly plunges to deck level. There, right in front of his eyes is a sight 

that for a moment he just cannot believe. As the reality sinks in, and his blood runs cold, 

he curses his luck. Our little ship is fitted all round with rod rigging51 except for the 

furling forestay, which is the normal nineteen strand stainless steel cable. Eighteen of 

these strands are fine, but number nineteen has popped away from its swage. They are 

about to embark on one of the longest ocean passages, to the Marquesas[3200nm], and 

setting off with one strand failed is not an option. How has this happened? It would be 

expected to see this at deck level end as all moisture, fresh and salt, obeying gravity, runs 

downward and lodges at the swage there, eventually creating a problem. Whatever the 

cause, and this is to be debated at length later, the fact remains this is a major problem 

and must be fixed. She wonders how long this is going to hold them up – don’t they know, 

she is built for sailing and already becoming tired of the constant lookout in this cramped 

anchorage. 

 

To fly a new forestay in from Miami is a horrendous cost, and could take up to three 

months for it to actually arrive. The other option is to find an engineer who could swage 

on a replacement buckle. There are many of these roadside engineers throughout Ecuador  

and they are all called ‘Miguel’. Our crew set off to find a ‘Miguel’ and at the fifth stop 

find a wonderful, quietly spoken man (actual name Miguel!) who recognises and 

understands the problem in an instant and comes up with a solution. We cut off the old 

buckle, he welds on a longer sleeve piece and then swages the whole assembly back on to 

the forestay shroud – he has the heavy hydraulic press equipment to do the job.  

 

The next part of the project is to deliver the forestay to Miguel. There not being a dock 

the problem looms large in their minds. Fortunately, Santa Cruz has a honorary British 

Consul. This gentleman arrived twenty five years ago in his seventy five foot sailboat and 

never left. As luck would have it his yacht(very little used nowadays) is moored not far 

away and he very generously offers the use of his deck. This length is needed because 

some of the aluminium foil sections have corroded together and our crew are going to 

have to slide the cable out without snapping even one of these sections.  
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Next morning sees her captain nervously bolting down some cereal for breakfast and 

casting an eye to the swell. It has dropped a little this morning, but he surmises even so, 

that anchored alongside the BC’s vessel there could be a combined difference of three to 

four metres rise and fall between their decks. Ughhh, he doesn’t want to think about the 

consequences of one wrong move! She creeps into position and anchors herself alongside 

within two metres and many fenders along the sides of both boats. The surge is 

frightening. By this time the crew from her Galapagos’ passage friend have joined the 

fray and are lined up on deck of the BC’s yacht to receive the complete furling forestay 

assembly, drum included, as it is lowered. In the event it comes down quite smoothly, 

albeit with a huge bend which does nothing for her captains blood pressure! Laying 

almost the full length of the deck and after a celebratory beer, the next task of sliding the 

cable out and coiling it into large loops on the afterdeck, is tackled. Because the drum has 

to be completely taken apart, without loss of one ball bearing, this becomes a major 

undertaking. If you want pressure, try this on a constantly moving and heaving platform 

when you know there are no spare parts within a thousand miles. The cable is laboriously 

worked through, accompanied by many sweaty stops for drinks. Finally, lying tamed, 

coiled and strapped on the poop it looks quite harmless. She wonders why her crew are 

looking so frayed and beat. 

 

The beam of the inflatable is 1.3 metres and the strapped coil has a diameter of two 

metres. It is quite heavy and lowering it into the tender produces a few more heart 

stopping moments. Balanced across the sponsons, sibling crew is assigned the job of not 

letting it slide off during the short but bumpy ride to shore. On pain of death she sits in 

the centre of the circle on the premise that if it goes over the side, she goes with it!   

 

Arriving back at Miguel’s, captain and Anglo crew having carried it fore and aft down a 

kilometre or two of dusty road, willingly accept the cold local beer proffered by Miguel.         

Whilst her apprehensive crew would like to stay and watch this marvel of engineering 

evolve, Miguel, in true engineers fashion, politely assures them that all will be well and, 

‘Please to be coming back tomorrow’. Tomorrow they return and it is not ready. With 

misgivings growing and many tens of thousands of sucres later, having been spent on  

libation and dining out with the Beneteau crew, they are met on the third day by a 

beaming Miguel. He produces the forestay complete with a shiny new but much extended 

buckle, beautifully polished so that the weld seam is invisible and swaged on to the cable. 

The overall length is precisely the same to within 

one millimetre! Just a small job he tells them and 

produces an invoice equally miniscule and happily 

accepts payment of USD80 in cash. The captain, 

not having kissed anyone for some little while, 

almost succumbs to the temptation – Miguel’s 

long droopy moustache however, by this time 

dripping with beer froth, holds him back. Happily 

bidding their farewells to Miguel, lugging the 

assembly back to the dingy was a decidedly light 

footed undertaking compared to the outward 

journey.  
Local laundry with our washing out 
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Laying it out again on the BC’s deck, the next undertaking is to thread the cable back up 

the twenty metres of foil. In the meantime, the drum end cable has sprung slightly and 

resisting all sweaty efforts, refuses to go back along its tunnel of aluminium. Many 

attempts later, twining down the bitter end into a wrapped cone shape fine enough to 

travel, it is once again arduously grafted and coaxed along the full length until it finally 

appears accompanied by the whoops of joy from our crew. The captains’ relief is 

palpable as this means they can now embark on the next stage of their voyage with 

impunity. Once again with the help of the BC’s deck and Beneteau crew, re-installation 

of our modified forestay goes without a hitch.  

 

One more day is sneaked in this fascinating group of islands. Her captain well remembers 

the earlier warnings of outlasting ones’ official welcome in this place and mindful of the 

Port Captains earlier generosity, does not wish to overplay his hand. They are already one 

day over. Last minute provisioning for this next leg of 3200nm calls for several trips to 

shore and a final poignant look around of the haunts visited these last eleven days. A 

further quick jaunt out to the headland of the next bay to look for and swim one last time 

with some young sea lions, back aboard and weigh anchor mid afternoon. Her stern 

anchor is a lightweight Fortress FX-12 which has performed admirably till now, won’t 

now dislodge itself from the mud. Many solid tugs later and slipping the dingy astern 

directly over the anchor point, it reluctantly swims to the surface. Scooping off the wet 

mud reveals a hefty bend in the shank and one stock completely broken off. Her bemused 

captain reflects that results such as these escaped any mention in the promotional 

brochure! It is many weeks later, in far off Tahiti, before it can be repaired.     

      

PUERTO AYORA to MARQUESAS – JUNE/JULY:     

 
Heading out into the bay, our little ship trembles with anticipation at the thought of this 

passage and wants to find out her limits on a voyage of up to twenty days. Her GPS asks 

for a course of 245 degrees, so she turns her head onto that. Fresh and steady, the SSE 

trades, blowing at around 16knots and coming in over her port quarter, gives her the lift 

she wants. She instantly accelerates to eight plus knots and revels in the late afternoon 

conditions. It is a rather lumpy sea and she notes with amusement the crew, having been 

on land for eleven or so days, in regaining their sea legs, are staggering from point to 

point, and rather more wont to clap onto the various grab spots than usual. 

 

The famous Post Box Bay was to have been their first stop, but the strong wind right on 

her nose would have forced many tacks upon them to arrive there, so this is passed up in 

favour of a good head start to Nuku Hiva. Nuku Hiva, that legendary South Sea paradise 

referred to in Melvilles’ stories is dead ahead, well over the horizon, and to be their next 

destination.   

 

‘El Nino’ is having his final say this year and the water temperatures were far warmer 

than normal. The warm current pushing out into the Pacific along the equator from the 

top end of the Humboldt extended way out past the Galapagos and indeed well on the 

way to the Marquesas Group. This affects the marine life, as they are averse to the 
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warmth and move off to cooler waters north and south of the equator. Shipping lanes and 

air routes are virtually non existent in this stretch of the Pacific and her crew who had 

been looking forward to sharing this passage with the normally abundant marine and bird 

life – whales, dolphins, pelagics and of course, the birds, were now going to be in short 

supply. In fact, not one whale was sighted during this passage, relatively few dolphins 

and the normal daily dinner catch of a Mahi Mahi or tuna dropped back to every third or 

fourth day. She didn’t mind that too much because no matter how careful they were with 

cleaning the fish37, there was always a blood stain on the teak decking which took some 

time to bleach out. 

 

Good running for the next few days saw her reeling off one hundred and sixty to one 

hundred and eighty nautical miles per 

day. She was feeling rather smug about 

this and could now see the wisdom of 

the feathering propeller because, if these 

conditions continued, it was going to 

take four to five days off the passage 

time. This was good news indeed for the 

captain and he went off watch thinking 

how smart he was – she of course wasn’t 

surprised because from the moment it 

was fitted to her shaft, she knew she was 

going to be quicker.          
Downwind in big seas 

Sibling crew, hailing from a farm, is a dab hand at producing hot snacks and nibbles 

endlessly from the galley. There would be a lengthy silence from below and then 

suddenly, her grinning face would materialise in the companionway, and thrusting 

forward a steaming tray of buttered scones, brownies, cookies of various descriptions or 

any variety of savoury snacks, the captain and Anglo crew would be seduced once more 

into ingesting a vast quantity of these delicious munchies. Even in the heat of the tropics 

they were treasured and just had to be eaten whilst still warm, prompting many a round of 

mild indigestion. Several days out and our captain, searching for the ‘trades’, comes to 

the conclusion that this being the last of the current batch of ‘El Nino’ years, the weather 

they are getting is going to be it for the majority of this passage. No problem with speed 

as she is still effortlessly spooling off close to one hundred and eighty nautical miles, 

sometimes more, each day. She is loving it and handling the cross seas very well, 

knowing that her over spec’d rig can take all this punishment and more. She does realise 

that her pitch and yaw is probably making life on board a little uncomfortable, but also 

knows that the beneteau is out there somewhere, out of radio contact and whilst not of a 

competitive nature, she wants to be first in at their earlier agreed destination port of 

Taiahoe Bay, Nuku Hiva. She shares this little secret with her captain who then proceeds 

to articulate many reasons to the rest of the crew as to why, with such a fine wind on her 

port quarter and the great swiftness they were making over the ground, sail should not be 

reduced. Miguel’s forestay swage job was so solid, they all had complete confidence in 

his work, so onward they plunged, angling down the long and gradually sloping rhumb 

line from nought degrees at the Galapagos to almost nine degrees of latitude south, at the 

Marquesas.  
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During these boisterous conditions, one fine afternoon, the aforementioned sibling crew 

decided that a nice pot of boiled down legumes would be an ideal base for one of her 

culinary specialties. The beans, simmered down to a glutinous mass on the galley stove 

were approaching the time when they should be removed. Sibling crew deciding to check, 

lifts the lid for a peek at exactly the same moment our ship scythes sideways up and over 

a particularly obstreperous crest, lifting the pot off the stove top and sending it flying in a 

neat parabola directly toward the navigation area. Fortunately, its curve drops it short of 

the chart table. Unfortunately, sibling crew following, in a tolerable imitation of a 

pirouette, reverses and slams, rib height, into the solid teak fiddle of the table. Turning 

white, then grey, she slides to the floor with the beans. One moment we have an able 

bodied crew member, and the next, a patient. Obviously in pain but putting on a brave 

face, sibling crew has great tenderness in her rib area(x-rays taken later at Nuku Hiva will 

show three fractured ribs!). Turning back to the Galapagos Islands was not an option as 

beating into those conditions would be horrendous for the patient. So unanimously it was 

decided to press on under reduced sail. Cleaned up and strapped sibling crew spends the 

next six days sitting on the cushioned saloon berth, moving only when she has to. 

Fractured ribs are very painful at the best of times, so picture if you will sitting on a 

moving, swaying and bumpy platform twenty four hours a day with no relief from the 

movement whatsoever – not a lot of sleep was had! Antibiotics were prescribed along  

with many pain killers. A pot full of beans can splatter itself over an amazing area and 

days later many a half cooked down legume would appear in the most unusual places. 

 

The watch system being used was quite a simple one for a crew of three and worked very 

well. From eight pm until eight am, each of the three crew members stood a four hour 

watch. This took care of the night hours. During the day, all members are on watch but 

can do whatever they wish – wash, cook, read, fish, write, navigate, whatever. The only 

rule is that when going below, it is made sure that one of the three must be on deck. This 

was a rigid rule, understood and  observed by all and never broken. It was practised 

throughout the whole voyage, working exceedingly well, even with changes in crew, as 

we are to discover later in Tahiti. 

 

For the time being however, her crew have a new situation. Sibling crew cannot stand a 

regular watch. Her captain and Anglo crew set a temporary watch system of three hours 

on and three hours off. Add to this all normal duties plus cooking, several days later the 

strain was beginning to show – no stamina these blokes she thinks!  – so it was with great 

relief when sibling crew poked her head up and announced she was ready to take on a 

mini(two hour) watch and see what happens from there. From that point on her recovery 

was rapid and by the time they arrived in Nuku Hiva she was almost fully repaired.  

 

The midnight watch on a velvety tropical night in this, one of the more remote parts of 

the world, is an amazing experience. With no moon, it is just the ocean, the boat, the 

breeze and the night sky. This is no ordinary night sky. It is a three hundred and sixty 

degree canopy, completely filled right down to the horizons, with a countless myriad of 

constellations, stars and galaxies which one could not even contemplate where to start 

counting. Out here there is no other light to corrupt their brightness, so the mass carpet of 
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stars gleams brilliantly, with a clarity and keenness never seen on land. Orion is faithfully 

there along with the Southern Cross, low down (although getting higher), but they are 

almost outshone and certainly less definable amongst the countless display of the works 

of some immense power far greater than man. Staring at this overwhelming, engulfing 

and wondrous display, and as minuscule as her captain feels, at the same time, he senses 

he is in some microscopic way, part of this vast stream of never ending universal 

movement. If he never achieves anything greater in life, he will always cherish these 

moments of wonder, they remaining writ large in his memory forever. As to other life out 

there, just applying the law of averages there has to be countless bodies in the firmament 

containing life in some form or other. 

‘Precisely’, she chips in ‘any line of thought denouncing life other than on this planet is 

not only ridiculous, but preposterous’. Swimming as she is, in this great ongoing 

juggernaut of a pool, she knows. 

 

Several splashes interrupt his reverie and announce the arrival of a large pod of dolphins. 

The sea has backed some, making their ride considerably more comfortable and she has 

been able to pick up those few extra knots. Our little ship is romping along at eight to ten 

knots again, so at this speed the creatures can have more fun with her, and so they do. 

The captain notes on their arrival, they splash noisily beside the cockpit, and on peering 

over, spies several pairs of laughing eyes inspecting him, ensuring they have his attention 

before they commence their games.  Zooming in and out of her bow wave, leaving long 

wavy trails of phosphorescence all around her, they weave indelible tracks in the dark 

night ocean. From the number of criss-crossing iridescent trails visible, there must be 

several squadrons of these happy, childlike mammals. Frolicking, clicking and whistling 

as they overtake, then fall behind, only to speed up again and dash past her hull, they are 

obviously enjoying their short time spent with, in their minds, this sluggish, lumbering 

giant. As always, after ten minutes or so, they tire of their playmate and zoom off in 

search of superior entertainment, or food, or perhaps even return to base. The captain 

wonders if they behave toward whales in the same way. Their have been many tales of 

mass dolphins attacking the Orca in defence, but very little is known about their 

relationship with whales. Bonding between them and man is immediate and strong, both 

appearing to appreciate the others’ qualities. They always 

appear to know exactly where humans are located on a 

vessel, so there is definitely a connection there between 

man and this beast. The final trail disappears into the 

offing and the captain settles back into his daydreaming, 

wondering just what it is they are heading off to do now. 

He reflects on his great good fortune to be here right now 

– with the velvety tropical wind flowing in over the port 

quarter, filling the sails taut and stiff, rolling  thrusting 

our little ship ever onward, as true as an arrows’ flight, 

toward those mystical islands ahead somewhere over the 

horizon of this dark, moonless night. Idealistic drivel, she 

thinks, she is just doing her job, enjoyable and exciting as 

it is, like a stallion in harness. Mulling it over she comes 

to the conclusion her captain is a hopeless romantic.  Dolphins en route to Marquesas  
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Snapping out of his trance, the corner of his eye catches a moving star close to the 

horizon, which appears to be out of synch with all the others. Swivelling his eyes onto it 

and focussing, he can see that its path is moving left to right across the plethora of other 

stars and is much closer. Legions of meteors, falling and shooting stars have been sighted, 

but this is something different. All this takes a fraction of a second for him to realise that 

it is a white top light of a passing ship of some description, too large for a yacht. No other 

lights are visible and this is curious. Not having sighted a single vessel since leaving  

Puerto Ayoro, it would be nice to make contact, so he darts below to see if he can raise 

them on the SSB radio. 

         

 Many attempts produce absolutely no result and, looking astern, the light has already 

disappeared below the horizon. Doubtless a good thing in the event because if that ship 

was up to no good, it is just as well to remain anonymous. The whole process takes 

around five minutes with a thousand thoughts as to what and why, along with possible 

complications and ramifications pouring through her captains’ brain. She can offer no 

solution as all she felt was some far off throbbing from the propellers of the vessel as it 

passed through her circle of awareness. Log entry shows, ‘ship passing starboard, 

eastbound, white light only’ – nothing more. A simple entry in her ships log such as this 

can mask a plethora of incidents - innocent, curious or mysterious, whichever direction 

the human mind leads. 

 

All this time our little ship has been towing a power generator2, which swims astern on a 

twenty five metre line. She was not impressed at first with this potential impediment to 

her downwind speed, but it having followed her faithfully for the last three months 

without any perceptible deterioration in that department, she now accepts it as another of 

her captains’ whims. And not a bad whim in fact, as it pumps a significant amount of 

power into her batteries every twenty four hours. For every knot of speed she is making, a 

similar number of amperes flow into the system. At eight knots, that means eight amps of 

electricity are going in. At this rate it does not need to be in the water all the time, so her 

crew mostly run it during the night watches. This gives her all her power needs plus some, 

and means that her engine only needs to be run for motoring in a calm when there is 

insufficient wind for her to sail. As useful as all this is, the generator has one rather 

annoying problem. In a certain kind of following sea when the fetch is of a certain 

distance and the wave height just right, it will gather speed and project itself forward out 

of the face of the wave. The downward catenary pull of, and the tension in the line 

ensures that the generator itself then tumbles forward and in the process overtakes some 

of the line, creating a tangled mess, which, on re entering the water at eight or so knots, 

produces some real drag, slowing her down by half a knot. 

 

The first time this occurred, Anglo crew, in a previous life being an Olympic rower, 

attempts to retrieve the jumble by hand. With his broad shoulders straining and muscles 

bulging he heaves on the line. Unfortunately, the tension in the line combined with drag 

almost removes his right hand. By this time the line has a very effective grip on his wrists 

and is threatening to eject him sternward from her cockpit altogether.           
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Throwing her helm over to starboard, bearing away and stopping her in her tracks takes 

the pressure off, and it could then be retrieved. Anglo crew ruefully rubbing the line welts 

on his wrists, angrily curses the thing. Then follows the procedure for retrieving and 

resetting the generator. Whilst she is still laying to, off the wind, it is hauled into the 

cockpit and coiled as best it can. She is set back on course and as she picks up speed 

again, the generator is uncoupled from the line. The line is then fed out of the pushpit 

rails until it is completely back in the water and uncoils itself. This takes a few minutes 

only and when it is trailing dead straight again it is retrieved and coiled neatly onto her  

deck. Re-coupling takes only a minute with the shifter and when all is ready, she bears 

off again and the whole assembly is lowered into the water. Heading off slowly at three 

knots or so until the line is completely out to full length, she then gets back onto her true 

course, sails filled once more and on with her job. She finds these interruptions a little 

irritating, but as it only seems to happen about once each night, and the whole process 

takes around fifteen minutes to repair, she considers that the benefits of having almost 

fully charged batteries most of the time is worth the mild inconvenience.  

 

This event is always accompanied by a loud continuous rumbling from the stern which 

can be clearly heard above and below decks. Her captain, this night, is only just now 

getting over his contemplations of the passing light when the generator makes another of 

its untimely leaps for freedom. Fifteen minutes later she is on her way again with only 

two nautical miles lost. Next day, with the generator on board, the captain is inspecting it 

for any damage. He notices a significant gash in the lead part of the spinner and calls the 

crew up to look. Going by the definite teeth marks inflicted on its body, sometime during 

the night it has been mistaken as bait by a large predatory denizen. No doubt, tasting the 

metal, whatever it was had disengaged immediately, spitting out the tasteless morsel. 

Fortunately, immediately ahead of the spinning section is a 30 centimetre steel rod, 

otherwise, they conjecture, the beast would have completely severed the line. This would 

have been acceptable for it, but on spitting it out it would then have sunk to the ocean 

floor, never again to be connected to our little ship. Power supply line suddenly takes on 

a new meaning for our crew. 

 

Daily clocking down sea miles toward the Marquesas, she knows they are making good 

time with only a little over three hundred to go. It is at this point that her wind begins to 

free and with the first sign a wayward flap of her main, it begins to drop, her speed 

dropping gradually with it. Still making six knots, but shortly going to fall below, her 

captain, ever mindful of the time lost earlier with the ‘patient’, chafes, thinking about the 

whereabouts of the beneteau. Is she ahead or is she behind? He intuitively knows that, 

barring any misfortune they may have encountered, she must be ahead. But secretly, in a 

minute corner of his mind he still clings to the faint hope of beating them in – silly man, 

she says, what difference does it make? No doubt he would yet be annoyed if, after 

nineteen days of sailing, the other boat arrived ten seconds ahead. She was always up for 

a fair race and as competitive as the next boat, but considering the handicap she had on 

this leg, safety and well being of the crew must always come first.  
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Onward still they trundle, toward this forgotten corner of 

the Pacific. Now under the control of the French, our 

crew wonder just how French it is going to be. The 

islands of Martinique and Guadaloupe in the Caribbean 

and the Society Islands in the Pacific, all have a very 

definite patina of French culture laid over them – French 

infrastructure, French currency, French food(baguettes, 

croissants, coffee, crepes etc – delicious) and of course, 

the language. Not a lot has been found in reference to the 

Marquesas and they are all curious to see how they will 

stack up in the colonisation department. Melville of 

course, used Nuku Hiva as a retreat for a number of years, 

writing his long and laborious dissitations, notably 

‘Typee’, whilst cohabiting with the natives. But even he, 

with his deeply convoluted mind, eventually tired of his 

life there and departed. 
Sibling crew sunning on foredeck  
 

Not one whale, let alone a white whale has been sighted on this leg. Not even the mist of 

a far-off spout in the late afternoon westward quadrant has been observed, so the Moby 

myth is but a fable, distantly remembered from childhood reading – vividly recalled in 

their minds eye, but dulled with the reality and cynicism of adulthood. Ah for those 

halcyon days when life was so simple and trouble free. Her captain, occasionally 

reflecting on lifes’ foibles, often times considers that this kind of adventure/voyage that 

they are currently pursuing is some kind of quest to rediscover and recapture those 

feelings. A never ending search, a false quest, ultimately doomed to failure and finally 

coming ashore at the end, in a fashion similar to the wreck of life exemplified by Captain 

Queeg and his struggle. ‘Enough of this nonsense!’, she rails, ‘there is work to do!’. The 

captain snaps back to the present and surreptitiously glancing around wonders how long 

he was daydreaming – it was so intense. Everything on board appears normal and ship 

shape as it should – no shattered and splintered woodwork from the blow of a wayward 

tail, not a speck of blood anywhere, and our little ship is going about her business with 

her normal attention to her commission. 

 

She is motoring now as the breeze has virtually died. The zephyr that remains is still 

following but the spinnaker is even beginning to droop in its dying spasms. With the 

engine running her water maker1 is also switched on. This is a small reverse osmosis unit 

that quietly chugs away in her belly and produces around five litres of superb drinking 

water every hour. Unlike most ships where this water is run straight into the water tanks, 

she had the captain pipe hers directly into twenty litre jugs. This is subsequently poured 

into one litre drinking bottles and used purely for drinking. When the water jugs86 are 

filled and it is still converting, the excess is then poured manually into the main water 

tanks at the deck filler plugs. A plastic funnel is used for this and typically works fine. A 

brimming full twenty litre container weighs close to twenty five kilograms(50lbs). On 

land or the dock they are relatively easily managed – although ask someone who has just 

carried a couple one hundred metres(yards) or so from a water tap or diesel85 pump and 

get their response! Why is the tap or pump you need always that distance from the boat? 
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– at sea, they can become an out of control monster in any kind of seaway. Twisting and 

turning on the rolling and heaving deck as it is lugged forward(thank goodness for the 

dorade grab rail48, it sometime can become quite an exercise just to empty the contents 

without losing more than fifty percent. Like everything, a technique is developed and 

unless the sea is calm, it is a two person job – one unscrewing the deck fitting, securing it 

and holding the funnel, the other, swaying over the expectant funnel and aiming the 

errant jet into it. After several hours motoring, two to three containers needed to be 

transferred in this manner – and thankfully, most efforts ending with the majority of the 

contents finding their way down the pipe – fresh water is a priceless commodity at sea. 

 

The end result means that her water tanks are kept pretty much topped up for most of the 

entire trip. Two other points here that she has learned: Topping up her tanks with the 

desalinated water appears to rejuvenate the water already in there, making it softer. 

Secondly, and more importantly, desalinated water is completely pure including the 

removal of most of the natural electrolytes and these need to be replaced in her crews’ 

body. This can be done in tablet form and/or by carrying a few bottles of sport drink.  

 

Whilst on the subject of water, she thinks, there is the interesting subject of washing. Her 

own requirements are few, as she is constantly knifing through a fresh unpolluted ocean, 

providing she doesn’t stop for any length of time. When she does, her captain scrubs 

around her water line with a 3M mitt**, removing the faint traces of weed and mini 

crustaceans. They must be floating in the ocean as she passes through, and some of them, 

if they are quick enough, attach to her hull.  There is always a greater concentration 

toward her stern as if they latch on at the last second, having been tumbled along the full 

underwater length before awakening to the possibilities. If left, these mini animals will 

grow, so a regular trip around with the mitt is appreciated. She feels refreshed after this, 

somewhat like having teeth cleaned at the dentist.  

 

Her crews’ ablutionary needs are somewhat more complex however, although   

the execution is quite simple. Every other day, or whenever the need takes them, the crew 

in turn, grab a canvas bucket13, head for the amid ship deck area and  

strip off. Dousing themselves thoroughly with several buckets of sparkling sea water, 

they then set about themselves with a bar of salt water soap44. With vigorous application, 

this stuff lathers into a semblance of foam, sufficient enough anyway for the recipient to 

at least feel their skin has been attacked by some cleaning emollient. Several refreshing 

buckets later they make their way back to the cockpit and hose down with a final rinse of 

fresh water from the port shower43 hose fitting. This fresh water, sitting in the pipes, is 

always warm and therefore would be thought not to be refreshing. Actually, it is the most 

delicious way to finish off a salt water shower  – the oohs and aahs of pure pleasure 

coming from her crew, as this welcome warmth cascades from head to toe, corroborates 

this for her. It is also economical in that only a litre or two of precious fresh water is used.  

 

When finished, the crewmember feeling completely refreshed, launches themselves back 

into their rigorous duties with renewed vigour. Mid afternoon on a fine downwind 

tropical day, these duties would usually be about as harsh as napping, reading38, writing 

post cards etc., or playing a round of scrabble. Scrabble is being played less frequently 
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now. Sibling crew, because of her insistence on winning, has driven off the rest of the 

crew to the point now, that, whenever the board appears in her hand, other more pressing 

duties that need their urgent attention are suddenly discovered! 

 

Cutting her path ever onward, she knows that she is not too far off her finish line for this 

leg. Indefatigably, she presses on with all 

available speed as she knows she will be able 

to rest up for a good spell on arrival. Her crew, 

already seduced with the notion of sailing into 

their first south sea island destination and 

experiencing the accompanying enchantments 

are going to be staying awhile. The 

excitement on deck is palpable now, and she 

hopes for their collective sakes that the reality 

of their forthcoming experience is going to 

measure up to their fantasies.    Genoa poled out 

 

Ua Huka, the eastern most island of the group glides slowly by to starboard in the dark, a 

darker mass against the night sky, illuminated by one or two faint lights sparsely scattered 

along the coastal foreshore. Apart from those few dim lights, they only know it is there 

from the charts and a faint outline of the southern coast on the radar screen. 

 

Dawn squeezes up swiftly this tropical morning, with the sun hard on its heels. Suddenly, 

there it is, Nuku Hiva laid out before them, dead ahead and right on target, in the most 

spectacular fashion. The sun, now just a few degrees above the horizon is beamng over 

their shoulders and directly into a solid wall of the most verdant and brilliant emerald 

green vertical cliffs imaginable. Deep ravines, still in black shadow, scar the coastline, 

the greenness running all the way down to the waters edge, whereupon it terminates in 

black volcanic rock. Massive rollers are creating a thunderous surf which is attempting to 

pound the coast into submission, but with little visible effect other than spectacular spray 

trampling high up the cliffs. No palm trees waving lazily in the trade winds here, rather 

thick and dense jungle reminiscent of Jurassic Park. From the dark mutterings of the crew,  

she is sure that if a Frigate bird swooped over them at this moment, it would be mistaken 

for a pterodactyl! Link that to the possible terrors that might be ashore: 

‘Look, isn’t that the head of a T-rex staring us down out of those treetops?!! 

They may well yet alter course to the south west, heading off to the more friendly shores 

of Tahiti. Good sense prevails and her crew continue drinking in this spectacular scene 

before them, knowing that as the sun rises further in its daily ascent, much of the mystery 

will dissolve along with the early morning shadows and dew.  

 

A light offshore breeze, just forward of her beam carries her sedately westward along the 

coast toward Taiohae Bay. She is thankful for this light pressure and trusts that it holds so 

that shortly, when she rounds the corner, she can enter port with sails up. It is so much 

more impressive to the hordes of onlookers if she announces her arrival under full sail!  

‘Careful, Girl, don’t get carried away, the captains’ notions of fancy are catching!’.  
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As a mere vessel, with no personality or character, how could she even entertain such 

thoughts. But nonetheless, something stirs deep in her heart and brings her to another 

question which oft vexes her - why are all ships female? That being the case, she must be 

allowed some of those intractable traits that originally inspired men to label their floating 

creations in that gender. In her all knowing way she satisfies her own question for the 

moment and she approaches the headland as the breeze dies in the advancing morning. 

Taiohae Bay gradually opens up and what a bay it is. Very wide, deep and, behind, a vast 

valley running right the way up to the cloud topped mountains. The same green is 

everywhere and thankfully, palm trees are visible along the shore, dispelling earlier 

misgivings, with the land sloping gradually up into the beginnings of the valley. Openly 

appreciated by new arrivals but, because of the scale, virtually impossible to capture on 

camera. A broken string of small buildings, one by one, creep into view, finally revealing 

the settlement tucked up into the eastern corner. Still in the early morning shade it 

sleepily awaits the arrival of the sun over the mountaintop to dispel final slumber and 

begin the days’ activities. Her sails already dropped and stowed, she motors in toward the 

shore. Their welcoming committee comprises of an early 

morning riser sitting on a dead coconut palm cast on the 

beach, hacking at what appears to be a coconut, a black 

dog sniffing its way along the seashore and two brown 

pigs, squealing and grunting at one another through 

snouts clogged with wet sand from the great hole in 

which they were cavorting at the waters edge. If this was 

their prelude to romance, they sure were putting in a lot 

of effort. Their little curled tails were up and taut so they 

were obviously having a great time, the creatures.   Taiahoe peaks after rain 

 

‘Surely’, she reflects, ‘after nineteen days at sea, one would think the locals could have 

mustered a better showing than this!’  

These thoughts pass through her mind as she glides in to her anchorage, also checking 

that the yellow Q flag is in place and flapping under the French courtesy flag up the 

starboard halyard. The Tricolour was going to get quite some use over the next month or 

two, with the majority of ports visited being French controlled in some form or other. She 

noted that same Tricolour stood out rather stiffly. Sibling crew, being a dab hand at 

sewing, undertook to make many of the flags required, from fabric overlaid with coloured 

flock55. By the time flock is glued to both sides of the cloth, the flag becomes something 

close to rigid, hence the unusual appearance at the spreader. Exposed constantly to the 

weather, from time to time, pieces of flock dislodge themselves. In the case of the flag for 

the tiny nation of Tonga, we will see later in the voyage, a little cameo develops which is 

typical of the curious incidents that can happen at sea. Her captain, eyes shaded against 

the sun, peering into the corner of the bay still in shadow, sees a familiar shape quietly 

riding at anchor. Sure enough it is their friends. With no signs of life on board and their 

dinghy not hanging off the stern, he assumes they must have arrived in the early hours, 

and are catching up on some lost sleep. This, as revealed later, proves to be correct, when 

their hatch slides back, contact is made, and they discover that they had indeed made 

landfall earlier, this same morning.  
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‘Only beaten in by a few hours’, she idly lets that thought drift before her. All things 

considered she thinks she performed rather well, so pride all round is preserved. Nuzzling 

lazily at her anchor chain she dozes once more. 

Tumbling down into the dinghy, the outboard motor and tank30 follow. Holding on to the 

stern ladder with arm outstretched upward, sibling crew is cruelly reminded of her 

mishap earlier in the passage. Hurriedly releasing her grip, the dinghy swings away as 

Anglo crew is in midair from the ladder to the safety of the dinghy. Fortunately he is able 

to deftly convert his downward plummet into a passable swallow dive, landing his large 

frame spreadeagled across the Avon. When the rocking subsides there is more water 

inside the dinghy and over her crew than a frog bathing in a toddlers swimming pool. 

Rudely awoken by this bawdy behaviour she wonders at their ineptness – almost three 

weeks at sea and they are behaving like landlubbers already, and they have yet to reach 

the shore!       

TAIOHAE BAY, NUKU HIVA, MARQUESAS – JULY:  

 
Customs procedures at the Gendarmerie are completed without a hitch, and they abruptly 

find themselves on French territory. Schooldays French is suddenly upon their lips, and 

many ‘bonjours’,’mon dieux’, ‘mais ouis’, ‘avez vous’, ‘sil vous plais’ dribble about the 

place, as they try to outdo one another in a language that none of them have anything 

more than a passing rudimentary knowledge. To hear them prating on, one would think 

French was their native tongue, but in reality were only embarrassing themselves in front 

of the locals, who, it is very quickly detected, all speak very passable English. Some kind 

of local festival is in progress and whilst our crew have arrived too late to witness the 

main events, there is to be a final party this evening. All visiting crew are invited, in fact 

it is open to anyone who is on the island. After an initial flush of honour at being included,  

our crew realise that this is customary hospitality, and not to get too carried away with 
their own importance. After all, it is the twentieth century, and these folks have seen 

visiting foreigners sailing in before!  

            

Sibling crew is despatched to the local hospital for an x-ray check of broken parts. Up a 

short but steep and winding track, which has our intrepid crew wheezing and panting on 

their unused legs by the time they arrive, the hospital is a small white stone building 

nestled in a clearing. As an ambulance is not available on the island, our crew assumes 

this is the French way of discouraging malingerers. It works, as our crew have no further 

intention of coming again after this visit. As we shall see later, one more trip will be 

necessary. Struggling for breath, they gasp out their request between gulps to the orderly, 

in broken French. Gazing at them with a slightly amused and superior air, he allows them 

to stammer to a hesitant halt, at which point he replies in perfectly good English. 

Infuriating! But then his compassionate professionalism takes charge. No trouble at all to 

take some x-rays, just go in behind the screen there and prepare yourself. The French 

always manage to do things differently, and they have a curious system with their far 

flung dependencies. Any outmoded equipment lying around in France, no matter how 

ancient it may be, is likely to be bundled off and put to use. It still functions perfectly 

well, so why spend a lot of money replacing it with new equipment. Send it off to some 
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distant colony where it can be of service. Maybe the whole French Overseas Department 

survives on this premise?   

 

So it is with this x-ray machine – Noah would have been proud of it. It loomed large and 

dark in the corner of the room, and when exposing, the orderly disappeared down the 

corridor, placing several thick stone walls between himself and the rays. A somewhat 

theatrical performance, but one no doubt he deemed necessary. No processing machines 

for this hospital, just a couple of black rubber tubs with lids, full to the top with acrid 

chemicals. 

‘Please to be coming back in two days for your x-rays, sil vous plais’! requests our 

radiographer.  

Our crew make to depart but not before sibling crew, effusively thanking our man from 

the French Overseas Department, and accepting some French antibiotics, promises to 

return for the x-rays in a day or two. The remaining male crew, having no intention of 

climbing that hill again, mentally note that when the time comes to return, they will have 

a major maintenance project underway.  

 

Tumbling out into the sunshine again with a cool beer beckoning from the bar on the 

lower slopes of the ‘mountain’, the downward trek takes no time at all. Beside the road 

on the way down, our crew are struck by the number of trees laden with an amazing 

variety of fruit – all looking ripe and ready to eat. Mangoes, bananas, bread fruit, 

passionfruit, guavas, plantains, duriens, paw paw, tamarillos abound, and our intrepid 

crew mouth wateringly look forward to buying a boatload of these from the local markets. 

Black, dried tamarind seed pods lay everywhere, which are frequently picked up and 

rattled to the ear, to catch the dry rasping sound of the inner seeds suddenly shaken from 

their slumber on the warm earth. The sound of their captured and unfruitful frenzy could,  

if multiplied one thousand times, create a rhythm of which any steel band in the 

Carribean would be proud.  

 

The ice cold Hinano slithers refreshingly down their throats. They had been looking 

forward to sampling this legendary South Seas beer, and they are not disappointed. 

Hinano beer is a way of life in the whole of French Polynesia and the famous label 

adorned with a dusky South Seas maiden only enhances the mental picture in our male 

two thirds of the crew. Gazing at this marque they conjecture that it could only be the 

French who would come up with two of the images closest to the hearts of most men on 

this planet – a wonderful cold beer and the vision of a voluptuous, scantily clad maiden 

staring out to sea, akin to the sirens that wrecked Ulysses and his Argonauts not so very 

long ago. Nothing much has changed they reflect and sibling crew openly chortles once 

again at the weak foibles of blokes. The intake of alcohol in the tropics can have an 

accelerated effect. And so it has this morning. Couple this with the fact that very little has 

been consumed since leaving Puerto Ayoro, the midday heat drives it deep into their 

veins, and when they reluctantly agree it is time to leave, their progress down the 

waterfront is wobbly to say the least. Skirting the great hole created earlier by the now 

invisible hogs – they are probably sensibly asleep somewhere under a palm – the 

discussion continues as to why a lone male is often times spotted in a bar somewhere, 
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head hanging low and staring morosely at a beer bottle clutched in a hand. Not wishing to 

dig too deeply into the psyche of men at this mirthful point of the proceedings, and in  

the company of sibling crew, it is agreed that it must be the girl on the label and therefore, 

logically, Hinano must be available in all bars worldwide! Sibling crew is once again 

astonished at the conclusions conspiring blokes can arrive at to defend their deep-seated 

inadequacies. She blithely leads them back to the dinghy and our ship where they can 

sleep off the mornings’ exertions. Our little ship hears them coming from a great way off 

and is amused at their fumbling attempts to get back on board. At any moment she is 

expecting to hear a bellow, followed by a splash as one of them falls in, but luckily they 

all make it up the stern ladder, dry. Sibling crew retires to her front cabin to read another 

of her countless collection of books, whilst the ‘blokes’ crash into their bunks. A short 

time later sibling crew, hearing the pigs grunting once more on the fore shore, starts up 

the companionway, only to discover the source is not outside at all, but emanating from 

within. The captain and Anglo crew are doing their best to imitate the sounds they heard 

on the beach earlier that morning. 

 

The festival wind up party that night is closely related to a riot. It begins tamely enough 

with a huge bonfire on the beach, with some rather antiquated fireworks, which explode 

intermittently, less often than more. The inference is that dampness was the problem, but 

our crew suspect that they fall into the same antediluvian category as the x-ray equipment 

up at the hospital, and have been consigned out here by some faceless bureaucrat of the 

French Overseas Department back in Paris. The food is an endless supply of snacks, 

sandwiches, fried plantains etc., but not a lot of fruit. Alcohol is flowing freely. The 

captain of the beneteau sports a fine head of long blond hair, and having freshly washed it 

that day is wearing it down. Not being aware of the local obsession with blond locks, 

male or female, he spends most of the evening fending off advances from some rather  

large and strapping island men. Whilst it is great to see these brawny chaps wearing 

hibiscus flowers behind their ears, a line needed to be drawn, and it was decided to return 

to our respective vessels relatively early, to avoid a situation before it got out of control. 

Probably a good decision, as the party carried on well into the early hours, and the 

paralytic after effects were visible next morning on their return to shore – bodies slumped 

and sleeping it off under palms and every nook.  Henceforward, the captain of the 

beneteau wore his hair up for the remainder of his time in French Polynesia! 

 

Meanwhile, it has come to light that our friends have a problem with their rudder stock. 

The fibreglass cone which holds the stock in position began to delaminate half way to the 

Marquesas and is now quite loose. It could be fatal if it completely delaminated, causing 

the rudder and stock to drop out of, and from the hull. This would mean that not only 

would the boat be without a rudder, which is critical in itself, but also, its’ departure 

would leave a large and gaping hole in the hull, which would be fatal. Something needed 

to be done, and quickly. Constant downwind sailing places much more tension on all that 

gear and it has taken its toll. The decision is made for them to press on southward to the 

Societies, and head for a yard they had all read about, probably on the island of Raiatea in 

the group west of Tahiti. Making hurried goodbyes and promises to meet up again in a 

few weeks, they weigh anchor and slip out of harbour in the early evening light.   
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Our doughty crew had heard of a mythical bay on the other side of the island and are 

keen to visit. Charlies Charts89 are flashed out and squeezed up onto the chart table 

alongside a fresh attack of expectation. Plotting a course for Anaho Bay she informs them 

they will need to retrace their track to the east and sail along those ominous black footed 

cliffs to the north east corner of the island. They estimate it should take half a days’ sail 

and set off around noon, next day. The easterly breeze, once around the corner, is on her 

starboard beam but light, so progress is sluggish with both main and genoa flapping 

exasperatingly between puffs. An offshore wind sporadically rushes from the high 

tableland, roaring down the cliff face and out to sea, strong enough to lay a ship over. She 

felt a flick of annoyance every time one of these hit her because, coming from the 

opposite direction as it was, her crew had to keep a keen lookout for these rogue gusts 

and quickly adjust sail to compensate. Fortunately they whipped up mini white topped 

wavelets on their path toward her, hence easily spotted by her crew. In each gust, she 

would just begin picking up a tolerable speed and it would die again – irksome to her and 

her crew.  

 

Rounding the top corner mark she feels a fine breeze fanning her stern, pushing her 

briskly along to the point where she needed to turn into Anaho Bay. The bay is narrowish, 

cutting fjord like into the island and hooking around into a calm, shallow corner at the top. 

This side of the island is not nearly as steep too, so motoring quietly up, keeping one eye 

on the gradually rising bottom, she picks a leisurely path toward the end. Three quarters 

of the way in her crew are surprised to see a mast suddenly appear over the low headland 

disguising the anchorage. It is obviously at anchor, and as this is being digested, another, 

another and another mast appears until all told there are five yachts already riding in their 

little secluded corner of paradise. This is not what she had expected, believing they would 

have had it all to themselves - there having been no mention of other vessels in the area 

made back at Taiohae Bay - had lulled them all into thinking it would be empty. Other 

folks are allowed to have these adventures as well she surmises, and maybe she will make 

some new friends. Her own crew become a little tedious at times and a change might be 

refreshing. 

 

Dropping anchor on a clean sandy bottom is always good as it means on leaving there 

will be no mud spattered on her nose and deck, so by the time everything is settled and 

shipshape, she is feeling quite at home, relaxed and looking forward to checking out the 

other craft in the bay.             

 

The soft early evening light threw the scene up before them in muted tones not unlike a 

Constable painting. Lots of ambers, golds, subdued greens of numerous shades, and way 

up the top of another very long valley, even the stark rock faces have taken on a bluey 

grey softness leading into mauve at the peaks. The distinct ridge line knifes off the land 

from the tropical sunset. The sun has already disappeared behind the high range leaving 

the mountains backlit with a gauze like veil over the whole delightful scene. Her 

marvelling crew drink this in for a time and make the comment that they now understand  

why Hollywood have to spend such huge sums of dollars attempting to emulate Nature at 

her best.  
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Carving their way down in a huge turn are two perfectly white birds. Their flight is in 

complete harmony. No more than metre separates them and yet every little turn, every 

little twist is in perfect unison. It is as if they are on the same wire. Scimitar shaped wings 

gives them omni directional control as they duck, weave and dive in a fascinating display 

of aerobatics. The only manoeuvre they missed was a victory roll over our little ship. Can 

birds fly upside down? Even if only momentarily to complete a tight roll? Probably no 

reason why not, just that no one in the feathered community has ever thought of doing it. 

Disappearing over the distant darkening point, the formation flyers cruise home to their 

nest for the night, once again leaving our crew in awe of their airborne skills.  

 

Three of the yachts in the bay are Kiwi boats heading home, so a get together is organised 

immediately. Within a few minutes of introductions the conversation turns to sailing. 

Experiences swapped, along with many a tall tale spun over the ensuing few hours makes 

for a very enjoyable and hilarious evening.  It is interesting that the size of the tale grows 

in inverse proportion to the intake of alcohol! Everyone is short on news from New 

Zealand, so any minute scrap is pounced upon and devoured voraciously. Being in French 

territory, their news is very much slanted toward the hub of their empire, Paris. New 

Zealand only figures when Greenpeace questions arise, or when France plays the All 

Blacks rugby team. Warm goodbyes are exchanged in the early hours with everyone 

returning to their own boats and awaiting bunks. Home is where the heart is and whilst  

she considers her crew to be generally unruly and untrained in the ways of the sea, they 

have their finer points, and she always experiences a beam of contentment on their return 

as they scramble up the ladder and set her gently rocking.  

 

A thunderous thump, preceded by a low howling whistle abruptly wakes the crew from 

their slumbers. She realises it is the first of many wind gusts attacking her out of the long 

valley, but is surprised at the ferocity of it. She reels under the assault, heels over and 

carves quite an arc around her anchor point. These night katabatic gusts are created  by 

the cooler air higher up the mountain rolling down the valley, gathering speed and 

strength as it gushes downward, flowing over the lower slopes and out to sea, where it is 

finally spent. Anything in its path prior to that point receives a good hammering. Hence 

the noise on impact and subsequent discomfort. She is a little affronted and feels that it 

doesn’t need to be quite that violent. The captain comes topside to check the anchor is 

still holding. Slipping back into his bunk he adjusts his breeze block’n’tackle66 to control 

the airflow. Subsequent gusts arrive intermittently throughout the night, but none seem to 

have the intensity of the first one. Maybe they become used to them? 

Morning comes up all dewy with a fine gauze like haze. Bathing in the early morning sun, 

the errant valley beams innocently back at them, looking blameless and gentle and quite 

incapable of handing out the buffeting they had received during the night. Heading for 

shore to explore, our crew run the dinghy up onto the gently 

sloping beach. Tilting the motor clear of the sand it is dragged 

well up and into the shade of a handy palm tree. Twenty metres 

from the calmest of water gently lapping on the strand, the 

dinghy warp is duly fastened around the trunk of the palm! The  

 
         Anaho Bay, Nuku Hiva 
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sailors’ predilection for tying everything down sometimes goes to ridiculous ends! Even 

to the extent that our crew, with the dinghy      now securely fastened with a bowline94 to 

the trunk, are observed giving regular backward glances as they move off down the beach, 

to ensure that it hasn’t moved! Considering that they are leaving it there to its own 

devices for the next few hours, the weight of attention in those first few minutes would 

seem unwarranted. However, the temptation proves irresistible as each member in turn 

casts several glances back to check that it is still there. Our little ship has a theory, and 

surmises it must be a primordial response to preserving ones route of escape in the event 

of having to beat a hasty retreat. Disappearing around the first bend with any backward 

glance showing only sand and blue sea beyond, the dinghy is promptly forgotten.  

            

The small village of Anaho consists of a cluster of low, white, weatherboard cottages. 

Existing in a gentle state of decay, they are huddled in one corner of the bay. No store of 

any kind here, just a group of houses and what appears to be a motel. A barbecue is in 

progress in honour of one of the local girls. Her academic abilities have gained her a 

place in a college in far off Papeete and she is home for the school holidays. The girl 

herself is probably fourteen, and stunning in that she has the features of an island girl, but 

is fair skinned with long red hair - most unusual combination. She enjoys school, but 

prefers home as it is too busy and noisy in Papeete. However, she does dream of 

travelling to New Zealand some day.  

 

Remarkably, on her crews’ return, rounding the same bend on the foreshore as before and 

nestled under the very same palm tree, is the Avon. Equally astonishingly, it has not 

moved one centimetre during the last four or five hours since it was attached to the 

convenient palm! The ancient ramifications of this do not concern our crew one jot as 

they unlock the motors’ security band31, lug the dinghy back and into the tranquil waters 

of the cove, and buzz out to our little ship.      

 

Fine pressure from the shore bowls her down the east coast next morning, on her way 

back to Taiohae Bay to pick up the promised x-rays and medication. Her crew delight in 

picking out the various landmarks from Charlies Charts on the way. A mini contest 

develops as to who is the first to identify each one correctly - these unusual and exotic 

names which are many times a combination of Polynesian and French. Cape Hinahaa 

Papa, Baie Haopu(containing the airstrip for the island), Point Motumano, Baie 

Taioa(Daniel the woodcarver lives here) and Baie Du Controleur to name a few. She is 

further out to sea and the plateau at 4000ft is more evident from this distance. With the 

high rainfall, lush vegetation and steep gradients, Nuku Hiva boasts numerous fine 

waterfalls, which following heavy rainfall, explode out of everywhere like a green and 

bursting firemans’ hose. Many of these visual delights are evident this morning – a 

number of them with resident rainbows. 

 

Back in Taiohae Bay the captain relents and accompanies sibling crew up the mountain to 

the hospital once more. Here, our French radiographer confirms that indeed she has three 

fractured ribs! Nicely healing now, but must have been oh so painful for the first few 

days. A flicker of amusement skims over sibling crews’ face as she acknowledges this 

news with a wry smile. Being of farming stock, she considers it a minor injury and copes 
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with it. Her brother moped around for several days back in Roadtown, Tortola, following 

his rib fracture. It wasn’t helped when, on visiting the local doctor, she beamed him a 

brilliant white smile out of her black face and said:  

‘Hurts, doesn’t it?’ Are men really that soft?    

 

Sailing for long distances means that crew are cooped up onboard for long periods of 

time without regular exercise so she has to periodically remind them to do theirs. Normal 

exercise at sea is lacking and apart from scooting up and down the companionway steps 

many times each day(good exercise) there is very little else in the form of exercise gained 

naturally. So, every time our doughty crew hit shore their legs seem to belong to someone 

else, are difficult to control, and tire easily. Walking up the ‘hospital’ mountain is a prime 

example and there are many enforced stops on the way in the guise of examining another 

exotic fruit tree! The constant movement of the vessel uses different muscles from normal 

and generally slims the long muscles of the body. A regular exercise routine needs to be 

practised, but being in the tropics it may seem too hot during the day to perform. The 

perfect time to execute an exercise routine then, is during the night watch when it is 

cooler. What better setting could one wish for? brilliant night sky with a carpet of stars, 

warm, scented tropical breeze wafting inboard, and our little ship whispering along in the 

silky, dark ocean. She often wonders at the contortions her crew go through, humming 

along to their walkman or ipod. 

 

Sucking in more of that awful diesel from the fuel dock, she is ready once more to put to 

sea. This time it is the French TOTAL diesel and it may be the last chance she has of  

refuelling this side of Papeete. Her captain likes to keep her tanks topped up, and with the 

electronic de bugging system5 installed, providentially to date, they have had no 

problems whatsoever with fuel. She hates spluttering on impurities in the fuel, but not 

nearly as much as the violent spasms she would have to endure if she ran completely dry 

of diesel and her valves had to be bled!  

 

A final lingering gaze over her stern at the gradually closing panorama of Taiohae Bay 

with the stark outline of Nuku Hiva unhurriedly slipping into the cobalt sea, she swivels 

all eyes forward and south to the next destination already visible low on the horizon. 

Enjoying herself immensely, she is creaming along, sails taut, at eight knots in a 

boisterous beam reach. The twenty five nautical miles to Ua Pou will fly by at this rate 

and she hopes to make port late in the afternoon. She has an aversion to being late or 

missing an eta and will always give her best to arrive at the predetermined time. Of 

course, when sailing, with nature going about her designs at her own discretion, plans 

need to be flexible. She can and most likely will alter any schedule and, whichever man 

made contraption is in her path just has to fall in with her plans - such is her power. The 

expression ‘go where the wind takes you’ has no greater relevance than in sailing. 

Speaking of which, she gets to reflecting on the nautical phrases that litter the English 

language. They are legion – there have books written on the subject. She wonders 

however, how many are translated or used in other languages? For example, would ‘three 

sheets to the wind’ translate into Nepalese and mean anything to a people who have no 

coastline? ‘In the offing’, ‘between the devil and the deep blue sea’, ‘under the 

weather’, ’sailing close to the wind’, ‘take the wind out of his sails’, ‘by and large’ and 
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the most famous of all ‘splice the mainbrace’. Interesting point, and one to be taken up 

perhaps during the next round of Scrabble. 

 

This afternoon however, the kind breeze holds and she storms into Baie D’hakahau ahead 

of time, sweetly turns up into the wind, deftly drops her sails and feeling very pleased 

with herself, allows the crew to go about setting the anchor for the night. This is typically 

achieved with a pantomime between her captain at her bow and Anglo crew at the helm. 

Procedurally, the anchor is lowered to the sea bed, she reverses back until the scope takes 

up, additional revs. for the anchor to dig in, one foot over the pulpit rail placed on the 

chain to feel the set is ok, and that’s it! 

Incorporate the hand signals between her 

captain and Anglo crew, on the majority of 

occasions, this method works very well and is 

completed in a quiet and professional manner. 

Satisfaction all round when the captain finally 

straightens, vessel secure, and can look around 

graciously acknowledging the silent approval 

of any onlooking boats.  

 
Two posts, Ua Pou, Marquesas 

‘Fatheaded oafs!’ she scoffs. How many occasions has she seen the other side when, 

because of the vagaries of wind, position, condition of the anchor ground(bottom), they 

still have not achieved a firm hold after several attempts. On these occasions the  

 

temptation to revert to lung power becomes increasingly irresistible in inverse proportion 

to the number of sets attempted . Largely fruitless of course, as most of the words are 

carried away on the wind, vanishing overboard, unheard by the person at the helm. For 

the sensitivity of the helmsman, it is probably just as well, as many of the words fading 

faintly on the flowing wind, can be of a somewhat personal and colourful nature. It does 

at some level, however, release some of the tension ‘build up’ for her captain. Since 

installing the cqr type anchor, these difficulties had largely been overcome, and 

anchoring is much less of a stressful activity.  

BAY D’HAKAHAU, UA POU, MARQUESAS – AUGUST:     

 
Ua Pou translated means ‘Two Posts’. There is a third, but it is somewhat smaller. In 

Polynesian history this place is the first house of the gods for the creation of man and 

these are the posts for their house. This small island rises to very rugged peaks, finishing 

at around four thousand feet on the old scale. Looming over the bay and them, and 

appearing in the gathering gloom of the evening to be right at the waters edge are the 

‘two posts’. These two massive white escarpments rising vertically out of the green, 

absolutely dominate this corner of the island. This must be one of the most dramatic 

skylines on the planet,intensified in the dusk by the presence of the somewhat ominous 

pillars.   
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No time for gawping as our crew now know from experience that if they want to have 

something to eat ashore, the local folks serving food, cease doing so early in the evening. 

She sends them scuttling ashore once more where they find a small café offering the 

normal fried bits and pieces plus a passable pasta. Sluiced down with a few of the 

ubiquitous Hinanos’ a few pleasant hours are spent chatting with the islanders. One 

family makes the offer to come by their house tomorrow and stock up with fresh fruit. At 

this point our crew come to understand the real reason for the lack of fresh fruit, not on 

sale in the stores.  

 

Meanwhile a handsome thirty something man, arms covered with Marquesan tattoos, 

hefts his guitar and begins playing and singing traditional songs. All of these people,  

having music deep in their blood, quickly respond to his melodic voice and are drawn 

into the music, singing naturally and in perfect harmony. Life in this part of the world is 

very much like one large family and many aspects are shared. A group such as this 

evenings’, all families that know one another, can come together and give an impromptu 

concert with no rehearsal.  In this culture the line between sharing and ownership is 

blurred and no more obviously so to a Westerners’ eye than when it comes to property. 

For example, Joe takes Daniels’ trail bike to the other side of the island to go fishing. 

Daniel cannot find his bike to go to town so he grabs Rahus’ cycle. Having done his 

shopping Daniel hitches a ride back in Theo’s pickup, leaving the bike in town. 

Meanwhile, Joes’ fishing trip which has been extended to a couple of days, return with a 

good catch of tuna, load up another pickup, and they all head off into town to the market. 

Meanwhile, nobody, of course, has told anyone else of their activity or whereabouts. 

There is no room for Anthony in the truck. He spots Daniels’ trail bike with the key 

conveniently still in the ignition and rides it into town. Daniel, left with no transport 

whatsoever, reverts to walking into town again, arriving around the same time as 

Anthony, and reclaims his trail bike. Joe, meanwhile, having got a good price for his fish, 

is off to the pub for a few beers. He, depending on his condition later, will either walk 

back or wobble home on Rahu’s bike, maybe with Rahu on the bar, singing and laughing 

all the way. The rutted road in the dark, is a waiting trap for a narrow tyred wheel of a 

cycle under the control of two inebriates, so there will be several tumbles into the ditch en 

route. But, the system works most of the time. When it doesn’t, differences are 

determined with a few harsh words or the loosening of a few teeth. The saying, ‘what’s 

round comes around’, has no truer meaning than here. 

 

This same philosophy applies to fruit 

trees, but in an even more broader sense. 

No matter where the trees are, in your 

back garden, up the mountain, in the 

forest or even the churchyard, they are 

basically public property and the fruit 

may be picked by anyone. Our crew 

consider the significance of this if it had 

been around when they were kids,  
       D’Hakahau Bay, ua Pou   
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achingly eyeing forbidden fruits over some fuddy duddy’s fence! So, no Islander ever 

goes short of fruit and consequently, never needs to go to market to buy any. We will see  

later in our journey, in Papeete which is much more industrialised, this practice is not so 

prevalent and the wonderful tropical fruit is abundant in the supermarkets. 

 

Sibling crew, now well on her way to recovery, wishes to exercise her appetite for 

walking and drags a reluctant captain on a major trek out, up, and along one of the 

extended ridges to the west. From their vantage point once up there, the outlook is 

sensational. Whilst they have been looking at all this green for a couple of weeks now, 

the intensity in so many of its hues is no less arresting. A myriad of obelisks in tumbled 

disarray, litter the landscape as far as the eye can see. These are much shorter than the 

colossal ones back in D’Hakahau Bay but signal their difference in that jungle growth 

swathes them all the way up to their apex. Not an area to get lost in. Surprisingly, the 

track along the ridge is dry and therefore dusty, and they are thankful for the water bottles 

included in their backpacks. Arriving back at the bottom, a healthy discussion ensues as 

to which direction they need to take to arrive at the house of the family offering the fruit. 

Their sea legs having had an excellent work out today, they are eager to take the shortest 

route. The captains’ natural sense of direction prevails and they arrive in the late 

afternoon heat, red faced and gasping, on the doorstep. A cooling lime tea is proffered 

and thankfully accepted. The fruit49 meanwhile is picked by the children and a short 

while later they are trudging off completely laden with several bags of grapefruit 

(massive), bananas, lemons, passionfruit, mangoes, plantains and of course breadfruit. 

Several hundred metres down the road the captain is sorely tempted to participate in the 

communal borrowing system. A ute is lurking on the verge and would do the job nicely, 

but sibling crew cautions that the arrangement probably does not extend to outsiders. 

Plodding on, internal temperature rising with every step, conversation dwindling, they are 

buoyed by the hopeful prospect of bumping into Anglo crew once they reach the village. 

No such fortune befalls them and they shuffle, ape like to the waters edge, stooped, arms 

swinging low and fingers curled into rigid bows from the burdensome plastic bags88, 

cutting into the flesh.     

 

Sampling the fruit later, accompanied with a glass of chilled sauvignon blanc and 

watching the sun set from her cockpit, they think it was all worth while – especially 

Anglo crew as he cheerfully munches on the ‘fruits’ of others labour! They had been 

careful to select only fruit that needs to be peeled49 prior to eating, complying with the 

rule concerning eating fruit in the tropics. Having been picked that very afternoon, the 

freshness came through in the burst of flavours from each variety. Growing in their 

natural habitat also introduces additional delicacies to the flavour never experienced in 

the shipped, chilled, commercialised articles found in supermarkets back home. The other 

side of that coin though is that fruit picked that day, must be eaten that same day, as it 

will certainly be less palatable sometime the following day, and more than likely inedible 

the day after that – such is the effect of the tropical environment. Gorging themselves, her 

crews’ thoughts slip back to earlier events that afternoon. Their fruit family must  

have thought we had an army to feed on board, or, ‘they want fruit? We’ll give them 

fruit!’, or just the normal and most likely generous island hospitality, of giving more 
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rather than less. Chuckling through drooling mouthfuls it is unanimously deemed to be 

the latter.  

 

A windless tropical night produces a silent stillness like no other. It’s not that it is totally 

quiet you understand – there are many sounds. Rocking gently on her leash produces 

many onboard noises – water lapping up against her hull, quiet slapping of the rigging 

against the mast, refrigerator cutting in and out, wind generator whirring in the light gusts, 

creaking at the chain plates and many more. These all make up the complete symphony, 

comforting her crew and giving them a sound nights’ sleep. Any unusual intrusion or 

interruption of this pattern though, alerts them and they are awake instantly. A hand 

pumped head qualifies in this category and because of its unique sound is exceedingly 

difficult to disguise. The pumping produces a heavy rhythmic thudding along with a loud 

sucking noise as the contents are extracted and propelled into the holding tanks50. She 

has two heads and at regular intervals this night, following the evenings’ fruit ingesting 

frenzy, they both get a thorough work out!  

 

Reflecting in the early morning light next day, their putty coloured pallor reveals all, as 

they sip on black coffee trying to get their systems back to normal. An early morning 

swim is the answer suggests her captain, and they all pile over the side into the balmy but 

refreshing water of the bay. Laughing and splashing about she thinks they are just like 

kids – never knowing when they have had enough of a good thing, and subsequently 

paying the price for their hedonistic over indulgence – simpletons!  

 

As beguiling as Ua Pou is and the temptation to linger is strong, she is acutely aware that 

time marches on and she has an appointment in the Societies in September. There is a lot 

of sailing and sights to see in the meantime, so the charts are consulted once again to plot 

her best course for Manihi Atoll in the Tuamotu Archipelago, some four hundred and 

fifty six sea miles to the south and west.  

 

Co-ordinates are plugged into the GPS and also the handheld GPS21  unit. These small 

hand sets are brilliant in that they are available for a minimal cost of $180 or so, and can 

be used as a back up to the hard wired unit in the event of electrical failure on board. 

Furthermore, they can be switched on at any time to check all is well with the main unit 

and keeping our little ship on course. Being accurate down to a few metres anywhere on 

the globe, readings from the two units will always coincide. It is curious to note however, 

that these two units would not always necessarily lock on to the same five or six satellites.  

Many a purist no doubt, will lament the passing of astro navigation, but for convenience 

and accuracy there is no better system available to yachtsman at this time. She does have 

a sextant on board, and it will be dusted off and put to good use later in the voyage. 

Meanwhile, it is a great comfort for our crew to know their exact position on the ocean at 

anytime just by glancing at the GPS screen. In her heart she knows that she would never  

let them down by taking a different course, but these new age electronic baubles make for 

a contented captain and, she reminds herself, just how elated she felt under sail, first time 

out with her new feathering propeller. 
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MARQUESAS to TUAMOTU ARCHIPELAGO – AUGUST:   
 

Archipel des Tuamotu, Tuamotu Archipelago or just The Tuamotu’s are a handful of 

coral atolls sprinkled across one thousand miles of ocean, running in a south easterly line 

almost all the way to Pitcairn Island. There are seventy eight in total and all but two are 

atolls, meaning they are in the shape of a necklace of coral with no other island inside the 

outer ring, only water. This ring of coral is typically punctuated with a number of gaps to 

the open sea, some passable by yacht, but many not. The navigable gaps are known as 

‘Passes’ in French and require a careful approach with an alert and considered seamanlike 

passage. The lagoons inside are generally shallow with many coral heads, so a watch 

needs to be posted on the bow when cruising inside these atolls. She is on a heading of 

216 degrees and cutting her way down a south westerly line which will bring her to 

Manihi Atoll in three or four days. This is one of the lesser visited atolls and her crew 

would like to stop over and explore.  

 

Making good time sailing into the advancing twilight of yet another magnificent tropical 

evening, all is well with the world and she is feeling quite grand, settling in for a good 

nights’ progress toward Manihi. Skipping along on a port tack, her cutwater effortlessly 

slicing through the faintly ruffled but slinky water, she knows she is cutting a fine image, 

and just faintly irritated she has no gallery of onlookers to acknowledge her finery. Her 

crew appreciate the show, but some recognition from others would do wonders for her 

self esteem - she likes to show off just as much as the next ship! Pride always comes 

before a fall and with no warning whatsoever and certainly with no foreknowledge on her 

part or the crew a thundering crack shatters the evening calm. Her captain and sibling 

crew race up the companionway to see Anglo crew staring skyward at a lazily swinging 

starboard intermediate shroud. It has parted at the upper spreader tang, dropped into a 

half hoop and now drooping out to starboard. Aghast, her crew stare at one another. 

Having heard and read many stories of yachts losing their rigs at sea, thousands of miles 

from the nearest yard, because of failed rigging, they are speechless for a few moments. 

The scene before their eyes spells disaster if they cannot effect a solution quickly. She 

brings her head around through the wind, and into the hove to position. She is most 

remorseful but hasn’t time to worry about that now. Fortunately, the weather is benign 

and her crew determine that providing they remain on a port tack, the port side rigging 

will take the very considerable strain. Equatorial darkness is now upon them, so they 

secure the swinging end to the starboard lifelines and plan to jury rig another shroud in 

the morning. Immediate crisis over she returns to her heading, gingerly gathering speed 

again with no apparent problem.  

‘Phew, that was tricky’, she thinks. Maybe she will get out of this one relatively lightly? 

Head down and serious she now wants to atone for her earlier rush of vanity.  

 

Over an obligatory nerve settling cup of coffee, her shaken crew discuss the problem. 

Firstly, Manihi Atoll being sparsely inhabited and therefore unlikely to be of assistance is 

struck off the itinerary. Her course is altered to Rangiroa Atoll which has the greatest 

population in the Tuamotus’. Fishing is the mainstay income earner for most of these 

atolls and that means boats, ropes, cables, wires, will be in abundance – sailors are the 
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same the world over! Into their second cup and with their minds more settled with some 

reasoned thinking, the major implications of the problem appear to recede for the moment. 

Given that if all things remain equal, most of her sailing will be on the port tack the entire 

way to Tahiti, where they know all things marine are available. They are carrying a 

considerable length of spectra19 rope and this will be fashioned into a replacement 

shroud tomorrow. This Spectra line has an even lower stretch factor than Kevlar and if it 

can be drawn down tight enough over the spreaders and onto the deck fittings it may 

suffice until they make landfall in Papeete.  

 

When Mother Nature is in the frame, nothing is equal. She carries out her vocation at her 

discretion. Running a printout from the weatherfax shows no alteration in the weather 

pattern anywhere in the area of the ocean they are sailing – just the steady SSE trades the 

whole way across this sector. Within an hour of their mishap however, cloud covers the 

night sky, blackening out the stars. The rising wind backs, bringing rain with it, and our 

little ship is continually buffeted. It is suddenly squall like, with winds up to thirty knots 

and likely to come from any direction. Thirty minutes into these conditions, the captive 

hoop of steel wrestles itself free and commences a pattern of wild arcs amidships. Its 

main target is the mainmast and every few seconds this eleven millimetre diameter steel 

punch wants to embed itself into the aluminium spar. The tang originally attached to the 

end has long since disappeared into the sea with a loud hiss, leaving a lethal steel rod hell 

bent on penetrating anything in its swooping path. Aluminium, wood or a skull would 

make no difference, in that all would accept the flying projectile to a depth dependant on 

its own physical resistance. 

 

Her mainsail had been dropped earlier at the beginning of the squall attack, and she is 

sailing under genoa28 only, therefore her sails are under no threat of damage. How to 

quickly secure this flailing missile and survive before it wreaks major havoc? With a now  

heaving deck her skipper, lifejacketed and clipping onto the jackline84,  scrambles 

portside. Crew, shining the weaving spotlight29 in the general direction through the rain, 

observe the wet and glistening shroud flashing back and forth through the beam – they 

are thankful to be in the cockpit still. Her captain, crouching low and dodging it at the 

same time, attempts to catch it as it swoops past. By the time it reaches the end of its arc 

to port it is way too high anyway, and out of reach – so plan A is not going to succeed. 

By now, it has whacked the mast many times already, fortunately, not always head on. 

Crew, seeing the black shape slumped in the port scupper think he has given up or been 

hit. He rises again, this time with the port side halyard loose in his hand and following 

several misses manages to catch the tip in the slack halyard, whip the cord  around the 

steel as many times as possible, draw it down taut and fix it to a port side pad eye. Job 

done, he straightens and scuttles back into the cockpit grinning from ear to ear. No doubt 

he thinks he is a hero now, not realising that it was a pure stroke of luck the shroud 

caught in the halyard on its wildly gyrating path. However, the possibility of any further 

immediate damage being eliminated, she is content, allowing him to bask in his thirty 

seconds of fame. Tomorrow is another day, when options will be examined, but for now 

cosy bunks are awaiting. Filled they are, leaving the remaining crew on watch to ponder 

what might have been. 
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Gently swinging from her mast head, her captain surveys the scene all around him. A 

brilliant tropical morning, swept fresh and crystal clean by the overnight rain, leaves a 

scintillating picture. Three hundred and sixty degrees of perfect and sparkling blue disc 

encircles her, holding her permanently captive, dead centre. Swivelling his head, he 

marvels at the outrageous extent of it. Endless, like a womans’ love, the blue ocean 

seemingly stretches to infinity. The canopy overhead is without blemish, but for several 

fluffy and harmless looking thunderheads dotted low on the horizon in the south west 

quadrant. Probably hovering over some distant speck of land, but being so far off, cannot 

be seen over the horizon. For the rest, a broad canvas of wide shades of blue, lightly 

brushed with glittering sparkles as the sun reflects from the wave tips in the wispy breeze. 

No camera, restricted as they are to a small window, will ever be capable of capturing the 

overall uplifting feeling of seeing and being part of such a scene. Pumped full with a 

tranquil joy of being alive, her captain turns his head to the job at hand.  

 

Dawn breaking, as it had this morning, into a beautiful unruffled day with only a light 

breeze on her stern, her captain had decided a trip up the mast was in order to see what 

could be done about her errant shroud. He would also inspect Miguels’ swage on her 

forestay.  

‘Waste of time even looking at that!’ she says, ever practical, ‘good or bad, what does he 

imagine he could do about it out here?’         

Human nature being what it is, there was no way he wasn’t going to be hoisted up the 

extra height to the truk for an inspection. Apart from anything else, that is as high as he 

can go on her and he will go there! Normally at sea, a trip up the mast would only be 

contemplated in an emergency. Five degrees of movement on deck translates to a fifteen 

to twenty degree arc up here. It is imperative that the mast is clamped firmly between the  

thighs of the climber to avoid swinging out and slamming back into the spar. These 

youngsters doing a round the world race, go up in all weathers – the fearlessness of youth 

no doubt propelling them. One becomes a little more prudent with age.  

 

Miguels’ engineering masterpiece is of course flawless and he feels a spurt of affection 

for that moustachioed man and the product of his craft. Three thousand five hundred 

nautical miles in their wake, toiling he will be still.   Drinking in the view, lingering as 

long as is practicable without the crew on deck becoming suspicious, distracted (it’s a 

twenty metre drop to the deck!) or just leaving him up there, he hails the deck to lower 

him to the intermediate spreader. Hooked to his belt is the spectra19 line, and in his 

pouch a replacement tang100. Glancing down the whole length of rope all the way to the 

deck, he is momentarily fascinated by the convoluted gyration it takes from in close to 

the mast, to way out over the sea. With its woven diamond blue and white pattern it looks 

much like a very long and very lazy python, snaking all the way up to his rear end!  

‘Come on’, she checks him, ‘get on with the job!’ 

It is relatively easy to double loop the spectra cord through the tang, hook it into the 

keyhole in the mast and drop the two loose ends down to deck level for attaching to the 

deck fitting. On the way down he checks the leather spreader end covers41 for wear. 

Back on deck with several inner thigh skin burns, the results of which are deposited 

somewhere up and down the mast, the episode is shared over a cooling beer – cannot rush 

these jobs at sea!   
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Thoughts of lazy days in those far off, but approaching ever closer, fabled south sea 

islands, spur them on, and her captain and Anglo crew set about drawing down the jury 

rig shroud as taut as their combined strength will allow. With no block and tackle system 

available that would work in this situation, they will have to rely on pure physical 

strength. This is quite considerable in Anglo crew but her captain’s contribution will be 

somewhat puny by comparison. Being on the starboard side, the slack side, they surprise 

themselves as to the degree of tension they are able to exact upon the brute. Even tension 

with its twin intermediate shroud on the port side is not so much an issue now, as having 

in place a rig that will keep the standing rigging upright without breaking or collapsing. 

In the event, the product of their exertions preserves this premise admirably all the way to 

Papeete Port. Meanwhile, the arrival of a platter of steaming scones liberally coated with 

globs of rapidly melting bright yellow butter part way through the operation, undoubtedly 

inject them with sufficient hairy chested drive to crank down that extra pound or two 

required.  

‘Men!’ she thinks, ‘they’re so easy!’  

The completed assembly, without too close an inspection, looks passably shipshape. 

Strong enough for fair to moderate weather anyway, and her crew admire their 

resourceful handiwork from her cockpit. Both she and her captain pray for the Trades to 

hold until Tahiti.              

 

Late afternoon sees several more squalls descend, enveloping her. The wind gods must be 

smiling on them however, as the rig holds firm in its first test. With nothing other than a  

somewhat different tune of the wind passing over woven line as opposed to steel, she sees 

them off with hardly a murmer. With the passing of the final squall, the lowering sun 

throws up a double rainbow with the intensity of colour only to be seen in the tropics. 

The two shimmering arcs, complete, their four feet grazing the sea at both ends, look to 

be only just out of reach. As their grey background retreats they leap backward and away 

from their gaze, hovering tantalizingly middle distance with this time, their ends plunging 

robustly into the sea. Here, our crew witness another of Natures’ phenomena. Against the 

overall greyness of the clouds behind containing the various dark hues and shapes you 

would expect, the area between the two bows is a flat dark, even grey. This is known as 

the Alexander effect or ‘Alexanders’ Dark Band’, after the scientist who first articulated 

it back around two hundred AD. The rays of light passing through the raindrops are 

deflected from the two beams and therefore cannot pass light directly to eyes in line of 

sight. That area between the beams then, appears much darker and flat in colour, and 

these two beauties astern are ‘showing off’ this effect extraordinarily well.  

 

A good refrigerator3 at sea is paramount. Her water cooled 12 volt unit of Swedish 

manufacture performs supremely well. Loaded up with fresh fruit and vegetables at the 

outset of a passage, its powers are such that her crew are still enjoying crisp salads up to 

eight days out. Sibling crew, forever the farmer, states that she has never come across a 

refrigerator that will keep perishables so fresh, for so long. Who, including our little ship, 

were they to argue with such wisdom, so, considering sibling crews’ complete authority 

over the contents and arrangement thereof, they are all quite happy to agree with anything 

she has to say about it! With faster boats and the influence of GPS most times forcing her 
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to sail closer to the wind, the majority of passages these days take her around ten to 

eleven days only to complete.       

 

Fresh vegetables decanting in a constant stream from the refrigerator for three quarters of 

the passage, eating in those last few days can be supplemented with dried food goods e.g. 

pasta, lasagne, rice etc., along with the odd tin of canned goods. The daily catch of a 

Tuna or Mahi Mahi adds in the delights of the freshest of ocean fish, so her crew are 

arriving at the next port well fed, fresh and in good health. Our daily ocean denizens 

would typically invite themselves aboard late afternoon, early evening, so they are 

virtually still quivering when they hit the plate. The advantages here are twofold, in that it 

is no longer necessary to carry a huge stock of canned foods and their attendant 

nourishment questions, and it also eliminates the disposal problem of the trash, the fishy 

remains being returned overboard, to natural cycle. Storage of trash can become a major 

problem on a long passage, as of course, no garbage is thrown into the sea these days. 

Our little ship would not allow it anyway, so she is pleased her crew observes this 

extremely important law of the sea with no remonstrations necessary from her. There is a 

third advantage which her captain is always banging on about, and that is the reduction in 

weight compared to a full stock of canned food. Global circumnavigations in a cruising 

yacht tends to be a magnet for one of Mans’ worst habits, that of hoarding. At home, all 

that stuff we buy that we don’t really need can be stored in a number of places around the 

property – spare room, loft or garage, it matters not – it just lurks there until such time as 

we move house or have a massive clean out. On a boat, it comes with you. Our little ship  

at the outset of her voyage had a slight but noticeable list to port, not the least of it caused 

by at that time, a large store of tinned food. She had drawn this to the notice of her 

captain and with judicious unpacking and repacking of various items the list was 

corrected. However, the captain is now more aware of weight in relation to boat speed, 

and replacing canned goods with daily caught fish and dried foods, is a superb and far 

healthier option. 

 

These few days past she has been attempting to catch her captains’ attention that 

something is not quite right with the fridge. Apart from a slight change in the murmur 

from the unit, there has been no visible sign that all is not well. Like a growing plant, 

daily growth is never noticed, but one week hence, a difference may be observed. So it is 

with her refrigerator. Evening drinks in the cockpit are severely disrupted when the ice 

cube wallet17 produces a batch of decidedly unfrozen pockets of water, and the penny 

drops that the refrigerator is performing below par. Ever so not slightly cool beer along 

with a glass of red wine is substituted for the usual iced cocktail. A perfect sunset and 

short lived tropical dusk cannot be interrupted by such a mundane technical matter, and 

so it is decided, by the male crew members, to attend to it next morning. Unfortunately,  

this is not communicated to sibling crew and we shall see how this simple error in 

communication will run male pride onto foul ground.  

 

Stripping the refrigerator and tracing the fault over a two hour period next morning,  

finally led, via the dentists mirror6, to an overheated section of the cable wedged hard up 

against the bulkhead directly behind the fridge. With many male type technical clique 

discussions automatically excluding sibling crew, being totally oblivious to her 
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requirements, and with complete disregard for her plans, they toil on. Re soldered12 and 

shiny the wire now is, our two male crew finally straighten, congratulating themselves on 

what a fine job they have done. Meanwhile our little ships’ cabin area has been converted 

into a storm zone with upturned squabs, open lockers, various tools lying about and 

general mayhem created by our boys whilst tracing the fault. In the process of cleaning 

up they return to the ‘now’ and notice sibling crew sitting stony faced, and clutching a 

half mixed bowl of cake mix rapidly going off the boil in the tropical warmth.  

Our little ship thinks; 

‘Oops, the lads may have overstepped the line here!’ 

Those fearing an approaching storm have it in their hearts to whisk one up! 

The main issues were, why didn’t you tell me? You ousted me from the galley and then 

ignored me completely, and why did it take so bloody long? Captain and Anglo crew 

have no answers, unconvincingly and red faced spluttering on about the safety of the ship 

being the number one concern etc.etc. Our little ship gaily tripping over the fine tropical 

cresting waves urges them all up on deck into the morning light. Ragged nerves are 

mollified by the general feeling of wellbeing, calm reigns once more, and another batch 

of steaming scones arrives on the scene shortly thereafter.  

‘Saved by the bell’ she peels, ‘how many more times will I have to bail them out?’ 

 

Bearing down on the Tuamotus, our crew are keeping a sharp lookout ahead. They know 

now that the first sighting of land is going to be the fronded crown of a palm tree, rooted 

in the sand of a coral atoll barely above sea level. The expectation of being the first to spy 

one of these occupies our crew with the formidable fervour of young boys. In the event, a 

number of these mop tops sluggishly grow out of the southern horizon, bathing in the 

western afternoon sunlight. Staring at an empty horizon for so long, these rising palms, 

eagerly awaited as they are, still bring with their languid appearance an almost unwanted 

intrusion.  

‘Another of humans’ trivial life foibles’ our little ship thinks. Willing as they are to have 

their daily routine disrupted once again, the actual arrival brings with it a momentary, but 

deeper level of reluctant resistance to the imminent change.  

‘Oh my, if I was as confused as that, I would never know which direction to take!’ 

 
A quick check with the GPS and she is right on course for Passe de Tiputa on Rangiroa 

Atoll. Her crew always seem surprised and pleased with themselves that she is exactly 

where she is supposed to be – they have yet to understand that her fibres of glass are at 

one with the ocean currents and lost she will never be.    

 

A coral atoll in this part of the world will normally have one or two entrances which have 

navigable channels, and possibly others which are too shallow to pass except in a canoe 

or outrigger with a shallow draft. These entrances are known as a ‘Passe’ in French and 

can vary in width from quite wide to terrifyingly narrow. They can be and mostly are, 

littered with coral heads with razor sharp teeth – teeth sharp enough that would crunch 

through her fibreglass hull as easily as chomping into a crusted meringue. Being 

advisable to enter on a flowing tide and exit on the ebb, she will be passing the channel at 

speed. The margin of error therefore for our deep keeled yacht is somewhat reduced. A 

lookout at the bow is required to ensure a safe path is steered through the passage before 
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popping out like a cork drawn from a bottle of Hennessey cognac, into the lagoon beyond. 

With her sharp farmers’ eyes, sibling crew posts herself balancing on the top pulpit rail, 

wrapping one arm around the rolled in foresail. Our little ship, drawing over two metres,  

and also conscious of this potential to wreck and ruin, approaches their first one together 

with some trepidation. This level of anxiety is heightened by the sight of the white hull of 

a yacht lying up on the reef close to the entrance, looking very skeletal, bones bleached 

whiter than white in the tropical sun. Sails dropped and engine ticking over, she 

manoeuvres onto her course for their first ‘running the Passe’. Gunning her motor, she 

propels herself forward, all eyes on deck staring, looking for any obstructing and deadly 

razor coral heads, and sweeps into the crystal waters of the lagoon, cutting a pretty 

picture of white hull on blue as she comes up in a trim turn to starboard. Our doughty 

crew, unwittingly holding their collective breath, quietly release, heartbeats gradually 

returning to normal. She also feels a spurt of satisfaction, along with quiet competence 

tinged with pride, at safely conning her way in without so much as a scratch. No matter 

how many hundreds of these ‘Passes’ she will negotiate in the future, this very first one 

will always burn bright in her memory.  

 

In, in the nick of time, she rounds up into the rapidly falling and short lived tropical dusk, 

smack in front of the resort hotel Kia Ora. By the time her scope is rattled out over her 

bow roller, anchor set and snugged in for the night, it is dark, and our crew turn to 

appreciate the twinkling lights of the hotel, mirrored in the 

gently gurgling lagoon. Kia Ora in Maori means ‘Welcome’ 

and the significance of this is not lost on our two thirds Kiwi 

crew, it perhaps being the first indication that they are coming 

within some kind of mental reach of their native land. A surge 

of emotion rises, and she hears them blathering on once again 

to Anglo crew about all good things Kiwi – more banalities 

being thrown around than plates at a Greek wedding! 

‘Nincompoops! you would think from the way they carry on, 

New Zealand is the only paradise on Earth!......this place 

comes close’, she reflects in her reverie, swaying on her chain.     Rangiroa sunset 

 

The same palms they observed from afar earlier that afternoon can be dimly seen, 

placidly waving in the constant trade wind on the seaward side of the coral strip. The 

rattling palms, accompanied by thundering surf beyond and the breeze sighing through 

the casuarinas, create a symphony only to be dreamed of. And dream they do, our crew 

tucking early into their bunks, contentedly drifting off to the melodic song of the south 

seas, sloshing lagoon gently slapping against her hull - tomorrow will be another day, 

bringing further adventures.  

RANGIROA ATOLL, TUAMOTU’S – AUGUST:    

 

Breakfast at the Kia Ora is a treat (albeit an expensive one) – a massive platter of tropical 

fruit, rock melon, paw paw, mango, passionfruit, banana, pineapple, washed down from a 

large jug of guava juice precedes the ‘big’ breakfast. Eggs any style, bacon, ham, wild 

local pork sausages, grilled tomatoes overflow their plates, accompanied with pancakes 
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and as much toast as they can eat. Finishing with steaming black and very aromatic 

coffee (French no doubt), leaves our crew sidling up to somnolence. Lumbering up from 

the table they retire to the banana loungers with long glasses of water. Dozily staring 

across the lagoon they comment on the artistry of it all, enhanced of course by our pretty 

little ship bobbing on the cerulean blue. Their thoughts run on to the fact that they are still 

only engaging the fringes of the South Seas mythical paradise, and wonder if it is going 

to get any better than this? or have they already experienced the best of it? This magnetic 

conundrum has drawn sailors on since time immemorial and it will be no different for our 

crew and ship. She wonders why they would put any effort at all into such idle thoughts? 

– enjoy today and see what tomorrow brings! 

 

A stroll up to the village exposes a string of white and painted cottages, some plain, some 

a kaleidoscope of colour, rusted machinery lying in long grass, washing flapping in the 

sunshine and many kids on ancient bikes. The total population being a little over one 

thousand souls, they are spread thinly around the one hundred mile coral strip. Not one 

car is sighted as every family is the proud owner of a Toyota pick up. These come in a 

broad range of repair from absolute rust buckets to ever so shiny brand new models.  

 

Because of their lack of hard currency income, these folks receive generous subsidies 

from the French Government and invest in these Japanese built vehicles. Our crew are not 

able to establish why this is so, as opposed to their crushed coral roads being filled with 

the buzzing of French built Peugeots, Citroens or Renaults. Obviously a cultural 

requirement, these vehicles only ever seemed to carry anything when the regular supply 

ship arrives. Funerals would see another use for them with the tailgate dropped for 

obvious reasons. Bumpy as the coral roads are, there are no hills, so any rising visions of 

lost cargo can be forgotten! Passing the cemetery, our crew note the colourful floral 

displays at most graves. Whole families are gaily grouped together for their onward 

journey along with many flowers and other mini artefacts thoughtfully placed. Bleached 

as they are in the sun, they are scrupulously clean and tidy. The mixing of surnames on 

some is a little puzzling, gets our doughty crews’ imagination running on high, and no 

doubt the mystery could be unravelled if they stay longer, but adventure is once again 

tugging at their sun bleached brains.   

 

Drift snorkelling down the Passe on an incoming tide sounds fun, so into the Avon it is, 

with fins and snorkels littering the bottom of the boat. They head off on the short run to 

the outer end of the channel. The tide is on the make and flowing quite strongly, so they 

estimate twenty minutes per drift will be plenty. This is to be attempted only on an 

incoming tide as it is much better to finish in the calm waters of the lagoon rather than 

outside in the open ocean with the attendant cross currents, stronger wind and choppy 

seas. Safety, always at the top of the list, decrees also that a crewmember underwater at 

the lagoon end is much more visible, and easy to locate, with the inflatable likewise being 

hugely more visible to the snorkeler. 

 

With strict instructions from sibling crew to keep pace with the drifting dinghy, our two 

male crew, wishing to prove their manhood once again, slide over first and into the 

cooling water. Close to the shore the water depth is not great and is lit to the sea floor by 
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the afternoon sun. Waving in the current is a myriad of seaweed fronds, tips pointing 

relentlessly toward the lagoon. No use resisting as the hand of the in flowing tide dictates 

their direction as surely as any great unseen power can do – to think the moon spawns 

this influence from a quarter of a million miles away! Adjusting to the drift pace, the light 

and constant movement on the bottom our crew begin to take in more of the visual 

delights as they drift along. All kinds of tropical fish, small and large, dun coloured to 

brilliant hued, some darting, others lazily whirling in and out of the seaweed, pass before 

their eyes. The head of a Moray eel is spotted glaring at them from his coral cave, angel 

fish are darting everywhere, a rather large groper swims by mouthing and eating bubbles, 

and a fearsome great Barracouda swims a never ending circle around them, mouth 

opening and closing, one large eye, no doubt fixing them to his imaginary plate. He keeps 

his distance though and eventually, with a scornful flick of his tail, disappears into the 

blue haze – probably didn’t fancy having to spit out the bits of rubber attached to the 

swimmers!  

 

Looking up, the slanted light angling through the water plays a constantly moving pattern, 

the auric shafts containing a rain of glittering specks of plankton and other molecules,  

twisting and turning in the light reminiscent of dust filled beams in a cathedral – a poor 

comparison, considering the vibrant life filling the view before them. Three or four runs 

later, they have all had their fill of this living kaleidoscope, and slithering back into the 

Avon, gun the motor, buzzing back to our waiting little ship. Besides, the western sun is 

slipping low and the centre of the channel is now looking decidedly deep, dark and 

ominous. This shadowy world is where it is said sharks may be observed and our doughty 

crew, brave and fearless as they are, do not fancy being on the end of a steely shark stare 

this time of the day, or any time of the day for that matter! Swimming with dolphins and 

playful sea lions is one thing, sharks require a different mental attitude altogether!  

 

Back on board our crew tart themselves up for a dinner and concert at the Kia Ora hotel. 

Tarting up in this part of the world means donning the most colourful shirt/top in the 

locker, clean and partially pressed shorts if available, and thongs. Clambering down a 

stern ladder, balancing on the bottom rung dipping in and out of the water, 

stepping/flopping into the dinghy and exiting ashore onto a moving dockside or up a 

sandy beach is difficult to achieve with any kind of aplomb when attired in evening 

clothes. Hence cruising crews generally adopt rather casual dress for practicality. This is 

accepted in most parts of the tropics as the locals have a relaxed approach to dress 

themselves. Coming ashore tonight however, our crew are surprised to find an array of 

dress, both sexes, that would do justice to an evening out back home. Admittedly, the 

majority of the folks were guests of the hotel and no doubt had flown in with these 

garments in their baggage. Locals wore smart casuals with the men in Hawaiian style 

shirts, neatly pressed cream slacks and gold chains. Their partners, mainly willowy and 

golden Polynesian ladies with brilliant smiles, and looking great in whatever they wore. 

Some lady guests are wrapped the local all enveloping ‘pareu’ and are wearing it 

somewhat self consciously. Our crew in their ‘smart’ boating outfits felt conspicuous and 

dove for a table in a far and dim corner. Local luminaries made one or two short speeches 

to kick start the evening, followed by the arrival of copious quantities of food and drink. 

Wonderful Polynesian dancing and singing ensued, accompanied by the ubiquitous 
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ukulele. These people are so in tune with their natural surroundings, singing just comes 

naturally. Buy a recording of their music in so called civilisation, the sound is perhaps a 

little corny – but here, on a soft and warm tropical night, melded with their fluidity of 

dance, a completely different impression is created.  

 

Our crew, hiding in their corner do not escape the sharp eye of the dance hostess – she 

glides over, upright and regal, and, grasping our captain by the hand draws him toward 

the floor. Fortunately, inhibitions having been loosened by the intake of the local wines, 

he is able to follow her movements reasonably well. Holding this soft and supple, lithe 

and smiling creature before him, overwhelming perfume from the Frangipanis behind her 

ears fanning his cheek, our stalwart captain all but swoons on the floor. Three or four 

rounds later and sweating profusely, not only as a result of his exertions, he is released 

and thankfully floats back to his seat, allowing the next target of her charms to strut their 

stuff. Guitars are added to the music mix and the tempo increases until one and all, 

including local kids and a couple of dogs are on the floor, having a great time. Midnight 

arrives and because time after is encroaching on the holy day, festivities stop abruptly.  

 

Lights are switched off and no one is left in any doubt that it is time to go home. Wobbly 

legs from the dancing, lack of exercise and possibly alcohol, meander our crew back to 

their dinghy, where they wearily crank the motor and putter across the black, still mirror 

of water to our ever trusty little ship.  

‘Drunken fools’ goes through her mind as she hears their rowdy approach, ‘at it again – 

just as well they don’t try this at sea!’  

She mollifies herself as they lurch aboard with the thought that as they spend more time 

at sea than on land, she will allow these occasional transgressions when they hit port. A 

brief dip into the cool dark lagoon, followed by a quick shower in the cockpit precedes 

the delicious feeling as our crew slide, skin rainwater cleansed, into their waiting bunks. 

With that gorgeous vision floating once more before him, her captain drifts off to sleep 

clutching at his pillow with a languid intimacy totally undeserving of such a mundane, 

favourite though it may be item, as 

his pillow. 

 

From her cockpit, our crew have 

been eyeballing these last few days, 

a strip of brilliant white sand on 

the far side of the lagoon. The 

intrigue level has notched up a 

little each day. Close enough to  

Kia Ora resort, Rangiroa 

show it to be a charming bay, but too far off to give away more detail, they have been 

mentally drawn closer to it day by day. This morning the mental lure has reached 

mesmeric proportions surpassing the corporeal, and thus has to be converted into action. 

Weighing anchor in this safe and sandy haven is simple with her anchor chattering in 

over the bow roller dripping and sand scoured bright, snugging home with a satisfying 

thunk – her captain idly wonders why he persevered with his old Danforth anchor for so 

long – but like all good mariners he cannot dispose of it, leaving it languishing deep in a 
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locker, all twenty kilograms of it, quietly waiting to be hauled out for an emergency 

somewhere down the line.  

 

Her track to the other side if the lagoon is sprinkled with a rash of cruel coral heads 

lurking just under the surface. Charlies’ Chart spread out in the cockpit, is weighed down 

with binoculars57 and chunky shackles, preventing it from flapping into flight and 

escaping. Under full sail in the lightly dressed breeze, she picks her way across the blue 

lagoon, constantly communicating her disquiet to sibling crew perched on the bow rail. 

Whilst the majority of these heads are marked on the chart, the note in the margin 

cautions there may be some as yet uncharted – she does not wish to find one of these! All 

the dormant fears of a sailor running aground are immediately on full alert, and all eyes 

swivel forward. The late morning sun nearing its zenith, and glancing over their shoulders, 

highlight the heads as great piles of brown sugar in the blue. Rather tame looking in this 

light, but with the very real danger lurking just below the surface, she gives them the 

respectful wide berth they command. Returning tomorrow into the lowering western sun  

will be the true test, as the light reflected off the water directly into their eyes will mask 

the hazard.   

 

Approaching ‘Paradise beach’, she sees it turning into a white strip of sand bounded by 

palms with a low dense scrub under, and dotted with the occasional Casuarina. Driftwood 

and coconut husks litter the beach, altogether making it not particularly attractive. Her 

crew of course will be disappointed at this development and she will have to remind them 

about the old saying, something about ‘green grass’ – she is not so familiar with shore 

sayings – can sometimes fall well short of expectations. The gently sloping sea floor 

makes for an easy anchorage and her crew, job done, survey the mediocrity of the scene 

before them. The only interesting feature is a cut through to the open sea at the western 

end, where they can just make out a small swell pumping through into the still waters of 

the lagoon. Our crew arrive at the final conclusion, that if it had been the paradise they 

envisaged, there would most likely be a resort hotel sprawled along the beach front by 

now. The sand is totally deserted, so it is decided a swim to shore after lunch would be in 

order.  

 

Wading out of the water, her captain is almost blinded by the reflections off the white 

sand. Swimming ashore he left his glasses and water bottle behind so his time on the 

beach is going to be brief – however, he has a mission and will stay long enough to 

pursue it. Shielding his eyes from the jabbing rays, he sets off along the strand. Mid 

afternoon exertion for the remainder of her crew dissipated with lunch and they elected to 

remain on board, stretching out in their bunks sleeping it off. Heat resting heavy on his 

shoulders, wet hat is removed from belt and pulled on for eye shade and cool head.  

 

Ever since childhood her captain has been fascinated with the thought of stumbling onto a 

piece of that solidified liquid gold called ambergris (grey amber). This is the whale vomit, 

similar to a cat fur ball, Sperm whales void out from time to time, ridding themselves of 

the crushed squid beaks lodged in their huge bellies. The squid beaks irritate their innards 

so they mould this waxy substance around them, as an oyster builds a pearl, and on 

reaching a certain size, is burped forth into the ocean. Depending on how long thereafter 
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it is rolled around on the seabed, before giving itself up to the shore, will determine the 

size and weight of these rarest of aquatic riches. They have been known to weigh up to 

fifteen kilograms and with current market price at around fifteen dollars per gram a 

decent sized ball of the stuff would be worth stubbing a toe on. His progress along the 

beach therefore is zig zag, with regular interruptions, as anything approaching round 

receives a stiff inspection. She thinks her captain is a nutter and should know better than 

to pursue these childhood fantasies – but it keeps him occupied and in some part goes 

toward satisfying mans constant search.  

 

To avoid finishing up with a boatload of worn smooth coconut shells, her captain has 

researched this amber gold and knows the test to establish whether or not it is the genuine 

article. Working his random way along the beach toward the cut, not surprisingly, not a 

piece is to be found. 

‘Numbskull!’, she chortles, ‘considering this lagoon has never hosted a Sperm whale in 

its entire history, why does he think there would be any on this beach? He would be 

better employed encircling the seaward side of the atoll’.  

‘Aha,’ he replies, ‘these objects are round and are likely to finish up anywhere, and are 

frequently found in the most unlikely locations’.  

 

Today is not his lucky day and he is not the slightest daunted by this as he arrives at the 

cut. Being pushed on by ‘what’s around the next corner’ he decides to cross over. Timing 

is important here as the gentle entrance swell spied from her decks is somewhat larger 

than appearances would suggest, and he doesn’t wish to be caught up in one and tumbled 

along the shallow channel, dragging over coral heads receiving the 

accompanying lacerations. Picking his path and moment he charges 

forth, wading strongly. Three parts of his way across, from the corner 

of his eye, the next roller enters his vision. Upping the tempo he 

strides for the chosen exit point on the opposite side, creaming the 

water before him. Last few steps and…….’Ha, gotcha’…….he cackles. 

Retribution is never far off in these situations as the arriving wave, 

catching his trailing foot, slams it against his other leg, tripping and 

flopping him to the wet sand, doused completely once more! Glancing 

around sheepishly to check there are no binoculars upon him from the 

boat, he rises, hatless, and brushes off globs of wet sand. Sensibly now, 

he swims out into the lagoon far enough to retrieve his hat, which is 

remarkably afloat yet, and round in a circle beyond the breakers’ 

influence back to the other side of the channel.  
         Captain hard at work! 

Arriving back at her stern he calls out from the ladder for his snorkel and fins. A sleepy 

face appears, and peering over the side drops them splashing beside him. He snaffles the 

fins but has to dive for the snorkel – our little ship reminds him not to interrupt afternoon 

naps in future! This side of the lagoon appears to be almost void of life – a few wispy 

strands of weed, some sea slugs and a number of very small swimmers. A few holes in 

the sand hide some type of crab, but other than that, very little life is in evidence. 

Compared to the other side and the Passe, this is a marine desert.    
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Our little ship, nestled in and snugly fitting her own hole of displacement, lays back and 

enjoys a waterline scrubbing from her captain. Refreshing as this may be for the 

‘scrubbee’ it can be a very frustrating exercise for the ‘scrubbor’, as the water resistance 

is not sufficient to keep the body close enough to the ships side when scrubbing pressure 

is applied. As soon as this load comes on the ‘scrubbor’ is pushed away from the hull, 

and find themselves ineffectually waving the pad around in the water some distance off 

the growth they are attempting to remove. The weed enjoys this momentarily, 

maintaining its slimy grip, and completely overlooking the fact that man in his ingenuity 

will overcome this minor setback and return to everlastingly remove it! Two suction pads 

linked together by a plastic arm is slapped on to the wet hull with one hand, leaving the 

other free to scrub with the Scotchbrite pad. Passagemaking keeps most of the underwater 

section of her hull clean, with just a faint moustache of green collecting along the 

waterline. Providing this is cleaned frequently, say weekly, it is a thirty minute job to get 

around a fourteen metre boat. It gives her a good  clean feel and the top race yachts have 

theirs done daily, so her captain can do it every day as well, if she had her way!  

 

Heads bowed over the scrabble board our formidable (pronounced in the French fashion 

‘4meedarbleu’) crew, battle it out in the evening glow. Her captain and Anglo crew, 

having wolfed down another of sibling crews’ culinary creations, cannot with any 

decency refuse the request. She has them cornered. Our captain, hoping for a quick 

skirmish, finds himself once more drawn into the complexities of this board game, and 

notwithstanding his irreverent and cavalier approach to it, is secretly striving to undo his 

sister in this war of word smithing. The conflict rages with many thrusts and parries from 

all sides, and the tide of war poised to go down any path.  Sibling crew prevails however, 

squeaking in by a narrow margin only, satisfying her ego and with our captain thereby 

preserving his dignity. How they can sit for hours pushing wood chips around a piece of 

cardboard, accompanied with chuckles, accusations, shouts and thumps is beyond our 

little ships’ comprehension. She has so much work that needs to be done to keep her 

operating at her best and looking her finest, they really don’t have time to waste on such 

frivolous pastimes. 

‘Tomorrow is another day’, she thinks, ‘hopefully by then they will have come to their 

senses, settle down and carry on with my daily maintenance’.   

 

Her captain, before ‘turning in’, twiddles the knob of the short wave radio62 

endeavouring to pick up some news of the outside world. Through the static and crackle 

on this night, all they can determine down the airwaves are a couple of stations, one 

Spanish and one French – Spanish no doubt from South America, probably Ecuador, and 

the French station most likely from Papeete in Tahiti. The good old reliable BBC is not 

coming up at all and is lost amongst the hums, twitters and chirrups of the ether. Their 

quality of life has not suffered one jot for not being able to keep up to date with ‘so 

called’ civilisation, in fact one could say it is considerably enhanced.  

 

The negativity of most news becomes gloomily obvious when away from it, and an 

opinion could easily be formed, that those peoples not connected to the outside world in 

all probability lead far more happy and balanced lives. That little piece of philosophy 
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espoused and agreed on by all, coffee, mint tea and one ‘ferrero rocher’ each comfortably 

tucked away, our crew finally hit their bunks for a well earned and blissful slumber.  

 

Glittering sunlight shafting diagonally through his open hatch, her captain gradually 

becomes conscious another day has dawned. Powerless to resist the pull, he rises, and 

standing on his bunk, pokes his head out of the hatch surveying the early morning scene. 

That gorgeous dewy look is everywhere - running rivulets off the sky, dripping from the 

palms, slithering down the glass of the hatch and collecting momentarily in prismatic 

globs on the sun greyed teak decking. Airborne frangipani fragrance wafts all around and 

our captain espy’s the ‘dance master’ from the other evening gliding along the beach – 

funny how certain smells can trigger earlier related visions! Eyes blinking, she is gone, 

the beach now empty of human life, all that remains are the very same coconut husks  

strewn about, unmoved, as they were yesterday. The still air produces hardly a sound this 

early.  The flat glassy sheet of lagoon water is undisturbed apart from an occasional plop 

of small fish leaving behind their ever widening circles as they flop back in. 

 

Scalding coffee from the caffetiere injects some life into their veins and kick starts the 

day. Our little ship, drawing her nourishment from the water she is in and the wind, 

wonders why her crew have to sit down at regular intervals, ingesting vulgar quantities of 

all kinds of food? It must be important to them as they spend an inordinate amount of 

time engaging in this pastime. At least when they are thus 

occupied they are not poking and prodding at her! Over breakfast 

and sheltering under the awning, her captains gaze is once again 

drawn to the sandy strip he explored the afternoon before – 

embedded in his brain since he first looked this morning it nags 

at him now  - something has changed in the disorderly pattern of 

the driftwood strewn along the beach. He missed something 

yesterday? Has it arrived overnight? Is he imagining a distorted 

form in the shimmering curtains rising from the sand? Whatever, 

there is a rounded dark lump where there wasn’t yesterday. He 

cannot leave this place without investigating – so into the tender 

and a quiet pull to shore. He slipped away with hardly a sound  
         Local Beachcomber 

but our little ship feels his anticipatory excitement.  

‘Off on a wild goose chase again!’ she supposes - but, what if it is what he thinks it could 

be? It just might be, after all these years of looking. Maybe his fortune is in today and he 

is about to strike lucky. Stooping to lift it from its bed in the sand he is almost overcome 

with the possibilities. Hefting it in his hands he estimates the weight at around twelve 

kilograms – wow! At twelve US dollars per gram, that is a small fortune! No matter it 

cannot be traded in the US, there are plenty of places where it can be sold on the open 

market. Cradling it in his arms he shuffles back to the Avon, placing it reverently in the 

bottom, and rows back with considerably greater energy than going in. Careful not to lose 

his balance on his wobbly platform, he gently rolls it into the cockpit.           
                  
Announcing to the rest of her crew the arrival of this great treasure, he dives into the 

locker containing the sewing kit60 and pulls out a monstrous sail needle. These needles 

have a large spaded tip, sharp as, to penetrate leather, and with an overall appearance of 
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malicious intent. Heated to a red glow over the stove, her captain inserts the searing tip 

into his new found object of worship. Apart from radiating a few lazy wisps of white 

smoke, nothing happens. No pool of dark viscous fluid with musky fragrance?  Reheat  

the needle and insert again in a different position – same result, nothing. Several more 

attempts produce no further change, and the remainder of her crew by this time are super 

sceptical and articulating many banal offerings! Her captain finally gives in and accepts 

that ‘his’ lump is not a piece of ambergris – fools gold! No matter, it created some 

interest for a time. Its momentary attraction over and having no further use, the ‘blob’ is 

consigned back to whence it came. Lobbing it overboard, it is last seen disappearing at 

the end of its parabolic curve with a dull lagoon gulp. Sinking slowly, a few small fish  

follow it to rest on the floor of the lagoon, raising a dusty cloud of sand, then ignore it. 

Never did find out what it was!  

 

The lightly gusting breeze breathes into her sails, whitely ballooning and majestic, 

driving her back across the lagoon at a respectable five knots. Sibling crew now making 

the top pulpit rail her home in these situations is constantly indicating to the helmsman 

with her arms to steer to port or starboard to avoid a coral head. Most of them pass by 

harmlessly and well under our little ships’ keel. Sailing into the afternoon sun our little 

ship chides them to be extra vigilant so they can see under the stabbing reflections off the 

lagoon surface. There are no boatyards around these parts to haul her out if she gets a 

damaged foot. One such of these is marked on the chart with an accurate GPS position 

and she is steering a wide berth around it. Suddenly, she is aware of a large mountain 

dead ahead. Alarmed she rattles her forestay to attract sibling crews’ attention. Sweeping 

left to right and back, sibling crews eagle vision pierces the curtain of white light, picks 

up the looming dark outline dead ahead, and gesticulates wildly with left arm to turn 

sharply to port. Immediately understanding the danger, Anglo crew throws the helm over 

and all eyes are riveted over her starboard side, staring wide eyed and with baited breath 

as the snapping brown fangs slide past within millimetres of her hull. The tallest point is 

no more than half a metre under the surface and could wreak some serious damage if its 

teeth were able to grind into her side. Clear and present danger passed, her crew look at 

each other with relief clearly etched on their faces. With nervy grins they congratulate 

one another on yet again avoiding disaster. 

‘Good seamanship all round’, purrs her captain, with the thought that the slightest error 

by the helmsman in reading the bow spotters’ signals would have resulted in them putting 

our little ship ‘hard to’ on the coral head – not a position any of them would wish for! 

The GPS co-ordinates are rechecked and found to be a little out - this is corrected and a 

log entry made to advise the chart publishers of the error. 

 

Later that evening, sibling crew confesses to having been distracted and looking at the 

wharf and village of Tiputa Passe on approaching the coral head – something snapped in 

the back of her mind and brought her attention back to her job in the same instant she saw 

the approaching hazard. 

‘Of course, you bumpkin! It was me rattling my forestay at you’. Our little ship chips in. 

Sibling crew is not sure, but she feels a nibble in that same part of her brain again. 

‘Hmmmm, I wonder?’ she muses.’ Can’t possibly be - boats don’t have their own 

personalities – or do they?’ 
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TUAMOTU’S to PAPEETE, TAHITI – AUGUST:    

 

The South Seas are beckoning, luring them ever onward – even though they are already 

there, the core of the allure is always Tahiti of the Society Islands  – that mythical cluster 

of island jewels sitting comfortably between sixteen and eighteen degrees south and one 

hundred forty nine and one hundred fifty two degrees west, nestled just a few degrees 

north of the Tropic of Capricorn. Countless yarns, books, poems and movies have been  

published about this paradise on earth, provoking dreams of another life, and nothing is 

going to stop our little ship and her crew from their own personal discoveries of the 

delights of these fabled jewels of the southern seas.  

 

Negotiating Passe de Tiputa on departure turns out to be a different experience than 

coming in. There is a cross wind creating a lumpy sea and the unseen rip is stronger than 

expected. She is tossed all over the shop and eventually finds a passage through close into 

shore on the western side. With her engine running hard it still seems to take forever to 

pass the few hundred metres out into the open sea and freedom. Once out and into deeper 

water she can relax, turn westward, get the crew up to the mast, raise her main and cut 

along the coast to the western most point of Rangiroa. Farewell to their first south sea 

coral atoll, sumptuous in its tropical splendour, they have had their first taste of the lure 

of Polynesia. Even our little ship, practical as ever, grants there is something about this 

place that is beginning to creep up on her. She dips her bow in acknowledgement on 

leaving, and rounding the point, she sets too seriously now, all sails puffed full and white, 

on a fine beam reach down the coast. 

 

Slopping around on an oily sea with motor running doesn’t do much for her ego, and she 

puts up with it only because her engine is providing some forward motion, thereby 

inching her closer to their destination. Dropping south of Rangiroa, following a spanking 

sail for a few hours, the wind has died leaving no option but to run the motor. Her captain 

isn’t too fazed about this as her tanks are virtually full, and it is only a short run to 

Papeete where he knows they can top up again with good quality, albeit expensive, diesel 

fuel.  The wind returns with gaining strength and she is now bowling along. A short time 

later a reef is put into the main and not long after that, another. The wind keeps rising, to 

thirty knots from the SSW, and her captain thinks they are going to be in for an 

uncomfortable night. With the two reefs in the main and a much reduced genoa, she is 

giving a more comfortable ride to the crew, and still making good time, which keeps her 

and her captain happy. The radar shows an object five miles ahead, probably a vessel of 

some description. All eyes peer intently into the darkness, straining, knowing full well 

that whatever it is, is not going to be visible for some time yet, but the pull to look is 

irresistible – part curiosity, part fear of the unknown - will not allow the crew to be 

anywhere else but staring forward intently, with the application a young puppy would 

give to scrutinizing its first hostile feline. Besides, whatever it is up ahead, it is stationary, 

not moving. She has altered course to leave it to starboard. What appears at first to be a 

mini iceberg slowly looms out of the night: 

‘Icebergs in the tropics, are you crazy?!’ she laments, ‘a few weeks in these latitudes and 

you have all turned into irrational fools!’ 
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The berg shape rapidly morphs into a drifting yacht, with no lights and very little sail up 

– in fact as they approach they can see she is hove to – probably intentionally, to ride out 

the blow. Repeated calls on the vhf radio exact no reply. Our little ship alters course 

slightly to starboard to pass close by. Within hailing distance now our captain bellows to 

the vessel and anyone who may be aboard – no response. As they slip by with plans to 

round up for a closer inspection if necessary, peering right into the other cockpit, they spy 

two figures crouched down below the coaming, staring back at them. They look to be 

holding something which is suspiciously shaped like a firearm58. By now they had run 

too far past to make out any flag, but made a mental note to have a strong discussion with 

them if they came across them in Papeete. They had broken all rules of the sea by not 

responding to an offer of assistance when they were not in trouble, and crouching in the 

stern like felons planning on taking pot shots at the approaching vessel offering aid.  

 

This whole question of carrying arms at sea is a thorny one and been discussed, written 

about, and debated for many a long hour. One thousand sailors would have one thousand 

opinions, and in the end you just have to pursue what you feel is right. Our little ship is 

quite straight forward on this subject, believing strongly that violence begets violence, so 

she would not allow any arms on board. Besides, guns have to be regularly oiled and 

cleaned, even more so in a marine environment, otherwise they don’t work when needed. 

This means they have to be kept under lock and key, wrapped, and in the driest place on 

the boat, therefore taking even longer to get ready for use. Many sailors have struck 

trouble with customs in various countries to the point where they have had arms 

confiscated, their vessel, and sometimes even found themselves detained and behind bars 

– an unhappy situation - they are more trouble than they are worth! On the whole, our 

crew consider themselves far better off without them.  

‘The flare pistol set59 kept behind the companionway steps beside the ‘Grab Bag’96, is 

not a bad substitute’, she muses. 

 

Thundering through the night in this lumpy sea, arcs of water heaving over her bow, she 

thinks this is not how she envisaged making landfall at Tahiti. She is yawing quite 

heavily in the choppy following sea and Anglo crew feels it is quite chilly in the cockpit. 

So much for her vision of hazy blue seas, shimmering sands, and waving palms in the 

lazy trade winds. Tetiaroa, an uninhabited bird sanctuary, slides by darkly to starboard – a 

ghostly lump against a star studded backdrop. Her captain, off watch and in deep slumber, 

dreams on about the motorcycling days of his youth. Negotiating a bend in style, at what 

he considers to be high speed, his chain flies off, careening the bike, with him following, 

off the road and diving headlong into a deep ditch. The chatter of the chain cranking 

through the guard gets louder and louder and suddenly he starts, completely awake, 

sitting bolt upright in the dark, staring at the bulkhead. For some reason, he knows 

instantly what is causing the sound, leaps out of his bunk and races topside to have the 

Autohelm shutdown. The constant yawing over thousands of miles in following seas has 

finally inflicted its destructive power and removed the teeth from the cogs of the drive 

unit. Anglo crew, on watch and sheltering from the wind behind the dodger is not too 

pleased at the prospect of helming the rest of the way into Papeete. It is at this point that 

our captain realises that, in his hurry to jump out, he cracked his head on the bulkhead 
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above his bunk. It is now throbbing incessantly, so a hot stiff whisky is prescribed, laced 

with honey and lime juice just to wash down the aspirin! Nothing can be done about the 

Auto helm right now, but they will be able to get at it when she makes their Papeete 

landfall in the morning. Thanks go out for the back up Auto helm steering unit4 in a box, 

which can be brought out and cobbled on to the binnacle if needs be.  

 

Dawn will be nudged upward by the sun in a few hours, and she is planning on sailing 

into Papeete harbour around that time, so onward she presses. Creeping light dissolves 

the night, climbing up steeply from the eastern horizon, quenching the stars and twinkling 

lights on Tahiti one by one, as daybreak advances across the heavens. Far off ahead in the 

dawn murkiness and well to starboard, her crew can just make out the extraordinary 

skyline of the island of Moorea. No visit to this part of the world would be complete 

without visiting this ‘island of dreams’ and her crews’ eyes shine with their yearning. 

‘All in good time’ she declares, ‘let’s not rush, it isn’t going anywhere!’. 

Sibling crew adds to the feeling by bursting into a few lines of ‘Bali Hai’ from the 

famous movie ‘South Pacific’, sending shivers up and down their spines. Her crew, over 

the next week or two whilst in Tahiti, will get used to seeing and feeling the power of 

Moorea beckoning. 

 

Passe de Papeete is now on the radar, and all attention is focussed on the entry to a fresh 

and busy port. The lower range light on the hillside overlooking the port is out, so the 

binoculars are trained on the marker poles to ensure our little ship enters on the right 

track. These poles are positioned one above the other, always on a slope, so that any 

incoming vessel lining them up and staying exactly on that track will enter a strange 

harbour safely.  The buoyage system used in these islands is the European system. This 

means that green and sometimes black buoys are left to starboard when entering port or 

returning home, so match green to green when coming in. American sailors need to 

eliminate their ‘red right returning’ mantra and remember to match green to green on 

entering ports, navigating channels and passes. Our little ship knows this of course and 

slipping serenely into harbour, rounds up some few metres off the yacht quay, right at the 

steps to the city.  

TAHITI, SOCIETY ISLANDS – AUGUST:    
 

Shipshape and Bristol fashion has never been achieved with such pace and vigour, as her 

crew are frothing to get ashore, and explore. Aromatic wisps of strong French coffee waft 

over them, mixed in with the unmistakable smell of freshly baked baguettes and 

croissants. Utterly distracted from their tasks by mid morning, there is no choice 

remaining but to head ashore and sample the fruits at the source of these. She is feeling 

suitably tarted up at this point, basking in the warm Tahitian sunshine and relents. 

Pumping air into the Avon, inserting the floor boards and seat, is accomplished in record 

time, and she is dropped over the side. Floated to her stern, her captain jumps down in a 

flash, ready to receive the little outboard36 from Anglo crew who is able to hand it down, 

looking tiny, nestled in his massive paws. Feet scrambling up the stone steps, scrabble 

them to the top where they stand stretching and gazing around. Finally, they are here, in 
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Tahiti, capital of the South Seas. The far off rumble of the commercial section takes 

nothing away from this first sense of tropical paradise.  

 

Flooded by another tidal wave of aromatic nuances, this time combined with the 

gorgeous scent of Frangipanis, our doughty crew float off down the stone sea wall 

following their noses to the nearest café. Shaded by a massive and brightly coloured 

sunbrella, French of course, our crew indulge in a further feeding frenzy on all things 

patisserie – fresh warm croissants filled with the chocolate still soft, become a firm 

favourite. Any thought of calorie gathering is scornfully waved away, enjoying the 

gorging of the moment. Lingering lazily over their third or fourth coffee our crew 

contentedly watch the local life pass in front of them. Elderly folk are very dignified, 

young people of both sexes bound along exuding misdirected energy and the middle aged 

ladies generally are very smartly dressed in crisp white or coloured dresses. Jeans appear 

to be for the young only. Many a sturdy male strides past barefoot in his pareu, radiating 

manhood, but also quite happily wearing a Frangipani flower tucked behind one ear. 

Straw hats of all shapes abound and like the American Express commercial, no self 

respecting Tahitian lady would leave home without one. Greeting one another on the 

street brings on a rash of gloriously sunny smiles, blazing out from under the brims. Our 

crew surmise that this must be a small town for all these people to know one another so 

well – but no, this is just the standard form of greeting in this sunny and happy place.  

 

Somnolence increasingly washing over them, our crew, in their contentment, could 

happily pass away the rest of the afternoon here, but several whisperings and pointed 

looks from the staff in their direction, finally penetrate their stupor, reminding them that 

most places like to close for a few hours in the afternoon before the evening busy period. 

Heaving themselves groggily from their chairs and calling for ‘l’edition sil vous plait’ in 

their very best French, they take off for a wander around the city of Papeete. Hundreds of 

years of history lays very lightly on this town, with very little to show in the way of 

historic buildings or monuments. Noteworthy recipients of our crews’ attention are 

Bougainville Park, Catholic Cathederale, de Gaulle’s monument and the Hotel de Ville. 

For the rest, the Public market is always worth a visit and the whole waterfront area, 

seething as it is with commerce, industry, retail and throngs, attracts attention purely by 

its vibrant energy and brilliant splashes of colour. At this point, wandering along the 

dockside waterfront, our ever alert captain remembers belatedly that he should pay the 

Port Capitaine a visit. All smiles here and the procedure takes a short time only. Many 

‘bonjours’, ‘sil vous plais’ and ‘merci beaucoups’ oil the wheels of bureaucracy and their 

parting, minus several hundred French francs, is on the most friendly of terms. Our crew 

have learned that pleasant politeness goes a long, long way when dealing with officials in 

foreign ports. Our little ship is also very happy with this approach as most customs 

officials if coming aboard, do so in what always seem to be hobnailed boots, tramping all 

over her, leaving black scuff marks which normally resist all attempts at cleaning, having 

instead to slowly weather off. She always instructs her crew to go to any lengths ashore to 

keep them on shore – good manners91 and politeness is the best way to achieve this.       

 

Clutching their entry documents and admiring the very impressive and official stamp of 

the ‘Ministere de L’interieur Polynesie Francaise’, our valiant crew have trekked their 
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way right down onto the docks. Strolling along they encounter several rows of parked, 

covered trucks in various stages of condition. Some appear to have been there for some 

time, forlornly melding their position onto the tarmac, others looking much more 

sprightly, therefore newer, and more again, brightly painted, advertising the dispensing of 

some kind of food. There are also many marked out spaces as if waiting for their 

occupants to return from some day trip. On asking, our crew ascertain that these are 

known as Les Roulettes and, with the arrival of evening, spring to life with the sides  

hinging upward, lights coming on, and staffed with locals selling all kinds of food – 

gourmands all, our crew begin salivating in readiness for their first trip down here this 

coming evening.  

 

A quick visit to the Vaima supermarche reveals an ultra modern store in the French style, 

stocked with the widest range of comestibles imaginable – certainly stocking everything 

in the food line cruising yachtsmen would be looking for. Fresh fruit and vegetables are 

everywhere and our crew promise themselves a visit to the Public Market next day for 

fresh produce. 

 

Ambling into the advancing evening, they meander back to the dinghy almost reluctantly, 

starting the motor and shattering their contented state of mind. Burbling across the now 

still water of the harbour, they are impressed with the arrival of the high speed ferry from 

Moorea. Black silhouette against the dusky glow, she towers over them as she moves 

swiftly to her dock by Les Roulettes. Our crew already know that is where she will be 

docking and will be back down there soon themselves. Passengers and day trippers lining 

the rails are just visible in the gathering gloom, and no doubt will be offloading shortly to 

sample the culinary delights of the portable trucks – truly a movable feast! 

 

Our little ship is pleased to have them back on board, short as the visit is going to be. A 

major astronomical event occurred in these waters, initiated by that most fabulous of all 

Voyager/Discoverers, Captain James Cook. One of his tasks on his first voyage was to 

observe the transit of Venus, and Tahiti was chosen because of its position and known 

clarity of atmosphere. This transit only occurs every one hundred and twenty years or so 

and June1769 was the next one. In August 1768 they set sail in the bark Endeavour. 

Lieutenant James Cook, ever the quiet, non demonstrable but highly talented and 

practical man, enters in the ships log, ‘at 2pm got under sail and put to sea, having on 

board 94 persons’. Joseph Banks, the then young naturalist, was also on board and, by 

contrast, with his more romantic nature wrote, ‘we took our leave of Europe for heaven 

alone knows how long, perhaps for ever’. This voyage in those days may be compared 

with space travel today. Their knowledge of where they were going was minimal and all 

they knew was that they were sailing into the unknown. Experiencing unbelievable 

privations along the way, death, disease, violent storms at sea, and many perilous 

incidents which may have resulted in them never seeing their homeland ever again. Is it 

any wonder then, that on making landfall at Tahiti, a paradise on this earth, and thousands 

of miles from a home they had left a year before, that many of the ships men went 

completely wild? Welcomed in a sunny land, far, far away, revered as if they were gods, 

and pandered to by what in their minds must have been the most beautiful women in the 

world, they must have pinched themselves a thousand times to make sure they were 
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awake and not dreaming. Compared to their harsh and authoritarian life aboard, they 

suddenly found themselves in a totally relaxed and lascivious environment – many of 

them becoming unhinged during the time the Endeavour was anchored in Matavai Bay. 

 

One particularly poignant extract from Nordhoff and Hall’s Bounty trilogy describes Capt. 

Edward Edwards’ return to Tahiti many years later as a captain. During his earlier stay, as  

a young lieutenant on Cook’s ship, he fell in love and lived with one of the native girls. 

They had a daughter. Edward had to sail away eventually, only to return some twenty 

years later as captain of the 24 gun frigate ‘Pandora’, commanded to capture the 

remainder of the mutineers and deserters. Strolling down a leafy trail, he meets a tall and 

lithe girl, coming in the opposite direction with a group of her friends. They were chatting 

and laughing gaily, and as they passed, this girl stood out as being tall and attractive with 

a beautiful smile. The captain knew immediately it was his daughter and his heart was 

pierced with sadness and something lost. Her natural beauty shone out from her and he 

wanted nothing more than to stop and introduce himself. He, now being a senior naval 

officer, with a party of officers from his ship, and the constraints of the day, prevented 

him. He never saw her again.       

 

The main purpose of this experiment was to measure the distance to the sun and 

hopefully, size of the universe. By tracking the path of Venus across the face of the sun 

and recording the time it took to make the transit, the mathematicians would be able to 

make accurate calculations. In theory this was great, but Cook and his ships astronomer, 

Charles Green, when comparing their times found that they differed by forty two seconds. 

Forty two seconds seems only a slight variation, but they both understood that if 

attempting to calculate something as gigantic as the universe itself, then forty two 

seconds was a margin of error far too great. However, not being able to wait for another 

one hundred and twenty years, they had to settle with what they had. The transit was 

observed at eighty seven other points around the globe, so when they had all been 

gathered in (over quite some period of time), an average was able to be taken and 

calculations begin. 

 

The northern tip of Matavai Bay recognises this event, and is named Point Venus in 

honour of the greatest astronomical trial of the day. On the flat corally ground stands a 

museum and this is what our crew intend visiting on the morrow. Meantime however, the 

inner man has to be fed and so it’s off to sample Les Roulettes. The transformation of the 

downtown dock area from its rundown shabby appearance earlier in the afternoon, to the 

scene now before them, is dramatic. With every truck opened up, lights ablaze 

everywhere, tables set out in many rows, throngs of people milling, and overall the strong 

aromas pervading the still evening air, the cooking of a great variety of dishes. Our 

captain made a beeline for the trucks serving up crepes. These delicious symmetrically 

round pancakes may be purchased with any filling you care to name – savoury or sweet 

no matter, they cater for all tastes. The liquid mixture is scooped in exact portion from the 

bowl, poured dead centre of the hotplate, and rapidly spreads to the outer edge, 

whereupon it stops just short. Within seconds it is quietly bubbling and the little air holes 

appear with a faint ploop. Shortly thereafter it is flipped to firm the topside, then, with a 

dexterous flick, whipped off the plate with a large palette knife and flopped on to a board 
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where it is loaded up with the filling of your choice. Usually folded into a square or 

oblong packet, and with the exchange of around 900 local francs, it is smilingly passed 

over, to be pounced upon and devoured at one of the tables. Sluiced down with fruit juice, 

fresh water, coffee or a beer, there is nothing more delicious.  The dexterity with which 

the operator, usually a young Polynesian girl, carries out the whole procedure is a delight  

to watch, and when the hypnotic performance comes to an end, it is with a slight tug of 

sadness to have to take away the finished crepe. This feeling lasts for a nano second only, 

as gluttony casts out more lofty feelings, and hungry eyes feast upon the immediate 

prospect of tucking in to the offering on the plate.   

 

The late ferry from Moorea pulls in, and in docking, disgorges a further horde of 

passengers. Making a bee line for Les Roulettes, the intentions of most of them are very 

clear. Similar to a race to the finish line, the stream gushes forward in a contest to see 

who can arrive first at the overhanging flaps of the trucks and place their orders. Our 

crew, already settled at a table, look on with amused curiosity. Much jostling, shouting, 

laughter and confusion ensues as everyone seeks to catch the attention of Le Patron and 

be first in with their order. Laid back these Polynesians are, but over the last two hundred 

years of French rule, they have also learnt passion and in the Latin way, this overrules 

any natural orderliness when it comes to waiting in a line. 

 

Wine and beer is also available, so the chatter in the open air gradually turns to 

raucousness with gay laughter sprinkling throughout the company. Spurred on by this 

overall ambience, our crew consider going back for seconds, but on considering their 

earlier gorging, decide against it. Around eleven, lights start going out, flaps drop and 

accompanied with the general sounds of cleaning up, the whole area begins to clear out. 

Within thirty minutes, darkness rolls over, and all is still once more. Apart from the 

resident seagulls squawking over the few scraps lying on the ground, the trucks are left, 

sentinel like, guarding their turf until tomorrow. 

 

Strolling back in the balmy, scent laden air, our crews’ minds turn to discussing the 

effects of colonial rule on another culture. Here in French Polynesia it appears to be a 

happy blend – the patina of French government, culture and infrastructure is overlaid and 

very evident, however, the local populace of Tahitian stock very strongly retain their own 

culture, ways and traditions. It is commonplace to see a Tahitian lady colourfully 

wrapped in her pareu, riding an elderly French bicyclette – albeit dilapidated and strongly 

resembling a discard from the French Overseas Department – with baguette, and is that 

also a bottle of French wine protruding from the basket? Flowers entwined in her long 

hair and the ever-present frangipani  behind her ear. Her teeth gleaming white in the  

broadest of smiles as she passes by, she is obviously happy with life and herself – a 

delight to see. Politics, of course, are a different issue, and here, like any other state, are a 

cauldron of agitation. Back on board our little ship our crew, exhausted by this cerebral 

exchange, forego another round of Scrabble and are happy to slide into their bunks and 

drift off toward the advancing slumber. 

 

Next morning, her captain has removed several panels aft of the stateroom and wriggles 

his torso into as comfortable a position he can, close to the autohelm steering unit and 
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quadrant. With only his legs protruding, his muffled voice floats out along with a bunch 

of come hither fingers, calling for various tools patiently supplied by sibling crew. The 

linear drive arm of the unit looks fine, but this is what needs to be dismantled to get at the 

end cogs. Working in confined spaces never fails to rapidly raise her captains’ body  

temperature.  Couple this with a tropically pre-heated fibre glass coffin, combine to 

produce decided lobster colour effects when he finally reappears, glowing with sweat, 

gasping and grasping the miscreant bits. As foreseen, the drive cogs instead of being full 

of tooth and meshing neatly, have been stripped down to picks of their former selves and 

only just making contact at their stunted tips. They appear to have been formed from 

industrial plastic bakelite rather than metal. The parts manual71 is consulted, part nos. 

verified and a facsimile sent off to her captains’ very good friend101 Jacko in Sydney, to 

airmail by return – this will be the cheapest and quickest method for importing yacht 

bits61. Jacko does not know this yet, but he is going to be called upon in the next few 

days to ship up another much larger, but just as vital part.   

 

Our little ship reminds them that if they are to make Venus Point today, then they need to 

set off now. Extricating the anchor from the mud, the hose and scrubber come into use, 

removing with some vigorous pokes and vigorous strokes, the thick grey goo from the 

flukes. Snubbed home with the anchor washed down, she turns into the gentle breeze and 

sails out of harbour on a reciprocal course54 from her entry just a few days before. A 

short sail eastward along the breakwater brings her into Matavai Bay proper where she 

drops anchor in about eight metres of water, into black sand. This is the same black sand 

that the anchors of Cooks’ ‘Endeavour’ would have embedded themselves in in 1769 – 

following in the anchor prints of our 

most famous explorer did not go 

unnoticed by her crew. They chatter on 

about what it must have been like back 

then and if there may be any charming 

south sea maidens, bedecked with leis to 

welcome them as they step ashore. 

Whether it is because they have not 

arrived in a three master and given the 

traditional full navy salute, or they are 

not dressed in their grand uniforms, their 

arrival on the strand is marked only by  
      Our little ship at anchor 

the attention of a small band of screeching gulls, whirling over their heads. Other than 

this mild irritation, the beach is pretty much empty, a black curving band stretching away 

equally either side of them. For maximum effect they have landed dead centre, so are a 

little surprised at the absence of gleaming brown bodies dashing down the beach, ecstatic 

at their arrival! Several disdainful hurrumphs and grunts are exchanged as they labour the 

dinghy up the sandy incline, but these dissipate rapidly on the realisation that directly in 

front of them, edging the shoreline, is a small seaside café serving cool drinks and beer.  

‘Huh, Cook didn’t have one of these waiting for him when he landed!’ offers Anglo crew 

- dignity is preserved. Swinging gently on her chain, our little ship chuckles 

affectionately at the false vanities of these folks called humans. 
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Lazy late afternoon sun slips clammily down their backs as they head further eastward 

toward the point where they expect to see the treasures of the Transit observation. A 

couple of cold beers washing around in their system seems to infect the male crew 

members’ legs with a jelly like effect, reducing their ability to place one foot steadily in 

front of the other without meandering. Sibling crew, striding ahead, sniffs that they would 

have been better sticking to carbonated water as she had done! The cackling response 

from behind only serves to increase sibling crews’ tempo, leaving them even further 

adrift. The small clump of battered and paintless stores huddled at the juncture in the road 

pass slowly by to the right as they make their way out to the end of the promontory – 

windswept and barren. A few straggly bushes, struggling in their attempt to retain a 

foothold, dot the bleached white coral. Surprisingly, the rather impressive Point Venus 

lighthouse constructed in eighteen sixty eight at the knolly point is surrounded by a bunch 

of palms and casuarinas. It is here that our fearless crew become conscious, belatedly, 

that they must have passed the ‘Museum of Discovery’ on the way in. Looking around, 

that apart from the lighthouse, there are no other buildings in the area looking anything 

like a museum. For such a monumental event our crew were expecting, if not an edifice 

likened to the Palace de Versaille, some respectable construction recognising the stature 

of what took place on this spot two hundred and fifty years earlier. On enquiring from a 

local it is established that the museum was a very little more than a humble stone hut. It 

was demolished recently with the contents removed to Paris, where they are now on 

display, location unknown. They now understood how the characters in the Da Vinci 

Code felt when coming up against a blank wall when unravelling a mystery. They neither 

had the resources nor the inclination to board the next flight to Paris to continue their 

search. Admiring the stone and intricate brick work of the lighthouse once again, our 

crew turn away, ambling into the advancing dusk.  

 

As in Roman times ‘all roads led to Rome’, so it is in Tahiti, ‘all roads lead to Papeete’. 

This quaint custom is observed by white painted stone markers dotted at kilometre 

intervals on all main roads, counting down into the capital. ‘Points Kilometriques’ is the 

terminology. The letters PK and the distance are carved large into the stone, leaving no 

doubt as to the distance left to go. Flashing by in a rental car, they register momentarily to 

be kept in mind as to ones progress. Walking or cycling they have a far greater relevance, 

and one imagines in earlier times, before mass transport, when a visit to Papeete was a 

real adventure, setting out on foot and passing each of these stone lumps on the journey 

would be an event in itself. Walking and spying each of these milestones(do the French 

call them kilometrestones? or kilometremarques?) bobbing and dipping slowly toward the 

traveller, the passing of each one would decree a mini celebration as part of the journey. 

Strolling past PK 9 on their way back to the dinghy our crew succumb to the feeling of 

distance to go, and contemplate that those travellers of earlier times would probably be 

looking for somewhere to camp the night, completing their trek the next day.    

 

Quietly cruising along the shoreline, this time using the inside channel, her intention is to 

anchor for the night off the famous Hotel Taharaa, nestled in a small bay midway back to 

Papeete Port. Slipping around the headland in the now darkness, the bay opens up 

revealing a stream of lights tumbling down the cliff face. This is the hotel and it is 

interestingly built using the slope of the land. Fifteen fathoms of chain scope rattling into 
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the black water announces her arrival. Reversing hard into the draw of the anchor digging 

in, she pulls up short and knows the anchor is set. Motor off, she lets the catenary  

downward pull of the scope drift her forward again, with the chain making a satisfying 

bubbling hiss as it sinks back into the inky water. She rocks gently back and forth, 

eventually coming to rest pointing her bow into what little breeze is left over from the 

day.           

 

Dinner is served in the cockpit and set upon with relish. With bellies filling and 

conversation roaming, every mouthful sees the twinkling hotel recede farther away, and 

the steep climb up the cliff face become almost precipitous. By the time they are satiated, 

the whole prospect of visiting is now so intimidating and mentally so far off, our valiant 

crew make the easy decision to stay aboard tonight and visit the hotel tomorrow, when 

their legs will be fresh and able to scale the cliff – perhaps for breakfast?  

‘Fat chance’, our little ship thinks. ‘Tomorrow, the captain will want to get back to sort 

out the replacement for the starboard shroud which parted en route to the Tuamotus’. 

 

Dawn creeps over the serrated hilltops of Tahiti, dressing the day in a delicious blend of 

blues and greens, each clamouring for attention, so it is difficult to know where to look 

first. Sunk as she was, in the bowels of the little bay at the base of the cliff and close 

inshore, very little of the early morning sounds penetrate. The ever present fish plopping 

and occasional scolding squawk of a parrot punctuated the profound stillness. The first 

riffles of the ‘trades’ whisper into the bay. With their arrival, and as they rise during the 

morning, these sounds will soon be smothered. The far off clink of cutlery on crockery 

drifted over and down the steep slope, signifying breakfast is well under way in the resort. 

Her captain, warming his bare soles on the sun warmed teak of the cockpit, stares upward. 

Tempted as he is to go up, he surmises that if they do, it would probably be afternoon 

before they made it back. The French habit of taking all day to do one thing only, means 

getting in early and being at the head of the queue – best make an early start back to 

Papeete - Hotel Taharaa will be left for another day.  

‘Good thing too’, she concurs, ‘much more sensible to get this job underway, and besides, 

it’s only another expensive resort – seen one, seen them all!’  

 

Negotiating the inside channel back to Papeete with caution, as it is narrow, twisting and 

lined with sharp coral to starboard, and sand banks and rocky outcrops to port, she 

wonders at Bligh, once successfully navigating his ship through here without going 

aground. Clearly marked today, he would have had no markers whatsoever back then, 

relying on his masterful navigational skills and the keenest of eyes of his lookouts and 

linesmen. She knows that she would never run to foul ground herself, but it is comforting 

for her crew to have something to guide them through this wiry restrictive waterway! She 

is heading for a new floating marina dock named Nauti Sport – constructed by the French 

for visiting cruising yachts and locals. Her crew latch on to this name with gusto, it  

rolling mercury like off the tongue and conjuring up wild and lusty visions in another 

context. With their imaginations going into overdrive, they spout a number of variations 

mercilessly, that can only be described as puerile and way beyond superciliousness. 

‘Baboons’! she remonstrates as they become increasingly feeble, dying in thin final gasps 

on their sun cracked and parched lips.  
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Nauti Sport marina dock has been completed only recently and is all aluminium, bright 

and shiny, as only the French know how. Aluminium decking and edging runs 

everywhere and the pontoons are laid out in orderly fashion making it easy to dock. Her 

captain had made arrangements prior to their Point Venus visit, so she can make her way 

directly to her assigned berth just by calling up on the vhf radio and announcing her 

arrival. Curving in nicely, her feathering propeller reversing thrust and way coming off, 

she nudges up to the rubber buffers and comes to halt precisely in position. Docking is a 

strange procedure in that as the vessel comes to rest and kisses the berth (both to be 

achieved at the same moment), there is a period of a second or two when everything is 

perfect to tie up and secure the ship. Crew are at the ready, usually standing on the toe 

rail outside of the guidelines, with line in one hand and forward enough to hold onto a 

shroud with the other, so that as that moment arrives they are able to skip lightly down 

onto the dock and slip their line seamanlike around the handily placed cleats, and or 

bollards.  

 

Timed correctly and carried out with precision, this is an impressive manoeuvre, both for 

land based onlookers and other boat crews alike. Aspired to by all crews, much attention 

is paid to get it right, there being only the one short window. This is the captains’ job, and 

her captain, conveniently overlooking that she is tutoring him, thinks he is pretty smart 

putting her right there and feeling rather smug about his skills. As illustrated in an earlier 

episode, false pride always comes before a fall. A puff of wind pushes out her bow just as 

Anglo crew steps down. Instead of landing lightly on the dock, his left foot, followed by 

his leg, torso and right leg keep on going down, starfish like, into the ever widening gap 

created by our little ships’ side now being a metre off the dock. His entry into the water, 

large framed as he is, compares favourably to a whale broaching. Plunging in with all 

limbs ahoo, accompanied with the massive splash and curses, makes for quite a show. 

Brought up short by the line in his hand, Anglo crew pops up directly with a startled 

expression, only to see the rest of the crew, and onlookers, staring down at him, no less 

shocked than he. No time to dally watching however, as now our little ship is lying at a 

forty five degree angle the wrong way across the berth. Fortunately, there is no boat in 

the other half. Anglo crew splutters toward the dock ladder and like a great sea lion hauls 

himself out, muttering, water cascading from his body, glistening in the sunlight. She 

quickly backs out, realigns, and noses in again for Sibling crew to heave the line to the 

now wetly waiting Anglo crew.   

‘Mon dieu! how they carry on when I look the other way for one moment!’. Our little 

ship resolves to watch them constantly in future to avoid these childlike hitches and 

embarrassing moments.  

 

Rapidly repairing the situation as they have, is largely due to the feathering propeller8. 

Yachts are notorious for poor manoeuvrability when going astern. Fitting a feathering 

propeller mostly overcomes this deficiency. The moment she is put into reverse, the 

blades of the propeller instantly feather in the other direction, and bite into the water, 

pulling her astern with eighty percent of forward thrust. This is mightily ahead in pulling 

power of a normal fixed blade or folding propeller, which are largely ineffectual, and take 

a long time for the vessel to respond. In our minor calamity, she is quickly put into 

reverse, straightening up as she goes out about one boat length only, into forward gear 
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and entering again straightaway, straight as an arrow – situation normal and dignity 

preserved – nothing worse than having to make several attempts!  

 

Bernard is the busy little Frenchman at Nauti Sports’ chandlery. He has been on holiday 

for the last two weeks, and his approach to our captains’ polite request indicates that, 

whilst his physical presence is obvious, his mind is still wherever it was that he had been 

holidaying. Our captain decides to return the following day, when hopefully, he will be 

able to nail the butterfly flutterings of Bernards’ mind, long enough to grind into action 

the machinery required to produce a new intermediate cap shroud for our little ship. It is 

at this point that our crew come to realise that very little in the way of spare parts and bits 

for boats are held in stock in this place. The trend seems to be that the parts are ordered 

and then flown in from France, UK, USA and sometimes Australia and New Zealand. 

This of course adds a considerable cost to the parts, especially if they are bulky or heavy. 

By the time Customs, clearance, agents(mandatory) fees, then the not inconsiderable 

mark up of the local supplier is added, no mariner, when presented with the bill,  can be 

blamed for coming over all faint, weak kneed and white knuckling the counter top to 

prevent collapsing. Circumvention is the word that comes to her captains’ mind,   and in 

this instance circumvention is going to take the form of another valued friend who is 

flying in to visit in a weeks’ time.  

 

Never ones to hang around wasting time, our intrepid crew elect to rent a car and set off 

to circumnavigate the island. An open top jeep style was preferred, but unfortunately 

none were available, they making do with a miniscule Citroen. It buzzes along well 

enough and its manoeuvrability enables them to weave in and out of heavier traffic with 

gay abandon in true French style. In addition to enjoying the warm scented air blowing 

uproariously through the car, their first objective is the Musee de Tahiti at Punaauia, 

some fifteen PK’s south of the city. Rattling over the Punaruu bridge the side road could 

be easily missed. Swinging hard right off the main road down the unsealed track to the 

museum they come to a rut juddering halt in their own dust cloud. Peering through the 

clearing pall the museum is found to be laid out in very pleasant surroundings. Cool and 

dim inside, they have created a traditional Tahitian house full of artefacts. Generally, 

these are scarce as many were destroyed when the local people accepted Christianity, or 

collected by the early Europeans and taken back to their countries. Today, the 

government buys them back when coming up for auction, and the collection is slowly re-

building. The history map of Polynesia is excellent, and traces the lineage of the peoples 

from early times. An intended visit of thirty minutes or so turns into an absorbed stay of 

over two hours. Ruminatory rumblings draw them out into the sunshine finally and a 

luscious poisson cru, Tahitian style, is assaulted with vigour and washed down with a 

Hinano. A nap in the warmth of early afternoon would be idyllic but having dallied 

longer at the museum than planned, they must press on if they are to make it into Tahiti 

Iti today and catch up with the other main objective of this tour, Monsieur Gauguin and 

his museum. Across the Isthmus and deep into Tahiti Iti the road ends the other side of a 

bridge, under the green jagged peak of Mount Temupua. Re-traversing their route they 

head back toward the village of Papeari and Gauguin’s museum. Swinging through the 

junction village of Taravao our crew note that the route back to Papeete through the hills  
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is five kilometres less than the coast road. It is a winding road and would take them much 

longer, and besides, Gauguin’s museum is on the coastal route. Additionally, they will 

see the sun setting over Moorea, a glorious sight with the added possibility of sighting a 

‘green flash’. 

 

The museum is set in attractive botanical gardens which are quite spectacular. Four 

modern Polynesian style halls, connected by covered ways, comprise the museum. 

Surprisingly, this most celebrated of South Seas artists, is represented well enough with 

seventeen of his originals. Another one hundred and twenty or so are in museums and 

collections around the world and today worth hundreds of millions of dollars.  The 

intensity of colour he generated is extraordinary and corroborated by the famous quote 

about his art, ‘he put so much mystery in so much brightness’. Gauguin died a penniless 

wreck, wracked with syphilis and unable to paint any more. Coming across a sextant our 

crew discover that Gauguin had sailed around the world and passed Cape Horn twice. 

This is news to them and heightens their respect for, and talents of the man – brushes and 

paints will come out on their return to see if they can in any way emulate him and daub 

their way into history! 

 

Anglo crew leaves tomorrow, returning to England, so it his choice for dinner on our last 

night together. Automatically and not surprisingly, he opts for a final encounter with Les 

Roulettes. Nobody disagrees. Good cheap food, prepared well, and served and consumed 

in an atmosphere of rattling good bonhomie, brings a smile to the faces of all as they 

prepare for the evenings feast. Our captain, at the wheel of the rental Citroen, unaware of 

any anatomical connection between salivations in the mouth and weight of foot, 

involuntarily jabs down the accelerator, hastening them toward their gastronomic 

rendezvous. 

 

The sun setting over Moorea is spectacular at any time, and this evening is no exception. 

Our crew ponder as to why the sun, as it slips toward the improbable craggy beauty of 

that islands’ skyline, looms so large. Is it because it is approaching a land mass and it 

looks bigger in relation to it? or is it because it has been isolated all day in the haven of 

the heavens as it passes unnoticed overhead? Undoubtedly the low angle of its rays 

through the denser atmosphere distorts and magnifies – but if that is the case, why then 

does it never look so big in the morning, heaving itself clear of the distant clinging 

eastern meniscus? Maybe the romance of a 

scented and velvety tropical evening, playing 

large in our minds, also enlarges our own 

contented view of the world, and it is purely an 

illusion. 

 

‘Who knows the answers to these questions’, 

our little ship thinks, ‘who knows what is 

happening in the deep and dark cerebral fissures 

of a humans’ mind?’ reflecting, ‘illusion or not, 

enjoy it for what it is!’    Sunset, Tahiti 
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And they do, all the way down into the blood red sea, just to the right of Moorea, until the 

very last tip of the upper limb is sucked under – no green flash tonight! Riding back into 

Papeete on a floating bouquet of frangipani scented air, the twinkling lights of the city 

rising as the evening blinds come down on the day, our crew feel oddly complete.   

     

It is at this point our crew are joined by an Australian yachtsman slowly working his way 

back to New South Wales. They first met him at the Balboa Yacht Club in Panama. His is 

an excruciatingly painful account and worth repeating here as a cautionary tale. Some 

eighteen months previously he had purchased a sloop, by private sale, on the internet. It 

was laying up on Mystic River, Connecticut, in the USA. He arrived there to discover 

that the boat was in far worse condition than he had been led to believe. He spent the 

whole winter working and living on board in freezing conditions preparing it for the 

voyage. Imagine waking every morning with ice hanging from your moustache and 

having to crawl out of your bunk, climb down the ladder, trudge through a foot of snow 

to the ablution block, re-climb the ladder, and begin the days work with fingers that will 

hardly move, and brain numbed into lethargy from the cold. For an Australian raised in 

the warmth of NSW it must have been soul destroying. During that period he spent more 

on the craft than what he had originally paid for it. This was not part of the plan! Finally 

setting sail, his trip to date had been one disaster following another – too many to repeat 

here, and too depressing to contemplate. The last news our crew had of him was here in 

Papeete. He had arrived under sail as his engine had seized up completely several days 

out of Tahiti, and he had been told the required parts would be five weeks in coming. He 

was fast running out of funds and still three thousand nautical miles from home. The 

moral of this story is don’t hand over any money on the internet for any vessel before an 

inspection, either by yourself or preferably, by a registered surveyor32. Visiting him 

aboard his boat the next day, our captain and sibling crew could not believe the appalling 

conditions in which he existed. The boat was dark, damp, and quite chilly, despite the 

warmth of the Tahiti sun. The smell of mould and dry rot was almost overpowering and 

after a short chat and looking around at his many problems, our crew manage to winkle 

him ashore to a warm and sunny café for an obligatory Hinano. Here, his glum outlook 

brightens somewhat as the amber liquid takes effect. A respectable time later, they make 

their departures, waving cheerily as he disappears back down the dock toward his boat, 

no doubt to stare once again at the overwhelming number of things to be fixed before he  

sets sail again. As at the time our little ship departed Tahiti, his parts had yet to arrive, 

and he was never heard of again – he had a vhf radio on board but it was ineffectual at  

best. From time to time his name came up in conversation as to his possible progress and 

whereabouts, but not having any means of contact, our crew could only suppose what. 

There being no reports of vessels sinking or missing during the next six months or so, 

they could only assume that he finally did make it back to Australia – any prayers that 

went up to ‘the one who made us’, for the safety of sailors at sea, would hereafter have 

his name on the list.    

 

Exit Anglo crew, and enter US friend, complete with a one and a half metre tall hula hoop 

in the form of the new forestay for our little ship. She had arrived via Sydney and very  
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kindly undertaken to bring it with her as personal baggage. Our captains’ good friend 

Jacko having organised its fabrication in Sydney, and the aforementioned good lady 

agreeing to its transporting.  No problem passing through customs with the now familiar 

statement of ‘parts for yacht in transit’ freely bandied about. Toasting her arrival, and the 

departure of Anglo crew, our captain is caught up in the emotion of the moment and 

thinking how clever he is to have all this organised, when our new arrival pulls out 

another small parcel from her bag. Of course! this contains the new cogs21 for the 

Autohelm drive unit. In his excitement he had completely forgotten about these, and now 

his cup really does runneth over. More toasts ensue and it is unanimously agreed that to 

have friends in the right places and friends that can carry to far away places, are indeed 

jewels to be nurtured and cherished. Fortunately, by now, Anglo crew has been waved 

goodbye to and strapped safely into his seat on the aircraft, so the remaining three retire 

to a favourite waterfront café on the Boulevard Pomare, to catch up with one another’s 

escapades – leave her introduction to Les Roulettes for another evening!  

 

Next morning, the new forestay27 lays coiled and glittering in the morning sun on the 

dock beside our little ship. Fascinating how the mirror stainless steel strands, precisely 

woven into coiled continuity, catch the suns rays, springing it to life. Lowering the old 

one on to the pontoon is a comparatively easy task compared to the earlier episode in The 

Galapagos. With her captain dangling at the masthead in his bosuns’ chair, sibling crew 

on the winch and American one on the dock, it is a cinch to lower. Once the furling drum 

is on the dock, and American one slowly walking backward, the complete foil drops 

smoothly on the end of a line controlled by sibling crew at the winch. Halfway down her 

captain once again is holding his breath, as his gaze is riveted by the huge bend in the foil 

– it cannot break or crease as they have no replacement parts – besides, the joints are so 

well corroded together by now, if it was damaged anywhere over its length, the whole 

would have to be replaced. The final curve gently sighing onto the dock is a welcome 

sight indeed and her relieved captain calls down to be brought back to her deck. Female 

brains working overtime think it may be a good idea to leave him up there for a time, but 

after a few moments of giggles and hollow threats, relent, and allow him to slide back 

down the mast.  

‘Don’t get too carried away’, she chides him. ‘Don’t forget it has to be raised again 

shortly and you do not want the foils to be damaged at the finishing line’. A very good 

point!  

 

Unrolling the new coil, our constant crew debate the possibilities of it perhaps being a 

different length from the original. Our captain does not wish to enter into this 

conjecturing, knowing that the mechanical mind of the male could not countenance such 

an error. Laid out end to end it does appear that the new stay is longer – this would not be 

good as it means the whole assembly would be slack and therefore not enough tension 

could be applied – not a good look! However, the furling drum is yet to be disconnected. 

A short blessing is bestowed upon Miguels’ extraordinary swage and somewhere deep 

inside our captains’ being there is a tiny tug of reluctance in dispatching with its services. 

Sans drum, and worked out of the aluminium foils like a wriggling earthworm, it now lies 

naked and ineffectual, belying the sterling contribution it has given in bringing our little  
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ship and trusty crew thus far. The new cable is laid out alongside, ends brought together 

and lo! yes, they are exactly the same length – a triumph for engineering! Her captain 

releases a long slow breath and exserts the wonders of the accuracy of incremental 

measurements anywhere in the world. A few digits scribbled on a scrap of paper, 

facsimiled half way round the globe and back comes an object precisely what is required.  

‘Galah!’, she responds, ‘they are engineers! it’s their job! anyone can translate figures 

jotted on paper into a solid object – what’s the matter with you?’ 

That’s as may be, but nothing prevents our captain quietly humming to himself, happy in 

the knowledge that this time it has worked well, and savouring the satisfaction it brings. 

 

The raw and bitter end of the stay is nicely taped up. Lightly coating it with a quick squirt 

of silicone spray, it is then worked along the foils, momentarily emerging at the other end 

ready to be connected to the drum. Memories of Puerto Ayoro flood back. The 

differences of attempting this task with a sprung and wire splayed recalcitrant end on a 

moving deck back then, compared to this operation today are discussed. It is concurred 

that whilst this is undeniably much simpler here, it lacks the edge of adventure and 

frustrating challenge that accompanied the episode back in that grey and wild bay in the 

Galapagos Islands. Raising the new forestay into position goes along very nicely. 

Securing and tensioning follows without a hitch, the furling genoa slips back up its track 

and rolls away snugly, and suddenly our little ship is back in business with a brand new 

forestay.        

‘Pity they can’t do something about a new genoa, as this one is looking rather tired and 

baggy these days’, she sighs, only slightly miffed. ‘I guess I will have to wait until we get 

to New Zealand! At least he has fitted a new set of telltales39.’ Miguels’ masterpiece is 

rolled up, taped, and our captain in true sailors’ style, not being able to bring himself to 

dispose of such a trusty piece of equipment, quietly slips it under the king size mattress of 

his bunk. Later, nicely curled in a semi foetal sleeping position, matching the curve of the 

cables coil, their two sets of different but the same elements, align empathetically in a 

comfortable awareness of accomplished completeness.  

 

With a new piece of equipment in place, the next thing is to try it out, so a day sail out of 

the harbour and along the coast is mooted after lunch. She noses out of Passe de Papeete 

and into the sparkling azure blue of these waters. Emerging from the harbour, a spanking 

‘trades’ fingers her and she lets fly with full sail. Heeling over joyously, with the wind 

full on her beam, she tightens up and the frothy wave at her bow rises up her cutwater as 

she gathers speed. She is scampering along at eight knots in no time and her bow wave, 

cleave furrowed, folds away either side. A deliciously foamy cream flows along her 

flanks, and disappears, straight as an arrow, far into the hazy blue distance aft. Gazing 

over the stern her crew delight in the gurgling whirlpools formed as the displaced and 

agitated water hurries to return to its natural state prior to her invasion.  

‘What simpletons they are! doesn’t take much to hold their attention! they’re like kids in 

a lolly shop!’, she sighs as she cuts on down the west coast of the ‘Big Island’. Enjoying 

herself immensely, she could sail on like this forever. Coming about and heading back 

toward Papeete and the harbour, she admires the beautiful Tahitian coastline from the sea. 

Sailors from two hundred years ago, coming as they were from dark cold Europe, must  
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have been absolutely enchanted by this land. Nordhoff and Hall convey much of this 

idyllic idolatry in their ‘Bounty Trilogy’ epic.  

 

Back at the ‘Nauti Sport’ dock, lines loosely but securely holding her in position, she 

contentedly nudges the plastic roll buffers like a thoroughbred horse in its stall after a 

good workout. The general consensus is the new forestay is one hundred percent 

satisfactory and American One is congratulated on being so clever with her timely 

delivery. Next day she is on her way again returning home – a short but bright and 

welcome visit. Our captain and Sibling crew now have a few days to fill before moving 

on to their rendezvous in Bora Bora in September. The term few days is used loosely, as 

the main impediment in the equation is Bernard’s capability, or lack of, in producing the 

starboard shroud. Meanwhile, the bits for the Autohelm21 are laid out and the drive unit 

is reassembled quite simply. It looks tricky, but put together in logical order, the unit 

comes together nicely – a tribute to the original design. Back in its place, it is switched on 

and hums quietly as it is worked from side to side, the linear arm sliding strongly, turning 

the quadrant and heavy rudder easily on its pintles. Her captain, not being an engineer or 

particularly mechanically minded, always experiences a great rush of satisfaction mixed 

with amazement when a piece of equipment like this is put back together and works as 

well as this is working now. With the new and shiny aluminium cogs fitted, this is one 

piece of equipment that he will not have to worry about any more, for the rest of the 

journey. He grins at Sibling crew and they reminisce on her first attempt, with no 

previous experience, of completely dismantling the major deck winches for washing and 

cleaning all that time ago in St. Lucia. A daunting task for the uninitiated, but one which 

she handled with skill, her farming background lending a certain practicality to her 

approach.    

 

Another rental car, this time a rattly, stripped down Toyota, is hired for a trip up the Pirae 

Valley to a lookout en route to the highest point in the islands, Mt. Orohena, standing a 

majestic 2500metres high in the hinterland. A very bumpy, dusty and pot holy thirty 

minutes later – no wonder it was this vehicle that was supplied! – our crew arrive at the 

lookout. An amazing panorama greets them as they step to the edge and gaze seaward. 

An expanse of glittering ocean westward, so wide and so distant, is almost too much for 

the eyes and brain to absorb. A million sparkling mirrors reflect back to the viewer, 

smaller and smaller and more and more dense as they near the horizon, finally coming 

together as a solid silver sheet, climbing toward the sun. A distant Moorea, with its 

stunning serrated skyline is painted emerald green into the blue, hovering and beckoning. 

A freighter, stark black on its blue platter and heading west into the silver, hangs in the 

balance at the top end of its dead straight white wake. From this height it gives the 

appearance of a slowly climbing cockroach, creeping up the wall, which, on its arrival at 

the horizon, will flip over the top and drop out of sight into the abyss. The crystal clarity 

of the atmosphere adds the dimension and sensation of surrealism – all before them being 

blended lushly in nature, but also standing out like artists paint on a palette – inspiration 

must have come easily to the Gauguin’s of this world, living amongst this riotous swathe 

of highly concentrated colours. Inhaling the strongly scented air our two heroes’ eyes are 

drawn once again to the vision of Moorea floating before them. Studying it for a moment,  
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then as one, their heads turn and catch each others glance, information exchanges, and the 

decision is made to move on to this fabled island. Surely, that must be strains of ‘Bali 

Hai’ wafting down from the valley behind? calling them on!  

 

Bone juddering their way back down the mountain track, observable from afar as a tiny 

black dot slowly descending, just heading off a cloud of yellow dust, they are thankful on 

finally arriving at the tarmac running back into Papeete – no ‘points kilometriques’ on 

that stretch of road! Back in Bernard’s store surprisingly, the new shroud is ready, so it is 

taken back straightaway and fitted. Gather up our ‘wet boat’ friend for a final visit to Les 

Roulettes and pack up our little ship in readiness to put to sea the next morning. When in 

port the natural untidiness of human beings takes over. Daily, items that would normally 

be put back immediately into their designated spot when at sea, tend to be left lying 

around the ship. These accumulate, and depending on the number of days in port, require 

more and more space designated to them. This ballooning effect is in direct proportion to 

time spent in port. Whilst her captain bellows on this subject from time to time, there is 

always a ‘tidy up’ required prior to putting to sea, so that all objects lying around loose 

are stowed in their assigned locker. 

 

Aromatic waves of coffee and croissants wafting down the hatch next morning seduce 

our doughty crew into town for a last ‘petit dejeuner’, rumour having it that the outer 

islands are not so well catered for in this department. Soaking up the vibrant life, 

colourful folks and sounds of this busy South Seas port over strong French coffee and 

pastries is unsurpassable and our crew are satisfied. 

PAPEETE to MOOREA, SOCIETIES - AUGUST:   

 

Passing out of the harbour, herself and crew making their Pahahi(farewell) to Papeete and 

Tahiti, our little ship noses out mid morning. The trade winds have moved off elsewhere 

and there is a glassy calm on the light swell. Engine running she turns onto her course for 

Moorea, a short fifteen sea miles to the west - new island, new adventures. Half way 

accross, the ‘Trades’ return and all sail is hoisted for a smart passage. From directly 

underneath, her captain, casting his eye up the mainsail, can’t help but admire the natural 

beauty of the perfect white curve of the sail, scything against the blue of the sky. It is 

very similar to one of the most glorious curves known to man – that being the curve of a 

woman’s thigh flexing forward as she walks. He sighs in respectful admiration – 

acknowledging that this is one of the few occasions a product of man is able to emulate 

nature so closely. 

‘Wake up you pervert!’, she scolds, interrupting his reverie. His eyes drift back down to 

water level and focussing, he is suddenly aware of a large and brown thing in the water, 

directly ahead, and very close.  If he doesn’t do something quickly they are going to hit it. 

He leaps to the helm, stabbing the red auto pilot ‘off’ button as he passes. Grabbing the 

wheel he heaves it to port and fortunately, with the breeze on her port beam, our little 

ship responds instantly. She has enough way on to keep her path straight through the 

water initially, before the effect of her rudder pushing against the water begins her turn,  
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and this is almost enough to collide with the object. Her captain holds his breath as he is 

sure they are on a collision course. Our little ship is up to the task however, and right at 

the point where impact seems unavoidable, her bow swings far enough to port to glide by. 

Looking over the side, our captain sees a massive sleepy head lift itself from the water 

and peer up at him with two large, round brown and surprised eyes. They belong to a 

huge bull sea lion basking and undoubtedly sleeping on the surface in the warm sun – 

missed by a whisker! Her captain wonders if the creatures’ heart is beating at the same 

accelerated rate as his. Our little ship, at six or so knots, would not have done much 

damage to the beast, but it would have been sufficient to interrupt his daydreams and give 

him a severe headache. Obviously, if he had been awake he would not let anything like 

this happen as his manoeuvrability is similar to dolphins and, if he chose, could swim 

rings around our little ship. Her captain calling out to sibling crew and describing the 

incident, is slightly miffed at her nonchalant attitude, and, as she once again descends the 

companionway, glances over his shoulder to check that the bull is still there, and not a 

figment of his imagination. Well astern he is, far enough away to appear quite harmless, 

his head back in the water and no doubt returned to his dozing.  

MOOREA, FRENCH POLYNESIA – AUGUST:   
 

Moorea(pron:Moororaya), often times called ‘the Island of Love’, from the air, and 

likewise on a nautical chart, forms the rough shape of a human heart around its beautiful 

coastline. Two almost identical and deep indentations along the top or northern shore,  

form the two major bays of this island. Using a little artistic licence, these two incisions, 

deep as they are, could be viewed as the two ventricles of the heart. Certainly, most of the 

life and activity is centred in these two inlets. Approaching from Tahiti, the first one is 

Cooks Bay – a very long, narrow wedge of aquamarine pie slicing deep into the emerald 

green swathe, cascading from mountain top to waters edge. This skyline, so impressive 

from afar, is stunning, as our little ship moves underneath the peaks. Crags rise one over  

another at impossible angles. Up and up they go, forming remarkable peaks which give 

the impression of being about to collapse on themselves at any moment. This feeling is 

heightened by the slopes being completely devoid of any bare rock faces – the vista 

spread before them is covered with the most dense and many green hued carpet 

imaginable. Tearing their eyes away from this kaleidoscope of colour for a few moments, 

our crew reduced to two, turn their attention to anchoring. Our captain had set the trip on 

the anchor windlass, so that as our little ship comes to a halt, on a shouted command from 

him, sibling crew had only to give it a swift kick and the anchor would roll out and drop 

like a stone, dragging the chain rattling after it. This is the theory, and at the head of the 

bay, seventeen metres of crystal water with sand and mud mix, is an ideal trial spot for 

her reduced crew. With some of the locals lounging around on the dock nearby and 

watching, our little ship and crew understandably, want to execute without a hitch.      

 

‘Uh Oh! Here comes another of those comical cameos’ our little ship muses. ‘Let’s see 

what sort of fist they can make of this one?’  
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Several lusty farmer like kicks and the trip pawl remains stubbornly unmoved. Our 

captain leaves the wheel to race forward, muttering unkind sibling comments. Having set 

up the rig himself he knows how it operates. Unfortunately for him, untripping the 

mechanism releases the anchor and within its own weight, commences its downward 

plunge – not wanted at this moment, as our little ship has drifted some considerable 

distance from the selected anchoring spot, and rather too close to a nearby vessel. 

Brought up short, just ahead of crashing into the water, the anchor is now swinging about 

unrestrained in a most unseamanlike manner. Having gained the undivided attention of 

the shorely onlookers, their curious eyes now locking on to the unfolding scene before 

them, her captain jams his foot onto the deck fitted rubber foot pad to lift the anchor. Not  

being switched on, nothing happens, so whilst the anchor, now swinging lazily, continues 

its arc, her captain briskly returns aft and below to switch on the wayward capstan. 

Sibling crew stabs her foot at the pad, heaving the anchor upward and ‘thunking’ it back 

home. Second time around, sibling crew, having studied the mechanism more closely, on 

command, kicks the obstinate brute of a latch at the correct angle of attack and down 

splashes the anchor. Winging its way to the bottom in a long lazy curve, bubbles trailing 

from its flukes, and chain following faithfully, sibling crew is fascinated to watch as it 

settles at the end of its glide path on the sea floor, in a cloud of bright, whirling sand. 

With her right arm extended upward she signals our captain to go astern. The scope 

straightens out as the strain takes up, the anchor stands up and digs in. One bare foot over 

the pulpit rail and onto the chain as it comes taut, she can feel the trembling vibration of 

metal under tension. Looking down she spy’s the anchor well dug in and knows that it is 

a good set. Thumbs up to our captain at the wheel and the engine is turned off. Our little 

ship drifting around in a tethered semi circle thinks they recovered from a potential fiasco 

relatively well. To listen to them, one would think that nothing out of the ordinary had 

occurred at all! Life returns to normal, and over on the dock, with the exchange of 

amused glances acknowledging the fun is over, the locals slip on in to the annals of 

another warm, lazy Tahitian day. 

 

Ashore our crew come across the local Chinese store complete with a cute little smiling 

Chinese girl behind the counter. The dim light exposes an astonishing array of rice 

products, noodles and tofu, along with all the other delicacies considered to be part of the 

Chinese diet - the locals have obviously embraced this cuisine as there would be no more 

than a handful of Chinese folk on this island.  Why is it that Chinese shops smell the 

same the world over? – that cool, almost damp, fusty whiff, laced with something akin to  

mild curry powder, leading the nose onto something that is not quite there - so that one 

scours the shelves, drawn on and peering at all the packets looking for that elusive odour. 

It is a good marketing ploy, if that is the intention, as it prompts the purchase of several 

items not necessarily on the shopping list, but sub-consciously may fill the void created 

by that musky pungence.   

 

On the wall just inside the door where it is particularly dim because of the brightness 

streaming through the doorways’ rectangle, is a series of photographs shot during the 

making of the ‘The Bounty’, shot in 1984, largely on Moorea. Edging toward sepia now, 

cracking across the corners where some unknown hand has flattened them from an earlier 

curling, this small collection oozes atmosphere of those earlier times. One shot in 
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particular, of a young Mel Gibson grinning at the camera, embodies this feeling. Rakishly 

handsome, and as sultry as a tropical storm, he has one arm around the bare midriff of his 

leading lady, Tevaite Vernette(the one movie she ever made), looking blissfully charming. 

Naked from the waist up, her long tresses almost covering her assets, they are frozen in 

time – he quite slender, before Hollywood transformed him into a bull necked muscleman, 

and she, joyous in her innocent naturalness. Slanted across a corner, the fading words 

‘best wishes, Mel’ are scrawled. From an event almost twenty years ago, which, created 

as it did, a major upheaval in the lives of these people, these few photographs appear to 

be all that remains. 

 

Outside once more in the bright light, our two heroes decide it is time to tour the island, 

and a ‘cool’ means of doing this is to cross the road to Pao Pao Rent-a-car and hire a 

couple of moped scooters. Lined up as they are, all colours of the rainbow and glinting in 

the sunshine, they are like a magnet to passers by and, our crew, in striding over the 

narrow strip exclaim what better way of encircling the island could there be? Contracts 

signed and deposits paid, sees them astride their respective steeds, rapidly winding the 

throttles open and closed to find the maximum noise level. Sensibly muffled, even at 

wide open throttle, the best they could coax from the machines was a high pitched rattle 

akin to a football referees whistle without the pea. With all 90cc propelling them forward, 

they actually took off quite smartly and disappear down the black top toward the distant 

green, leaving a thin trail of blue smoke drifting in their wake. Our captain, being of the 

male gender, had to be out in front and in his haste almost slid of the tarmac at the first 

bend. Straightening up and a few bends later, his ancient motorcycling skills returning, he 

is beginning to enjoy the exhilaration of the warm air pummelling his frame and blasting 

through his shirt. The scooters are governed and at wide open throttle they are not going 

to do too much damage, so every bend in the road can be attacked at full throttle. 

Assuming that his riding skill would by now have left sibling crew well behind, he slows 

down and glances over his shoulder. Sibling crew is right on his tail guard like a limpet 

and sails past grinning from ear to ear, accelerating into the next bend and out of sight. 

All that riding around a farm on a moped has honed her riding skills! The chase is on now 

and they career onward, out to the coast road which follows every little variation in 

topography of the coastline. 

 

The outer reef, virtually circling the island like a necklace, contains the restless sea 

beyond. Inside the reef, the placid lagoon water is a dead and silver calm, and even 

though the sea outside appears relatively composed, there is still quite a swell running. 

The breakers bulge up out of the ocean, crash on to the coral and the constant boom of the 

surf can be heard over the exhaust of their bikes. Brown ladies wrapped in their colourful 

pareu’s, flash their white teeth, smiling, as they pass by. Children wave frantically with 

their free hand, the other usually restraining a dog whose main mission in life is to give 

chase and terrorize passing tourists on mopeds. 

 

Exiting a bend which opens up another blue lagoon vista, our captain, in the lead again, 

feels something fly into his helmet and lodge between it and his temple. Unknown to him 

at this point, it is a wasp, which, now finding itself trapped, commences its defence in the  
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only way it knows how. Arching its back, it proceeds to sting its aggressor four or five 

times in quick succession in the same spot. If the reader doesn’t know this already, this 

number of wasp stings in the temple is extremely painful. The subsequent excruciating 

pain in our captains’ head is sufficient for him to lose concentration on steering his bike 

and brings on a savage wobble. Screeching to a clattering and almost calamitous halt, he 

leaps off, dropping the machine, and dancing like a dervish, rips off his helmet to find the 

cause of such extreme pain. Thinking that it must be some devilish tropical demon 

attacking him and injecting him with an unrecoverable poison he is somewhat relieved, 

that on inspection, it is only a common wasp desperately trying to escape, which it now 

does. It flits off, out of his helmet, some several hundred metres from home, heading back 

up the road in the direction they had come – must be a homing wasp!? The pain subsides 

rapidly and a short time later, our crew are on their way again, our captain gingerly 

fingering the tender spot on the side of his head. 

 

With the afternoon progressing to that time when the sun begins to drop, turning from 

blazing white toward gold, our crew arrive at the turn off up to the Belvedere Lookout, 

deep in the mountains of Moorea. The highest peak is Mount Tohivea, almost four 

thousand feet of verdant green punching into the blue, an impressive peak on such a small 

island. Being an extinct volcano, its multi-peaked rim, surrounded by its very jagged 

green teeth, spectacularly dominates the scene. Down to a high revving but slowish 

puttering speed, our crew wind their way upward through the numerous hairpin bends to 

the lookout which is about half way to the top. This height is sufficient to award an 

astonishing panorama. The lookout is positioned between Cooks and Opunohu Bays and 

from their vantage point they are looking west, directly from the mountain, all the way 

down these very long valleys to the head of the two bays, which in turn lead eventually to 

the distant sea. A more stunning vista would be difficult to find anywhere. Crystal like, 

with a diamond edge as the atmosphere is, the late afternoon angle of the sun enhances 

the gauzy haziness, giving everything a mystical, mythical manifestation akin to a ‘Lord 

of the Ring’ scene. A fine scraping of cirrus cloud in the western sky imbues the whole 

scene with a watercolourists’ wash. 

  

The impossibly jagged, green peaks, ripping the skyline are still bathed in sunlight, with 

the valleys below now in deep purple shadow. A heavy stillness weighs deliciously upon 

them and even the smallest movement of a sandal on gravel echoes like thunder in the 

still air. Evening creeping up from behind alerts them that soon it will be dark and they 

peer down the valley once more. Where the shore meets the long intruding finger of 

Cooks Bay the deep colour of land almost merges with the water colour. Further out as 

the last rays disappear from the bay they rest momentarily, flashing white, on our little 

ships’ hull - with that tiny explosion of white light, she beckons them homeward. 

Galvanised into action our crew leap once more onto their steeds and race one another to 

the bottom. Careering to a halt outside Pao Pao rentals, the owner is closing up for the 

day. He seems to be doing this in rather a hurry and our crew think they discern a slight 

look of disappointment at their arrival – probably in the anticipation of charging them an 

additional days’ hire if they had not returned on time. In true island fashion, this dissolves  
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almost immediately and their parting is all smiles amidst a cloud of ‘thank you’s’ and ‘sil 

vous plaits’. 

 

Black night silent, dark water, still air – heavy hush over all, little can be heard. Her 

captain, lying in his bunk and listening, absorbs the all enveloping silence above the 

waterline. Below and on the seabed, life goes on – no sleeping down there! The sounds 

rising up to and through her hull are constant. Crabs, molluscs, fishes, sea eggs, more 

fishes, shellfish and even seaweed waving in the currents, going about their nightly 

business, produce a symphony of sound penetrating her hull as a soft continuous crackle. 

These are the last sounds our crew hear as they drift off into a deep dreamless sleep.  

 

Whump! Her captain is instantly awake at the interruption of a loud crack on the side of 

her hull. Scrambling from his cot he pads up to the cockpit and looking over the side sees 

nothing – only the deepest black imaginable.  

‘What did you expect to see in this blackness?’ she whispers ‘it’s nothing, go back to 

your bed’. 

One or two remaining lights on shore, twinkling over the surface of the bay are the only 

signs of life. Lifting his eyes to turn away, he sees a faint trail of phosphorescence zig 

zagging far below the boat. A predator hunting for supper, no doubt earlier lunging,  

missing and ramming its nose into her fibreglass hull, is the culprit. Satisfied, he 

disappears down the hatch yet again, returning to his slumbers. 

 

Au revoir to Cooks Bay and on around to Opunohu Bay. At its head, resides the fabled 

Robinsons Cove, pictured on so many postcards of French Polynesia. Motoring into the 

wide pass with mainsail already down, our crew are stunned to meet two humpback 

whales frolicking dead centre, carousing their way slowly into the open sea. Matching the 

local torpor, there is no broaching or tail slapping, just rolling around on the surface in 

the warmth. Her captain cuts the motor and our little ship drifts to a halt, rocking gently 

in the seaway. There is very little current at present, so she sits in the middle without 

moving. One of these fabulous mammals is considerably larger than the other, so it is 

assumed that they are mother and calf travelling together. So close they come, that when 

they roll and blow, the spray drifts right over our little ship and the warm deeply musky 

odour of their hot breath engulfs them. In this simple act of breathing they leave a moving 

and profound sense of sharing something absolutely unique upon our crew of two. 

Creatures this size are a wonder to see – with water, glass like, cascading off their backs, 

as they playfully roll about, nudging each other, completely oblivious to the medium in 

which they float. Their mechanisms and senses that they use to float, breathe, manoeuvre 

and swim in the water, come naturally to them, never having to consider, leaving it to 

observers to look on and wonder. Passing by with a curious, studying eye in their 

direction and a friendly, lazy wave of flippers, they slowly head out to sea, eventually 

disappearing on their journey. What is their destination? Where will they spend the night? 

Where will they be tomorrow? How far are they going? Might they be seen in Tonga? or 

off the coast of Australia? The oceans are their home and roam them they will, totally 

free. How can they know when to go and when to stay? Where the good feeding grounds 

are at different times of the year and more importantly, how to get their? There are no  
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signposts in the sea. All this and more is built in. Humans can determine and select a 

destination, but unless is it close by, need assistance to get there. When it is time to go, 

something switches on in the brains of these creatures, and they move off with all the 

certainty and primal direction in the world. 

 

Gunning her motor and turning away into, and behind the reef, our good ship is also 

impressed with these animals, the larger of them being at least half as big again as she. 

Wonderfully poised in their actions, and completely at home and in control in their 

surroundings, makes our little ship feel a little disadvantaged. She has to make do with a 

sail or two and endure the vagaries of her lead footed lumpen crew! This feeling 

dissipates rapidly enough as she comes up inside the reef and executes a neat anchoring 

procedure. At least she has time to loll about and rest up between passages. 

‘What do whales do when they want to sleep?’ she wonders ‘do they stop and fall over? 

or do they come to a halt, go into stand by mode, shutting down their main activity senses 

– rather like a large spaceship at rest, humming quietly in the darkness, waiting for the 

call to re-activate again?’ For her part she is content for someone else to exercise their 

brain on this question – she is happy enough to float in this clear, clear water, soaking up 

the pollution free environment, this being as good as it gets anywhere in the world. 

 

Shutting everything down after anchoring is now accomplished in a few minutes. Sail 

cover onto mainsail, turn off engine, autohelm, radar, GPS, and water maker if on. Stow 

winchhandles42 and deploy the awning. All of this takes around fifteen minutes these 

days and by the time completed, the kettle is whistling on the galley stove. A quick cup of 

tea is gulped down and then over the side for a swim in the lagoon. Leisurely stroking 

with fins, it is not long before they are some way from our little ship. Gazing through 

their masks at all the life around them, they discover that out here on the sandy bottom, 

most animals are small. Brightly coloured and flitting in all directions, they form moving 

clouds, continually changing their shape under the surface. Treading water and looking 

back to their floating home they see she is doing just that. The water is so clear that it is 

virtually impossible to determine where the sky finishes and the water begins, and our 

little ship appears to be floating in air. A very faint green hazy line indicates where the 

waterline is, reminding her captain that it is time for another scrubbing. Hanging in the 

water, quietly looking around, they are suddenly aware of another presence, and glancing 

sharply behind are confronted with the second amazing sight of this day. Approaching at 

quite some speed are a pair of Manta rays. Being in their element with them gives them 

an unnatural sense of size and they appear huge. With a few lazy flaps of their great 

wings they glide past majestically and disappear into the far off bluish haze – gone! Our 

doughty crew hardly have time to take it all in and splutter their surprised excitement 

through their snorkels. Completely unintelligible gabble through the plastic pipes, comes 

out as a series of hollow sounding staccato groans. The brief fly past, apart from leaving 

them with a sense of dazed disbelief – pinching themselves – imbues them with a vision 

of unparalleled stateliness and grandeur. The ink black of their backs is in sharp contrast 

to the brilliant white of their underbellies. Sunlight penetrating the shallow water of the 

lagoon tumbled over their backs in rippling wavelets as they flew past in formation. For  
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such large animals, very little else is disturbed in their wake, enhancing the impression of 

flying. Flying with them and attached to, are the ever present Remora fish. These  

accompany their giant hosts wherever they go, firmly attached by the suction device on 

top of their heads, only to let go when at rest to remove the crustaceans etc. clinging to 

various parts of their hosts’ bodies. In providing this service they feed themselves and 

keep the body to which they are attached, clean. One interesting aspect of these sucker 

fish is that water must flow through their gills constantly - they have to keep moving to 

survive. This is fine when their host is swimming, but when it stops, that is when the 

remora must detach itself, swim under its own power, and commence its work. 

 

The fleeting visit leaves our crew grasping for more and they search their underwater 

circle for some time, peering to the limit of their vision. Thirty minutes later, with still no 

further sighting, our crew return to our little ship, awed, tranquil, and at the same time 

uplifted by their experience. The Mantas’ have some unfinished business with our crew, 

but unknowing at this point, they are satisfied and privileged to have been a part of this 

surprise visit. Mantas are not normally expected in this lagoon, being spotted more 

frequently in deeper water off Rangiroa, Bora Bora and Raiatea Islands, but obviously 

they do from time to time venture into shallower waters. 

  

Carrying out some much needed housework instead of luxuriating in the hammock99, 

swinging in the shade of the awning, sees our valiants scrubbing the waterline. Then, onto 

polishing33 the stainless steel pulpit and pushpit rails, stanchions, and re caulking87 

some wayward teak decking. During a break and downing a welcome cup of tea our 

captain is fiddling with the short wave radio62 trying to pick up Radio New Zealand, 

which he feels should be in reception range by now. Instead the BBC issues forth in their 

metallic and clipped tones; 

‘She was an icon of all that is British, admired by many, idolised by many more, and the 

most glamorous symbol of English royalty’……. 

He flips on, assuming the BBC is doing a programme on Princess Di’s latest love affair. 

Something makes him go back and he tunes into the news bulletin again:  

‘Princess Diana, the Princess of Wales, died today in a motor car accident in France’ 

These shattering words boom out from the speaker and our crew look at one another in 

stunned silence. Suddenly, the gloss has gone off this day and their work gets forgotten in 

the face of this sad event. Instead, they jump into the dinghy and go ashore to find a café 

where, in some sense they can share their grief with some other humans. Some hundreds 

of metres along the road they come across a dilapidated, but brightly painted and cheerful 

café beside the lagoon, and step through the multi coloured plastic fly strips fluttering in 

the breezes lazy draught . A small group of locals are clustered around a table, silent and 

staring at an ancient television screen. Our crew settle at an even more ancient table, saw 

dusty white with age. The soft grain of wood has been worn away over the years, leaving 

the dark, harder grain, standing up in wavy, parallel ridges. The greater cracks in the table 

top are comfortably filled with innumerable dried out baguette and croissant crumbs – 

currently being nibbled on by several desultory black ants. This is taken in, in a second, 

but appears to be in slow motion – funny how the human mind can take in all this detail  

when focussing deeply on another matter entirely – there is truth that in times of extreme 

events, ones life can parade before ones eyes.  
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The locals at the other table are talking in whispers and the two girls have been crying, 

still clutching their tissues and occasionally dabbing at their cheeks. The screen is 

wavering, but fixed permanently on a grey scene at the gates of Kensington Palace, where 

already, there is a mountain of flowers. Transmission has been interrupted, and in the 

flickering image a hand is frozen in perpetuity, placing a bouquet onto the mass of floral 

tributes. The grey, colourless September day in England contrasts with the warm and 

sunny clime of Moorea, giving a surreal effect to the whole scene. Our crew are now on 

nodding terms with the other table and everyone points to the flickering screen, shaking 

their heads and clucking sympathetically. Several French phrases are exchanged, but the 

limitations of schooldays’ rememberings soon bring them to a stuttering halt and all eyes 

return once more to the frozen image. After a salutary coffee being drunk, and departures 

made, our crew once more step out into the sunshine and walk along the foreshore, 

discussing this gloomy and heart rending event. They express their surprise that in this 

little outpost of French colonialism, the death of this iconic lady could have such a 

profound effect on their daily lives, that they would sit for hours, staring blankly at an 

unchanging picture, talking in whispers only. The argument that because it happened on 

French soil, could be pursued, but seeing the state of the young ladies and the sombre 

tone of their table mates, it went much deeper than this. Diana is obviously revered for 

who she was, not just what she represented – the fortunes and misfortunes of the rich and 

famous being followed avidly in the tiniest corners of the globe and at some level 

overcoming international barriers and differences. 

 

Dinner that night was a sober affair, with conversation continually returning to the 

tragedy, the how’s and why’s being filled in from time to time from the ongoing 

broadcasts from the BBC on the short wave radio. A toast was drunk so that she may rest 

in peace. In life, she was an enigma, in death, she becomes something approaching a saint. 

 

A solid block of sunlight crawling across the bulkhead arrives at her captains’ face, 

warming, stirring and drawing him into the new day. Blindly groping up through 

consciousness, he notes the normal steady tropical cacophony is interrupted by some 

occasional far off splashing thuds. Intrigued, he rises up, unfolding his frame and pops his 

head out of the hatch, which, a few moments earlier, had been the instrument allowing 

the sun to splash in on himself. Not being able to see anything out of the ordinary fitting 

the image in his head, he traipses up to the cockpit. Glancing all around, he sees nothing 

– all appears to be in the natural order of a fine South Seas morning. Thrump! from 

behind – he spins around and momentarily can still see nothing out of the ordinary – then 

almost immediately, way down the lagoon, a large black shape, silhouetted in the eastern 

sun, rises magnificently from the water, flies for a short distance, and crashes back with a 

mighty splash, followed by the now characteristic thump. Our Manta friends of yesterday 

are back. Excitedly, our captain calls out to sibling crew, whilst the magnificent creatures 

leap out several times more, then, nothing – the shining water to the east is still, once 

more. By the time he is joined, they have finished their aerobatics and all is quiet. Her  

captain now realises that the thumps he heard were indeed the re-entry of the animals, 

and his sleeping, semi conscious brain, being below the waterline had picked up the 

thump before the splash, sound64 travelling underwater as it does, at almost five times 

the speed through the air. An interesting notion, could one calculate the distance away 
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they would have to be so that the sound of the splash and the accompanying thump would 

arrive simultaneously?   

‘What was that all about?’ she asks, floating above the still waters of the lagoon. ‘Must 

have been chasing breakfast, or just early morning exuberance.’ She allows her crew to 

chatter on excitedly, and reminds them that today they have to move on to the island of 

Huahine and toward their rendezvous in Bora Bora.  

 

At the head of Opunohu Bay lay the 

interesting shape of the five masted cruise 

ship, ‘Wind Star”. Looking incredibly white 

against the lush green backdrop and atop the  

incredibly blue waters of the bay, she cuts 

an impressive presence. A boutique cruise 

ship, she belongs to a family of four super 

luxurious cruisers which carry a lesser 

number of passengers than the mass movers.  

 
       Wind Star leaving at evening 

In addition, they actually have masts(five) with sails, albeit electrically operated, and 

these give them a certain majesty that no ordinary cruise liner can display. Using the 

power of wind under sail they are at least, in some part, using the elements as a 

contribution toward their forward motion. This then, is the view our crew see this bright 

tropical morning. The ‘Wind Star’ has weighed anchor at the head of the bay and now 

making her stately way out of the Passe and into the open sea. Slipping past, very close 

now, she begins to unfurl her white polythene sails. They catch the wind and she heels 

over ever so slightly, gathering way. These sails are computer operated and are set for 

passenger comfort, so that the ship never heels further than five 

degrees either way - automatically unfurling or reducing sail 

depending on wind strength. She makes for a noble sight, and 

even our little ship dips her prow in salute as she passes. 

‘What do all those poor folks know, crammed into that steel tub’ 

she reflects, ‘they should try some real sailing for adventure! She 

does look good though’, she admits to herself. Curving and 

settling on to her pre-determined course, leaving a snow white 

wake, she heads west, probably en route to Bora Bora. Full sail 

up in the light ‘trades’, distant shimmering white cleaving the 

blue of sea and sky, she indubitably captures something of the 

romance of the early days of sail. Preparing to weigh anchor 

themselves, our crew are busy for some minutes and when next 

her captain glances seaward, the ‘Wind Star’ has sunk over the  

Twenty minutes later     horizon, gone, vanished, leaving not a single trace of her earlier 

presence. 
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MOOREA to HUAHINE, FRENCH POLYNESIA – AUGUST:   

 
Sixty seven nautical miles to the north west lies our little ships’ next destination, and she 

is looking forward to at least an ‘overnighter’ sail – the first chance she has had of 

stretching her legs since arriving in the Societies. Full sail up, stiff and taught, trailing a 

creaming wake, she feels alive and is the embodiment of a small sloop sailing to her 

utmost in these benign conditions - a freshening trade wind on her starboard beam, 

billowing her sails and blowing through her bowels, exorcising any stale air from the 

sultry cabin. Her captain rarely breaks the rule of sailing with the forward hatch65 open, 

but having been at anchor and airless for the last few days, the conditions now being as 

benevolent as they are, he leaves it up for thirty minutes scooping in the fresh breeze, 

allowing it to do its work below. Exactly half an hour later the hatch is closed, and they 

can continue on their course with no further concern of an errant wave inundating the 

ship by coming over her bow and pouring down an open hatch. 

 

Sailing in these conditions is pure pleasure. With the unsullied air in this part of the world 

streaming over the boat, the attendant acuity of vision and the average temperature at sea 

being twenty five degrees, all in the world feels very well. Couple this with a diet 

consisting mainly of fruit, vegetables and fish, with the odd meal of meat or chicken 

when ashore, the human frame cannot be much better catered for. Thus, it feels in 

excellent shape and its occupiers experience a certain smugness over their shore bound 

compatriots back home, battling with the unending assortment of pollutants daily 

invading their bodies and systems. Exercise, is of course one area that does need attention 

when at sea, and our crew are very aware of this. The motion of a vessel is completely 

different to being on land and muscles react in a different way. Some muscles are not 

used as they would be on land and some muscles are over used. The unused muscles can 
suffer and can experience some wasting away, so weight bearing exercises are most 

important for the legs and to a degree, the arms. A four hour watch on a velvety tropical 

night is a fine time to carry out this exercise regime, and our crew usefully use this time 

to go through their routine. One has to be a little careful in flinging ones body around on 

a moving platform, so various exercises are devised whereby some boat part  

can be clapped onto to steady the body. Squats can be easily done by holding onto the 

binnacle hoop - the boom, when over the cockpit, can often be used for pull ups’- press 

ups’ on the cockpit sole are no problem – two winch handles removed from their pockets 

and strapped to the ankles for leg lifting to exercise the quad muscles – and any number 

of stretching and limbering exercise can be carried out on the cockpit floor. 

 

And so, on watch45 at 0200 hrs. her captain is going through his routine – several leg 

pumps, squats, press ups and weighted leg lifts. The ambient temperature is around 

twenty two degrees Celsius, so he is able to carry out all this just wearing a pair of shorts. 

Twenty minutes later, having worked up a sweat, even in the cooling breeze, and puffing 

from his exertion, he looks around his three hundred and sixty degree circle and slips 

below to check her instruments. The GPS is of particular interest as this will show him  

their exact position on the ocean. It is time for a plot and he scribes this onto the chart, 

noting how many miles they have come, and how many miles there are left to run. The 
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nav centre is a cosy corner at night. Various pips, chirrups, hums and scrapes from the 

instruments, fill the air, and the dim light from the chart lamp emits a warm friendly glow. 

Lingering over the chart our captain, in the deep recesses of his mind, slowly becomes 

aware of a more persistent bleep thrusting its way up into his consciousness. Alarmed 

suddenly, he hits the radar button off standby and the phosphorescent green glow coming 

up reveals a large white shape approaching rapidly almost dead ahead, but just off her 

starboard bow. No time to call up or hit the 2182 alarm key63. Flying up the four steps of 

the companionway, over the bridge deck and into the cockpit, he cracks his shin mightily 

en route, but doesn’t even feel it in his panic. Staring upward to starboard in the pitch 

darkness he sees a freighter, hugely black on black, slipping by, not more than one 

hundred metres distant. Her top light at this close range seems to tower menacingly over 

them, and the superstructure, right over. No other sign of life is visible and the vessel 

ploughs onward, into the night, course unchanged. Heart pounding in his relief, he brings 

our little ship off the wind enough to turn into the freighters wake and ride out the 

oncoming waves.  

 

A freighter travelling at eighteen knots can, from being just out of sight over the horizon 

from eye height in a yachts’ cockpit, travel the distance and arrive in around fifteen 

minutes. This particular vessel was probably travelling at fourteen knots only, but being 

on an almost collision course with our little ship, she making six knots, they had a 

combined approach speed of twenty knots – easily reaching an impact point in fifteen 

minutes. Her captain looks at his watch and realises he had overstayed below by a few 

minutes. He had broken one of his own rules and almost paid the price. Watching the 

rapidly retreating white light, and left to ponder what might have been, her captain 

thankfully tips his cap heavenward, acknowledging that someone must be looking over 

them. 

‘Just as well it was the captain’ she reflects, ‘a crew member would surely receive a 

mighty reprimand?’ 

 

Mulling on this question, she notes that in humans, castigation of others comes more 

easily than castigating oneself. She wonders about this quirk of human traits in that for 

any person in a position of power, it seems to be easier to forgive ones own mistakes than  

others. Her skipper right now though, is not looking for any excuses on his part, rather to 

the contrary in fact, and just blessing his good luck. Fortunately, the cat’o’nine tails was  

abolished over a hundred years ago, otherwise he may have to indulge in a spot of self 

flagellation! Several mental lashings later he ducks below once more to make himself a 

cup of calming coffee, ensuring this time, he stays down for a brief period only before 

popping up to make his customary compass rose sweep of the horizon. Blackness of the 

night pouring down on our little ship once more, he returns to the normal routine of a 

night watch. 

 

All innocence next morning, the ‘trades’ ruffled sea lies unblemished but for the rising 

shape of Huahine Island, climbing out of the blue on her port bow. Gliding in through  

Passe Avamoa, she rounds up like a song, and drops anchor off the charming village of 

Fare (pron. Fare ay). A high overcast has rolled over, partially shielding the sun, and the 

surface of the bay glints like polished pewter. Fortunately there are no reefs to negotiate 
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inside, as they would be virtually impossible to see against this reflected sheen. Our crew 

being reduced to two, and being naturally tidy, getting everything shipshape takes very 

little time, and it is not long before they are in the dinghy and heading shoreward. Their 

destination is the local resort hotel, which they have heard houses a good collection of 

local carvings. On arrival they are not disappointed, as the foyer is jammed with native 

carvings of all descriptions. Disappointingly, none are for sale and the message is that 

they need to go to the village if they wish to purchase any. Naturally, the village shop 

offerings are poor compared to these masterpieces, and suitable as souvenir trinkets only. 

Returning along the foreshore our crew are approached by a young blonde boy, most un 

Polynesian looking, and this becomes apparent when he explains he is off the only other 

yacht in the bay. They are a family from Hawaii Island and have made the four thousand 

nautical mile journey to cruise in the Societies. He is a very handsome twelve year old, 

extremely forward in his American way, and appears to have no inhibitions whatsoever. 

Immediately, he engages our crew in lively conversation, taking their hesitancy in his 

stride and asks if they want to see a ‘bunch’ of stingray peculiar to this area. Our crew 

humour him and climbing back into the Avon, he directs them to the head of the bay 

where the water shallows out before lapping up onto the stony beach. Cruising some fifty 

metres from the water line and looking over the side into four or five metres of crystal 

clear water our crew are amazed to see clouds of quite large stingray milling about. They 

don’t appear to be feeding, just meandering about aimlessly. Nature always has a purpose, 

so on discussion, our little group come up with the explanation that these animals must be 

manoeuvring in preparation for their mating season – this, later, is borne out to be a 

correct assumption. There are hundreds of these animals and our crew are fascinated by 

the weaving, wing flapping paths that they trace in all directions in the clear water. Their 

brown topsides come in a huge array of shades, punctuated with glimpses of white under   

bellies as they wing their circuitous paths around the bay. As in all these unique natural 

events, they can only be watched for so long, and eventually their focus drifts up  

to the surface again and they head off back down the bay. As harmless as the stingrays 

looked from above and the safety of the dinghy, nobody suggested returning with fins  

and snorkels for a closer look!  

 

Our young friend is a constant and precocious gabbler and it is during one of his 

dissertations that he introduces our crew to the word ‘drugged’, as in boats being or 

having ‘drugged’. All kinds of visions float before our intrepid two and an explanation is 

called for. It would appear that in America if an anchored vessel drags its anchor, they  

refer to it has having ‘drugged’ its anchor. This slips into ‘to drugs’, ‘having drugged’ 

and ‘will drug’. Sibling crew being a high school teacher of English, corrects him 

immediately, chiding him that that is not a word in the English language. He persists and 

won’t be put off by a foreign school Marm, unabashedly using the word several more 

times in his story. With resigned glances our crew have to accept another defilement of 

the language by our American cousins. Arriving back at our little ship, he says he wants 

to look over her and without invitation climbs aboard. His inspection is brief, but  

thorough, and by the time he has finished leaves our crew in no doubt that he knows what 

he is about. His questions are intelligent and penetrating and spring from a mind that has 

been closely associated with all things marine from an early age. Such is his approach 
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that our crew warm to him by the minute, impressed by the maturity and knowledge of 

this prescient man. 

‘Time to go back to my boat now.’ he throws over his shoulder as he heads for the stern 

ladder.  

The kid is in charge by this time and our gallant crew meekly follow. Scrambling aboard 

his yacht, he briefly introduces his Mother, a gorgeous Hawaiian lady with the longest, 

crinkled tresses imaginable, and promises are exchanged to meet later for coffee and a 

drink at the hotel. The rest of the afternoon is whiled away in the numerous little stores of 

the delightful Fare village. The one street is shaded with what appear to be large 

European Plane trees standing solidly on the beach side, with a line of terraced wooden 

stores across on the other side. By three in the afternoon, the trees cast their dappled 

shade over the whole street and create a lovely cooling effect up and down the promenade. 

At the far end and over the small river stands the Gendarmerie, the tricolour fluttering on 

its staff, proclaiming without a doubt, the ownership of this land. One of the ubiquitous 

‘Le Trucks’ is waiting, driverless, for passengers to travel not very far, for this island is 

thirty kilometres no more, around its shores. Following the boulevard to the other end, 

our crew discover the local café and bar – a cool haven of the equally ubiquitous Hinano 

beer. Condensation pattern on the glass too pristine to be disturbed, the bottles, standing 

in their own beery ring on the bar, challenge our crew as to who will be the first to cave. 

Admiration of the frosting lasts for a full second before need takes over, and they are 

lifted to dry lips, tipping down the contents in one long draught slaking their caked thirst. 

The village lady behind the bar grins at them and without a word plops down two more. 

A friendly chat about the island and things to see and do and our crew are on their way 

once again. 

 

Crossing the rustic wooden bridge over the stream on the way to the Bali Hai hotel, our 

crew witness one of those comic cameos occasionally seen in nature. To protect coconuts 

from attack by rats and large crabs, all palms have a metal band encircling them, affixed 

one metre up their trunks. One such palm is before them now, leaning well out over the 

sluggish brown water of the creek. Scampering down the long slope is a largish rat. How  

he came to be up the tree and above the metal band is something only he can know, and, 

having a disinclination to impart this information, it is going to remain a secret from our 

two. His surefootedness on the rough surface of the trunk rapidly brings him to the top 

side of the metal. The instant his toes touch the metal, he stops, whiskers quivering, 

searching out his best path forward. Tentatively at first, then a little more boldly, placing 

his left foot, then right foot on the band, results in the same non grip outcome. A wild 

reverse front foot scrabble follows, with a mighty backward heave of his haunches to 

maintain his position. Several attempts get him nowhere, and he crouches there 

contemplating his next move. His brain is functioning and he is working on a plan. As his 

back slowly humps up in a rounded curve it becomes obvious he is going to jump – and 

leap he does – a most creditable leap too. Unfortunately for our rat, it is not quite long 

enough, and he lands on the lower end of the tin, slips, spins around the side of the trunk,  

and drops off, a quite loud splash echoing on the still afternoon air – did our crew hear a 

squeaking ‘damn!!’ as he hit the torpid water? Resurfacing, it is only a few strokes to the 

near bank, but for reasons known only to him, he strikes out for the far side, swimming 

strongly, his snout leaving a vee trail on the still surface. Very wet, bedraggled and half 
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size, he drags himself out, and with a shake and a quick glance over his shoulder, 

disappears into the long grass. All in a days work for a tropical rat no doubt, and our crew 

wonder what adventures he has planned for the next day. 

 

The foyer of the Bali Hai proudly displays a collection of ancient artefacts of Polynesian 

culture, dating back to 850AD. These were excavated at the time the hotel was under 

construction and consist of the usual ornaments, adzes, clubs, fish hooks etc. One unusual 

aspect is that the clubs are identical in carving to the ‘mere’ or club used by the New 

Zealand Maori. Our crews’ interest is immediately piqued as this tends to confirm the 

view that New Zealand was indeed settled by these earlier voyaging people. 

 

Our Hawaiian family have already arrived and are settled in the big loungers out on the 

patio, where our crew join them. He is a refined Englishman, with those lean brown looks 

garnered from a life out in the open. Her locks, once again are the centrepiece, flowing 

well down her back and looking as though they have just been released from a crimping 

iron, so sharp are the ridges. They are hibiscus farmers from the ‘Big Island’ and lead 

what appears to be an ideal life in a leisurely community. No doubt there are times when 

they work hard, and like anyone working off the land, their remuneration is determined 

by the vagaries of the weather and one year can be very different from the next. But they  

have an affinity for it and are comfortable with themselves and what they are doing. They 

have taken three months off and sailing French Polynesia, returning to Hawaii in time for  

this years’ harvest. Their tow headed progeny comes and goes with snippets of this and 

that and has a lovely intimacy with his parents. She, with the long hair, obviously adores 

her husband, but very much retains her own uniqueness, which he, in return, respects. 

They enjoy an easy relationship,  which make them effortless to get along with and 

within a short time our crew felt they have known them for some time rather than having 

just met.  A lengthy discussion on all things boats and sailing ensues and, as the evening 

wears on, over a drink or two, the sagas become ever more embellished. The tongue 

loosening effect of alcohol has its effect and laughter becomes more and more 

interspersed within the tales. A few very pleasant and relaxing hours are spent with this 

family, and, on parting that evening, they promise to meet up again. 

 

RAIATEA, FRENCH POLYNESIA – SEPTEMBER:   

 
Dropping anchor off the Carrenage yard on Raiatea, our little ship thinks she recognises 

one of the boats ‘on the hard’. This is confirmed shortly afterward when her vhf radio 

crackles into life and the captain of their long absent friends welcomes her and crew to 

Raiatea and would they like to come ashore for a drink? It being two months with no  

news from this boat, our crew are keen to catch up and discover the result of their hasty 

departure from Nuku Hiva all that time before. 

 

Our dauntless duo wonder what it is that has kept their friends’ vessel, ‘up on the hard’ 

all this time, and arrive at the conclusion that it must be something rather serious 

structurally. This is confirmed when meeting up with Captain Roly. There is something in 

every sailors blood that gives them great joy in meeting fellow sailors in the most 
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unlikely of places. Very few of us can eschew civilisation completely. Couple that with 

the long periods at sea with the same company, this naturally, can raise the level of 

desirability for different company. The oceans being completely trackless, means that  

sailors are utterly free in their choice of destination, and the route chosen to get there. The 

more unlikely, and the more unexpected crossing of paths yet again, increases the 

intensity of the reunion. So it is with immense pleasure and anticipation, our crew streak 

toward the dinghy dock to renew their comradeship with their sailing companions from 

Panama to the Marquesas. After the initial flush of greetings our crew discover that Roly 

and his yacht are the only constants from before. His wife and daughter have returned to 

America, his first mate, gone home to New Zealand and the rest of his crew also returned 

home. He always liked to have a good number around him and he has replaced them with 

a boatload of young people, gathered up at various ports and with various levels of sailing 

skills. With his long blonde locks, blue eyed good looks, full lips, and a lazy, slightly 

toothy grin, he has no trouble filling crew requirements.  

 

The problem of the rudder stock cone first discovered on the leg from Galapagos to the 

Marquesas’ only deteriorated, and by the time he made landfall at Raiataia, it was such 

that if they had been mid passage somewhere and it remained unattended, it would have 

had very serious consequences indeed. As it was, they only just made it into the lagoon 

and the Carrenage, shortly before the rudder cone was ready to completely delaminate 

itself from its mounting. As discussed before, this event, if it had occurred, would have 

sent his vessel on a direct route to the sea bed. Following several fruitless weeks in 

correspondence with the manufacturers, who, before any decision was to be made, 

planned on sending down an inspector - this could have taken weeks before anybody 

arrived. The subsequent wrangling would have taken several more weeks for an 

arrangement to be hammered out and agreed to, so Roly, in his frustration, went ahead 

and had the repair effected with the hope that he could resolve it satisfactorily with the 

manufacturer at a later date. A risky path to take, but he really had no choice but to 

proceed, unless he wished to stay on Raiatea Island, with his boat out of the water, for 

several months. To a sailor, this would be similar to burying him in treacle up to his waist, 

so the financial and legal considerations are sidelined for the sake of freedom without 

encumbrance, to push forever onward. 

 

Meanwhile, however, as his ship is land bound, and manpower is available, they will take 

the opportunity to mend the mast and re-step it, and apply a new coat of anti-fouling paint 

to her hull. A deck stepped mast is a much easier proposition to step than a keel stepped 

mast. A keel stepped mast goes through a hole in the cabin roof, right down to the keel 

and needs to be lifted into position by a crane. A deck stepped mast on the other hand,  

stands on top of the cabin, resting on a pole in the cabin which in turn is resting on the 

keel. Providing the mast is of manageable height, it can be raised from the horizontal and 

into position manually. A team of enthusiastic helpers, once in position, may lift the top 

end, heft it onto their shoulders, and proceed to gradually walk it up the length of the boat, 

raising it as they go, until its own weight finally stands itself upright in its seat. All that 

remains then is for the standing rigging to be attached at the deck points, tensioned up, 

and she is ready to go. Before this can happen though, a very important and ancient 

tradition must be observed. The base of the mast, or the foot, sits in its cup, or ‘step’, and 
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it is here that coins must be placed before the mast is lifted into position. This tradition 

goes as far back as ancient Greek times when coins were placed under the wooden masts. 

All legends, particularly ones of a seafaring nature, are hazy, and this one is no exception. 

One version is that the coins are there in case the ship founders on a foreign shore and the 

coins can be used to pay the crews wages. The other, and far more romantic version, is 

that if the vessel is wrecked and the crew go down, then the coins are used to pay 

‘Charon’, the Ferryman, on their journey across the River Styx. If the coins are 

insufficient, or of poor value, the crew are ferried to the bank of Hades. If Charon is 

happy with the payment, then the crew are ferried to the opposite bank, which is Heaven. 

Sailors being a superstitious lot, perpetuate this tradition today, and the coins are placed 

to bring good luck to the ship. The Queen Mary 2, the largest luxury liner to ever be built 

and launched in 2005, had this ceremony performed and has the ‘offerings’ buried 

somewhere appropriate in her superstructure. 

‘Are you crazy!’ our little ship thinks, stifling a cynical giggle. ‘What difference are a 

few coins going to make to the luck of a ship?’  

But she can see that they are taking this matter seriously and she indulges them their 

flight of fancy. Already in place is a sorry and battered looking US twenty five cent piece 

with the words ‘In God We Trust’ curved around George Washingtons’ face - twenty five 

cents worth of GW’s image wouldn’t get anyone very far nowadays – a spirited 

discussion ensues. Roly, hailing from the nation founded by GW maintains he must stay. 

The rest of his crew being a mix of Latinos and Canadians felt that the Gods in this part  

of the world would take precedence, so some local coins were added, and as the final 

destination is going to be New Zealand, our crew add a twenty cent coin of that nation, 

with a Maori ‘good luck’ Tiki engraved on one side. 

‘Much better’, she muses, ‘At least they are getting away from dead white mens’ faces!” 

 

By now, poor, battered GW is malingering at the bottom of the heap, but having all bases 

covered, and dignity preserved all round, the large clevis pin is rammed home at the 

masts’ base pivot point. Along with much back chat and hilarity, the masthead end is 

lifted, hefted on to four shoulders, then hands, and the slow process of walking it up 

begins. Accompanied with much shouting from the concerned skipper, who does not 

wish to see his treasured mast damaged in any way, with a 

replacement several thousand miles and as many months 

away, the mast shakily begins its journey toward the vertical. 

Balancing a not lightweight aluminium tube on outstretched 

arms and looking skyward at the same time, stepping into 

and then out of and up on to the cabin roof, all the while 

without losing their footing, is no easy feat. Whilst they are 

negotiating this obstacle course, their hands walk along the 

mast, ever raising it through the ninety degree arc it  

has to travel for it to finally plump home, trembling from 

truk to foot, with a satisfying clunk, into its seat. All this 

while, the standing rigging, hanging from the masthead has 

been dangling around them. These stays and shrouds are now 

taken out to their respective fixing points around the boat and  
         Dinghy astern, Raiatea 
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connected. The major task completed, Roly is left to finish tensioning his standing 

rigging. 

 

Sibling crew, being a closet decorator and having been on the end of many DIY painting 

projects, understands immediately what has to be done to apply the antifouling. 

Fortunately, the coating that remains below the waterline is still in reasonable condition. 

This is a relief to Roly, because, at the local excruciatingly high French prices, plus 

freight out to the island, a full antifouling would be prohibitive. Roly gathers together the 

several pots required, ladders and paint rollers on sticks appear, and our crew are ready. 

This day is overcast, giving relief from the sun, but the humidity is high, so our crew 

know that this much exertion is still going to produce copious amounts of perspiration. 

Apart from having a bountiful supply of drinking water on hand, the strategy is going to 

be to mentally ignore the heat and discomfort and go at it until the job is completed. This 

they do and five hours later the hull is glistening dully, complete with a fresh and thick 

coat. Our captain and sibling crew study one another and burst out laughing at the 

number of cloying blue smudges of anti fouling deposited on their faces, arms and 

clothing. Time for a cleansing swim.       

Our little ship is just a little affronted at the level of activity on this other boat which is 

taking the time of her crew away from her. 

‘Should be working on me!’ she chafes, a little petulantly. ‘There are plenty of things 

needing attention here’         
   

But, she remembers Galapagos and the help she had received  

from the other crew during the forestay saga. She supposes this is part of the code 

between sailors when at sea, and nuzzling her chain, settles back to her dozing. 

 

The sounds of industry are everywhere at this anchorage off the Carrenage. Hammering 

in the boatyard, buzzing of sanders, pot riveters, traffic along the waterfront roadway and 

not too far off, aircraft landing and taking off at the airport. The very nature of this 

industry would suggest that the waters would be polluted with all kinds of detritus, in, 

under, and on the surface. But no, the water is crystal clear behind the reef, and no less 

pristine than the most secluded anchorage in French Polynesia. Our crew leap in with 

snorkels and fins to explore the reefy, rocky bottom. Large patches of sand are 

interspersed with quite sizeable outcrops of coral, some, in their brownness, rising almost 

to the surface – dinghying around here at night needs to be practiced with a certain 

amount of caution! Approaching one of these coral stacks our captain spies a movement, 

well camouflaged against the brown, and he fins in for a closer inspection. Confronted 

with a huge head of a Moray eel, he suddenly finds himself back finning as fast as he can 

to put some distance between him and that grisly head. Moray Eels lurk in their lairs with  

just their head protruding. With their beady eyes fixed on all around, and mouth opening 

and closing they are an intimidating sight. This one has his eyes firmly fixed on our 

captain, and knowing that these creatures can suddenly charge out and latch on to their 

chosen victim, he wishes it not to be him. From the size of its head, it must be at least one 

and a half metres in length. Not wanting to confirm this he swings away and watches it 

for a time from a distance – it glaring back, eye unmoving. Sibling crew, blue smudged 

yet, emerges from the haze and he waves in the general direction of the eel, but with not a 

lot of conviction. Returning to our little ship, he explains what it was he had seen and 
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offers to take sibling crew back down for a look – she doesn’t show any great inclination 

to do so and our captain is quite happy to let it go.  

 

Walking the dusty road into Uturoa works up a major thirst which needs to be slaked 

immediately on arrival. The upstairs bar balcony of Café au Motu is an ideal spot to do 

this. Hinanos all round and our crews settle down to watch the local life. The local fish 

market is trading today and some fresh tuna and mahi mahi are on sale. The display 

method is very simple. Two fish are tied together by their tails and slung over horizontal 

pole racks. Several of the fish are big enough for their noses to almost touch the ground. 

The market itself is a mini version of Papeete, and most fresh produce is on show, 

including fruit. Several local ladies have, by this time lazed by on their bicyclettes, 

smiling, and with floral arrangements in their flowing manes, loaded up with comestibles 

and the ever present baguettes. Whiffs of fresh bread and coffee prove too much for our 

dauntless group and off they troop to the local patisserie. Sibling crew and our Captain 

are feeling a little stiffness from their earlier anti fouling exertions, and their gait is not as 

fluid as they would wish. Striding ahead and completely unaffected, having been relieved 

of painting duties at the time, Roly is smooth enough for them all. Small Chinese stores 

abound in the village and their trade mark tang, in passing, mixes interestingly, with the 

boulangerie, coffee aroma. Couple these with the smell from the produce market and the 

overlying frangipani scent in the air, olfactory’s are working overtime. 

 

Revitalised, they carry on down the road, shortly arriving at a Polynesian worship place. 

This is a large straw roofed hall built out over the water, with very wide soffits for shade, 

and partial walls with wide spaces in between. It is so inviting in appearance, our group 

stroll right up and step inside. The immaculate pebble garden is very Zen like and the 

whole of the interior flooring is made up of soft tatami like mats, evoking a very Japanese 

feeling. A cooling breeze flows through, 

and being built over water the whole 

diffused interior has a delicious coolness, 

inviting a lengthy stay by visitors. The 

walls are completely bare and there is not 

a stick of furniture to be seen, just the 

floor, open walls and the water and palms 

beyond – what a restful place. The sense 

of peace and silence lays redolently heavy, 

encouraging a feeling of wishing to sink to  
       Lagoon, Raiatea 

the matting, laying there, soaking it up forever. There appears to be nobody else in the 

building, so our group sit themselves on the outside edge, whispering in suitably reverent 

tones, and gazing across the sultry afternoon lagoon. 

‘Bunch of hedonists! That’s all you are!’ our little ship challenges. ‘Why don’t you climb 

that Mount Toomaru behind you and get some real exercise?’ 

‘Tomorrow, tomorrow’, she thinks she hears, floating back faintly on the scented breeze. 

        

Tomorrow, naturally, dawns a gorgeous Tahitian day, and after an early stroll up the road 

for a coffee and croissant, our crew set about the work for the day. A thorough checking 

of all standing and running rigging is executed, which includes our captain laying on his 
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back on the deck and focussing the binoculars57 on the upper shrouds, tangs, shackles etc. 

to see that everything is in order. Then a trip up the mast in the bosuns’ chair to 

investigate what cannot be seen through the binoculars. Her Galapagos problem with the 

forestay and later, the shroud parting on her way to the Tuamotus’ is large in her mind 

and she implores her captain to make sure he misses nothing. From the masthead, her 

captain again marvels at the scene around him. From this height his perspective totally           

alters and with the bright day and clarity of atmosphere, his brain is flat out taking in all 

the information his eyes are feeding it. Activity around, in and on all the craft in the 

Carrenage appears manic. From this height, humans are beetle like, emerging, scuttling 

and clambering all over the great variety of craft out on the hard in the yard. Le Trucks 

puttering by occasionally, with gaily dressed locals aboard, and as far off as they are in 

the bus, he can make out the trademark frangipani flowers firmly lodged behind several 

ears through the glassless windows. A ‘flying pencil’ aircraft on ‘finals’, presently to 

disgorge its travellers onto the tarmac a short distance away, is approaching from the west. 

Nearer to hand a couple of dinghies are buzzing into shore, weaving their way through  

the accumulation of anchored vessels. All this against a backdrop of jagged green jungle 

piercing an unbelievable blue wash of sky. Her captains’ eyes swivel downward to her 

deck and spies sibling crew lazing in the cockpit, leisurely holding the tail of line off the 

winch, which is all that is between him and certain death. Calling down, interrupting her 

reverie, he sees her start and look upward – he was right, she, as he had, has been off on a 

different journey. Inspecting the new forestay (mentally reminding him of Miguels’ 

former handiwork), and the new tang and shroud one more time on the way down, he is 

happy that all of her rigging is in good shape. Back on deck her captain scurries aft below, 

rips off the stateroom hatch and checks the steering quadrant, cables and linear thrust arm 

of the Autohelm. Everything is in good order and working effectively, and he thanks his 

lucky stars once again for a dry ship as, after all this time, there is not one speck of 

corrosion in this compartment – the same behind the bulkheads forward where the chain 

plates are - the plates and bolts of heavyweight mirror stainless steel are so clean and 

bright after nine years, a meal could be served up on them. Over a cup of herbal tea our 

crew congratulate themselves on how clever they are to keep on top of the maintenance 

and housework, so they have a dry, well found and safe ship. 

‘Powder puffs and conceited self vaunting squatters’, she cries. ‘If it wasn’t for my 

constant reminders to make the entries in the ships diary, they wouldn’t get done!’  

It is so difficult for her to gain recognition with these vainglorious humans! 

 

It is around this time that our worthy crew become aware of a quaint and unfathomable 

tradition of this culture they are visiting. Looking forward to sipping an iced coffee at the 

Carrenage café, some metres along the bone dry and dusty, yellow track called the road to 

Uturoa, they flop down in the shade and order. Through the swinging doors from the 

kitchen, comes a huge Tahitian male with their coffee on a tray. His hands are so large 

the tray looks the size of a Frisbee in them, and the rest of him is of similar bulk. A 

massive male by any standards, and an impressive example of glowing, Tahitian 

manhood.  

 

This image is set off with the mandatory Frangipani behind his ear, but this gentleman 

accompanies it with more flowers in his long hair. His pareu wrapped figure, with tree 
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trunk legs protruding under, lithely moves between the tables. As he comes closer to our 

crews’ table they can see he is made up rather nicely, including lipstick. Notwithstanding 

his bulk, the make up transforms him into a not unattractive female appearance. When he 

speaks, he does so with a high pitched, but soft, contralto voice which, if he wasn’t 

standing directly in front of you, seems as though a ventriloquist has thrown someone 

else’s voice. He checks something with the kitchen, throwing out even higher notes, that 

will reach whoever is through the swinging doors. He does this quite naturally, and in so 

doing, after a moments incredulity and exchange of curious glances between our crew, 

the whole scene, as surreal as it could be, seems almost normal. For him it is natural, and 

our crew are to shortly discover why. With some discreet enquiries, they discover that it 

is Polynesian tradition that the third born of a family, if the two prior have been boys, 

whether male or female, is raised as a girl. This explains a lot to our crew as they had 

seen a number of these folks since arriving in these islands. The concept seems peculiarly 

deviant to our crew and their western way of thinking, but on examination it could also be 

viewed as a practical solution. Casting their minds back to the incident with Roly, and  

the amorous attention he received on the night of the celebrations in Taiohae Bay, the 

question of gender could have hazy boundaries in this part of the world.  

 

RAIATEA to BORA BORA, FRENCH POLYNESIA - SEPTEMBER: 

 
Poking his head out of the hatch, the salty blast of breeze slaps her captain in the face. 

Laden with moisture it fingers his face, threatening rain. Lead like, the southern sky is an 

endless flat grey expanse from the horizon up. Either she is sailing into a weather system, 

or it is another local anomaly. Running a printout from the weather fax shows no major 

system in their slice of the ocean. Remembering a similar situation on the run down to the 

Tuamotus’ when she lost her shroud, her crew take a reef into her mainsail just to be sure. 

Mid afternoon sees the cloud shredding into blue, and, with the sun streaming through, 

the breeze frees again to the ‘Trades’. Her crew shake out the reef and in no time at all 

she is barrelling along again in fine style, at her customary seven to eight knots. Her 

waterline, scrubbed before leaving Raiatea, has the water bubbling gaily along her sleek, 

fulsome waist and sides – she feels great. 

 

Making their goodbyes earlier in Raiatea, the arrangement is to meet up again in Tonga, 

if not before. Both ships are taking the same course, visiting Niue on the way, but with 

vhf having a range of twenty five or so miles only, it will be difficult to keep in contact 

with their friends. Passing out of Raiatea, she had headed around the top end of Taaha 

Island, and looking in one of the ‘Passes’ our crew beheld one of the most wicked surfing 

breaks imaginable. Curling in at the point of the Passe, rising up onto the reef, the glassy 

black rollers boom onto the jagged coral, snow white spray leaping high. A few surfers 

are actually riding them, taking their life in hand every time they catch one of these 

monsters. Our crew could hear the whoop of the occasional surfer brave enough to try 

and ride it out, surviving.  

 

Her captain, gazing at the sea, is once again struck by the multitude of different moods 

she parades herself – revealing all, but revealing nothing. Every day is different, from 

blazing blue through to stone grey, sometimes even almost black - from calm to rough 
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and sometimes tempestuous, and back to calm again – sometimes sparkling and 

sometimes threatening – constantly changing, so that even a half hour can make a 

difference. The one constant is constant change. No wonder that artists always struggle in 

their daubs to capture the true image of the sea. She is so elusive, even in a fractured 

moment, too much for the artists eye. Capture it on film ok, but transfer that with medium 

to canvas or paper and something is always missing. The restlessness on a human face 

can be conveyed in a portrait, but the heaving, ongoing, never stopping restlessness of the 

ocean is beyond our capabilities. The best the artist can hope for is a fairish 

representation of this element that covers seventy percent of the planets’ surface. That 

statistic, plus the fact that our bodies are seventy two percent water, gets him wondering 

if there is any connection between the two, and in the end, we are all mixed in together, 

as in a giant washing machine, and part of this huge juggernautical whirlpool called life. 

Whatever it may or may not be, water, in all its forms, fresh or salt, sea or lake, river or 

pond, has a colossal effect on our lives as joint occupants of this Earth.      

 

Wafting up the companionway, a redolent whiff of fresh baking rouses him from his 

musing, and his thoughts turn to a more basic requirement – food.  

‘Insufferable glutton!’ she taunts her captain. ‘That’s all you think about – filling your 

belly!’ 

There are few things more pleasurable than demolishing several hot buttered scones in 

the cockpit of a yacht on a fine breezy tropical afternoon, and washing them down with 

pure drinking water with a touch of lime, from the watermaker. 

 

On to Bora Bora, our little ship cruising quietly now as the breeze  moderates, notices an 

increasing number of glutinous floating objects gliding by. These are the jellyfish of the 

round, mushroom shaped, transparent type with four darker rings placed precisely in their 

centre. By the time our crew notice them they have multiplied to legion proportions and 

her bow is slicing through them, shoving them aside in their hundreds. They travel like 

this for some thirty minutes and during this time the animals are so thick that they have a 

deadening effect on the surface of the water, smoothing it down from a regular light to 

moderate breeze wavelet surface, to a gently undulating mass of these strange creatures.  

 

How far they stretched away from our little ship on either side, they cannot tell, but 

taking into account the time it takes for her to sail through them, the shoal must number 

in the multi millions. Our crew wonder idly if these animals have any natural predator – 

maybe they are whale fodder, and because there are less whales now, the jellyfish has 

prospered. With this gummy carpet of living jelly heaving all around them, even though 

the breeze is still there, a kind of eerie stillness pervades the scene. She is ploughing 

through them at around five knots, but leaving no trail. Her cutwater shovels them aside 

and they slither along her sides, the full length of her hull, to immediately close up again 

as they pass under her stern. There is no trace of where they have been a few moments 

before. The phenomenon begs the question, why such a concentration of these animals 

right here? What are they doing here? Are they going anywhere? Or are they just drifting  

on the ocean currents of the globe? Are they here in preparation for mating? If so, there is 

no shortage of choice! Nature takes care of her own, keeping a balance, and she no doubt 

has them here as part of her master plan. Breaking out the other side, the diminishing 
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numbers are shaken off and she surges forward, and away from the mass concentration. 

Some several minutes later, she has cleared most of them and they have reduced to the 

occasional laggard slipping by and into her wake. 

 

The twin peaks of Bora Bora are climbing out of the forward horizon and the island is 

taking shape exactly as described in the pilot. Part of her captains’ mind is always 

surprised at how the geographical features of a new destination, viewed for the first time, 

are a faithful replica of a printed or photographic description, as if there is the possibility 

of there being some change or difference, or that the cartographer got it wrong! And so 

there is this mild feeling of surprised satisfaction that the real thing matches the 

representation and it has been chronicled correctly. The leisurely approach of a sailing 

yacht enhances this feeling and gives our crew the opportunity to study this island jewel 

closely as they draw nearer. Bora Bora is known as ‘The most beautiful’, and from this 

distance it is shaping up to its reputation. James A Michener immortalised it in his 

‘Return to Paradise’ with the following : ‘I first saw it from an airplane. On the horizon 

there was a speck that became a tall, blunt mountain with cliffs dropping shear into the 

sea. About the base of the mountain, narrow fingers of land shot out, forming magnificent 

bays, while about the whole was thrown a coral ring of absolute perfection, dotted with 

small motus on which palms grew. The lagoon was a crystal blue, the beaches were 

dazzling white, and ever on the outer reef the spray leapt mountainously into the air.’   

 

On this perfect South Seas day, the sun casting its flawless, radiant light into the 

mountain tops of the island, it is indeed the emdodiment of paradise. Blazing white of  

sand under, the delicate pale aqua of the lagoon is reflected upward onto the underneath 

of the fluffy white clouds around the twin peaks, creating a unique and dazzling display, 

floating and turquoise in the skies. The coral reef surrounds Bora Bora like a necklace in 

that it is almost perfect in its symmetry and equidistant from the main island. Fortunately 

there is a Passe, the only one, on the western side of the reef. It is named Passe Teavanui 

and leads into a magnificent deepwater bay right under the splendid, towering twin peaks 

for which Bora Bora is renowned. Our little ship sails easily through this wide Passe, 

across the bay and right up to the Bora Bora Yacht Club, nestled in a cove about one and 

a half kilometres north of the main town, Vaitape. The water off the clubhouse is a dark, 

still, fifteen fathoms, dotted with vessels of various description and vintage. In addition, 

there are a number of orange mooring buoys in the bay and, to one of these she heads 

rather than dropping anchor in this deep water.  

‘Take the least line of resistance when offered’. She thinks, her captain concurring 

directly.  

She judges it perfectly - no wind here - they hook on, her captain shuts down the engine 

and she settles to rest in this, another corner of paradise. 

BORA BORA, FRENCH POLYNESIA – SEPTEMBER:     
 

Strewn in the lounging chair in which he is resting, Marcel bathes in the shafts of 

afternoon sunlight, streaming through the open window in front of the bar. Unfolding 

himself sleepily, he rises to meet our crew, welcomes them to Bora Bora, asks after their 

health and then unasked, sets two opened Hinano beers on the counter. This suits our 
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crew admirably, but they do wonder what if they had wanted another brand of beer, or 

even wine perhaps? – they would have to be in quick to beat the fast draw of the locals 

serving their chosen brew. The Bora Bora Yacht Club is another of those ancient and  

fascinating clubs, a hangover from colonial days. Marcel is an expat Frenchman with 

agreeably passable English, who arrived on the island some twenty or so years ago and 

has never left. He is the current owner of the club and fills his time for most of the year, 

servicing visiting yachtsmen and their crews. He is kept busy much of the time, as the 

club, which includes a restaurant in addition to the bar, stays open to midnight most 

nights and later at the weekends. Laying a number of moorings over the years has 

brought in additional cash flow, and along with the trade with the locals, Marcel appears 

to be doing quite nicely, but he intimated that he would like to sell up sometime soon and 

retire back to his homeland. Having established himself as he has in this beautiful corner 

of the world, our crew wonder why he would ever want to leave.  

 

The narrow strip of blacktop wriggles its way south to Vaitape. Trembling in the 

afternoon heat, the suspended mirage shimmers into the distance. Our intrepid crew set 

off on the dusty trek into town, hoping to flag down a ‘Le Truck’ en route. It is very quiet 

this time of the day and only one of these vehicles passes them along the way, but 

unfortunately, travelling in the opposite direction. The sultry heat weighs heavily upon 

them, sliding down their clammy backs as they plod along, and in a short while they 

agree that perhaps they should have dallied with Marcel back at the yacht club until it got 

cooler. A skinny brownish dog trots over, circles them twice, sniffs, and lopes off again 

into the cooler grass, no doubt wondering what these two strange creatures are doing out 

in this punishing heat. Trudging on into the inferno, the hazy beauty of the twin peaks 

above is lost on them. Instead, Cowards’ well known line, ‘only mad dogs and 

Englishmen go out in the midday sun’, floats to mind. Forty five thirsty minutes later, 

they arrive at the village, dust caked and wilting, their legs, unused to this activity of 

walking, wobbling them to chairs in the shade out front of the village café. Fanning their 

faces they order a cool drink and look around. Along with the dog passing them on the 

way, hunger has also caught up and overtaken them. Without even giving the menu the  

courtesy of a fleeting glance our dauntless crew order ‘poisson cru’ with salad. This 

famous Tahitian dish of raw fish marinated in coconut milk, liberally dashed with lime 

juice is a fantastic refresher, and this afternoons’ offering is no exception. The cool mix 

of raw fish and coconut milk, cut by the ascorbic lightness of the juice, slides down a real 

treat, slaking their dry throats and leaving a delightful, almost fragrant, lingering 

sharpness on their pallets. Washed down with a Hinano beer or two, our heroes are 

replete once again.  

 

For some weeks past her captain has been troubled with an extremely sore and sensitive 

bottom lip. Whilst sunscreen has been industriously and liberally applied to all exposed 

body parts, including this one, it has steadily worsened to the point that it is extremely 

tender and giving him constant aggravation. Across the road from the café is the town 

infirmerie and he decides it is time for a visit. The French doctor is very sympathetic and 

tells him with a smile that, ‘oui! it can be very painful’, and is a common complaint in the 

tropics with fair skinned westerners. She writes out a prescription for some antibiotic 

ointment, with instructions to apply twice daily and not to worry – wear a hat and keep 
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the lip shaded. Strange how the human mind runs on. Because the pain seemed so deep, 

her captain was envisaging having to have his lower lip removed with bottom teeth 

visible to all for the rest of his life! not a pretty sight! It was with a certain amount of 

relief then, that he steps back out into the sunlight, taking care to keep his cap pulled well 

down, the peak casting a long shadow, amply veiling the offending lip.  

 

With longer passages in the offing, the time has arrived to increase her crew number back 

to three. Another friend is flying in today from the USA. He is an experienced USCG 

Captain and her captain is very much looking forward to having him on board and 

working with him to expand his knowledge, particularly with astro navigation. The 

sextant has been locked in its case all this time, only to be brought out occasionally to 

play with the various knobs and slides gracing its frame. The technology of today 

producing satellite navigation and the now ubiquitous GPS system, has relegated astro 

navigation to the status of a dying art.  It is incredible to believe that this system which 

has guided all kinds of vessels accurately across the oceans of the globe for the last three 

hundred years is likely to fall largely into disuse in a few short years. To therefore have 

someone on board, skilled in this complex science, and a professional to boot, is a gift 

indeed.  

 

Bora Bora airstrip is on a small motu or island on the northwest corner of the reef. The 

only way there is by water, so this is probably a unique setting for an airport anywhere in 

the world. The twin propjet angles down, droning overhead on its final approach, and 

belatedly plumping on to the shimmering runway as elegantly as a pelican landing on 

terra firma. She turns to a snuffling halt some distance off, gangway steps dropping down 

out of her side, and proceeds to disgorge from her flank, a string of gaily coloured 

wriggling maggots. Approaching through the heat waves rising from the tarmac they 

pupate into humans. Our friend is spotted and waved over. Whisked into the returning 

boat he has no time to gather his wits before being dumped on the foreshore at the  

Vaitape wharf. Bundled into a ‘Le Truck’ and back to our little ship, he stows his gear 

and looking around, likes what he sees. 

‘Of course he will like me’ she broods, not completely sure if she welcomes a new 

intrusion, ‘I’ll win him over with my charms soon enough!’.  

Respectful of her captains wishes she settles back to her idle dreaming, just a little lower 

in the water, and maybe her thoughts, than before. 

 

Back ashore our valiant crew head for Marcels’ club for lunch. Here, an amusing little 

scenario unfolds. Her new crew member, on ordering and receiving his first Polynesian 

poisson cru, pulls from his shorts, a tube of wasabi. Grinning impudently, whilst 

squeezing out the green worm, he informs our crew that he is addicted to the piquancy of 

wasabi and complements most savoury dishes with it. Now, there is a place for 

everything, and our crew know that wasabi does not mix too well with the definite 

flavours of the poisson cru, and do their best to discourage him. Having already applied it 

to his plate akin to an artists paint on the palette, he proceeds to tuck in, spading on a 

decent dob with each mouthful – with that quantity, he must certainly keep his nasal 

passages clear! - strange appetites these Americans! From this point on he becomes 

known as the Wasabi King, WK for short, and this is how he will be portrayed henceforth 
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in our tale. WK is an easy going, affable American with an inexhaustible storehouse of 

knowledge of marine matters, one which her captain intends drawing on and which WK 

is more than happy to share – a win win situation all round. 

 

Apart from an aerial view, the best vantage point for viewing the encircling reef of Bora 

Bora is from the top of the twin peaks. Her captain and WK set off up the long track next 

morning, whilst sibling crew, using the excuse that our two men need some male bonding, 

prefers to go shopping in the village. Trekking upward is hot work, even though the trail 

is bountifully shaded with palms and other trees, so that the sweat has begun oozing 

within a short distance up the climb. Two thirds of the way up, the track opens out into a 

gorgeous shady glade with a Tahitian house set on the far side. Our two heroes 

momentarily think they have taken a wrong turning and are entering some private garden. 

Not a sign anywhere indicating this is private property, so they stride toward the shaded 

verandah in the hope that there may be a cool drink on offer from inside. Passing an open 

door of what looks to be some kind of a studio, they peer in and spy a lady wrapped in 

her pareu, working over a table spread with fine and brightly coloured cloths. On 

becoming aware of someone in the doorway, she glances up, flashes a brilliant smile and 

invites them in most naturally, as if this is a commonplace occurrence and she has been 

expecting them. She straightens, turns toward them and walks with a natural grace over to 

a sideboard, and pours two large glasses of what looks like water with lime. Turning once 

more, she glides over the matting of the hard earthen floor, placing each foot, straight and 

directly in front of the other as she walks, like any well bred woman would. Smiling all 

the while, she arrives and hands the glasses to our adventurers with a ‘thank you’ and 

‘welcome’. In their state of readiness, she appears as a vision would, surrounded by some 

kind of halo, her skin glowing with a honeylicious epidermal effulgence. Gratefully  

accepted, the drinks are gulped down, the lime cutting the water delightfully, immediately 

satiating their thirst.  

 

Ever watching them, eyes sparkling with amusement, she politely waits till they have 

taken their fill and asks, ‘was it a hot trek up the hill this morning?’ hiding her irony 

beneath that engaging smile. In the presence of such stately beauty, our two gallants 

mumble their thanks and begin to collect themselves. They ask if they are on the right 

path to the top and she satisfies their concern that indeed they are, and that her house 

happens to sit on the path. Appeased, and having noticed much framed Batik art hanging 

on the fronded walls, they set about asking her about her art.  

‘I’ll show you’ she says. 

Bending over the table, her tresses falling sensuously about her face and bare shoulders, 

with hands fluttering delicately, she demonstrates how she paints the wax onto her fabrics. 

There are many pots of dyes strewn about, and having applied the wax, the fabric is  

dipped into the next colour of dye she wants. Watching several stages of this complex 

waxing and dyeing process, she then moves to another table where she has a finished 

work ready for de waxing. Placing the absorbing paper on the fabric, she takes her hot  

iron over it and melts the waxes. As each layer melts into the paper, another colour is 

exposed until, peeling off the last sheet, the final image is revealed. The finished image is 

complex and quite beautiful, and many such examples grace her studio. This particular 
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piece is a brightly coloured pareu which will hang on the rack along with all the others - 

all items are for sale.  

             

Batik art is like painting in reverse in that the 

artist has to visualise the completed picture 

beforehand, and then go about applying the wax 

to the areas that are to remain the same colour 

and not affected by the next dye colour. So, 

there can be no mistakes with this art form, as 

there is no way back, once made, they cannot be 

corrected. Watching her at work for half an hour 

– no other visitors during this time - gives our 

two a greater understanding of this art form, and 

they are very impressed. She comments with a 

wry grin that she receives most callers early 

morning and late afternoon when it is cooler. 

Expressing much admiration for her work and 

thanking her, they take their leave, promising to 

call in again on their way down to select a 

suitable piece. A languid wave from her 

doorway sees them off on the next stage.  Batik artist studio, Bora Bora 
        

From the saddle at the top, their view is nothing short of spectacular. Micheners’ 

description comes to mind again when viewing the necklace like coral reef completely 

encircling the island. Walking a few steps either way, they have a commanding, almost 

three hundred and sixty degree panoramic view. Apart from the azure incandescence of 

the ocean beyond, their eyes are continually drawn to the delicate aquamarine of the 

shallows of the lagoon inside. As the depth of water increases or decreases, so the colour  

shades darker or lighter, but always retaining a purity and crystal clarity that only nature 

can create. A magical stillness pervades the scene, and sitting in the lush grass up here is 

akin to being in another world altogether. Drinking in the scene and lulled into a stultified 

silence, our two gaze around in wonder. Perched at around six hundred metres, the micro 

view below is somehow abstract and everything viewed appears in slow motion. White 

yachts anchored, outrigger canoes plying the lagoon, bicycles and humans dotted on the 

road, all seem very far off. The midday air up here today is so still and so heavy, yet so 

pure, laying between them and the scene before 

them, making it seem somehow disconnected. 

Nearby sounds creep in – birds calling, seeds 

popping, the odd thump of something falling 

from a tree, the breeze stirring occasionally – and 

oddly, far off sounds emanating from the 

Lilliputian scene below, drifting up the 

mountainside and floating into their ears on a 

stream of childlike satisfaction. 
Beautiful Bora Bora lagoon 
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Munching on a couple of sweet bananas plucked from the ground and a generous swig 

from their water bottles, our two decide reluctantly, it is time to descend to reality again. 

Working their way down the track they take a wrong turn and find themselves moving 

down the shaded eastern slopes, the opposite side which they climbed  – Batik buying 

moves down the list of priorities at the same speed they descend – there’s always 

tomorrow! Underfoot is so grassy and spongy, our captain now shoeless, finds himself 

jogging down the dappled green tunnel. Staring down at his running feet for a while, he 

marvels at the science of nature, the human anatomy and how it works. With each step 

his foot goes forward, the metatarsals automatically curling the toes upward, at the same 

time lifting the forward part of his foot, allowing the heel to come forward, striking the 

ground first and propelling him forward for the next step. Of the twenty six bones, thirty 

three joints and over one hundred muscles in the foot and ankle, he sees only the final 

result of putting one foot neatly in front of the other – not to mention the part played by 

his legs, upper body and brain – culminating in this strange vision of first his left foot and 

then his right coming into sight fleetingly, before disappearing again. Perhaps this action 

observed by the early Greek warrior runners, is when the term ‘fleet footed’ was coined! 

An almost close culmination of another kind with the large root of a tree, brings our 

captain to his senses and he pulls up. Way behind, a large panting animal is pursuing him 

down the trail, and glancing behind sees WK pounding around the bend, puce faced, wild 

eyed and sweating. Throwing his arms around a nearby tree, he crashes to a halt, and 

between gasps enquires as to the reason for the sudden disappearance? No reason at all is 

proffered by our captain. Coming straight from city living, WK is yet to find his sea legs, 

and is suffering accordingly. 
 

Bursting forth from the jungle at the base of the twin peaks, they tumble onto the thin 

tarmac strip. Bubbling tar sticks to their sandals. Thumbing a ride with the first ute that 

happens along, our gallants are happy to share the tray with a pig, a brown dog and a 

couple of chickens. Tongue lolling, the dog gaily looks at them in his complaisant way, 

and everything else. The pig takes a more circumspect view and studies them intently. 

Sitting back on his haunches, he fixes them with his bleakly knowing gaze, his pygmy 

eyes veiling some higher form of intelligence known only to him. Pigs are endowed with 

a very solid body and this fellow is no exception. The undulations in the road however, 

transmitted through the springs and body of the truck, win the battle, and his body is a 

constant rippling tremble as the shock waves travel up his brown flanks.  Ignoring this 

assault on his frame with disdain, his curious eyes never waiver, presumably on the basis 

that our two are there only at his masters’ invitation, and it is his responsibility to ensure 

they behave whilst sharing his space. 

 

The hair ruffling cooling breeze, blasts their faces and dries the sweat of their shirts. 

Fifteen minutes later they rumble to a halt in Vaitape, and thanking the hibiscus adorned 

driver, gratefully alight into the now slanting rays of the late afternoon sun. If they had 

walked the distance, they would still be a long and weary trek from home. Some time 

later with several cool Hinanos under their belt and feeling at peace with the world, 

sibling crew finds them, ensconced at a sunny table in the bar. Cackling responses is 

about all she can extract from our two heroes, so she concludes that male bonding is 

complete – job done! 
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Marcel gives our crew a warm farewell and, in return our crew thank him for his 

hospitality and wish him every success in finding a buyer for his ‘Club’. The following 

year a major cyclone hit Bora Bora, destroying many buildings on the island including 

Marcels’ yacht club, so it was never discovered if he was still the owner at the time, or if 

he had sold and the new owners suffered the loss. Whatever the outcome, our crew hope 

that it is rebuilt quickly, to continue servicing visiting yachts in this part of the South 

Pacific. Our captain and sibling crew, in a fit of tropical intoxication, briefly discussed 

taking over the business and living here, in this paradise – could do a lot worse! However, 

having seen many westerners getting themselves entangled in this kind of operation, and 

never then being able to extricate themselves at a later date because of a lack of interest 

from purchasers, or lack of will within themselves, they had dropped the idea, relegating 

it instead, to the file labelled ‘Sea change impetuosities’. 

BORA BORA to NIUE, SOUTH PACIFIC – OCTOBER:    
 

Our little ship, sails shivering with delight, sweeps out of the wide Passe Teavanui, 

cutting a handsome picture, the embodiment of a yacht under full sail. She knows she is 

looking grand, and dips her bow in acknowledgement of the accolade, as she passes the 

boats still at anchor in the bay of the lagoon. The course called for by the GPS is 249 

degrees south west and she turns smoothly onto this heading. The breeze flowing over her 

port beam is around twelve knots and she settles to her task with relish. WK, a ships 

surveyor by profession, is on the helm and loving the freedom of being at sea again. His 

hand on the wheel is casual, but with a firmness that instils confidence in our little ship 

and her captain – here is a man who knows what he is doing. All ships behave differently 

and have their own little idiosyncrasies, and can take some time for a fresh helmsman to 

discover them all. In a very short time, WK had our little ship sorted – just like an 

experienced horse rider would - and was handling her with ease. She appreciated his firm  

but steady command on the leather covered40 helm, and understands that he is going to 

steer her well over the coming weeks. 

 

Sunday morning climbs up over the horizon and brings her captain, rising from his bunk, 

with it. WK stands on no ceremony, and her captain is met by the open case of his 

sextant75 on the chart table. WK has brought his own with him, and is fiddling with the 

settings on both. Throwing a wolfish grin in his direction, our captain understands what is 

in store for him this morning. Navigation by the stars has a fascination from time 

immemorial. The Polynesian and Micronesian sailors did it the best and were able to 

successfully navigate thousands of miles of open sea to arrive at their destinations. Very 

often, these were small lumps of land, or clusters of islands, that could be very easily 

missed. Many times, of course they did miss, and nothing more was ever heard of those 

unfortunates. However, when you consider that all they had to guide them were the stars 

and a mind map of them, this form of navigation was amazing in its skill. Good 

navigators were revered. They developed what is referred to as a ‘Star Compass’ or ‘Star 

map’, and this was retained in the navigators head. To know all those stars and maintain a 

course for thousands of miles according to the stars’ position in the night sky, required a 

consummate skill and a mighty store of knowledge.  
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An interesting anecdote is the way they expressed the coming and going of the stars. The 

east, or the beginning of the night was known as the ‘arriving’, because that was where 

the stars arrived for the night, rising from the horizon. The west on the other hand was 

known as the ‘entering’ because that was the point where the stars at nights’ end, entered 

into the sea. An accurate mind map of the stars is all very well, but it is still a mystery 

how these ancient and courageous seafarers calculated their position of longitude. There 

are many theories of course, as there always will be in matters of this nature. One, which 

would seem to hold water better than most is based on the premise that back then, there 

was very little else in the way of man made distractions to fuzz the focus of a clear mind. 

Metal was not widely used, and there was no radio disturbance, electrical appliances, 

motors of any kind, or any of the other mechanical or electrical devices known to man 

today. Not having any of these distractions cluttering up the ether, our navigators and 

people in general were far more closely aligned with nature. So much so, that it is 

theorised that a natural man, standing in the fore peak of his craft, could actually sense 

the magnetic fields of the planet, drawing him on to wherever there might be land, 

somewhere in front of his vessel. 

 

Noon clutches the sun precisely at its zenith – one minute before and it is rising yet, one 

minute after, it is already on its way down and setting. For practical purposes, the closest 

to noon a sight can be taken the better, but a minute or two either way can be allowed for 

in the subsequent calculations. Many things can get in the way of capturing the sun in the 

mirrors of the sextant, and tamed, dragging him down to the horizon exactly at midday – 

mirror not adjusted correctly, clouds over the sun, a sudden lurch of the boat, fumbling 

fingers – all can impede, and once done, their mischief can take a few moments to 

salvage. Our stalwarts manage a good sighting, with the lower limb of the sun, drawn 

down, lightly kissing the horizon, straight off. Notating local time and  

GMT(UTC/ZULU), they race below to fix their position. Until recently these calculations 

were made by using a complicated set of ‘declination tables’ and took some time to arrive 

at an accurate answer. Apart from this, they were bulky and heavy. With the arrival of the 

space age which has given us GPS, it has also brought us a astro navigation calculator74 

which, with a few simple paths to follow, will give an accurate position from the 

information gathered up on deck. Our crew race one another to punch in this data, read 

off their results and then compare them with the GPS, which of course is one hundred 

percent accurate. To their surprise, they are within 1.5 to 2 nautical miles of the GPS 

position stated. This is very good and certainly good enough to know exactly where they 

are at any time on the oceans of the globe. With a certain amount of glee they pronounce 

that tomorrow they will get even closer. 

‘What’s all the fuss about?’ she queries, ‘I know exactly where I am without all that 

performance, I’m right here!’ 

 

WK, being a professional, and a delivery skipper, slips into seagoing life easily and is 

enjoying himself immensely. Not having to shoulder the responsibility of command for a 

change, leaves him lightened and care less. But, for all the sea miles he has under his belt, 

he has never been south of the equator in his life, so seventeen degrees south is a new 

experience for him. On night watch he marvels at the different cornucopia canopy of stars, 

known to him, but never before seen. The Southern Cross or ‘Cru’ as it was known in 
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earlier times is of particular interest as it dominates our southern skies. From a position of 

only five degrees above the horizon in the Caribbean, it is now considerably higher and 

hangs like a beacon in the black velvet, steering all boats forever southward toward the 

southern Antipodean latitudes. This must be the major system that those ancient mariners 

studied the most, and sailed by. To this day it looms large in everyday life of the 

inhabitants of this part of the world. It graces, and is integral in the flags of several of 

these southern lands, including Australia, New Zealand and many of the Pacific islands. 

An interesting point regarding the Southern Cross is that true south can always and 

accurately be determined, no matter the position of this constellation in the night sky. The 

procedure is to take the long axis of the cross, extend outward from the tip another five 

times its own length, and from that tip drop a vertical line to the horizon. The point where 

this line intersects with the horizon is always due south. This is a constant – take a small 

handheld compass into your garden one night and try it. There are two things necessary 

for this experiment to be successful, and they are that the person needs to be no further 

north than twenty degrees north of the equator, and it needs to be a clear night so that she 

is visible.  

 

Galileo, the great astronomer from the Middle Ages, has retrospectively proven that the 

earth has shifted on its axis. In his notes he illustrates the Southern Cross as he could 

observe it through his telescope in southern Italy. An eleventh century Arabic astronomer 

notes it can be seen at thirty degrees north in Africa, only a few degrees south of 

Jerusalem. Dante, in his ‘Devine Comedy’ makes reference to it as being seen when 

passing into Purgatory at the gates to the southern hemisphere. He refers to the godless 

age following the death of Christ, as the ‘Crux’ slipped from view during this period. 

Today, as our planet continues its tilt, it cannot be seen further north than twenty degrees  

north of the equator. 

 

A little addendum to all this postulation about the stars and their influence over us as a 

race, is that, during the same period that the northern Ancients were observing, 

wondering, theorising and notating, their southern compatriots, with nothing other than 

eyes, brains and a stick or two, were using the tools available and actually doing it. With 

all the Northerners combined knowledge of those times, very little was known of what 

was over their southern horizon, let alone venturing beyond it to find out. Even 

Mercators’ original and famous fifteenth century ‘Map of the World’, shows very little, 

or completely misses much of those southern lands and islands within the Pacific rim. 

That was all yet to come. 

 

All this starlore67 stuff is running around her captains head and he reckons he might try 

steering our little ship by the stars on his watch. He selects a group of stars close to her 

masthead, and that he can recognise easily. Studying his star chart, it turns out to be the 

planet Jupiter, with some other stars in the background, forming a pattern that he can 

identify instantly. The warm night breeze is well round on her port quarter, and she is 

gambolling along at an easy eight plus knots. All lights are doused, including the white 

masthead light, so there is just the soft red glow of the Autohelm station and the faint 

glimmer of the compass light. She is taken off autopilot and, after steering for a few 

minutes on her present heading to familiarise himself with her motion - the way she 
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comes off the waves, her pitch and yaw, and how far the dim masthead is swaying 

through its arc – he covers the compass with its plastic hood and lifts his eyes to his 

chosen star pattern. She is holding exactly on the starmark and behaving exactly as before. 

After a minute or two, the temptation to have a peek at the compass becomes 

overpowering. A slight prickling in his armpits and a light sheen on his forehead, drives 

his right hand forward toward the binnacle. He watches helplessly, unable to deny, as his 

fingers grope for the cover. A snap lift of the hood reveals she is exactly on course – 

amazing! Dropping the hood back on he manages to steer for five minutes this time 

before succumbing, and stealing a glance to reassure himself they are still on course. Ten 

minutes later, another peek reveals nothing has changed. As the increments of time 

increase, her captain gains more confidence. Jupiter and companions remain utterly 

unmoved all this time and beam down their twinkling radiance benevolently on our little 

ship, and her now somewhat more comfortable captain. He is enjoying himself now and 

taking in more of his surroundings, as opposed to fixating his eye permanently on his sky 

guide. After an hour he is quite relaxed, hand lightly on the wheel, and glancing upward 

only occasionally, to check that Jupiter and company have not run away! Over a four 

hour watch, travelling at eight knots or so, she will have moved westward not more than 

half of one degree, i.e. thirty nautical miles, so any change of her position in relation to 

the stars would be so infinitesimally small, there would be no visible variance.  

 

Sails taught, gently swaying as she creams through the dark and velvety water, our little 

ship is all quiet. Occasionally, a line slaps against metal, a block rattles against its line as 

the tension comes off momentarily, and somewhere below the light squeaking creak of  

wood on wood drifts up the companionway, along with a short snort from the depths of 

slumber. Billowing in over her after rail, the soughing tropical wind streaming into her 

sails, completes the symphony – utter peace.   

‘This is more like it’, she thinks, ‘this is how it must have been back then’. Carving 

through the night, her unseeing prow thrusting forever onward, Masefields’ famous lines 

emerge:    

‘I must go down to the seas again, to the lonely sea and the sky, 

And all I ask is a tall ship and a star to steer her by’. What words, what evocation. 

 

‘Wake up, you idealistic moron, you’ve got work to do!’ 

Her captain starts, glances at his watch and slips below to wake the next watch. 

‘All’s well, nothing to report’ he relays to the new watch keeper. Exchanging a few 

pleasantries in the dark, he pads off to his bunk, preferring to keep his new found skill to 

himself for the moment, savouring it until tomorrow. En route to oblivion another line of  

Masefields floats before him: 

‘To add more miles to the tally, of grey miles left behind, 

 in quest of that one beauty, God put me here to find.’ 

 

Running down to Niue on a cool grey morning, has all her crew on deck keen to catch 

sight of this island oddity. Most tropical islands are extinct volcanoes with a ring of coral 

surrounding them. Conversely, Niue is the only island which is built entirely of coral. 

This is fine except that because of this, there is no coral left over and therefore no 

protective circlet around it. Not having a lagoon then, the only sheltered spot is an 
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indentation on the west coast called Alofi Bay. Of course, the main village is here as well 

and also named Alofi. This then, is where our little ship is headed. They have heard of the 

constant swell and problems with anchoring. The Niue Yacht Club is the only yacht club 

in the world where not one of the local members own a boat. However, they are quite 

active and with their enthusiasm to attract tourism, have laid a number of moorings in the 

bay for visiting yachts. The water is deep and because of the swell, anchoring is not 

recommended, so our crew have decided if there are no available moorings, they will 

most likely continue sailing onto Tonga. Rounding the southern point of the island and 

looking into the opening bay, they can see a number of yachts, and what appear to be 

some empty orange buoys bobbing off the stone jetty. The jetty was blown up in the late 

‘nineties and rebuilt by the New Zealand Navy. It is a basic, but sturdy affair, poking out 

into the bay like a short fat finger, and is the only landing point on the island. Atop the 

stone steps alongside is a crane to lift out dinghies when coming ashore – this is a 

dangerous and exciting business which our crew are to experience shortly. Hooking up to 

one of the buoys is a simple business and in direct contrast to landing at the rough stoned 

jetty. The surge is around three metres, bringing back memories of Puerto Ayora in the 

Galapagos. Sidling up to the green slippery steps, our crew leap ashore as the surge 

subsides, and race up several steps before it returns. Her captain remains in the dinghy24, 

bouncing off the stone wall, whilst the hook and strop are lowered from the crew 

operated crane. Fixing it to four points, he then has to make his own leap to safety, whilst 

the dinghy is hoisted on to the dock. Timing is everything and many a wet and 

bedraggled soul has arrived at Customs, following their initial attempt at landing.  

NIUE, PACIFIC ISLANDS – OCTOBER:    
 

Formal requirements taken care of, her doughty crew step outside once more into bright 

sunshine. The early morning overcast has drawn aside and the island is now bathed in a 

stark and humid brilliance. From a distance, Alofi is scattered along the white dusty coral 

coast, a cluster of nineteen fifties seaside shacks, shambling along the shore, with a 

lifestyle to match. Rampant gardens, unkempt lawns unfenced, coarse native grass 

sporadically hacked at with rusty rotary mowers, sets the scene. A Hills hoist out back 

with limp washing hanging in the desultory air, completes it. The Niue Yacht Club is the 

smartest looking building and is attached to the hotel. Light, bright, and overlooking the 

bay, it is a pleasure to linger here. Flags and photos of visiting yachts adorn the walls and 

our intrepids’ spend some time examining these, with New Zealands’ favourite export 

beer, Steinlager. Niue is a New Zealand dependency, and therefore, in this part of the 

Pacific, Hinano beer is knocked off its perch, giving way to the preferred New Zealand 

brew. Whilst the average number of visiting yachts per month is only in the double digits, 

it is a steady stream throughout the year.   

 

At the time our little ship arrives, tourism on the island is at an all time low. Until six 

months previously, one flight a week was coming in, bringing modest numbers of tourists. 

When that ceased, the trickle of tourists dried up completely, so the government is now 

encouraging the islanders to do their bit and promote tourism as best they can. Whilst 

yachts people are not renowned for bringing in huge amounts of hard currency, it is 

contributing toward the national effort, and it is charming to observe, and be recipients of, 
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their simple and unfettered enthusiasm for the task. Considering no local members own 

boats, their knowledge of marine matters and operating a sailing club is extensive. Putting 

down the moorings was the best thing they ever did, and now, they are well occupied 

most of the year.  

 

At this point, Roly and his crew of youthful acolytes burst in, having recently arrived and 

just completed their first landing. Roly is nursing his head on which a sizeable lump is 

already growing. His pain is considerable, but his crew, adrenalin pumping from their 

successful scramble ashore cannot bring themselves to treat it with the attention it 

deserves. It seems that his crane operator crew in their enthusiastic way, lowered the 

hook too quickly, it meeting Roly’s rising head in the surging dinghy. The subsequent  

crack was sufficient to briefly send Roly to his knees. Fortunately, it was a glancing blow 

and he was wearing his hat, otherwise, knowing the size of the hook, it could have been 

more serious. Several rums later, Roly’s colour has returned and he is grinning happily 

again through his sunburn.  

 

Willie at the ‘Washaway’ café advises our group that they can rent mopeds to explore the 

island. Entering Willie’s place is like stepping back in time – a very definite feeling of a 

nineteen fifties seaside milk bar washes over our crew as they look around. Varnished 

pale wood counter, cream walls and chipped and scuffed linoleum on the floor. A large 

window complete with dead, and buzzing blow flies, gazes seaward, enhancing the 

sensation. A touch of modernism is the huge poster behind the counter, pinned to the wall  

with brass thumb tacks. A couple have dropped out and the corners are drooping, 

however the theme comes through strongly enough. It depicts ‘Fitz’s’ all conquering ‘All 

Blacks’ rugby team of the day. Lined up in photo mode, with behind, a massive sun rising, 

flames a leaping and capped off with the words ‘Global Warning’ spanning the whole. 

The fact that they had lost the rugby ‘World Cup’ a few years previously was of no 

import to the Kiwi complement.  They blather on to the others, who, knowing nothing 

about this famous team, nod politely, eyes gradually glazing over, to be rescued finally by 

Willie asking if they do wish to rent the mopeds? Cut off in full flight her captain and 

sibling crew know when they are beaten and turn their attention to this new proposal.  

 

Tearing down the meandering white coral lanes of Niue on a motor scooter proves to be 

great fun. It is not long before they are racing, there being much scope for this and their 

creativity, as the lanes are little more than tracks, criss-crossing their way through the  

undergrowth. Separating and coming together again, then splitting into the trees and 

sending our intrepids off in a variety of directions, tearing along with just a thin screen of 

green flickering between them, many a maniacal glance is exchanged as they race side by 

side. Top speed is no more than fifty to sixty kilometres per hour so they cannot come to 

much harm. With eight or so bikes screaming along these tracks, in and out of one 

anothers’ way, juggling for the lead, there are many close shaves and it is a miracle there 

are no collisions. 

 

Niue is not a large island and after an hour and a bit of this, they arrive back at Willies’, 

having circumnavigated this massive piece of coral. Sprung as the scooters were, the 

tracks were rough enough with pot holes and large corrugations, bringing them back with 
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a decent dose of saddle soreness, so the relief of dismounting is palpable. Of the eighteen 

hundred or so Niue residents, the majority are from New Zealand, moving here looking 

for a sea change – there are not so many original or descendants of original Niue 

Islanders. Willie is one. He went to New Zealand once to live, but found it too busy and 

noisy for his taste, so he returned to his Island home. He is more comfortable with the 

lifestyle and is quite happy running his ‘Washaway Café’. He had planned on another 

name initially, but everyone told him that the place he was building his café was too 

exposed and it would be washed away in the next tropical cyclone. He thought, why not, 

and named it ‘Washaway Café’ – so far it has survived everything Mother Nature has 

thrown at him. Striking in from the west in 2004, cyclone Heta, a major cyclone68, 

devastated a large part of Niue, including the stone jetty. To every ones surprise, 

including Willie’s, his café survived!  

 

As a New Zealand dependency, Niue is the recipient of funding at the pleasure of the 

New Zealand Government, and they also step in, in times of crisis, such as cyclone 

damage. Shipped in by the Royal New Zealand Navy, food, clothing, blankets etc., plus 

building materials, tools and various equipments are disgorged onto the dock, the locals 

struggling to remove it speedily enough before the next avalanche. Sometimes, depending 

on the severity of the calamity, the navy will supply manpower for clean up and 

reconstruction. 

 

Sunning themselves in her cockpit the following morning, and lingering over breakfast, a 

call for assistance suddenly lands with them. Looking up sharply they see the lady in the 

yacht on the next mooring waving frantically and pointing to the water at the stern of 

their vessel. Her husband is in the water wrestling with the dinghy. It appears that the 

warp to it has somehow entangled itself with the propeller of the yacht, and with the 

constant surge is slowly dragging the dinghy under. Her skipper is losing the battle as the 

rubber tender is gradually disappearing. Our two heroes leap into the Avon and with 

commendable teamwork, speed and purpose, get across the short stretch of water in 

record time. The husband is diving under, attempting to unravel the rope, whilst our two 

hold up the dinghy as best as they can. This proves difficult as they are contending with a 

partly sunken unit with a heavy outboard motor on one end and several moving platforms. 

One particular large surge lifts the waterlogged dinghy and brings the point of the 

motor’s skeg down onto the owners’ skull, driving him further under. Our captain has a 

flash vision of him floating ever downward, and he diving after him, never quite able to 

catch up to the sinking body and having to return to the surface and inform his wife of the 

tragedy. Fortunately, our neighbour bursts to the surface, spluttering, grimacing, running 

off a string of suitable profanities and clasping his head – a companion for Roly! The 

next dive sees the line come free and the half filled dinghy bobbing innocently on the 

surface once more. Just a minor incident in the day of cruising yachtsmen, and treated 

accordingly by the men. The ladies for some reason, give it far greater moment and 

proceed to deliver a lecture about safety and precautions. The poor fellow is still 

clutching his head and doesn’t really want to hear these admonishments, so a cup or two 

of calming herbal tea is shared and conversation, after a time, gradually returns to some 

normality.    
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NIUE to VAVA’U, TONGA  – OCTOBER:    

 
Sinking slowly in to her wake, the largest chunk of coral in the world, is shortly to 

disappear from view forever. Heading westward again, our little ship steers along the 

setting suns’ path. The lingering glow from the late rays, highlighting the leftovers of 

Niue, implants a solid orange hue into the tops of the vanishing palms, and the island 

farewells them with a splendid display of waving, golden green fronds. Steady is the 

breeze, but with a polished look of the sea astern, it gives the surreal impression of the 

island moving away from them, rather than the reality, which is the reverse. 

 

Beyond the horizon and a further two hundred and twenty nautical miles due west, lies 

the Tonga group of islands. A little over forty eight hours should see our little ship sailing 

up the long sound and into the harbour at Neiafu, the main town of the Vava’u 

(pron:Vuvow) Group. To get there though, she has to cross one of the deepest parts of the 

oceans anywhere – the Tonga Trench. This is a massive slit in the earths’ crust, linked to 

the Kermadec Trench at its southern end, and sinking to nearly eleven thousand metres at 

its deepest. Nearly as deep as Mount Everest is high, that is a long way down, and our 

little ship and crew need to cross it on the surface. Even our little ship feels just a tad 

intimidated at the thought of her naked unprotected belly passing over this valley of  

darkness, and an imperceptible tremor passes through her fibres of glass.  Her anchor 

chain being a mere one hundred metres in length, she hopes they do not have to call on its 

qualities, crossing over this deep and dark trough! The minds of our dauntless crew, 

fuelled with the thought that they will be transiting during the night, run amok, conjuring  
up the many horrors that might rise from this abyss - Leviathan, Kraken or giant squid - 

to devour or consume them in the dark. Coleridges’ verse from ‘The Ancient Mariner’ 

has a certain haunting ring: 

 

‘The very deep did rot: O Christ! 

That ever this should be! 

Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs 

Upon the slimy sea’ 

SC - 1799 

 

Strangely, in the event, and despite their rampant imaginings, their passage passes 

without incident!  

 

Cogitating on this, our crew discuss what would the early mariners’ approach to sailing 

the globe be, if they had known the depths that the oceans could descend. Sailors 

imagination in those times was vivid, as is depicted in the Carta Marina69, published in 

1539. Olaus Magnus, the exiled Swedish cartographer, apparently had a dislike for blank 

canvasses, and did his best to cover every inch of it with his inks. He laboured for twelve 

years to produce the almost two metre square chart of the North East Atlantic. The detail 

is incredible, and the various monsters depicted in and around the seas and attacking 
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ships defy description. They must have been exceedingly frightening to the sailors of the 

day – and this being The North Sea - which is a relatively shallow part of the ocean. 

Imagine what the mind of the day could have envisioned if they had known that the 

seabed could at times be eleven thousand metres below them? It is doubtful they would 

have ever put to sea! Navigation was a basic science in those times, but it is still 

interesting to note that they knew about currents and how they worked. Recent research 

shows that the major whorls drawn in Magnus’ chart, exactly match satellite images of 

where the Gulf Stream meets the south moving cold currents from the Arctic. All of this 

work was done by hand, including each copy, and it is not known how many were 

produced. There are two remaining copies of this fantastic work, one each in Germany 

and Sweden.  

 
Polishing their noon sighting techniques and subsequent 

plotting of our little ships’ position, see our navigators 

around the chart table. Spread out permanently is chart 

4606 from the RNZ Navy Hydrographers Office, 

covering the area from Tonga and back eastward to the 

Tuamotu’s. The innocent compass, finely tooled and 

rubbed smooth with use, lays glowing, on the chart. Such 

an innocuous little brass tool, but such a valuable         Workroom?  

instrument. Used many times every day, it is difficult to imagine navigating without one. 

John Donne70, the Elizabethan poet recognises its value when he uses it in his 

‘Valediction Forbidding Mourning’. As her captain makes the plot, a few lines of that 

famous conceit are remembered: 

 

If they be two, they are two so   

As stiffe twin compasses are two, 

Thy soul the fixt foot, makes no show  

To move, but doth, if the’other doe. 

 

And though it in the center sit, 

 Yet when the other far doth rome,    

It leaves, and harkens after it, 

 And grows erect, as it comes home. 

 

Such wilt thou be to me, who must, 

 Like th’other foot obliquely runne; 

Thy firmness makes my circle just, 

And makes me end, where I begunne. 

JD – 1611 

 

Donne, although separated from his wife Anne - this separation inspiring the valediction - 

for many years when on diplomatic missions, still managed to sire twelve children with 

her. 
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By the time her captain lingers over this, the others are back in the cockpit and enjoying 

their approach to the islands. 

 

The southern coast of Vavau is cluttered with a myriad of islets and reefs, so she is 

sailing around the north and west coasts, entering at Hunga Island. Cruising up the long 

sound toward Neiafu, her crew are 

astounded and enchanted by the 

appearance of many of these islets. 

Many of them not much larger than 

several football fields and popping their 

mushroom heads out of the water, they 

can best be described as a bunch of 

broccoli floriettes. The yellow base of 

most has been worn away, curving 

inward, enhancing their mushroom 

appearance as they emerge from the 

crystal blue of the surrounding water.  Vavau islands  

       

Clad densely with emerald jungle, and nowhere to put ashore, it is difficult to see that any 

of these specks of land are inhabited by anything other than, birds, insects and small  

rodents. This observation later proves to be correct, as the majority of the people live on 

the main island and Kapa. Save for some resorts on a few of the smaller islands, the rest 

are largely devoid of humans.  

 

Sibling crew has fashioned a creditable flag56 of Tonga from her stock of code flag55 

flock, and this is now flying proudly, if stiffly, from the visitors halyard. Part of this flag 

consists of a red cross on a white field. One of the small red squares making up the cross 

chooses this moment to come adrift and flutter sternward. The glue, hardly dry, is 

sufficient to make it stick to the backstay on its path to attempted freedom. There it clings, 

ten metres up the steel rod of the backstay, redly scowling down at our nonplussed crew. 

Reliving the demise of NASA’s ‘Columbia’, with small patches of foam flying off, 

several serious attempts are made to remove it. The red fleck defies all such endeavours! 

Having no other way of removing it, the red speck is left to its own devices, with her 

captain hoping Tonga Customs don’t notice the gap in the pennant and take umbrage. 

This scrap of red goes on, surviving several storms, all the way to New Zealand, without 

relinquishing its grip on its new home. 

 

Calling Moorings, the charter company, on vhf, confirms that they have spare moorings 

and are available to visiting yachts. Nosing up to one of these, right in front of ‘The Point 

of Refuge’ yacht club, our little ship hooks on, careful to display just the right amount of 

seamanship and not overdo her arrival. This goes without a hitch, and she knows her 

concern was justified when she hears a mild round of applause emanating from the 

onlookers sunning themselves on the deck bar in front of the club.  

‘Goodness! It wasn’t that clever’, she speculates, ‘We do it every day!’ 

Her crew, also momentarily gratified, straighten up and, gazing around discover the real 

reason for the mellow accolade. A young visitor, fifty metres out in front of the club is 
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learning to windsurf in the light breeze. He has obviously been struggling for some time 

to stand erect on the board and raise the sail. This is a big problem because, as the sail is 

finally separated from the water, and it ultimately comes upright, the breeze catches it 

and blows it over the other way, usually taking the surprised rookie with it. This goes on 

for some time, during which the novice becomes tired and frustrated. His final successful 

effort coincides with our stalwarts arrival, and gliding off on his first straight line, 

receives his due congratulations. Looking back to acknowledge the crowd, his focus and 

balance is undone, splashing head first again into the water in which he has spent most of 

his time so far today. The subsequent cheer from the club deck considerably outdoes the 

earlier applause! 

 

Deflated, our crew head ashore and run the Avon up the beach most competently. A 

couple of acknowledging nods from the group nearest to them restores their dented pride. 

‘What vainglorious creatures they are’, broods our little ship as once again she settles into 

a tropical doze. ‘You wouldn’t catch me playing up to an audience like that!’ 

 VAVA’U, TONGA, PACIFIC ISLANDS – OCTOBER:   

 
Drifting into her standby dreamland, she notices that her crew, instead of visiting the port 

authorities directly, are already checking out the yacht club. The temptation of a cool beer 

has, no doubt again, overruled responsibility! 

 

Earlier in this tale, the relevance of pigs in this part of the world, was touched upon. 

Walking up the main road to Neiafu, our crew are surprised to pass a number of these 

animals unaccompanied and out for an afternoon stroll. They appear to be part of the 

local scene, going about their business, in and out of gateways, doorways, appearing 

round corners or taking short cuts across someones lawn. Passing by with a snuffling 
glance and upward sideways toss of the head in acknowledgement, they quickly draw our 

intrepids into greeting each animal on approach with a ‘hello Mr Pig’, or ‘Gidday Pig’, as 

one would, casually strolling down any street in a country village occupied by humans. 

Closing on the town and passing by an ancient wooden church with a badly hung half 

open door, a spectacle stuns them. Emerging from the dark interior, a rather large and 

brown sow trips down the steps followed in line by eleven piglets. She trots across the 

front of the building, rounds the corner, with her junior entourage hot on her heels, and 

disappears in a chorus of grunts and squeals – the early Missionaries have done a good 

job here! Whilst this amusing scene is not repeated, these sociable animals, totally 

unaware of their final station in the food chain, stamp their authority on life in Tonga. 

‘Should be recognised on the National flag!’ WK observes in his laconic American way, 

no doubt contemplating a dish of pork basted with wasabi!  

 

Formalities take only a few moments here and the friendly official, who incidentally is 

about the size of a D8 bulldozer, says he will probably see our crew in the yacht club later. 

Whether this is just his way, or whether it is his suggestion that they can buy him drinks 

later, our crew are not sure. Either way, they are happy to oblige. Tongan men are 

renowned for their huge size, and the King of Tonga is probably one of the larger this 

Kingdom has produced, at one time weighing in at 220kgms. Many of them stand well 
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over six feet on the old scale, and are built of granite, with arms the same dimensions as a 

normal mans leg. Fortunately they are generally a mild mannered people! When walking, 

they hold themselves very erect, giving them a certain regal quality. An amusing aside 

came from an elderly and well travelled German matriarch whom they met one evening 

at one of the hotels. Handsome she was at seventy five, and still travelling well. A little 

garrulous with several gin and tonics on board, she regales our crew with a series of tales 

of her wide ranging travels. Her husband having passed away thirty years before, she had 

never bothered to remarry. On the grounds that she was still an attractive woman(her 

words), she had satisfied her certain physical needs by putting in place a programme of 

bedding handsome men of the nationality of the country she was visiting at the time. As a 

result, she had met countless, young and older, very nice men! No doubt adding a 

modicum of exaggeration to spice up her yarns, she completed this hilarious rendition 

stating that having seen the size of the ‘Tonga Man’, that is where she decided to draw  

the line. This was her second visit to Tonga and she hadn’t strayed from her vow. 

Directing her gaze at WK, our captain notices a vague coral tinge creeping up from his 

open shirt.      

 

There not being a lot to do in Neiafu, it consisting of one dusty street lined with stores 

supplying basics, unemployment is high among the youth. Many young people, because 

of the lack of work here, move off south to the ‘big smoke’, Nuku’alofa! In this tiny 

island nation, the capital itself is not large, but any industry that Tonga has, is there in 

Nuku’alofa, home to the King of Tonga. The number one export is people and there are 

now more Tongans living overseas than in Tonga itself. Tourism is the major inbound 

business and whilst the people themselves have a very casual approach to anything and 

everything, there are enough energetic souls to cater for and boost this industry. The King 

himself has ultimate rule and many here wish to see that change. His mother, Queen 

Salote, brought Tonga to international recognition when she rode in an open carriage in 

the pouring rain at the coronation of Elizabeth2. Her statuesque personage more than 

filled the carriage and she dwarfed the English aristocrat sharing it with her. It was at this 

time when the famous quip about her size was made when one of the commentators on 

asking who it was sitting next to her in the carriage replied: ‘Her lunch, I believe!’ A 

comment which today no doubt, would result in immediate dismissal. The Kingdom of 

Tonga today, is moving more toward democratisation, but like everything in the Pacific 

Islands, it is at its own laggardly pace. 

 

Whale watching and swimming with the whales is carefully monitored so as not to put 

too much pressure on these migrating humpbacks. It is right at the end of the season, but 

our crew surmise that mooring in one of the protected bays inside a reef, they may get 

lucky and share some time with a cetacean or two – they are not to be disappointed.  

 

Going on one of the organised excursions, a lot of time is spent watching for whales, so 

to be correct they should be called ‘watching for whales’ trips. This would not be 

commercially attractive, so they retain their name of ‘whale watching’. Something like 

nine hundred of these animals visit Vava’u every winter. Mainly pregnant cows, they 

relish the warmer conditions after a southern summer in the Antarctic. Giving birth to 

their calves, they then frolic in these pristine waters for the next few months, until the 
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calves are strong enough to head back south again. A cow playing with her calf is what 

our dauntless crew are hoping to see. 

 

Tucking in behind the short reef, our little ship arrives just in time for her crew to anchor 

as the tropical night draws down on the western horizon, squeezing the last of the flaming 

orange crush over the edge and into eternity. Myriad stars from the east already puncture 

the black velvet, criss crossed with a grid of shooting stars. Out here, with virtually no 

degrading onshore lights, these phosphor trails streak bright in all directions, across the 

firmament, their life finishing almost before it has begun. So stunning, so brief, so many, 

uncountable – this night is perfect – still, warm and dark, dripping sumptuously with 

shore fragrances drifting, blending with the unmistakable odours from the reef. The 

crackle coming upward through the hull, mixing with the reef sounds fifty metres off,  

tells them the battle of life goes on. Lingering over the remains of dinner, in the soft glow 

of the cockpit lamp and savouring their wine, life seems perfect. Cutlery clattering on 

plate, and bottle tinkling on glass is noise clutter bordering on intrusive, so their 

conversation, though eminently companionable, is reduced to an awe filled ‘sotto voce’.  

 

Submerged in this almost comatose, suddenly, they are aware of another presence. 

Looking round they virtually jump out of there skins. There, 

not thirty metres away is a huge shape hanging in the dark, 

watching. The Humpback must be standing on her tail, 

between them and the reef, on the edge of the channel. Half 

her body is upright out of the water, it running off and 

glistening wetly in the lamps glow. Her all knowing eye 

inspecting them with mild interest locks their gaze. They say 

looking into the eye of a whale is like looking into the 

window of your soul! Whatever it is, in that brief moment as 

our three stalwarts, staring obliquely upward, eyes locked, 

feel something pass between them. She must have been there, 

looming, no more than half a second, but it seemed like an 

eternity – then she was gone – as silently as she had arrived, 

sinking straight down, water sighing softly up her dark flanks 

as she went, and closing over her snout with a light hissing 

blubble. A smaller tail flipped the surface a little off to the 

right, affirming junior is close by.  

 

Our crew have stopped breathing and our little ship wonders if they are going to start 

again! Their collective exhalation is sharp but slow, piercing the silence. Looking at one 

another, their lips working, trying to form something, but no sound comes – no need for 

words, their eyes convey all they feel. All they can manage between them is ‘Wow!’, 

‘Crikey!’, ‘My God!’, ‘Did you see that?!!’, and several other equally intelligent remarks! 

Music is the answer, and someone puts on Mascagni’s ‘Intermezzo’ from his Cavalleria 

Rusticana, on repeat, and they sit in silence, playing it over and over, drifting, 

comfortable with their own thoughts. How can anyone wish to kill for commercial gain, 

these wonderful creatures? 
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Her captain, reflecting on this, is glad that he has made this voyage. A large part of his 

drive to do it was to experience this kind of event, and to come home in a manner other 

than the traditional one of flying. But, also, and possibly more importantly, he wanted to 

make the trip before it becomes too late. With Global Warming, changing weather 

patterns, Climate Change and more extreme weather, there may be a time in the future 

when this kind of adventure is not possible. We really have to hurry now and take steps to 

reverse the damage we, the human race, has done to our planet. 

 

Mascagni’s gorgeous strains float up the companionway, imbueing the dewy night air 

with a plump round sound – they hope the whales can hear and come back for more in the 

morning. 

‘They really are a strange mob, these humans,’ she muses. ‘Fancy being moved to such 

emotions by a mere whale – my lines are just as svelte, and, I don’t have to come up for 

air all the time!’  

However, she grudgingly admits that the music is actually quite uplifting, and also, that 

she was just a little intimidated by the size and proximity of that animal; ‘Must be going 

soft!’ she adds. 

 

Not having run a weather fax printout, the weather being so settled, for some time now, 

her captain does just that before retiring. It shows nothing out of the ordinary, the whole 

area being circled with wind feathers of ten to fifteen knots  – normal trade wind pattern – 

as it has been for several weeks past. Studying the weather is always of prime concern to  

sailors, and for most, ultimately becomes a passion. There are countless publications for 

weather observers, sailors and navigators, but one essential manual is ‘Reading  the 

Weather72’ by Allan Watts – don’t leave port without it. It is not a recent publication, but 

his observations and methods are extremely insightful and useful. In addition, it is nice to 

read hard copy as opposed to constantly staring at a computer screen. Having done this, 

her crew happily jump into their bunks, thoughts returning to the amazing experience of 

this evening, considering themselves blessed to have been part of the sharing. Whale 

dreams prevail, and from the gurgling sounds escaping our ‘valiants’ lips, they are 

already down there, swimming with the leviathans. 

 

Bright and clear next morning, sees out little ship floating over an unblemished cove of 

white sand. Anchored in a few metres, the crystal clarity allows the eye to view the 

seabed unimpeded, as if through an open window. The bottom cants gently away toward  

the channel, the water deepening in a series of gradually darkening, delicate, misty hues 

of blue. It is here that our crew hope to see the duo of the night before, return. They could, 

of course, having no further interest in the visitors, be miles away by now, they travelling 

where they will, at their discretion, not the intruders’. Breakfast consists of cereal and 

mangoes, this quickly developing into a drooling squishy, mouth stuffing frenzy. 

Beautiful as ripe mangoes are, they are generally a disaster to eat, with usually a stone or 

two squirting out of someones fingers as they try to suck it, and landing on the cockpit 

floor with a limpid, stringy splat. Even slicing with the hatch design and popping the 

skins can lead to mango chunks finishing anywhere but in the ingestors’ mouth. WK 

passes on the wasabi, not having an inexhaustible supply with him, otherwise he would 

surely have tried!  
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Her stern ladder is down with snorkelling gear lined up at the ready. Clearing away the 

breakfast things, the calf announces their arrival with a shrill slap of his tail. Everything is 

dropped as her crew rush to the stern to see what is happening. The calf is rolling around 

on the surface in the channel, but mum is nowhere to be seen – she won’t be far away. 

This calf is only two to three months old and is already three to four metres in length – 

that mothers milk must be powerful stuff! Her captain wrestles on his fins and mask and 

slides into the water. The Mother arrives and they gambol around in the channel, but  

come no closer. Wishing to approach stealthily without causing any alarm, he fins slowly 

in their direction, too far away to see anything yet. From her deck, the others watch as the  

cow repeatedly comes to the surface and blows. The calf copies her and they think she 

must be teaching it how to blow. At its age it seems to be doing a pretty good job, 

particularly as it must have learned how, very shortly into its life. But, maybe when in 

southern waters and they stay down much longer, she is brushing up its extended 

breathing techniques. Closing on his quarry, our captain realises he has stopped breathing.  

If he doesn’t wish to sink to the bottom, he had better start again, and forces himself to do 

so. Vague shapes in the haze are not getting any closer, and he eventually realises that the 

cow is shepherding her calf away. With just an occasional lazy wave of her tail, she keeps  

the same distance between them. School time is obviously separated from play time, and 

this is no time to be fooling around with a rubber footed, glass faced, needing a stick to 

breathe, land creature. The best our captain can manage is the image of this same waving 

tail disappearing into the blue. Returning to our little ship, the others chafe him for 

chasing their entertainment away. Following their gaze, he watches as the duo move out 

from the other side of the channel, blowing all the while, and with a final wave of juniors’ 

tail, disappear behind one of the heavily wooded mushrooms. Casting a salute in their 

direction, they were gone. 

 

A bump on the other side of our little ship, followed by ‘malo e lelei’(Tongan for 

welcome), announces the arrival of Violet. Looking over the side they spy a large Tongan 

woman, squatting in a battered canoe, looking up at our crew. With a wonderful smile as 

wide as the Pacific, she introduces herself and her husband Paul, sitting aft with his 

paddle. He is equally large and throws a couple of affable nods in their direction, but says 

nothing. The boat is loaded up with Tapa’s, and this is obviously womens’ work, selling 

them. Violet holds up some samples with many bold and striking designs. These are all  

hand made and the prices are very reasonable. Money changes hands and several of these 

works come aboard. One piece about one metre by one and a half metres will make a 

great wall hanging back home. Violet and her family live in the tiny village on this tiny 

island and make Tapas for their living. Our crew calculate that if they sell 40-50 dollars 

of goods to every boat that comes into their bay, they are probably doing quite nicely. 

Many thanks and smiles later, they push off and silently paddle away, Violets’ soft 

humming and chat, punctuated by an occasional desultory grunt from Paul, carrying back 

over the still clear water.  

 

Tapa making in Tonga is a traditional art form but, unlike in many other cultures where 

traditional crafts are dying out, in Tonga, tapa making is stronger than ever. Whole 

groups of women get together, singing, telling stories, and pounding as they work the 

mulberry bark with their wooden mallets, and this sound can be heard from dawn till 
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dusk just about anywhere in these islands. A large tapa is about the most respected gift 

anyone can receive, and great ceremony is attached to the giving. Two hundred women 

are currently making a twenty five metre wrap for the King’s birthday – now, that is a  

large tapa! Whilst it is not known how the mulberry tree came to these islands, it is 

thought that possibly it arrived with Asian travellers, it being an Asian tree, some three 

thousand years before. This could fit with the theory that all of those Pacific Islands were 

first settled by people from the Taiwan area.  

 

A more recent phenomenon is the  resurrection of the great Chinese Admiral, Zheng He. 

Standing almost seven feet tall, he commanded a fleet of up to three hundred ships, thirty 

thousand men, and made seven voyages of discovery and trade between 1405 – 1431. His 

flagships were up to four hundred feet in length and had watertight compartments – the 

idea taken from the way bamboo is constructed in separated segments. They had many 

other cutting edge features for their time including separate ships for horses and separate 

ships carrying water. It is not known how they transferred the water to the larger ships, 

but they had a system. They even had gardens on board and grew fresh vegetables for the 

prevention of scurvy. Doctors, scholars and astronomers were part of the company, and 

for visiting dignitaries, they had a plentiful supply of concubines.  Zheng He, although a 

eunuch from the age of thirteen, really had balls! In fact, he carried with him everywhere, 

an ornately carved box containing the aforementioned detached bits. It was considered to 

be bad luck in the ‘after life’ if eunuchs died someplace elsewhere, separated from his 

privates. He sailed the whole Indian ocean, east coast of Africa, and could well have 

discovered Australia three hundred years before Cook! Unthinkable! It has even been 

proposed that he got to America two hundred years before Colombus!    

‘Preposterous!’ our little ship intercedes, ‘everybody knows our history - it was in the 

books we learnt at school!  Re writing history as we know it? can’t be done!’ 

Nonetheless, there is mounting evidence that one of Zheng He’s admirals, did perhaps 

touch the coast of Australia, possibly even sailing as far south as Antarctica. 

 

His relatively recent arrival on the western maritime history scene has created endless 

discussion between historians with many passionate arguments on both sides - much has 

yet to be proven. Meanwhile, healthy debate is raging. For further information on this  

colourful Asian admiral, Google up ‘Zheng He’ and ‘1421’. There, you can mine a 

wealth of fascinating material, including their methods of navigation. 

 

Meanwhile, back at Port of Refuge, our crew are preparing for the regular Friday twilight 

race round the harbour. This being a very casual race, preparation involves drinking 

several Steinlagers in the yacht club bar, and a Le Mans type scramble in our dinghies for 

the boats. A light drizzle is falling with little wind, so it will be a tame affair. Nine 

entrants line up for the starters’ gun. WK is race captain, with her captain and Roly, 

trimming and winching. Our little ship excels herself at the start, by jumping over the line 

in the light airs.  Unfortunately, in her enthusiasm, she jumped the gun, so a quick wheel, 

back over the line to start again puts her at the back of the fleet. But, she knows she can 

still overhaul most of them. In the rain misty grey of the day, the water is almost calm, so 

she builds speed quite quickly, and by the time she has rounded the second mark, she has  
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hissed her way past all but the ketch that got away to a good start. She sets her sights on it 

and begins to reel her in. The largest boat in the field is a stylish 65ft sloop, sleek and 

quick, and just hitting her straps. Our little ship has just passed the ketch and feeling 

justifiably pleased with herself, when the big sloop comes up behind and glides by 

effortlessly, her crew grinning down over their rail as they go. Hanging on the inside at 

the last mark she gains half a boat length, but the big boat pulls away again down the leg 

for home. Tactically, WK ran a good race, but there is no substitute for sail area, and that 

is what won the day! A creditable performance nonetheless. Everyone is elated, our crew  

happily accept their second prize of a six pack, and promptly drink a toast to our little 

ship. 

 

Half way out of Port of Refuge, to the open sea, is a tantalisingly named curio, ‘Mariners  

Cave’. This is an underground grotto, accessible from the sea by an underwater tunnel. 

Legend has it that the lover of a Princess hid her down here to escape slaughter by an 

angry family seeking retribution. The only way in is to swim underwater and surface 

inside in the grotto. Not knowing the distance and therefore how long one had to hold 

ones’ breath was a little daunting. Apart from this mind numbing obstacle, the entry hole 

under the surface is huge, and black, and very intimidating. Overcoming this with a male 

display of bravado, our heroes dive in and begin finning furiously into the black unknown. 

Not wishing to run out of breath and surface half way in, coming up against the rock roof 

of the tunnel and still no air, fear propels them, their frantic kicks thrusting them along at 

surprising speed. Amazingly, they arrive, surfacing and whooping with the generous 

amount of air remaining in their lungs - what obstacles the mind can put in our way!     

 

Suspended in a crystalline bowl, they can make out the bottom detail, twenty feet below, 

in the ghostly blue light. Overhead, the sphere of the canopy closes, locking the air inside. 

Indigo best describes the colour, and this is reflected off everything – lucent rock walls, 

little ledges and lips – is that a dusky Princess perched over there? The air is so heavily 

laden with moisture that with every surge from outside the inside air compresses, then as 

it expands on the out surge, it turns into a heavy fog. In addition, the resulting change in 

pressure is clearly felt in their ears. The omnipresent, cathedral like silence inside has 

everyone speaking in whispers. Floating weightless in this sublime sanctuary, some one  

whispers, ‘what about the folk back on the boats?’ Abruptly returning to the present, they 

glide back out, expecting to see anxious faces peering over the sides of the yachts, but no, 

they are sitting in the cockpit chatting over a cup of herbal tea! and not particularly 

moved by the enthusiastic descriptions of the returnees! Just goes to prove that personal 

experiences are personal, and not necessarily as deeply felt in the sharing. That night over 

dinner and another scrabble tournament, sibling crew never one to miss an opportunity, it 

is generally conceded that Mariners Cave is one of those memorable experiences not to 

be missed. Oddly enough, it is named after a William Mariner, who was the first 

European, a slave boy to one of the Chiefs, to see it.  

VAVA’U to HA’APAI, TONGA – SOUTH PACIFIC:     
 

Racing Roly and his boat out of Port of Refuge in a gathering blow (not indicated on the 

weather fax of the previous day), they suddenly drop behind. A few seconds later the vhf  
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crackles into life and a disconsolate Roly comes over the airwaves informing  

our crew that his transmission has failed. Towing him into a bay out of the wind, both 

ships lay side by side, gently riding the surge, whilst discussing the options. The only  

sensible solution is to carry on to Nuku’alofi on Tonga Tapu, where there are boatyards 

and marine engineers. WK, having mechanical skills is swapped for two of their crew. 

The plan had been to visit the Ha’Pai group en route, but that is now scrapped. With  

Roly’s vhf being none too reliable, our two boats will sail in close convoy overnight, 

ensuring top lights and navigation lights are left on so that contact is maintained. 

 

As luck would have it the wind strengthens by the hour, reaching thirty knots at times. 

Being reefed down and pounding through the seas makes it difficult to keep lights in sight 

over extended periods. Into the night they run, and with spray coming over the decks, the 

watch shelters under the hood, so by 2200hrs. the lights of the other boat are no longer 

visible, having disappeared into the spray and gloom. Radio contact has also been lost. 

‘Don’t fret’ our little ship proffers, ‘both boats are sailing exactly the same course, we 

will find them again in the morning.’ In fact, when daybreak comes, her mast will in all 

probability be spotted riding off one quarter or the other.  

 

Dawn breaks grey and gritty. Her captains’ face emerging from his hatch receives a dour 

slap from the briny, blustery air. Maintaining its strength and 

direction from the night before, it is unexpectedly chilly this 

morning. Heavy leaden strips wrought their way through the 

clouds, giving them a greasy, unfriendly look, and producing this 

sweaty, sodden breeze. Considering no adverse weather shows on 

the fax printout, and a quick tap on the barometer92 flicks the 

needle, but remains steady, these conditions are surprising. 

Looking at the sky, it is difficult to tell if the weather is going to 

break, or worsen. However, with no major weather forecast, or 

evident, her captain comes down on the positive side of it 

improving. All contact has been lost with their friends, so she sets 

Squalls, Ha’Apai area   a course for the pre-arranged waypoint for noon today. The 

accuracy of GPS allows both boats to select the same position, knowing that if they sail to 

it, they will arrive there and be within metres of one another - very comforting in this 

kind of situation, it taking all the worry from a potentially risky situation. Noon finds our 

little ship on station, cruising up and down. Rain squalls have been added to the mix and 

the horizon is blotted out in several places behind a number of these.  

‘Sail ho!’ squawk’s sibling crew, her farmers eyes doing their work.  

Grey sky, grey sea, and whitish sail all meld into one, but there, low down on the north 

west horizon is a sail heading our way. Heading toward our little ship, it is a fine angle 

indeed, and not easy to spot in these conditions. Moments later, she disappears in a squall, 

so a fix is taken of where she was last seen. Two craft, heaving and turning on a 

constantly moving platform can easily lose sight of each other. Throw in rain and squalls 

and it is easy to see how these conditions have been used effectively in sea battles. The 

vhf comes to life and WK’s voice jumps out requesting some of our chunkier tools. He 

has never been seasick in his life, but hanging over and working on the errant 

transmission all night, he is now. 
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By the time they come up alongside, the tools are wrapped in plastic (plastic bags do have 

some use!), inside a lifejacket, attached to a line and ready to be transferred. In this  

wallowing sea they have to be careful. The boats need to be close enough to heave a line  

across, but not so close that their masts will entangle as they swing in their arcs. A light  

line, weighted at one end is heaved across the narrow stretch of water. This is pulled in 

until the nylon rope attached comes aboard the other boat. This, in turn is pulled in with 

the lifejacket attached and they have the tools in a couple of minutes. They set sail for 

Nuku’alofa planning on being in that port by nightfall.  

 

It is right here, on a still dark night, one of the most famous nautical events ever, occurred. 

Fletcher Christian roused his Captain from his bunk, and at the point of a musket prodded 

him, along with a number of his supporters, into a long boat, and set them adrift. The 

ships company, led by Christian mutinied against Captain Bligh this night in 1789. 

Mutiny was punishable by death back then, so conditions must have been very bad for 

Christian to have taken such dire action. For all of Bligh’s reputed faults, and their has 

been much written on this question as to who was really in the wrong, he proved on this 

epic open boat voyage to be a masterful leader and probably the best navigator ever 

known to the western world. Forty eight days of starvation, thirst and almost impossible 

privation, he led his men all the way to Batavia, as it was known then, in the Dutch East 

Indies. He did this without a single loss of life and charted the complete northern coast of 

Australia. His mapping is still used today on the charts for this coastline.    

 

Our little convoy arrives at the roads for Nuku’alofa, but darkness overtakes them before 

they can negotiate the tortuous channels into harbour. The leading lights are non existent. 

With the wind still blowing, reefs either side and a very dark night, common sense 

prevails and they drop anchor just off the main channel to ride it out and go in tomorrow. 

Blazing sun next morning heralds the new day, but the ‘trades’ are still blustering busily  

from the SSE. Being in shallow water, the chop is short and sharp, but reasonably 

comfortable at the end of her scope, the weight of the chain taking much of the jump out 

of the motion. Weighing though, presents another problem, in that the anchor will not 

disengage from the seabed. Creeping up the length of the scope, link by link, the action 

becomes more pronounced, until, now on a short length, it is violent. Still the anchor is 

doing its job too well, and won’t release. With each buck and plunge, terrible stress is 

coming onto her foredeck and windlass mounting, the balsa sandwich decking emitting 

awful creaks and groans. With the vision flashing before his eyes of the windlass 

breaking completely free, disappearing over the bow, dragging the whole hundred and 

fifty metres of scope behind it, never to be seen again, her captain is becoming quite 

concerned. Dropping back and coming up again several times changes nothing – the 

anchor must be caught on some underwater hazard. In desperation, one final attempt and 

right at the point where something has to give, our little ship takes an extra deep plunge 

and the anchor frees itself. The grey brute comes over the bow roller gleaming bright, not 

a speck of mud anywhere. The reason for this becomes apparent very quickly when it 

won’t bed home because it has a fair bend in the shank, and been caught in something 

other than the bottom - the impact pressure required to alter the shank shape of a 35lb. cqr 

anchor is considerable. The green paint on the shank also tells the story of what the 
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anchor had latched itself into - most probably a sunken fishing boat. Considering herself 

lucky to be free, our little ship turns toward her friend and they motor the rest of the way 

up the channels into port – she stays shtum! 

NUKUALOFE, TONGA, SOUTH PACIFIC – OCTOBER:     
 

Port of Nuku’alofa has a yacht basin with all the yachts tied up to shore lying across the 

prevailing wind. There is one space available for our little ship right at the northern end. 

Occupying the starboard side of the berth is a largish, what appears to be, fishing boat, 

painted green. Having been recently tethered to an underwater version of this, she doesn’t 

really want to be rubbing shoulders again quite so soon! Squeezing into the berth, her 

captain ties up to the craft and they go ashore to find someone in authority to establish  

their rights. Not finding anybody immediately, they return. Fortunately for them, they 

have chosen this moment. Approaching the end of the line of yachts, our crew notice men 

on the green boat in the berth next door. They are casually untying our little ship and 

setting her adrift. Shouts, warnings and arm waving ensue as our intrepids storm down 

the bank. The men glance up, but continue their task. Infuriated by their insouciance, our 

crew leap aboard at the last moment as the last line slips into the water, leaving our little 

ship drifting helplessly. Racing sternward to the cockpit, vaulting in and starting the 

engine, our crew are able to regain some sort of control. Regaining their composure takes 

a little longer! A shouted command has all the loose lines pulled briskly aboard so they 

don’t foul the thrashing propeller. Meanwhile, the errant vessel slides out, down the pool, 

and turning at the end disappears out of sight, to many a clenched fist and shouts from 

our crew and others down the line who had seen the commotion. Their pride dented, but 

not able to find any plausible excuse for why the miscreants should have done this, our 

crew just have to shrug it off as one of those strange incidents that occur from time to 

time with absolutely no reason.  

 

Back in her berth and tied alongside, our little ship breathes easy. She had a moment back 

there bordering on exhilaration, wondering what it would have been like to be free, 

without her crew. It was short lived however, when she realised that no sails were up and 

no motor running, so it was with relief when she felt her crew springing back over the 

pulpit rail - like a headstrong horse, she still appreciates the firmness of a steady hand on 

her helm.  

 

Strolling around Nuku’alofa, our crew come to understand very quickly that they have 

seen the best of the Tonga group already. The King’s palace looms large and is the most 

significant building on the island. This is the commercial centre, and it is bustling with 

people, activity on the streets and a surprising number of vehicles for a small town. 

Shipwrights and marine engineers are not too difficult to locate, so Roly, taking ‘island 

time’ into account, can probably have his transmission repaired in the not too distant 

future. Our crew busy themselves with preparations for the final leg south to New 

Zealand. Our little ships’ refrigerator is completely emptied and given a thorough clean73, 

a job that has been put off for weeks. Our stalwarts have allowed seven days maximum 

for this leg – add on ten percent for contingencies -  they need to go shopping for eight 

days supplies, approximately! With somewhat faster boats these days, and with GPS 
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making most boats sail closer to the wind and therefore the Rhumb Line20, the average 

passage is around ten days. A good quality water cooled refrigerator will keep lettuce 

(salads) and cabbage (coleslaw), along with fruit from the fruit hammock98, fresh and 

crisp for seven or so days. So, with the catching of a fresh fish most days, good healthy 

meals are possible. For the last few days then, the fish can be supplemented with 

something from the stock of dried goods e.g. rice, pasta, noodles etc. Carry a small stock 

of tinned delicacies for the tail end of the trip, but that is about all that is needed – gone 

are the days of weighting down your vessel with a huge tonnage of canned goods.  

 

A few hours later, her crew is back, and with everything stowed, they are ready for the 

final passage of this voyage. Finished, and straightening from their warm tasks, blowing 

wisps of hair from their sweat shiny faces, her captain and sibling crew lock glances – she, 

sailing home after eight months, and he returning home after leaving six years before. 

Their eyes meet with a mixture of anticipation, excitement and also with a little 

trepidation and sadness. This brief gaze between them is succeeded with a look from  

sibling crew that leaves no doubt in our captains’ mind that the kettle is going on the 

stove for a cup of tea!    

 

TONGA to BAY OF ISLANDS, NEW ZEALAND - NOVEMBER: 

 
Plunging due south, just shy of the International Dateline, the all enveloping darkness 

cloaks our little ship in her own chrysalis like bubble. The sub tropical air is already  

beginning to take on a slight crispy tinge as she ploughs southward. Moonless, their night 

is definitely not starless, so vision is excellent out here with no other light degradation to 

downgrade the starlight. The far off horizon is easily distinguishable, with a multitude of 

coruscant star paths reflecting in the black velvet of the ocean. Passing by on the port  

beam is Duffs Reef. Initially, showing up as a white strip in the distance, now, they can 

here the thunder. Totally uninhabited, this dot of coral just breaks the surface, not enough 

to support life as we know it, but enough to finish the life of any unwary passers by, lazy 

in their watch keeping and straying too close. The darkness, in a sense, heightens the 

feeling of terrible destruction withheld, ready to be unleashed, in this place of natural 

uniqueness.  

 

There is quite a sea running, and as the waves run up the sides of this underwater 

mountain, they grow in size until, at their wreckful worst, mercilessly pound onto the 

exposed coral. A cauldron of seething, heaving white, spray climbing heavenward in the 

black night, is all that can be seen from the cockpit of our little ship. The constant 

thunderous roar of the relentless waves echoes in the ears of the ‘watch’. Gawping on this 

terrible scene, an icy shiver with skin crawl, shudders from head to toe, leading the mind 

to ponder what could result if a vessel was a little off course, coupled with a lapse of 

vigilance. The high energy of the sound waves reaching our little ships hull, warn her of 

something extremely nasty somewhere off to port, and she resolves to stay exactly on her 

course! 

 

Dawn breaks with Duffs Reef far astern, already well sunk below the horizon, and sunk 

into the memories of our little ship and her crew. A coppery hue in the sunrise tells our 
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crew this is going to be a different day. The little snap in the air mentioned earlier, is 

penetrating the psyche of her crew and already beginning to wash away the torpor of  

 

tropical living. They are prancing around her decks, scrubbing, cleaning33 and polishing 

everything in sight. Rails of all descriptions, blocks, toe rail, winches, binnacle, hatches, 

nothing escapes their attention. That completed, her captain goes to work on her engine, 

greasing7 nipples, changing oil filters52 etc., and sibling crew turns to the galley and 

oven. WK busies himself cleaning the sextants, taking prints from the weather fax, and 

checking his remaining stock of wasabi! Sluicing all that activity down with a cup of 

calming herbal tea, her crew settles down again. WK thinks to himself that the two Kiwis, 

closing on their final destination, have been stung into action by some primeval notion 

that they have to arrive home with themselves and ship in pristine condition. He silently 

applauds this, providing they don’t involve him too deeply in their frenetic bustle. 

 

Swapping yarns, and WK has many to spin, they are interrupted by a sudden squawk 

from the GPS. This being a new sound not heard from this unit before, they jump across 

to the nav. station to take a peek. Our little ship, sailing her course almost due south has 

crossed the International Dateline at 25 degrees of latitude south and 180 degrees 

longitude. From nought degrees longitude76 at Greenwich in London, then forever 

heading westward, slowly climbing through the degrees west, and finally at this point 

hitting 180 degrees west. The moment this meridian is intersected, it becomes 180 

degrees east and the GPS begins its countdown, all the way round the globe and back to 

nought degrees again at Greenwich. The GPS is programmed to sound an alarm when 

crossing the line, and this is what it has just done – clever GPS. It has been wired into our 

little ship now for four years, operating perfectly, guiding our little ship and her crew 

over thousands of miles of ocean wastes. Sitting there patiently, all this time, waiting for 

this moment, to squawk just once. Dimly recalling something, her captain pulls out the 

instruction manual, and sure enough, there, on page 113, it states…….’on crossing the 

International Dateline, your ‘Eagle’ unit will emit a loud alarm signal63.’ Plain language, 

no frills - but only once?  Wanting to hear it again and human curiosity needing to be 

humoured, our crew tack our little ship to see if they can trick the unit. Edging back up to 

180 degrees, our stalwarts, not going to be caught unawares a second time are ready with 

the last remaining bottle of Pol Roger. Standing in a closed circle, their faces full of 

smirking anticipation, knowing that the combination of the wait and bubbling mirth rising, 

will explode into guffaws when the moment arrives. They do not disappoint themselves. 

Right on cue, off she goes, and our three, idiots all, burst into gales of laughter. Cackling 

themselves to a standstill, they attempt to sip their champagne, coughing and choking into 

their glasses. Tacking back onto her original course, our little ship knows they are going 

to cross the line for a third time, and wonders if her crew will be in control of themselves 

by then. 

‘Dilettantes, that’s all you are!’ she scolds, ‘Nothing but hedonistic dilettantes! I don’t 

know why I put up with you? Thank God, we’ll be home in a few days, and you can leave 

for good’, she thinks, as they break into a further round of guffaws, crossing the line for 

the final time. ‘What a riot they are?’ 
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Immediately that thought has passed, she is not so sure about being left alone. Her two 

years in the Caribbean, with intermittent visits, wasn’t a lot of fun. Maybe she will miss 

them? 

 

Yesterdays’ weather fax printout had shown a major system several hundred miles to the 

north and east, on a southward path somewhere between Niue and the Cook Islands. A 

tropical storm or tropical cyclone77 would rarely have much effect from that distance, 

but they sometimes can, as they move south and run into cooler waters, explode into a 

tropical depression. Sunrise this morning had a somewhat brittle and brassy look about it, 

so an eye is constantly cast in that direction.    

 

During their Dateline crossing distraction, steely high cloud has moved in rapidly from 

the east. Flowing with ease over the blue canopy of sky, it has surprising speed, and is not 

long before the last strip of blue has been pushed off the western edge, closing down like 

a dirty grey blind. The sea has turned a flat grey and the steady ‘trades’ have deserted 

them, leaving an oily sheen on the surface. Her weather fax spits out its roll and shows 

the system, even though tracking farther away to the east, has intensified, indicating quite 

strong winds extending westward. It appears now to be a tropical depression, and our 

little ship and crew could be in for ‘a bit of a blow’. Half an hour goes by with nothing 

happening. Our little ship is motoring south westward now, rolling gently in the long, 

light swell and putting as many sea miles as she can between her and the overtaking 

weather. Her crew, watchful now, over their coffee mugs, are searching the horizon for 

the first sign of wind to ruffle the sea surface. Three reefs have been put into the mainsail, 

the genoa rolled away and replaced with her little staysail on the inner forestay. Anything 

loose around the boat, has been stowed in lockers and/or tied down on deck, well 

battened down. Various safety items are also checked including harnesses, the test battery 

of the 406 EPIRB26, and the MOB block’n’tackle25 set  – so they are prepared for 

whatever climbs up over that horizon – as come it will! 

 

This stretch of water between Tonga and New Zealand is notorious for bad weather and, 

over the years, many vessels and lives have been claimed by the sea, including from one 

of New Zealand’s most famous and experienced sailing families. Storms coming up from 

the Antarctic, spinning off the southern coast of Australia, and raging across the Tasman 

Sea, all have New Zealand and her coastal waters in their sights. Add to this the Tonga 

Trough, five thousand fathoms deep, with buried volcanic activity, you have a recipe for 

disturbance. Her captain and crew have all this in mind as they batten down and wait for 

the approaching storm.     

 

‘Look!!’ up goes the cry along with three arms, pointing simultaneously. A dense, dark, 

gun metal grey line of wool is suddenly low down on the horizon, accompanied by an 

even darker line, flecked with white horses, on the grey water. It is moving fast, but the 

wind is quicker and will get at them first. Our little ship is back on her true course now 

and will be pretty much beam on when it hits. The Coriolis effect in the southern 

hemisphere spins cyclones in a clockwise direction. Being on the western extremities of 

the system, our crew trust their calculations put them in a position and course whereby 

the wind, once settled into its frenzied pattern and strength, will come at them just 
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forward of the beam. Ready and waiting as they are, the calm before the storm, and much 

like troops at war waiting for the firing to begin, tension building, they are not prepared 

for what happens next.  

 

‘Bang!’, the wind hits, the first mighty gust, and within seconds the initial roar rises to a  

shriek as it screams through her rigging. Our little ship heels alarmingly as the two scraps  

of canvas take the full brunt of impact of this first strike. With the wind spilling out from 

the top of her sails, she rights herself easily and, as predicted, the wind settles to a steady 

roar. From no wind at all a few moments before, it is now blasting in at thirty five to forty 

knots. Everything is flapping furiously, and hairstyles have definitely gone overboard for 

now! Wave height building rapidly, and already maxing out at two metres, they will 

increase when the storm surge arrives. The companionway duck boards are in their slots, 

protecting below from any rogue wave swamping them from behind, filling the cockpit 

and pouring down the companionway into the cabin. A wave like that can pour a tonne or 

more of grey water down the hatch in a moment, with disastrous results. The ‘watch 

keeper’ in the cockpit is cut off from the rest of the boat by these boards and, if feeling 

lonely, can perch under the spray hood and slide the hatch back far enough to 

communicate with those below. Adrenalin is running high which injects its own level of 

excitement into our crew. Senses are sharpened and any task is approached with a 

heightened sense of clarity and purpose not normally present. Out here on the edges, 

there is not much rain, but a few squalls dotted around the horizon. The lowering clouds, 

pressing down on them, resemble giants of bulging mercury globs, shoving and heaving 

their heaviness, handing it to them in the dim murk.  

 

A pair of beautiful great Albatross’ skim by at speeds approaching mach 2, or so it would 

appear. Hugely graceful normally, this is heightened in these boisterous conditions. 

Travelling downwind, wing feathers minutely altering the flight path, and their wing tips 

following every little contour in the wave, they are impressive. Just grazing the surface of 

the waves, up and over, and down the other side, they are moving at an incredible speed. 

Tracking right to left and back left to right, they disappear rapidly, weaving into the 

gloom – no backing up and circling the ship in these conditions!  

 

Wave crests are breaking now and tumbling down the face. Even at this height, one of 

those rising up and breaking at precisely the right moment – wrong moment for our little 

ship! – could crash over her, stopping her in her tracks. 

‘Nothing I can’t handle up to now’, she thinks. Actually, she is rather excited to be 

ploughing into these seas. ‘We’ll see what happens later’.  

White spume flinging off the tops of the waves, is spattering against the spray hood, and 

darkly spotting the teak of the deck. The moaning roar of the wind, as all engulfing as it 

is, is a constant. Under this continual hacking of the senses, other normal sounds begin to 

penetrate the brain again. Whilst at the beginning, when the noise of the wind first hit, it 

completely dominated, now, it is pushed into the background, so that the brain can 

function and concentrate on other matters. No doubt this is our way of helping to keep 

calm in extreme situations. 
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White streamers with creamy froth sitting on top, and individual wavelets in between the 

troughs are beginning to appear, and our captain calls down for the wind meter8. Poking 

it over the top of the spray hood it gives a reading of forty five knots, gusting higher. The 

first waves begin crashing over the foredeck as our little ship dips deeply into the  

oncoming seas. Some plunges, she digs her bow, scoop like, into the face of a bigger sea, 

rising again with water streaming over her foredeck and racing all the way aft, to 

disappear in a bubbly stream over her stern – her captain opens the sliding hatch a notch  

or two, calling down for the forward hatch to be double checked that it is clamped down 

hard and not leaking – it is tight 

and dry. Our little ship is revelling 

in these conditions and is quite 

excited, her trembling transferring 

from the sails, all the way down to 

the foot of her mast and into the 

very fibres of her glass hull. How 

she is handling them! With her 

miniscule amount of sail, she is 

still making five knots through the 

water. Her motion, whilst at first   
                          Building storm – 45 knots already!! 

appearing waywardly alarming, has in fact a rhythmic repeating pattern. As a wave 

approaches, she steadies herself, her bow rising up the face, momentarily sitting on the 

crest, then as the full force of the wind tries to turn her beam on, she checks. The wind 

streaming between her sails powers her bow back into it again, the water mountain passes 

along her length, and she dips her nose, sliding safely down the long back of the passing 

wave. Over and over she does this, minute after minute, hour after hour, she will carry on 

in this manner, and she turns her head to the task with relish – this is what she was built 

for! Understandably, it is quite uncomfortable below in the cabin and our crew are sitting 

with their feet braced against the opposite bunk. There is no break, no rest from this 

motion, on and on it goes, maybe even for the next twenty four hours, or longer, or 

whatever it takes until the storm blows through, drained, eviscerated. Her crew settle in 

for the long haul. Sibling crew keeps a constant stream of hot drinks and nibbles coming. 

All food is served in deep bowls78, passed gingerly up through the sliding hatch to the 

‘watch keeper’ cowering under the spray hood. She is running quite comfortably on auto 

pilot, and will probably continue to do so. Driving into heavy oncoming seas places far 

less strain on this gear than continually sailing downwind in fine weather. The remote 

control unit79 comes into its own in these conditions. It is plugged into a socket in the 

wall of the companionway. Whoever is on watch can look forward and study the wave 

pattern. If the wind shifts some degrees either way, it can be compensated for by 

punching in the equivalent plus or minus pads on the remote. The cockpit by this time, 

with the amount of flying spray, is a very wet place, so the ‘keeper’ can make the 

adjustments from safety without venturing out from under the hood. All crew are hooked 

on at all times in the cockpit in these conditions!   

 

It is late afternoon now; low scudding cloud along with the constant spray makes 

visibility very poor, so a sharp lookout is kept for other vessels. An unseen merchantman  

is not something they want looming out of the gloom, coming straight at them in these 
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conditions!  Suddenly there is a glimmer low in the west and several shafts of sunlight 

burst through the angry clouds. The whole scene is lit with a dirty, flat, brassy light. 

White tumbling crests approaching, retreating leaden backs of waves passed, and the 

darker troughs in between are all washed by this surreal light. Her captain is just 

beginning to appreciate all the differences when, like the flick of a switch, the beams are 

cut, and the near darkness glowers on them again. The night is going to be long, as it is 

almost dark and not yet six. The watch system has been changed to two hours on and four 

off, and they will run it through the night. As the wind is coming over her port bow, they 

have backed the staysail, and our little ship is now riding in the ‘hove to’83 position. All 

being well, she will ride out the night like this, without losing too much ground, and a 

decision will be made in the morning whether to go back into sailing mode. Another wind 

reading shows it has risen to fifty knots and howling around them. The storm surge has 

arrived and the waves are five metres plus, with some even higher. The motion is still 

reasonably comfortable because the fetch in between the waves is so long that our little 

ship has time to rise up the face of the oncoming wave, over the top, and down its back 

into the trough, just in time to prepare to do it all over again with the next wave. If the 

seas stay like this, they will have no trouble. The danger though, is two fold. If one of the 

larger waves roaring along rises up before them and its crest breaks exactly onto our little 

ship, there is the danger of being swamped, by the tonnes of water suddenly dumped on 

to her. This weight can roll a boat, inundate her, and possibly cause her to founder. The 

more worrying aspect though is that these storms, being circular in their motion, have a 

habit of the wind changing direction, and subsequently pushing up murderous cross seas. 

These can then come at a boat from any direction, causing extreme havoc. So far, the 

wind has been constant, and her captain hopes fervently that this does not change. 

 

Dripping wetly down the companionway, he hands over the watch to WK, who starts 

upward with a mile wide grin and gleam in his eyes – he loves these conditions! The 

hatch slides closed with a click and the cacophony of noise topsides is replaced with an 

eerie stillness below. The roaring wind is replaced with a dull moaning sound, belying the 

ferocity of the extreme conditions outside. Happy to wash down a biscuit with tea, our 

captain falls into his bunk. Seconds later, or it seems, sibling crew is waking him. In 

reality he has been asleep for almost four hours, but cannot believe it. Grabbing 

handholds out in to the saloon, he looks around in the dull red glow from the nav area. 

The noise from outside sounds as though it has gone up a notch or two, with the pitch and 

yaw of our little ship also more violent. A wind reading shows that it is coming in now at 

more than sixty knots. Some waves have been breaking over the boat, so it is decided to 

call off the watch, seal the hatch, and everyone below until daylight. Her captain goes up 

for a few minutes to look out and make sure in his mind everything is safe and secure.  

‘Don’t worry’, she assures him. ‘I am quite comfortable in this mode. I will ride out the 

storm all night’. 

Crouching under the spray hood he looks out in wonder. Dark as it is, and it is pitch black, 

with no stars to inject any light into the raging scene, he can see surprisingly well. Walls  

of water march continuously toward them. Some huge and black as they rise up and look 

to break, but don’t, others breaking with the roar of an express train and passing by with a  
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loud hiss of troubled, turbid, boiling foam. On the point of turning to go below, out of the 

corner of his eye, something makes his heart stop. Far off in the blackness, rearing above 

all the other waves in between, is a solid white wall which looks to be a hundred metres  

 

wide. He has heard and read about rogue waves, but never seen one. This looks like one 

coming now. It is massive and dwarfs everything else around it. Higher and higher it rises 

and is coming directly at our little ship. The front wall is just a mass of boiling white 

froth tumbling and crashing down its own face. No boat could survive being caught up in 

that. Looking down the tunnel of his life, her captain decides he will be better off below 

and vaults down the hatch, crashing, in his haste, to the cabin floor. Scrambling to his feet, 

he slams and bolts the hatch shut, managing a strangled cry for the others to hang on. 

Watching from the cabin strip windowlight and gripping the overhead handhold he sees it 

close on them, looming to an impossible height in front of her. Ever higher it rears, up 

and over them, till it seems it is going to crash onto her with all of its terrible weight. At 

the final moment, as once again her captain is peering down that tunnel with a range of 

life events parading before his eyes, the monster subsides a little at their end, and will 

largely pass to starboard. Even though out of the main path of this freakish brute, and 

therefore not going to take the main force, it hits our little ship amidships with a huge 

crash, and she shudders convulsively in her tracks. The view through the glass is 

obliterated with innocent bubbling water as it gushes over her deck from stem to stern. 

Then, it is gone, hissing into the distance. Our little ship, amazingly staying mostly 

upright, kicks herself over the top, rights, and readies herself for the next wave. An eerie 

silence succeeds, and on looking around, a small trickle of water from the hatch track rail 

and the kettle leaping from its holder on the stove, is the only evidence down here of the 

behemoths’ passing. Our three stalwarts, now all in the cabin, gaze at one another 

speechless, but with a glow in their faces, happy that they, and our little ship, are still in 

one piece. Having witnessed and felt the terrible power of nature, and survived who 

knows what might have been, they all look heavenward, nodding their thanks – no 

atheists here tonight!  

 

Several more of these ‘freight trains’ of waves pummel them during the rest of this long 

night. The approaching nerve taughtening roar, wide eyed breath holding of her crew, 

until it either slides harmlessly, hissing by, or slams her amidships, with the subsequent 

wait to see how far she will heel, and how long she will take to right herself, water 

streaming off her decks, back into the black turbulence all around. Lightning has not been 

a feature of this storm and her cabin has been lit only a few times during the night. 

 

With the tired dawn approaching, the wind frees and abates. Sunrise sees an almost clear 

rain washed cobalt sky all around, containing a few straggling wisps of cloud, chasing the 

storm down, somewhere over the southern horizon. Now the storm has blown itself out, 

and the breeze dropping below twenty knots, mildly ruffling the surface, the staysail 

comes down. The furling genoa rolls out, snapping tight as it fills. Mid morning, the wind 

has virtually died, but a considerable swell is running still. Around noon, the southern 

breeze is back, billowing in over her port beam. Within minutes she is bowling along, 

white wake creaming, as if nothing had ever happened, and last night was just a faraway 

fantasy. Topsides and rigging are all okay, and nothing out of the ordinary as a result of 
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the storm can be found. Sibling crew, with a hoot of laughter, points to the bright scrap of 

red flock from the Tonga flag. It is miraculously still clinging to the backstay, not letting  

go through the blow of the night – this little piece of Tonga will ride all the way to 

‘Aoteoroa’.  

 

Our little ship, sailing in her favourite mode, beam on to a spanking fourteen knots of 

southern sea breeze is creaming the ocean apart at nine knots. Sails full and taught, 

running rigging singing, and correctly trimmed, she could sail like this for hours with no 

hand on the helm. WK lets her have her head as a reward for her stout performance the 

previous night, just occasionally checking the compass to see she holds her course. 

Coming up to dusk, the trailing generator leaps out of the water and our little ship is taken 

off the wind and stopped. At the same time her captain notices their trailing fishing line35 

is taut in the water, and sloping downward at quite a sharp angle. First, attend to the 

generator, and then the line. With generator on board, the weight of the line is felt and 

there is a fish there. Unfortunately, in the time taken to retrieve the generator, the fishing 

line has wound itself around the rudder. By now, sibling crew has a suitable fishy recipe 

in mind for tonight’s dinner, and is intent on them landing this denizen to fulfil her needs. 

Wallowing in the now gentle swell and the gathering darkness, our two male heroes in 

the cockpit, ripping off their shirts, argue who is going to leap into the water to untangle 

the line – both want to be the ‘Big Man’. All sense of responsibility appears to have 

deserted their frazzled brains, and they are about to make the big splash in unison, when 

sibling crew shouts ‘Halt’. During their testosterone driven hairy chested exchange, she, 

not unreasonably, thinks that only one should go over, and also, that person should be 

attached by a lifeline – logical thinking that, in the heat of the moment, was lost on our 

two ‘valiants’. 

‘What if you had both jumped in and the boat was still moving (as it was), how would I 

turn the boat around with full sail, and get you back?’  

 

There is no argument to refute this piece of petticoat logic, and our two male crew stand 

in their trunks looking sheepishly at the strict head poking up from the companionway. 

Casting a glance over her stern, our captain sees, in the gloaming, that the line has freed 

itself. Assuming that the ‘hand of god’ must be at work here, they are at least able to 

manfully reel in the fish before making further idiots of themselves! Under the watchful  

eye of sibling crew, they haul in and land a beautiful ten kilogram yellowtail tuna. It 

gives no resistance, so they conjecture it must have been on the line for sometime, having 

been towed along and drowned.  

 

Served with straw carrots and buttered potatoes, broccoli, salad and crusty hot bread46 

straight out of the oven, and washed down with a cool crisp chardonnay, it makes a fitting 

and delicious final meal. Tomorrow morning they expect to make landfall, sighting Cape 

Brett at the northern tip of New Zealand.        

     

Discussing the previous nights adventure, our crew are amazed at how calm they 

remained during all the action. WK, with all his sea miles under his belt, professed to not 

having been in conditions that extreme before. The qualities of a well found vessel shone  
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through, and it was felt that even if our little ship had been rolled, she would have come 

up again. Fortunately, that quality was not tested and they are all very thankful for that!  

 

As described previously, our little ship is over spec’d – thicker hull, reinforced deck 

sandwich, heavier grade mast and next size up of rod rigging. From their experience, 

there is a case for a boat to be stronger rather than lighter in weight, which is 

unfortunately a tendency of many production yachts today. Another important feature is a 

substantial inner forestay80 plus a baby stay81. The staysail82 can be flown from the 

inner forestay and the baby stay gives extra support to the pumping mast with the boat 

sailing into the wind. This is particularly important beating into heavy weather, as they 

were, with the mast pumping most powerfully. 

 

Rollicking along in these conditions, even our little ship is circumspect about the 

previous night. As indomitable as her spirit is, she understands that the sea completely  

rules, dominating all, and she cannot be messed with. Any time spent on, in, or around 

the sea, is as a very privileged guest. This law is sacrosanct. She can be sailed on, 

motored on, swam in and dived in, but all these activities are entirely at her discretion, 

and if at any time this law is broken, she can take action, and take back anything she 

wants. Treated with respect and humility, she is mostly benign, but if her ire is raised, 

look out! nothing can escape her wrath. Our crew, a little nonplussed, wonder why, after 

four years of sailing, she has dealt them the hardest card just a few days out from home?  

‘Had it too easy!’ chips in our little ship, ‘You knew she had to give you a real test before 

getting home!’ gaily tripping over the waves, full of confidence, and happy in the 

knowledge that they had all passed, she sails close by the rhumb line, drawing her home. 

 

Later that night on watch, and, wearing a jacket for the first time because of the southern 

nip in the air, her captain reflects on his wondrous good fortune. Being a part of this four 

year epic, is an adventure that will never leave him. The good times and the bad times, 

the highs and the lows, all contribute to a magnificent sense of fulfilment and 

achievement. The planning, the preparation, the fitting out and then the voyage itself, 

have all been a wonderful learning experience. He knows he has grown in the process and 

knows that he will never look on the world and his fellow men the same again. This 

planet is so precious we must take drastic action to save it. The Southern Cross, high in 

the night sky now, twinkles brightly, 

casting down its benevolent rays, 

guiding him home – indeed he is very 

lucky.  

 

Handing over the watch, sliding happy, 

with a tinge of wistfulness into his bunk, 

a satisfying parade of scenes well up and 

float before him, as he drifts off for the 

last time on this voyage. 

     
      Landfall, Cape Brett, almost home   
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‘Land ho!’ the cry goes up and a long dark strip of green is low on the southern horizon. 

‘Land of the long white cloud’, ‘Aotearoa’, New Zealand, they all mean the same thing – 

these island jewels of the south pacific – home for our two Kiwi incumbents. In a fine 

north westerly breeze our little ship makes great time toward their landfall. Cape Brett 

rises up and under full sail she passes under it, into the Bay of Islands, and on to Opua.  

Calling in to Customs for clearance, she is directed to a berth, and at precisely 1000hrs., 

ties up and her motor is turned off. After two years, they are home.     

 

EPILOGUE:         

 
These days, our little ship nudges on her mooring in the benign climate of Pittwater, north 

of Sydney. Sometimes, at weekends, her new owner comes down and she is off the leash 

for a few hours, racing around the buoys. With a new set of sails she has shown her speed, 

and seen off a number of surprised contenders set on displacing 

her. Other than this, not a lot happens in her life. But, she has 

her memories, of the time when once she was free, sailing care 

less over the all changing ocean, sometimes for weeks on end, 

visiting and exploring far away and exotic lands – those were 

the days!  

 

One fine breezy Saturday morning, as the race crew clamber 

aboard, she senses something familiar from the tread of one set 

of feet clattering down the companionway. Next moment, a 

warm pair of arms slide around her mast, ear pressed to the 

metal, listening. Her captain is home.     Our little ship under sail 
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PASSAGEMAKING 101 – 101 ESSENTIAL DOLLAR SAVING TIPS 
FOR YOUR VOYAGE PLANNING: 

 
 

1 Watermaker – p32 - Galapagos to Marquesas - Fit a small reverse 
osmosis unit such as the Power Survivor brand. These use very little 
power, however, you would only normally switch it on when the ships 
motor or generator is running. I installed mine in the aft head, under the 
basin, and it chugged away happily in there for the complete voyage. 
They produce 4-5 litres of beautiful pure drinking water every hour. 
Instead of running the water into the main water tanks, therefore 
diluting and degrading it, try piping it straight into 20litre plastic jugs. 
This way you will have ample supply of pure drinking water at all times 
and any surplus you can then pour into the tanks. We arrived at all 
ports with virtually full water tanks using this method even though the 
engine had very little use. The reason for this was that I used a towing 
generator, so we were able to switch on the watermaker anytime it was 
in the water.(see separate tip on generators) 

 
2 Generator – p30 - Galapagos to Marquesas - A water towed generator 

is a good option with simple installation only, required. There are 
several brands available from reputable manufacturers and they are 
reasonably priced. The advantage is that over five knots they pump in 
a similar amount of amps equivalent to boat speed. A simple table 
illustrates this: 

 
Boat speed:   5 knots Input:  4.8amps 
     6    “    5.8   “ 
   7    “    8      “ 
   8    “              9     “ 
   9    “             10    “ 
 

For speeds over nine knots a much longer towing line with additional 
weights would be needed to stop the generator jumping out of the 
water and fouling. See narrative for technique to resolve this problem 
on passage. 

 
3 Refrigerator – p50 - Marquesas to Tuomotu’s - I fitted a 12v water 

cooled Isotherm refrigerator of Swedish manufacture. This worked 
admirably for the complete voyage and I would happily recommend this 
system. Once again, with a towed generator, the fridge can be on all of 
the time, regulating itself on and off. If ice is required, for your evening  
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daiquiri, water wallets may be used and it gets sufficiently cold to make 
ice cubes by hanging the wallets on the back wall of the fridge. You 
need to regularly check the hull intake filter to ensure it is clear of 
marine growth, i.e. small creatures etc. It is surprising how fast these 
little guys can grow in a friendly environment(carried along as opposed 
to  hanging on!) and reduce or block the intake water flow. 

 
4 Steering unit – p63 - Tuamotus to Tahiti - Carry a light weight steering 

unit as a back up, such as a Autohelm 300. Downwind sailing 24/7 puts 
an awful strain on your running gear – auto steering unit, rudder, 
quadrant, cables etc. If it fails for any reason, one of these smaller 
units can be strapped to your helm binnacle and at worst, get you to 
your next port without having to hand helm the whole distance. They 
are only a few hundred dollars, but worth much much more in peace of 
mind. 

 
5 Diesel de-bugging unit – p42 - Nuku Hiva, Marquesas - This was 

fitted in line between the diesel fuel tanks and the filters, and works on 
the principle of magnetism. Technology such as this which, is difficult 
to prove whether it works or not because there are so many variables 
with fuel, is a personal decision whether to fit or not. I purchased mine 
at the Miami Boat Show. It is a New Zealand manufactured unit and 
even though the theory was sound, part of my purchase decision could 
well have been patriotic. Nonetheless, it sat below the cabin sole fixed 
to a rib, out of sight and not once was there a problem with diesel fuel. 
The Caribbean and some Pacific islands are not noted for the purity of 
their fuel, so, my assumption is that the de-bugger works. Can save 
you hundreds of dollars by keeping your fuel and tanks clean. 
Emptying tanks, dumping diesel fuel, possibly having to even remove 
the tanks from the boat, cleaning, drying, re-installing and refuelling is 
a very expensive process.  

 
6 Dentist extending mirror – p51 - Marquesas to Tuamotus - You can 

pick up one of these telescopic dental mirrors from any good hardware 
or nuts and bolts store for cents. They are invaluable when working on 
your motor when looking into hard to see places such as the other side 
or underneath, where the problems always seem to be! Also very 
handy for locating dropped nuts and bits. Very good for tracing 
electrical faults e.g. burnt or fused wiring in those hard to get at or see 
places. If any dentistry is required during your voyage you will at least 
be able to see the problem, even if you cannot treat it! 

 
7 Grease gun – p129 - Tonga to New Zealand - A small plastic gun with 

a linear hand plunger is great for lubricating those parts that need it. 
Linear is better than bellows action because it can be pushed straight 
into those difficult spots. I was fortunate in that one came with the 
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feathering propeller kit. Being German the manufacturer would be 
covering all possibilities! Get one with a range of nozzle sizes. 

 
8 Feathering Propeller – p4 & 72 - St. Lucia - This German made three 

blader is fantastic. It was easy to install and simple to maintain. Made 
from high quality brass(as only the Germans would) it collected detritus 
very slowly and cleaned very easily. Underwater cleaning was quite 
satisfactory when at anchor and when she was on the hard, sanding 
down with fine paper returned it very quickly to its shiny, bright finish. 
My argument in favour of feathering as opposed to folding is this: the 
blades of a feathering propeller when feathered, constantly swivel and 
turn to follow the path of the water as it travels/flows over the surfaces 
of the blades. This then presents to the water the least resistance 
automatically. This never varies and because of the design, the 
possibility of a blade becoming fouled and not rotating is negligible. 
Folding propellers, on the other hand, whilst having a minuscule 
advantage over feathering props regarding boat speed, are always 
subject to one of the blades not opening on cue when the engine is 
started. To my mind this is a major advantage of the feathering type. 
Sailing the Pacific, the unit fitted to my 43ft(13.05mtr) yacht, Tere 
Moana, gave us an additional 1.65kts. boat speed on average, 
compared to speed prior to it being fitted. Over a twenty four hour 
period when you are passage making you will make an additional 39 or 
so nautical miles per day. Over ten to twelve days sailing that is a lot of 
extra miles under the keel which will shorten your passage time 
considerably.   

 
9  Hand held wind meter – p132 - Tonga to New Zealand - Cheap as 

chips and ideal for reading high wind strength when in a blow. If wind 
and sea is too uncomfortable or conditions are too dangerous in the 
cockpit, you can still slide back the hatch and poke the wind meter up 
over the hood to get a reading. 

 
10 Hook and pick set – These can be purchased at any quality nuts and 

bolts store. Select a set with screw in handle which will take four or so 
different tip shaped shafts. Check that the handle is magnetised. This 
tool is great for hooking out many small hard to get at bits and you will 
be surprised at how many times they come out to tackle a difficult to 
get at hooking requirement. The magnetised handle is also excellent 
for lifting small metal pieces out of any otherwise inaccessible spots. 

 
11 Invertor – A small portable unit which can be plugged into your 12v dc 

outlets, converting to 24v. Ideal for charging small rechargeable tools 
e.g. electric razor, dremel tool, power drill, jigsaw. 
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12 Soldering irons – p51 - Marquesas to Tuamotus - Get 12v and 24v 
units. They are inexpensive and it then gives you the options. Ensure 
you also purchase the best quality solder you can. Never forget that 
the marine environment is so much harsher on all equipment. It also 
helps dramatically to have a dry boat. Fortunately today, most boats 
are, but you will still hear horrendous stories about boats that are not – 
p73. 

 
13 Canvas buckets – p33 - Galapagos to Marquesas - You may think 

these are old fashioned and true, they have been around for a long 
time, but they are extremely useful. They are compact and fold down 
flat, even when they are stiff with salt - so good for stowing. They do 
not scrape or mark your hull sides when dunking into the sea from a 
moving boat. Great when doing the daily sluice down of teak decks. 
When placed on the deck will not tip over and potentially roll into the 
sea, so work well when using for salt water shower. When filling, wrap 
the cord firmly around wrist, drop the bucket into the water completely 
upside down. The forward movement of the boat will tip it up at right 
angles to the water and you will get a full bucket every time. Practice a 
few times to get it right. Caution is required when it fills because the 
sudden weight of the water in the bucket can easily wrench it from an 
unsuspecting hand. For this reason I would recommend you have three 
at least on board. 

 
14 Harmonica – p17 - Panama to Galapagos - Any musical instrument is 

good to have on board, all the way up to a grand piano, depending on 
the size of your boat! For those of us on a budget, which is by far the 
majority, a 
harmonica is very suitable. Its small size fits a pocket and they are 
cheap. It produces a sound that seems to be attractive to dolphins. 
Many times a number of dolphins would be gambolling around the boat 
and when the harmonica was produced hundreds more would suddenly 
appear from far off and head toward the boat, joining the others and the 
fun. Playing to them would at times bring many hundreds to us and 
they always put on an improved performance when they had music to 
perform to. And, you never know, you might learn to play it yourself as 
well! 

 
 

 15       Twin headsails – These were very useful when crossing the Atlantic. 
The second genoa was just a little smaller than my number one. It was 
poled out to windward on the boom and with the wind directly astern 
carried us for many days. They were sturdy sails so could be left up 
much longer than the spinnaker, which would have to come down at 
the first sighting of a line squall coming up from astern. It was easy to 
round up the boat to drop the second sail when necessary.  
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Whilst they were excellent in the Atlantic because the wind was directly 
behind, we never once had the opportunity to use them in the Pacific. 
Whether the wind was different that year I do not know, but several 
other boats had also used them. El Nino was stalking the Pacific in his 
final year so that may have affected wind direction to some degree.  

 
16 Ships Bell – p8 - BVI’s to San Blas - A good quality brass one of these 

is great to have – no ship should leave port without one. Polished up 
and in a prominent position they are a sight to behold. An old one found 
in a chandlery is best. To stop the striker making a racket in rough 
weather, cut a round of soft foam, slice into it halfway and slip it over 
the striker so that it holds it central. No doubt you have heard of the old 
seaboard tale of a bell ringing mysteriously at sea in calm conditions – 
it will probably happen at some time during your voyage – it happened 
to us! 

 
17 Ice cube wallets – p51 - Marquesas to Tuamotus - You can hang 

these against the back wall of your refrigerator. Fill the pockets with 
water and even with an efficient water cooled 12v refrigerator they will 
make ice cubes. Great for that evening cocktail before dinner. 

 
18 Ships Book – p7- BVI’s - Take a nice diary sized stiff covered book 

with thirty lines per page. Divide it into sections and number them from 
one upwards. Inside the front cover draw a plan of your boat showing 
every space where you will stow your stuff – equipment, clothing, tools, 
books, spares, ropes/lines, everything. Indicate shelving, lockers over, 
lockers under, draws, lazarette, cockpit lockers, ands any place else 
you might stow your gear. Starting in the foc’sle cabin, go around your 
boat moving down the starboard side to the stern, across and back up 
the port side, numbering all the stowing spaces as you go. Remember 
to leave plenty of space for each section in your ‘Ships Book’. As you 
stow your boat, you will find you will have several changes of heart as 
to where you will stow a particular item, so there will be several cross 
out and re-entries.I have seen people with so many changes, they have 
thrown the book out, bought a new one and started over. 

 
The other problem that can, and very often does, arise, is that when 
you have completed stowing, you may find your pride and joy has a list 
– not a list of things! but a list as in tipping either to port or starboard. In 
this eventuality, much gear will have to be shifted and re-stowed. 

 
A good tip here is to completely fill your fuel and water tanks before 
beginning and walk off fifty paces to see if she has any inclination one 
way or the other before you start. 
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The ‘Ships Book’ is invaluable, especially in the early days of your 
voyage, as you will never remember where everything is stowed, so it 
becomes a valuable reference book. 

 
19 Spectra Line – p47 & 49 - Marquesas to Tuamotus - A spare length of 

this line, say fifty metres or so, is great to have in your rope locker or 
lazarette. It has minimum stretch, and in an emergency can be used as 
a jury rig shroud. I used this line in just such a method for an 
intermediate shroud on my boat. Once rigged, it did the job admirably, 
all the way from north of the Tuamotos to Papeete in Tahiti, a distance 
of almost four hundred miles of open ocean. Fortunately it was the 
starboard shroud that popped in a squall, so for most of the rest of that 
leg, all the pressure was coming on to the port rigging. It has incredible  
strength, but it is also very pliable, so can be used anytime for a 
situation calling for maximum strength – sailors of old would have 
parted with bags of gold to have it back then. A sailors’ abhorrence of 
ever cutting a length of line into shorter pieces, will also preserve it in 
its original length! If you can’t find Spectra, Kevlar will do. 

       
     20 Sail the Rhumb Line – p128 - Nukualofe,Tonga – Nautical legend has  

it that this expression stems from the early clipper days when the 
merchants wanted their rum to arrive into port as quickly as possible. 
The Rhumb Line is the shortest distance i.e. straight line, between two 
points. In the open ocean, this works, but near shore, around a coast 
line, or on inland waters, obstructions have to be taken into account. At 
sea, if one can sail as close to the Rhumb Line as possible, then your 
ship is going to reach its destination all the faster. Wind, of course, is 
the main factor preventing this.  

 
These days, with the proliferation of GPS, sailing closer to the Rhumb 
Line is made easier. Once your waypoints have been punched into your 
GPS and your course is set, because the unit tells you constantly how 
far you are straying from your course, yachts generally sail closer to the 
wind than in the days when it was normal to sail the Great Circle Route. 
Over a passage of ten days or more, this can mean a considerable 
saving in time and get you to your next landfall sooner.  

 
There are many websites that can give you a full explanation and a 
couple are www.ukho.gov.uk  and www.jacq.istos.com.au  

  
21 Auto Pilot Spare Parts – p76 &78 - Tahiti -The unit on my boat was a 

Autohelm  6000, which is a fantastic performer and served me 
exceptionally well for the complete voyage. The only problem I had was 
when the cogs in the linear drive stripped, coming down to Papeete. At 
that time these cogs were made of industrial bakelite. Down wind 
sailing puts an incredible strain on that gear, grinding from side to side 

http://www.ukho.gov.uk/
http://www.jacq.istos.com.au/
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all the while. Over many thousands of miles, the teeth had worn down 
to such an extent that they finally would not mesh any longer. It was at 
that point, they gave up. With several tips missing, they would fly 
around to the next, scraping the tips of others, making an awful 
gnashing sound.  

 
On stripping down it was easy to see why. The receiving cogs were still 
in reasonable shape, but the teeth on the meshing cogs were  
worn down to tiny picks, some with their tips completely missing. As 
worn as they were, I felt they had held up remarkably well  
considering the wear they had received. The parts are easily identified 
in the manual. Very little stock of anything being carried in Papeete, I 
ordered them in by air from my friend in Sydney. On arrival I was 
relieved to find that these cogs are now manufactured from aluminium 
– seemingly a much more practical option.  

 
Refitting them was a cinch, and to date they have performed with not a 
moments’ problem.   

        
 

 
21 Handheld GPS unit – p46 - Marquesas to Tuamotus – today, there is 

a plethora of these units available to the mariner at very reasonable 
prices. Even though you will have a permanent wired in unit on your 
yacht, purchase one of these units and keep it as a back up in case 
your main unit fails for any reason. I bought a Garmin myself, but there 
are a hundred different models on the market that will do a good job for 
you. The beauty of them is that when you are putting in your waypoints 
into your main unit for your next passage, you also punch them into 
your handheld. Then, because it is running on batteries only, you turn it 
off. During the passage, you can switch it on from time to time, and 
when it has locked onto the satellites it needs to, you can compare 
position, course and co-ordinates with your main unit. They will always 
coincide and you will take great satisfaction in completing this exercise. 
It is also of great comfort and insurance to know that your ship is bang 
on course and all is as it should be. 

 
23 Inflatable Repair Kit – p12 - Cristobel, Panama – Any good brand is 

going to supply one of these with your purchase. However, if you buy a 
used inflatable, make sure there is a kit to go with it. In addition, buy a 
spare kit, as you may find when you need to repair your dinghy, say, to 
get back to your boat, the repair kit is nowhere near you at the time. 
The second kit, you can tape to the underside of the centre seat board, 
or fix it there in a tin screwed to the underside of the seat. Ensure you 
have plenty of spare patches and a good abraser for roughing the 
surface 
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24 RIB Inflatable Tender – p11 - Cristobel, Panama – A good sturdy 

tender is an essential part of your passage making inventory. Many 
great brands are available. My choice was Avon as I had had long 
experience over the years with their toughness and general knockabout 
qualities. Spend the few extra dollars and purchase a hard floored or 
ribbed dinghy. Rubber inflatables are renowned for being wet when 
going into any kind of sea, and the ribbing cuts the water better, lifts the 
hull and keeps the passengers drier. Important at the beginning of a 
night ashore, but not so important when returning to your yacht after a 
night of revelry! 

 
It is also very handy to have a yacht with a large enough foredeck to 
roll out your inflatable, pump it up and insert the flooring. Another option 
is to mount a set of davits and keep it there, but many consider this too 
dangerous for ocean passage making. It may be argued that the dinghy 
can be taken in, in the event of bad weather, but this is difficult to 
achieve at sea.         

 
.24       Toughening your Inflatable – p111 - Niue, South Pacific - The corners 

at the front of your rubber boat take a beating over time and it is a good 
idea to strengthen them with a few additional patches. This will pay 
dividends when rubbing up against shell covered pilings, docks etc. Do 
this you in your preparation period before setting off, because you will 
probably never get around to it once you have set sail. 
 Another sensible precaution is to paint the name of your yacht in large   
letters down each sponson of your tender. Get rubber paint, so it 
adheres to the rubber properly. To keep things shipshape, paint them in 
the same font as painted on the stern of your vessel – looks more 
professional. Your dingy will look very smart, and will be less likely to 
get stolen this way and, it is more easily spotted when buried amongst a 
mess of other boats at a busy tender dock. 

 
25 MOB Block and Tackle – p130 - Tonga to new Zealand - ‘Man over    

board!’ are three words sailors, and more particularly, captains most 
fear to hear. In the event of this shocking calamity befalling you, fast 
recovery is vital. There are many techniques to follow and books have 
been written on the subject. Presuming you have brought your boat 
about, successfully located the MOB, and now have them alongside, 
lifting them from the water is most difficult. I used the following system 
and it might work well for you. A simple block and tackle that will extend 
several metres is good. Don’t make it any longer or you may have 
problems with the ropes tangling at exactly the wrong moment. In a 
plastic pocket(a cut down heavy duty plastic kitchen cleaner bottle) 
screwed to the inside wall of a cockpit open side locker, place a 
stainless steel D-snap shackle. In a moment this can be taken out and 
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snapped onto the tang on the underside of the boom. Then take the 
block and tackle(kept inside the lid of a closing cockpit locker) and snap 
the upper assembly onto the boom shackle. Let all sheets fly, swing the 
boom out and drop the lower tackle assembly down to the MOB. He can 
hook it into his lifejacket or belt ready for lifting. Alternatively, a crew can 
lean over the side to engage the hook. With a two to one block ratio, it is 
relatively easy to lift the MOB from the water. Unceremonious perhaps, 
but retrieval is fast and the MOB is not at all concerned about 
appearances at this moment.  

 
Try this procedure a few times on a nice sunny day so your crew is 
familiar with it. You will find it will be a lot smoother then, if you have to 
go through it for real.  Thousands of people are constantly sailing the 
oceans of the world, without this potentially tragic accident happening. 
Occasionally it does, so if it is your turn, be prepared.  This tip can save 
a life. 

        
     26      EPIRB 406 Emergency Locator – p130 - Nukualofe, Tonga - Stands    

for Emergency Personal Indicator Radio Beacon. These 406 units are 
fantastic and send out a signal worldwide. This signal is picked up within 
a few minutes by a shore receiver station and your position is pin 
pointed to within a few metres. They are accurate to a few kilometres, 
so rescuers are able to locate your vessel or MOB quickly. For the few 
hundred dollars they cost, the investment is incalculable for peace of 
mind insurance. This tip could save your life – priceless!  

 
 27 Spare Forestay – p76 - Tahiti - This an option I would recommend as a 

result of my experience, however, it may not suit your requirements. My 
yacht had stainless rod rigging, with only the forestay 19 strand woven 
rigging. A spare forestay coiled under the king sized mattress in my 
cabin, would have saved five days of heartache and toil, leaving us 
more time to explore the Galapagos. When the new one was fitted in 
Papeete, not having the heart to dispose of Miguels’ masterpiece, that 
is just where it was put to rest for the remainder of the voyage.  

 
28 Spare Genoa – p47 - Marquesas to Tuamotus - Everyone has different 

ideas as to what spare sails to include. For passagemaking, a spare 
genoa, no.1. or no.2 is a good sail. Whilst never using it as an 
alternative to my furling no.1, it was used extensively for down wind 
sailing, see tip no.16. Don’t buy a new one. Scour the sail lofts for a 
good used one and have the sailmaker cut the foot to size for your boat. 
This will cost a few dollars only, saving you hundreds, and you will have 
a sturdy utility sail.  

 
29 Spotlight – p48 - Marquesas to Tuamotus – A powerful spotlight is a 

wonderful tool to have aboard. Run a simple wire and fit a socket for it 
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beside your helm in the cockpit. Keep the spotlight itself below in a dry 
place and only bring it out when needed. You will be surprised at how 
many times you use it on your voyage. 

 
30 Outboard Motor Fuel Tank – p35 - Nuku Hiva, Marquesas - The built 

in tank of an outboard motor does not hold much fuel. A separate tank 
is excellent for extended running. Purchase a 10 or 15litre capacity 
heavy duty plastic tank with a fuel line you can clip to the tank and 
engine. Keep it smaller rather than large, as it is easier to carry when 
full over longer distances, and won’t take up so much room in your 
inflatable. Full, it will give you hours of motoring. 

 
31 Security for Outboard Motor and Tank – p41 - Nuku Hiva, Marquesas 

- Firstly, take a solid padlock and use this to lock the two thumb screws 
on the motor together when it is mounted on the transom of your 
inflatable. You will find that the holes in the ends will coincide when they 
are tightened on to the transom. Secondly, purchase a plastic coated 
steel wire bicycle security strap. Secure the tank in the dinghy by 
looping it through the handle of the tank, then, thread it behind the 
already locked thumb screws on the motor. You can use the same 
padlock to secure your motor to the bracket on your pushpit rail. Make 
sure you keep all your keys together on a lanyard attached to a floating 
key ring device.  

 
Keep a spare of all keys in a safe place below onboard. 

  
Another thing to consider is to purchase or make a canvas cover for 
your outboard motor. You can make one easily from canvas the  
same colour matching your spray hood, dodgers and sail cover. You will             
find the motor will sit quite happily on its bracket, on the pushpit rail, for 
your complete voyage, and the cover will help give it the protection it 
deserves. This is of course when it is not in use, which will be most of 
the time.  

 
32        Marine Surveyor – p75 - Tahiti – Excellent insurance at any time when 

purchasing your dream vessel, and particularly when it is laying 
overseas. For the relatively small cost of getting an experts’ report, the 
peace of mind factor is priceless.  

 
There are many fine registered marine surveyors, and full lists of these 
professionals are on the internet. Obviously, look for one that is in the 
same port, or near, where your prospect vessel is lying. 

 
In the USA, I can happily recommend our very own WK. Based in 
Florida, he can travel States wide, and also internationally. His broad 
experience has been gained over many years, and there are few 
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situations regarding surveying and valuing he has not encountered and 
given complete satisfaction. 
You can find him on his own website at 
www.clarkemarinesurveyors.com 

    
33    Mirror Stainless Steel Cleaner – p86 & 129  - Tonga to New      
Zealand -  Your mirror 309 stainless steel rails, grab bars etc. is a 
fantastic product and, if well made, will give you years of trouble free 
use. From time to time it will show signs of weathering. Pulpit and 
pushpit rails and any other deck ware made from this product are 
constantly exposed to the worst of the weather at all times and requires 
a clean to keep them looking bright. There are many brands of cleaner 
on the market. I have found the cream type to give a more lasting shine. 
Make sure you buy biodegradable only.  

 
 34       Japanese Ryoba Saw – This type of saw is a must. It operates by a 

pull stroke as opposed to a clumsy push stroke. Pulling the blade 
means that it never will flex on itself, so the blade can be much thinner 
than with a western type saw. Once adjusting to the new action, you will 
be amazed at how fine a cut, and how well fitting your work will be. 
Working with teak, you will very quickly learn to make some beautiful 
items. Be careful not to go overboard though, or else your cabin may 
become festooned with teak woodwork! 

 
Purchase the ryoba type, which has a ripper one side of the blade, and 
a cross cutter the other. Good sawing! 

     
    35 Fishing Gear – p8 & 135 - BVI’s to San Blas Islands – There is nothing 

nicer than to catch a Mahi Mahi, Tuna, Spanish Mackeral or other 
pelagic fish and eat it fresh that night for dinner. What gear to take could 
be an endless subject and everyone has their favourites. My philosophy 
is to keep it simple. If you use rods, you have to stop the boat any time 
you catch a sizeable fish. Rods, and reels especially, are going to suffer 
from exposure to the marine environment and parts will corrode 
eventually. 

 
My recommendation is to buy several hundred metres of nylon 
parachute cord and use it as a hand line. It has incredible tensile 
strength. It does not tangle like nylon fishing line(so you won’t be 
constantly cutting off tangled lengths and throwing away), is easy to 
handle, and won’t burn or cut your fingers if you catch a larger fish. 

 
Attach a sturdy nylon leader with a solid swivel and your lure with 
another swivel. As the line is likely to be trolling for many hours at a time, 
you want everything turning. The best times for fish striking are sunrise 
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and sunset. However, if you don’t pick one up then, you want to be able 
to leave it in the water during the day. 

 
Carry a range of the soft floppy gel lures. They come with shredded tails 
and a range of bright colours – they all work. My experience is that the 
faster you are sailing, the larger the fish you attract. Many times when 
we were exceeding nine knots, big fish struck and broke off the lure. 
This is better than hooking a monster that is too large to eat. Six to eight 
knots seemed to be the right speed to catch nice sized 5 kg to 10kg fish. 

 
Set up your rig with a sturdy bungee cord looped around a stern 
cleat(say your spinnaker block cleat), so that when a fish strikes, the 
bungee takes the initial impact, stretches a little, and sets the hook. The 
metal hooks of the bungee also rattle against the cleat when there is a 
strike, drawing you attention away from the book you are reading! This 
tip will save you hundreds of dollars in expensive fishing gear. Happy 
fishing!  

  
36       Outboard Motor – p64 - Tahiti - With yachts seeming to get bigger  

every year, tenders and their motors are also increasing in size, to the 
extent that some tenders have permanent inboard engines. We are not 
concerning ourselves here with that class of boat. For yachts to the 
length of 13 to 15 metres, a 3 to 4 metre inflatable is adequate – 
anything larger and there will be problems assembling on board. 

 
A suitable motor can be selected from a plethora of excellent brands 
available on the market. Weight is a major factor when lowering the 
motor into a rocking dinghy, tethered by a thin line only.  
The lighter the better. The power output of modern motors is such that 
even with a little 5hp two stroke engine, it is powerful enough 
to get a ribbed inflatable up on the plane with one person aboard. I 
selected a Johnson 5hp. because it was the lightest unit available in its 
class. It is a fantastic performer, and the weight saved by using more 
plastic parts was never an impediment, and it was so much easier to 
manhandle down to the inflatable, particularly if there was any kind of a 
sea running. It is economical, and with a portable 10 litre tank of two 
stroke mix, it ran for ever. 

 
With the arrival of so many more four stroke engines, your choice is 
even greater – however, I think you will find a slight drop in take off 
torque and a greater weight component compared to a two stroke motor. 

 
Talk to your dealer about his recommendations for spare parts and 
purchase a good number of these bits, particularly throttle linkages and 
associated bits as they get more wear. They are small and mainly 
plastic so there is not a weight or space question, but it is great to have 
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them on hand when you are at anchor at an isolated coral island 
somewhere in the Pacific!  

 
Take some spare plugs and a gap feeler gauge. When you have it so 
that it starts always on the first pull and running smoothly, don’t fiddle 
with it – I have seen many a folk strip down their motor to ‘so call’ 
service it, and have major trouble with it following re-assembly. 
However, do sluice it out regularly with fresh water, and give it a 
thorough clean out and check once a month. Other than that, keep its 
cover on when not in use and it will serve you well. 

 
37 Miscellaneous Fishing Gear – p26 - Puerto Ayora to Marquesas  -  

Select a good quality steel filleting knife with a twenty centimetre blade. 
Not being stainless steel it will tend to run to rust, so keep a few sheets 
of emery paper for cleaning the blade. A little salt water with this paper 
and a couple of minutes rubbing will have the blade gleaming again. 
With the sharpening stone you have also bought you can now work on 
the blade to get it wickedly sharp, much keener than you will ever get 
stainless. Get a two sided stone, coarse one side, fine the other.  

 
Take a nice solid chunk of hardwood for a filleting board. A piece about 
fifty by thirty centimetres is fine, and chunky, say the thickness of an 
average paper back novel. Round off the corners and sharp edges, and 
you now have a good solid, easily handled,  
filleting board. Keep it in one of the open side lockers in your cockpit, as 
most times you will be putting it back in wet.  

 
Ideal for filleting and skinning(most fish you catch at sea will not need 
scaling), it will, notwithstanding it being lost overboard, last you a 
lifetime. You can also use it for cleaning the blade of your knife prior to 
sharpening, by holding the blade flat on the board and scrubbing with 
the emery paper. Providing the blade is kept perfectly flat you can scrub 
as vigorously as you like with no fear of slicing your fingers. 

 
38 Psychology of Sailing – p33 - Puerto Ayora to Marquesas - Everything  

that Mother Nature can throw at us during our voyage, mechanical trials 
and tribulations and even disasters such as running aground or even 
worse, losing our ship, we can handle. Sometimes, the most difficult job 
a skipper/owner has is looking after and caring for his crew. Everyone 
has an ego, and living at sea in cramped conditions, for long periods at 
a time, can bring out some unusual and curious characteristics in some 
people. The end game is always to make landfall at the next port with 
both ship and crew safe and sound. To best be able to handle this you 
need suitable crew on your yacht. This little volume titled ‘Psychology of 
Sailing’ discusses this aspect of passagemaking in depth. It is well 
worth reading, before setting off, and it may well assist you in selecting 
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the best  crew. It is available from www.amazon.com for $22.99 new or 
$4.99 used.  

 
39 Spare Telltales – p77 - Tahiti - Keep a spare set or two of these in 

your sail repair kit. After months of sailing when your sails are up 
24/7, these little guys get a little daggy and worn. It is nice one time 
when you are in port with nothing to do, to replace them and then 
see them fluttering handsomely next time you put to sea.    

 
40 Leather Wheel Cover – p108 - Bora Bora to Niue -No question on 

this. A nice caribou hide leather cover on your helm is just a 
pleasure. It is great to hold and have the feel of leather under your 
hand. When wet, you know your hand will stay firm on the wheel 
without slipping. In cold weather it is warm to the touch as opposed 
to the alternative, which is cold wet steel. On top of all that, they 
look great, and nicely finish off the trim in your cockpit.  

 
41 Spreader end covers – p49 - Marquesas to Tuamotus -These can 

save you hundreds of dollars in sail repairs. No matter how well you 
trim your boat, sails are going to chafe against your spreader ends. 
Having your sails up all the time i.e. twenty four hours a day, some 
times for days on end, there can be a considerable amount of chafe 
over extended periods.  
Take some soft caribou hide and cut them into an oval shape large 
enough to fold back over the spreader ends with a goodly amount 
to spare. Depending on the layout of your ends and how they 
accommodate the shrouds, you will have to make one or two 
incisions in the hide. Make the main cut so that it will finish 
travelling inboard and underneath the spreader, so the seam will be 
under and more out of the weather. Take a leather punch or, if you 
don’t have one, visit your nearest sailmaker, and punch a set of 
small holes along the incision(s) a few millimetres in from the edge 
and about a centimetre apart. Make the holes just large enough for 
your sailmakers needle to pass through relatively easily. Remember, 
you are going to be swinging in the bosun’s chair when you stitch 
them in position, so you don’t want too much resistance. Don’t 
make the holes too large either, as you will find the thread will move 
over time and cut into the hide more quickly. 
Now, you are ready to go up in the bosun’s chair. Take some pre 
cut lengths of strong, doubled over, waxed thread in your bucket, 
along with your needle, utility knife and sewing palm. You may wish 
to throw in your bottle of drinking water as well, because you are 
going to be up there for awhile! 
Sewing the seam under the spreader is slow work, but don’t rush it, 
and make sure you pull up the thread just as tight as you can. 

http://www.amazon.com/
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Later, when you have finished and sitting back in the cockpit, a cool 
beer in your hand and admiring your handiwork, you will get a lot of 
satisfaction from having completed the task. Everyone that comes 
into the cockpit, or strolls past on the dock, will have them pointed 
out to them. Don’t be surprised if they are not as impressed with 
your work as you think they ought! 

 
42 Spare Winch Handles – p85 - Moorea - You can never have 

enough of these. I didn’t lose any over a four year period, but the 
possibility is always there. There are many varieties out there – 
even some that float, but I am not sure of their value – so you can 
select what best suits you. Get a couple of half length handles, as 
these are good for any winches you have under your spray hood.  

 
Make sure your crew understand that handles are always to be 
returned to their pockets, and never to be left in the winches. This 
might be OK for racing, but not for passagemaking. 

  
43 Freshwater Shower in Cockpit – p33 - Puerto Ayora to 

Marquesas –deal for rinsing off after a salt water bucket wash. 
Using it this way conserves the water in your tanks. As many 
buckets of salt water from the sea may be used as is wished, to 
cleanse the body. A quick rinse down with the tepid fresh water 
from the pipes to the shower is a delicious way to finish it off. The 
squeals of delight from your crew will confirm it is a good decision.  
 
Locate the pump and check it from time to time, as they tend to 
malfunction more frequently than other pumps. 

 
 

44 Salt Water Soap – p33 - Puerto Ayora to Marquesas – many 
brands of this product are available, with varying lathering abilities, 
mainly only average. Try a few out, and whichever seems to be the 
best, stock up with half a dozen bars. Ensure it is a biodegradable 
product. Used vigorously with salt water, it lathers up reasonably 
well, even managing a lather in your hair. Hard work as it is, the 
thought of that wonderful fresh water rinse, drives you on! Keep a 
few spare bars as it has no problems in the sliding department, 
having the habit of slipping its way overboard during ablutions – 
when you hear the plop as it enters the sea, it is too late! 

 
45 Watch System for Three – p15 & 89 - Balboa to Galapagos – 

Many Watch systems have been devised and used with varying 
degrees of success since time immemorial. From my earlier 
experience, sailing with three crew(including the skipper) has better 
dynamics than four. Three is not enough to form cliques, each crew 
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member remains an individual and, in my experience anyway, work 
better as a team than a greater number. It seems to be far easier to 
get a consensus with three than with four or more. Maybe this has 
something to do with the fact that no one feels pressured, because 
the group is not large enough for that. That’s as may be, but then I 
had to come up with a suitable ‘watch’ system for a crew of three. 

 
This is how we did it on ‘Tere Moana’. The night time ‘watch’ period 
began at 8pm. The night was divided into three ‘watch’ periods, 
each four hours long. So the first ‘watch’ ran from 8pm until 
midnight. Second ‘watch’ was from midnight to 4am, and the third, 
from 4am to 8am. The ‘Watchkeeper’, because they were on 
‘watch’ alone, had the freedom to call up the captain any time they 
felt they needed to. Also, that crew member had to be hooked on at 
all times whilst on ‘watch’, except when coming below. This system 
worked very well for the night hours. It could be brought forward two 
hours to commence at 6pm and finish at 6am if wished. In my case, 
8pm was selected so that the crew could have dinner together and 
in comfort before going on ‘watch’.    

 
During the day between 8am and 8pm, the rule is that all crew are 
on ‘watch’ at all times. This is not nearly so onerous as it sounds. 
All crew(three) are free to do whatever they wish during the day; 
fish, read, cook, maintenance, washing, navigation, write, listen to 
the radio, sleep, or whatever. These activities may be carried out 
anywhere on the boat, in the cockpit, below, or on deck. The one 
rule being that if a crew member is going below at any time, they 
ensure there is another crew member on deck. This means that we 
have a crew member up on deck at all times. Obviously that person 
looks out and around, keeping ‘watch’, on a regular basis whilst on 
deck. 
 
This system worked admirably and all crew felt it was successful, 
because it meant that everyone could look forward to their whole 
day knowing they had the freedom to do as they wished. As a result, 
many more maintenance projects got done as there was no 
pressure on any crew member of thinking they had to go on ‘watch’ 
again in an hour or two. 
 
Using this system, a crew of three can easily handle yachts up to 
fifty feet in length.  
 
Hopefully, this system may work well for you too, – good luck. 

  
46 Fresh Bread Mix – p135 - Tonga to New Zealand – on a tropical 

evening, dining in the cockpit on your fish meal of the day and a 
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cool glass of chardonnay in your hand, there is nothing better than 
crisp hot bread accompanying the feast. You can carry the 
ingredients for bread making if you wish, but these days there is 
such a variety of packeted bread mixes available(usually just for 
one loaf), it is not worth it. They are ideal, as all ingredients, 
including the yeast, are already in the mix. All that is necessary is to 
mix it in a bowl with water and a little milk(UHT), pound it, place it 
on a board and shape it, place the whole in a black plastic kitchen 
bag and leave it outside under the spray hood for thirty minutes to 
leaven. The ambient warmth of the tropics will rise it up beautifully 
in no time at all. Baking takes a little gas, but the reward of the 
aroma wafting around the boat and a crisp, hot loaf for dinner is 
worth it in spades. Enjoy! 

 
48 Dorade Grab Rail  – p32 - Puerto Ayora to Marquesas - Going 

forward from the cockpit, there very often is no handhold on the 
inboard side between that point and the mast and/or shrouds 
further forward(next handhold). In rough weather, when one needs 
to move forward with a handhold left and then right with each step 
taken, it can feel just a little lonely in between. On my boat, a metre 
in front of the sprayhood, was a dorade vent and box, port and 
starboard. I had a marine steel fabricator design and manufacture 
from mirror stainless tubing, a three footed protector for the dorades. 
These served the double purpose of protecting the dorades 
themselves, and also a conveniently place grab handle going 
forward from the cockpit. For a couple of hundred dollars, they are 
an excellent investment, and could well save your life, or one of 
your crew – priceless. 

 
 
49 Tropical Fruit – p44 & 45 - Marquesas to Tuamotus – The range 

and variety of fruit is just mind boggling and we feast our eyes and 
stuff our bellies with this delicious cornucopia of native fruit.  
Pineapple, mangoes, guava, bananas, grapefruits, passionfruit, 
papaya, and many more. 
Because of the heat and, in many places, lack of hygiene, never 
bite straight into fresh fruit, especially that which is for sale in a 
market or stall. All these mentioned above have a thick skin or peel, 
so can be eaten after removing this covering. Any other fruit such 
as pears, grapes, tomatoes, apples etc., only eat after a thorough 
washing. This will reduce the chance of developing any tummy 
complaints. Even with peeling, over indulgence can still bring you 
close! 

 
50 Holding Tanks – p45 - Marquesas to Tuamotus – These are pretty 

much standard nowadays and should be built into all boats. If your 
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yacht does not have them already, I suggest you have them built in. 
Most ports, marinas, you can pump them out now and it saves any 
awkward questions. More importantly, it saves any hefty fines or 
loadings you may receive without them. 

  
 

51 Rod Rigging – p23 - Puerto Ayora to Marquesas  – Rod rigging or 
nineteen strand rigging? – the argument still rages. On the oceans 
of the world, there are many more yachts rigged with nineteen 
strand s/s wire than rod, so I don’t know what that says. All I can 
say is that the rod rigging on my boat performed exceptionally well, 
with only the one failure, for ten years.  

 
At the end of that time, they were checked with the acid die 
inspection process and given a clean bill of health. To ensure a 
further ten years of trouble free sailing, I had them re-headed at the 
deck end. This entails chopping off ten millimetres at deck level and 
re-mushrooming the new ends. This short length only, is removed, 
to ensure any degraded/stressed metal at the lower end is cut away. 
An additional fitting is then introduced to fill the space created by 
the slightly shortened rods. With the help of a friend or crew you 
can drop the rods yourself and take them off to the Rigger. Hold up 
the mast in their absence with, yes, your trusty Spectra line. The 
Rigger will tell you he will have them done in a couple of days – if 
you are lucky, you may get them back in a week! So secure the 
mast in case the weather turns whilst you are waiting. When you 
have collected your re-headed rods, once again it is a simple task 
to get them back in position yourself. Re-attach at the mast head 
and then to their new fittings on the deck and tighten up the 
turnbuckles. All that is necessary then is to have your Rigger come 
aboard to correctly tension your new rig.  I had this job done on my 
return to New Zealand for around NZD200 total! Yes, $200 only! 
plus the Rigger for another NZD150. This tip could save you 
thousands of dollars, compared to the cost of complete re-rigging 
with wire. 

 
52 Oil Filters – p129 - Tonga to New Zealand - Do not cut corners by 

saving a few dollars on cheaper filters. Use the best e.g. Racor. I 
used these exceptional filters on my engine, and also in the diesel 
fuel lines. I put one each side of the de-bugging unit, between port 
and starboard diesel tanks with good results. Inspect the glasses 
regularly, say, weekly, to check everything clean. Could save you 
hundreds of dollars – see Tip no. 6. 

 
53 Jigsaw and Other Miscellaneous Useful Tools – A jigsaw is 

invaluable for rough cutting any shape from marine ply and other 
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timbers. Once cut, it can be finished off with your ryoba saw. They 
can run off shore power when in a marina, or your inverter when at 
sea.  

 Purchase a good quality hacksaw with a selection of blades. Select 
one with plastic handle and mirror stainless shaft.  

 Try to find a steel brush with stainless steel bristles. Standard steel 
bristles fall out and rust wherever they lay – this is not good on fibre 
glass on the inside of your hull. 

 I purchased a Dremmel type tool, which I expected to be useful for 
getting into tight corners. It is excellent for this, but in reality it was  
not used a lot.  

  
Get an electrical polisher with a good stock of lambs wool pads for 
when you polish your hull. You can buy polish anywhere, but not 
good lambs wool pads. Do not think your electric drill will double up 
as a polisher/buffer, because it won’t. It does not have the power for 
this heavy duty job, nor will it last the distance – it will reach burnout 
fairly quickly.  

 
54 Reciprocal Course – p69 - Tahiti - Learn this formula by heart, as 

you never know when in a lifesaving situation you may need to use 
it. A reciprocal course is the exact opposite of the one being sailed 
at any particular moment. To be able to calculate the reciprocal in 
an instant could mean the difference between recovery or not, in a 
MOB emergency. The formula involves the digit two. Looking at the 
compass rose and the course being steered, two is added or 
subtracted to the first two digits of the course. For courses up to 
one hundred and eighty degrees, you add two to the first digit, and 
subtract two from the second digit. The third digit always remains 
unchanged. For courses one hundred and eighty degrees to three 
hundred and sixty degrees, you subtract two from the first digit, and 
add two to the second digit. Once again, the third digit remains 
unchanged. Some examples: 

 
 Reciprocals less than 180 degrees:   

 
125,   +2 1st digit = 325,   -2 2nd digit = 305 degrees 

 
 075,   +2 1st digit = 275,   -2 2nd digit = 255 degrees 
 
Reciprocals more than 180 degrees: 
 
 190,   - 2 1st digit = 090,   +2 2nd digit = 010 degrees 
 
 240,   - 2 1st digit = 040,   +2 2nd digit = 060 degrees 
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Remember that if subtracting 2 at any time takes you below one, 
take that as zero. Likewise, if adding 2 takes you over, as in 190 
example above, just add as you would normally. Take a sheet of 
paper and practice these on any compass heading until you 
become familiar with it. 

 
55 National Courtesy Flags and Code Flag Roll – p35 & 117 - 

Puerto Ayora to Marquesas - When planning your route, list all the 
countries you intend visiting and pre-purchase as many of the flags 
as you are able. Remember that you need to be flying that country’s 
flag as a courtesy(that’s why they are called courtesy flags) as you 
enter port. It will be noted immediately by the authorities if you are 
not flying their flag on entry, and it will be no defence that your 
intention is to go ashore immediately to buy one. Protocol is 
important, and it is easy for the visiting customs or  immigration 
officer to make things difficult for you at entry point if they choose.  

 
 From time to time you will get caught out, by visiting some country 

not on your original itinerary. I carried a bunch of flocking cloth of 
various colours, from which, by following the flag pattern of such a 
country, a very acceptable copy of can be run up by a handy crew 
member – see Tonga flag in narrative p113 – they will last plenty 
long enough, and save you from a potentially embarrassing 
situation. The last thing you want when entering a foreign port, is 
aggravation from officials who have noticed you are not flying their 
flag.  
Flags are not inexpensive, so you can save some dollars by 
running up some of your own.  
Generally, the smaller the nation you are visiting, the more sensitive 
they are on this point. 

 
 It is questionable today, if it is necessary to carry a code flag roll. 

However, if you have one on board, it can be used for dressing the 
ship on festive occasions.  

 
56 Flags of the World – p117 - V’avau, Tonga - no doubt you will 

already have a book or manual illustrating these, and you will over 
time become familiar with many of them. It becomes a passion with 
most sailors and often times you will find a competition develops 
amongst your crew to see who can recognise the greatest number 
of country flags.  

 
 Everyone having access to the internet these days, can also look 

them up there. A good website is www.crwflags.com . This is an 
extensive site listing every country along with the history and 

http://www.crwflags.com/
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background of their flag. It also includes a construction sheet for 
many of them if you are running one up yourself. 

 
57 Binoculars – p56 & 98  - Rangiroa Atoll, Tuamotus - A good quality 

pair of binoculars is essential. 7x50’s are adequate, and there a 
many excellent brands to choose from. You can go to 10x50’s for a 
larger image, but remember that the greater the magnification, the 
greater the tremble. This makes it more difficult in a seaway to a) 
pick up the object initially, b) focus with the constant movement of 
your boat, and c) to hold the object in the field.  

 
 A pair with automatic focussing is good as this leaves you with one 

arm free to hold on to your ship. An excellent viewing position 
always, is on the side deck with one arm curled around the shrouds. 
Laying the binoculars on top of the spray hood is another good 
position if it is too rough to go forward.  

 
 Keep the lenses and body clean from salt spray and wipe them 

down before putting them away. A good place to keep them is 
halfway down the companionway, so they can be reached from the 
cockpit. 

  
 The golden rule is to always place the strap around the neck. Insist 

upon this with your crew so they do it out of habit.  
 
 Night glasses are available now, but unless you have money to 

burn and suffer from paranoia, they are just extra ballast you don’t 
need. Much better to trust to your own heightened night vision. 

 
58 Firearms  - p63 - Rangiroa Atoll to Tahiti – If you read everything 

that has been written about firearms on a cruising yacht, you would 
probably be still reading, and undoubtedly, totally confused. To 
save all that and a considerable saving in dollar terms, leave them 
behind. They create far more problems than they solve. They are a 
problem to store, keep clean and therefore operate, and can create 
heartache and havoc for you with Customs officials.  

  
 You can also be sure that if anyone is going to attack you, they are 

going to have greater firepower than you, no matter what you have. 
Armed resistance has killed many an innocent yachtsman. Sir Peter 
Blake was shot and killed whilst brandishing a rifle that would not 
discharge. Recently a well known Australian sailor was jailed for 
carrying and not declaring what the local authorities decreed illegal 
arms. 
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 Psychologically, people who carry arms tend to want to use them, 
and this attitude is all too easily conveyed. Better not to have any 
on board. 

 
 In your range of safety equipment, you can carry a small flare 

cartridge gun set. One of these flares fired from the small hand 
piece is a very destructive weapon. A much preferred option for 
those needing peace of mind. 

 
59 Flare Pistol Set – p63 - Rangiroa Atoll to Tahiti - Excellent addition 

to your safety equipment. These flare kits are available for a few 
dollars only and being compact can sit in a side locker in your 
companionway beside the binoculars. Try it out at anchor one night 
with a floating target such as a piece of marine ply, or a floating log 
nearby. They are surprisingly accurate at close range and quite 
devastating. Just make sure, before you pull the trigger, that the 
floating log is not a turtle! 

 
60 Sewing Kit – p60 - Rangiroa Atoll, Tuamotus – Whilst these are not 

expensive, don’t scrimp on your sewing kit. Make sure it has all the 
pieces required i.e. sewing palm(good heavy leather), awl, punch, 
big strong needles and plenty of waxed sewing cord of different 
strengths. You will be surprised at how often this kit comes out. 

 
61 Importing Yacht Bits – p69 - Tahiti - This is always a somewhat 

nerve wracking experience, waiting for parts to arrive. In addition to 
the wait, there can frequently be what seems to be inordinately 
heavy charges levied by the authorities. Argument is a waste of 
time as it only slows down the process and adds unnecessarily to 
the time. Most times you will end up paying what seems to you to 
be an exorbitant fee. 

 
To circumvent this, ensure that whoever is sending the parcel to 
you, marks the package clearly and in several places ‘Parts for 
Yacht in Transit’, and your yachts’ name. This all encompassing 
phrase seems to take the hubris out of the officials sails, and you 
will find the package clears easily and quickly, very often the day it 
arrives. This procedure, if used, can save you many hundreds of 
dollars in additional agents’ fees, clearance fees and duty.   

 
62 Short Wave, SSB or HF Radio  – p59 & 86  - Rangiroa Atoll, 

Tuamotus  - There are several brands on the market, all of good 
quality. I installed an Icom on ‘Tere Moana’and found it to be an 
exceptional unit, never missing a beat in four years. Transmission 
was always terrific with excellent reception, and sometimes 
phenomenal. The key is to make sure the copper strapping is laid 
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and fixed correctly, all joints well made and soldered properly, and 
the antenna connections dry and secure. It is good practice to lay a 
longer length of copper strap than the manufacturer recommends – 
the greater the length, the better your transmission/reception. Done 
properly, this will make the difference between good and bad 
performance of your set. The guy that installed mine really knew 
what he was doing, and also cared. Spending a few extra dollars at 
this time to ensure you get a seamless installation, will save you 
hundreds of dollars down the line having to get it fixed in a foreign 
port with perhaps dubious technical abilities available.  

 
 I had a weather fax unit wired into my Icom, which also worked well. 

Software for downloading weather onto your computer is more 
commonly practised now.     

 
 You will need an operators licence to use a marine radio and your 

ship will need to be allocated a licence number. Check this out for 
your local requirements, and do the course well ahead of time. 
Closer to sailing time you will have far too many other things to 
worry about.   

 
63 Alarms – p90 & 129 - Huahine to Raiatea, French Polynesia – All 

major pieces of equipment will have an alarm signal. They are all 
distinctive, so familiarise yourself with the different sounds they emit. 
The main ones are: 

 Radar: This goes off when other shipping or object 
encroaches into the circle around your boat, set by you. 

 2182:  Silent on your yacht, but sounds an alarm in the radio 
room of other shipping on a collision course with you. It is a red 
button on the face of your SSB set, and must be operated by you. It 
transmits on emergency frequency 2182. 

 Autohelming device: This will squawk when the unit cannot 
handle the conditions and reverts to manual helming. Most likely to 
happen in heavy downwind weather.  

 MOB on GPS unit: This needs to be manually activated and, in 
addition to emitting the alarm, also locks into the GPS unit, the 
precise position of you boat at that time. If activated immediately, 
you then have the position, which you can turn the boat around  
and work your way back to that exact position. This gives you a 
much better chance of recovering the mob. All GPS units are fitted 
with this alarm. 

 
64 Speed of Sound Underwater – p88 - Moorea, French Polynesia – 

Sound travels at almost five times the speed underwater, as it does 
through the air. The speed of sound as we normally know it above 
the surface travels at 334metres per second. As this can vary 
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depending on the closeness of molecules, it will change slightly 
depending on the moisture in the air. Sometimes you may have 
noticed when it is raining, sound appears to be closer than it is in 
reality. This is because of the increased moisture, and it has 
reached you more quickly. Conversely, at high and dry altitudes, 
the sound will slow a little as it has to make longer leaps in between. 
This is indicated when you are on a mountain on a fine day, sound 
seems farther away. 

  
 Underwater, sound travels at 1500 metres per second. This is much 

faster, because the water molecules are much closer. This was 
probably why we sensed the manta rays in Moorea. Although we 
hadn’t seen them at that point, the sound of them flying through the 
water had arrived, alerted us to their presence and, on turning, 
there they were.  

 
65 Forward Hatch Closed at Sea – p89 - Moorea to Huahine – 

Following the Fastnet Race disaster of 1979, a rule was introduced 
in Europe that no hatches forward should open forward. That rule 
appears to have gone by the board these days as many yachts 
have forward opening hatches up fo’rard. ‘Tere Moana’ certainly did, 
and it was a very large Lewmar. This was ideal when at anchor in 
the tropics as it allowed the air to travel deliciously down and along 
the length of the saloon, helping to keep it cool. Yachts at anchor 
always lay to the wind, so the draught would be scooped up by this 
large hatch, and guided down and into the cabin.  

 
 However, when at sea, all hatches should be kept closed at all 

times, no matter how hot it may seem below. At anytime a wayward 
sea may gain ingress, and the resultant chaos associated with the 
sudden arrival of copious quantities of sea water, are problems you 
do not want whilst sailing. Most times it is minor, but a large wake 
from a merchant ship can dump a huge amount of water into your 
forward cabin in a trice - I have seen it happen. 

  
So, the rule is, when going through your check list in preparation for 
putting to sea, all hatches, and particularly the forward hatch, are 
checked, closed and clamped shut. 

 
66 Breeze Block’n’tackle – p40 - Nuku Hiva, Marquesas  -This tip will 

bIow you away for its simplicity. I fashioned a lightweight block and 
tackle with a hook, that hooked into the front edge of the forward 
hatch(it had a convenient hole already there in the aluminium 
frame). The upper end of cord was whipped onto the inner forestay 
as high up as one could reach. The operators’ cord end dangled in 
the open hatch. With a small cam cleat fitted to the inside wooden 
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edge of the hatch opening, it was simplicity itself to then raise or 
lower the hatch from inside, to the required height to control the air 
flow. Ideal at night time, as the operator could do it easily without 
even having to get out of his bunk! Luxury!   

 
67 The Starlore Handbook – Geoffrey Cornelius – p110 - Bora Bora 

to Niue - This beautifully illustrated book is an excellent guide to the 
various star systems in the heavens that navigators use.  It gives 
the history, background and many interesting notes of the different 
systems and the individual stars within those systems.  

 
 It covers the myths as well as the practical knowledge required to 

identify them, along with detailed illustrations. 
 
68 Niue and Cyclone Heta  - p113 - Niue – This devastating tropical 

cyclone hit Niue in 2004. Watching footage on TV of the storm 
rolling in from the west, and attacking the stone jetty of Niue, one 
imagines being anchored on the moorings in the bay! The towering 
breakers were absolutely pounding over the wharf with such fury, 
no boat anchored in the bay could have survived. Heta severely 
damaged the wharf, and it was sometime before it was fully back in 
service. You can find out more about Heta and other interesting 
items on the Niue Yacht Club website www.niueyachtclub.com  

 
69 Carta Marina and Olaus Magnus – p115 - Vava’u, Tonga – This 

gentleman first published his map of the North Sea in 1539. He 
laboured over it for twelve years whilst in exile in Italy. It is a 
fantastic illustration of how mariners viewed their world in those 
times. The detail is amazing, and every inch of the canvas is 
covered.  

 
 An interesting feature is that satellite shots taken and overlaid on 

his chart, line up exactly with the Gulf Stream current pattern he 
illustrated in his work of five hundred years ago. You can find out 
more on Wikipedia. A very detailed and clear enlargement is on 
www.bell.lib.umn.edu/map/OLAUS  

 
70 John Donne(pron. Dunne), English Poet – p116 - Vava’u, Tonga 

– This well known Elizabethan poet features mainly because of his 
famous use of a compass in his equally famous ‘Valediction 
Forbidding Mourning’. This man was an unbelievable visionary as is 
illustrated in his Meditation, ‘No Man is an Island’. Find out more 
about this fascinating man and his works on 
www.isu.indstate.edu/ilnprof 

 

http://www.niueyachtclub.com/
http://www.bell.lib.umn.edu/map/OLAUS
http://www.isu.indstate.edu/ilnprof
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71 Ships Manual Folder File – p69 - Tahiti - Take two standard office 
clip folders to make into files for all of your manuals, instruction 
books, parts manuals, etc. As you go through your fitting out 
process, equipment purchases and provisioning, you will amass a 
huge number of brochures, installation manuals, instruction books 
and technical manuals. Keep everything, never throw any of them 
away. Divide them into two types and punch them for inclusion in 
one of the files. 

 In file A place your equipment manuals, and in file B put all of the 
technical literature. It helps if you have alphabetical dividers. I kept 
mine under the lift up nav seat on ‘TM’. 

  
Keeping them tidy like this, means you can always quickly put your 
hand to any one you want.  

 
72 ‘Reading the Weather’ – Alan Watts –p121 - Vava’u, Tonga – 

Alan is a well known weather expert and describes how to read the 
sky for approaching weather. This book instructs you in detail what 
you can read and predict from the current sky. It is essential 
reading for any sailor wanting to know more about this complicated 
science- sometimes more art than science! Amazon have it for 
around USD19.00 new, and USD5.00 used. A fine addition to your 
onboard shelf of nautical books. 

 
73 Refrigerator Cleaning – p128 - Tonga to New Zealand - Just like 

your refrigerator at home, the one on your boat also likes a good 
clean from time to time. A good time to do this is prior to 
provisioning for a next passage. This is the time when there is likely 
to be less of an accumulation of food in it. Turn it off and take 
everything out of it. When it has completely cooled down, with the 
same temperature inside as out, then you can go to work. Any bits 
of leaves of vegetables stuck to the side, pull off. Take out the 
griddle(usually wooden) at the bottom and soak it in warm water, 
scrub clean and put up in the cockpit in the sun to dry. Next, take a 
bowl of warm water and mix in some bicarb of soda.  Wipe the 
inside of the unit. Do not scrape or scrub the inside walls. Wipe with 
this mixture until clean. Tip out the dirty water and refill once again, 
this time with clean, warm water. Wipe down until all of the mix has 
been washed off.  
 
At this point, your refrigerator will be looking shiny and new again. 
To finish it off, spray or wipe on a thin coating of lemon juice in 
water. This will leave it sparkling and ready to receive the next 
batch of fresh fruit and vegetables for your next passage. 
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74 Astro Navigation Calculator – p109 - Bora Bora to Niue – I 
purchased a Texas Instruments calculator. With this and your 
sextant you do not need ever again to worry about all those hefty 
volumes of declination tables. In earlier times, mastering the tables 
was the most difficult part of this science. Nowadays, with just your 
sextant and calculator, the most difficult part to master is capturing 
the sun and getting him down onto the horizon for a good sight. 
Once you have taken that, it is then a simple process to follow on 
your calculator, to get your reading and then plot your position. 
Once your position comes up in the window of your calculator, you 
can then compare with your GPS reading. There is nothing more 
satisfying the first time you find that your sun sight and calculations 
give you a position corresponding exactly to the position on your 
GPS screen. You will get a real rush from this. Technology really 
makes a difference here. You will be able to confidently leave port 
without the ‘tables’, which are very heavy and the space they would 
occupy can be put to better use. The current Texas Instruments 
model is the ‘Voyage 200’, and is available from good chandleries 
for USD180 – 200.   

 
75 Sextant – p108 - Bora Bora to Niue - Although the advent of GPS 

has reduced the dependence on Astro or Celestial navigation for 
navigators, it remains a marvellous science to pursue, and with 
practice, one that you will get a lot of satisfaction from. In addition, if 
you use it for night sights, it will force you into becoming more 
familiar with the stars in our solar system, and the night sky in 
general. From a learning point of view, this is far more fulfilling then 
just driving around the oceans of the planet staring at your GPS 
and computer screens. 

 
It is the ultimate fall back situation in the event of a complete power 
failure on your yacht.               

               
As described in Tip no. 74, all you need is a sextant and a 
calculator. Sextants come in all shapes and qualities, with prices 
ranging from a few hundred dollars to many hundreds, even 
thousands of dollars. Your choice will depend on the depth of your 
pocket and what appeals to you. All good chandleries stock them. 
The Davis brand comes in at around three hundred dollars and is 
quite accurate enough. Providing it is kept in its case, only taking 
out for use, and not leaving it lying in the sun, it will give you many 
years of service. I purchased a Davis Mk 15, and, once mastered, 
found it to be exceptionally accurate.  

 
As it is made of composite materials, you will have no problems 
with corrosion either. Buying one of these will save you a 
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considerable sum, and you will still have an instrument that will do a 
first rate job for you. 

 
76 ‘Longitude’ by Dava Sorbel – p129 - Tonga to New Zealand  - 

Anyone interested at all in navigation, and its history, will want to 
read this book. It is a little jewel, and traces the history of the search 
to establish longitude. John Harrison, the Yorkshireman, was the 
first European to work it out, and this book is his story. Beautifully 
written, it follows his battle with the English government of the day 
to claim the prize for being the first. His clocks became famous and 
eventually used by most sailors of that time. Some are still on 
display in the Greenwich maritime museum in London. 

 
77 Tropical Cyclones – p130 - Tonga to New Zealand – Tropical 

cyclone, Hurricane, Typhoon, call them what you will, depending on 
which part of the world you are in. In the south Pacific they are 
called Cyclones. This is quite logical as the opposite, fine weather, 
is called an anti-cyclone. This logic is not applied to the words 
hurricane or typhoon.  

 
 With global warming and changing weather patterns these systems 

are becoming more intense, and when sailing, we need to take all 
steps to avoid them. To learn more about how they form, the 
‘Coriolis Effect’, the dangers and much more, I refer you to an 
excellent website www.australiasevereweather.com/cyclones  
Whilst focusing largely on Australia and the south pacific, it contains 
much general information. There is so much good stuff here, you 
will return to this site again and again. Another more general site is 
www.solar.ifa.hawaii.edu/Tropical/tropical.html . 

 Enjoy. 
 
78 Rough Weather Eating Bowls – p132 - Tonga to New Zealand – 

When rough weather is in the offing, leave your plates and dishes in 
their racks. It is time to bring out your deep plastic bowls. They 
should be around the diameter of an oatmeal/porridge bowl, and as 
deep as you can find. When it is rough, they are much easier to eat 
from, and if put down will hold onto their contents longer. If you can 
find some with a flared base, so much the better. Food 
arrangement on the plate is not a consideration in these conditions!  
Purchase six of these and keep them in a handy location. Won’t 
save you much in dollar terms, but could save you a lot of cleaning 
up! 

 
79 Autohelm Remote Unit – p132 - Tonga to New Zealand – This is a 

nice little unit which means you can operate and change course 
from the protection of your spray hood. Would normally only be 

http://www.australiasevereweather.com/cyclones
http://www.solar.ifa.hawaii.edu/Tropical/tropical.html
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brought out in bad weather. With Autohelm, the face buttons are 
laid out in the same familiar pattern as the wired in model at your 
helming position, so it is easy to operate. A socket can be installed 
half way down the companionway. A nice little extra to have on 
hand if you don’t already have a command centre amidships.  

 
80 Inner Forestay  – p136 - Tonga to New Zealand - one of these 

fitted is great for flying your storm jib or staysail from. The closer 
this sail is to the centre of the boat i.e. the mast, the better. So, 
hanked on to an inner forestay is going to be better than hanked on 
to the forestay. The other big advantage is that you don’t have to 
worry about how to fit it with the furling genoa already on the 
forestay. Have a pelican fitting to the deck, so that it can be 
released easily and run back to your shroud plates when sailing 
with? More importantly it will give more strength to your mast when 
beating into heavy seas. 

 
81 Baby Stay – p136 - Tonga to New Zealand – Likewise, as in tip no. 

80, consider fitting a baby stay. The rigger will show you, and fit it to 
the exact point up the front of the mast for best effect. This will pay 
dividends as it will add greatly to the strength of your mast when 
sailing into heavy weather. Pounding into the wind in big seas 
places huge loads on the mast as it pumps and flexes with the rise 
and fall of the boat. This can have a devastating effect on your mast 
over time, even to the extent of failure of the mast. The relative little 
cost therefore of fitting a baby stay, is nothing compared to the cost 
of a mast failing at sea, in bad weather. It is good insurance, great 
peace of mind, and could save your mast.    

 
  82 Staysail/Storm Sail – p136 - Tonga to New Zealand – When I 

purchased ‘TM’, she didn’t have a storm jib or staysail. However, 
the baby stay was already fitted, so it was a simple task to hunt 
down a sail loft that had some used sails. As they do not as a rule 
get a lot of use, you will find one quite easily that is in good 
condition. You will of course have taken the measurements off your 
spec prints before visiting the sail maker. So long as the one you 
find is approximately the same size, it will do. Ask him if you can 
hank it on to try before buying. You will surprise yourself at how 
little you will pay for this valuable addition to your sail locker.  

 
      83 Heaving To or ‘Hove To’ – p133 - Tonga to New Zealand – This is 

a wonderful technique to use in heavy weather. It calms the whole 
motion of the boat down and makes life much more comfortable 
below. Consider you are on a port tack. With three reefs in the main 
and the little staysail or storm jib close to the mast, tack the boat 
from your port tack to starboard tack without changing anything. 
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Your staysail will be permanently backed up and you will now be on 
a starboard tack. Wheel your helm hard over to starboard and lash 
it in position. The boat will make very slow headway, crabbing, and 
quite a bit of leeway. On a starboard tack, you would do everything 
exactly the opposite. In our storm, we lost around 1.5 nautical miles 
overnight – not bad! The compensation was that we were able to 
ride out the storm in relative comfort. Practice this technique 
several times in moderate weather to familiarise yourself with it. 

 
84 Jack Lines – p48 - Marquesas to Tuamotus - If these are not 

already fitted, it is essential you fit a set. They are there to clip on 
your lifeline any time a crewmember leaves the cockpit. They need 
to run the whole length of your boat  

 
on the port and starboard decks. Take 35mm wide black webbing, 
cut it to length and visit your sail maker again, for him to sew over 
the ends. Fix them up forward with a triangular tang, and at the 
stern with quick link shackles. Tighten them to a twanging snap on 
the deck. Now, you have a fine, taut, and extremely durable and 
strong set of jack lines. As tight as you have them on the deck you 
will still find you can easily slip your fingers under them to snap on 
your lifeline shackle. 

 
  85 Plastic Diesel Fuel Jugs – p32 - Puerto Ayora to Marquesas - 

Carry as many of these as you can. I took six black ones for 
carrying diesel fuel.  They are twenty litre capacity, so that gave me 
an additional 120ltrs. of fuel. Don’t get any larger capacity jugs in 
case you need to carry them any distance when full. Most places 
you will be able to fill them up on the dock, but there will happen a 
time when the diesel pump is some way from your boat! They 
become very heavy, very quickly when carrying by hand! Have 
several different sized funnels of different colours on board, and 
mark them clearly, which are for diesel and which for water. A 
waterproof indelible marker is ideal, and write on the inside of the 
funnel. Topping up your fuel at sea is a tricky business. The last 
thing you want is for diesel to be spilt on your teak decks. There is 
also the environmental impact of fuel spillage to consider.  

 
 When you consider that most times you need to do this job, you will 

probably be motoring already. This means that it is calm weather, 
and therefore it will make the job easier. However, you are still on a 
moving and swaying platform and it is so easy to slosh fuel 
somewhere other than into the funnel. From your paper towel roll, 
take a length of five to six segments, work it into a roll and wind it 
around the base of the funnel. Take a crew member who will hold 
the towel and funnel in place. Pour the diesel very carefully. Do this 
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job yourself, so that if any is spilt, there is only one person to blame. 
However, if your crew member moves the funnel at the wrong 
moment and diesel sloshes onto your teak decks, you are allowed 
to cuss them roundly! Ball up the paper towel after and place in one 
of your trash bags/receptacles.  

  
86 Plastic Water Jugs – p32 - Puerto Ayora to Marquesas - For water 

storage, take the semi translucent or sometimes pale blue jugs, and 
always keep them well separated from your diesel jugs. I stowed 
mine in a built in locker behind the aft head and shower beside the 
watermaker. They were fixed into position in banks of two with 
sturdy bungy/shock cord, small padeyes, fixed at one end and a 
hook at the other. There they sat, and it was easy to transfer the 
hose from  
the water maker from a full jug on to the next empty one. When 
they were full we emptied the surplus into the ships water tanks, 
using the marked water funnel. As mentioned in the narrative, we  
always arrived at the next port with virtually full water tanks, never 
having run low on drinking water. This tip will save you many dollars 
in not having to buy bottled water everywhere you go, plus that is 
one less space question you need to worry about. Bottled water is 
bulky, and you have to dispose of the empty bottles. Do the maths 
– four crew drinking a one litre bottle of water minimum each per 
day, equals four bottles per day. For a ten day voyage you need 
forty bottles, plus a ten percent contingency, equals fifty bottles. 
How much space do fifty one litre bottles require? 
 
With the watermaker, this is what you can do. Carry enough one 
litre plastic drinking bottles that will fill your galley sink tight. In ‘TM’ 
this was exactly twelve bottles. Remove all the tops. One crew 
holds the funnel, and the other pours. As each bottle fills, the funnel 
is quickly transferred to the next bottle with no stopping of the 
pouring. Suddenly, you are all thumbs as the pourer tries to 
synchronise with the funneller! You try whipping the funnel out of 
one bottle and getting it into the next one just as quickly without 
spilling any! However, five minutes sees twelve one litre bottles 
filled to the brim and two wet crew! The water jug is two parts empty 
and goes back to its home behind the shower. You now have three 
days supply of drinking water for a crew of three.  
 
The filling is usually the entertainment for the day as well, as the 
participants are pretty much collapsing with laughter by the time 
they have finished! 

 
87 Sikaflex Compound for Caulking – p12 & 86 - Cristobel, Panama 

– This tip is for boats with teak decks only. As your voyage wears 
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on, you will find places where the teak pulls away from the caulking, 
or the caulking has deteriorated a little, and shrunk, leaving a small 
gap. This is a result of the combination of age and the constant 
exposure to tropical and marine conditions. You can repair them 
easily as soon as you spot them. Take your utility knife and snap off 
a section, as you want a sharp blade. Cut out the section of 
caulking, making sure you cut it back into sound material. Lift out 
the strip of old caulking. They are never very long, usually only a 
few centimetres. Clean out the grove, rub in a little primer, let it dry 
and then scuff it up a little. Take a tube of black Sikaflex caulking 
compound, and screw on the applicator tube. Cut the nozzle at an 
angle, and at a point where the excreting caulking worm, is just 
minutely fatter than the sides of the groove. Squeezing in the black 
shiny worm, you will find it lays in the groove very nicely. Move the 
nozzle at a speed that you are overfilling the groove and when 
finished it resembles a capped loaf of bread, with the caulking 
bulging. Leave to dry, ensuring you place a notice, so that no 
unknowing foot stomps on the wet caulking – smudged, black 
Sikaflex is very difficult to clean off teak, when it has been trodden 
into the grain. 
 
When the caulking has fully cured, take a new backed razor blade, 
or utility knife blade out of its grip, and slice off the elevated excess 
material flat to the decking. Do this with confidence so you get a 
nice clean cut. There should be no visible join, and the new caulk 
will sit, tight, shiny and black, with a slight bulge – beautiful! The 
first time you see your handiwork looking like this, you will get quite 
excited!   

 
88 Plastic Shopping Bag Holders – p45 - Ua Pou, Marquesas - Yes, 

unfortunately, used plastic bags still do have a use, and need to be 
kept in a handy position. Take two pieces of brightly patterned 
cotton fabric and cut them to size 35 x 25cms. Make a nice 
selvedge around the perimeter of each.  Bring the two long edges 
together of one, forming a tube. Sew up that seam, so now you 
have a permanent tube open at both ends. On one end fashion a 
longish hanging hoop using the same fabric. When complete, you 
have two plastic bag holders which you can hang one each side of 
your companionway, or in the galley. Stuff plastic bags in at the top 
until they start to protrude at the bottom. Their own bulk will keep 
them from falling out. When you need a bag for shopping, trash or 
any other purpose, you just pull what you need from the bottom of 
your holder. They will sway there, bright splashes of colour for the 
whole voyage, and you will always be able to put your hand quickly 
on a bag.   
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89 Charlies Charts of Polynesia – p38 - Nuku Hiva, Marquesas – if 
you are planning going into the South Pacific, a copy of ‘Charlies 
Charts’ are a must. He covers east of 165deg. west. This means as 
far west as Niue, then all the way east to Pitcairn Island, plus the 
Hawaiian Islands. They are sketch charts and not to be used for 
navigation, but they are certainly sufficient for picking your way 
around all of these wonderful islands and archipelagos. Full of 
interesting detail, his sketches highlight sea and landmarks, lights, 
hazards, reefs, anchorages and much more. Charlie has passed on 
now, but his wife Margot still runs the business. You can find her on 
www.charliescharts.com  

 
90 Cruising Guide to Tahiti and The Societies – Like ‘Charlies 

Charts’, this is a very comprehensive cruising guide to French 
Polynesia, and well worth having. Put together by a couple who 
spent many months sailing whilst living aboard, it is full of facts, 
navigational aids, interesting anecdotes on this fabulous area of the 
Pacific. The sketch charts are very detailed and contain just about 
all you need to navigate Polynesia. A handsome and useful addition 
to your ship board bookshelf.  

 
91 A Little Politeness Goes a Long Way – p19  7 65 - Puerto Ayora, 

Galapagos – in my early days of planning, a very experienced sailor 
once told me that when you set sail in your own yacht, you are 
sailing around the word in your own little consulate of your native 
country. This places certain responsibilities upon you as a captain, 
and, that as a representative of your country, you would wish to 
uphold the good name of that country wherever you go. In addition, 
it also means that you would observe the protocol and customs of 
all nations you visit, no matter how tiny or seemingly insignificant 
they may be. They have their own culture and dignity, and this must 
be observed. Remembering this course of action, and practicing it, 
along with a good dose of politeness will serve you well. I will now 
quote you two occasions, one of it working, and the other, when not 
observed, not. 

 
 The first is in my narrative, and appears on page 18, when we 

called upon the Port Captain in Puerto Ayoro in the Galapagos 
Islands for clearance. Our wildest dreams were exceeded, we being 
given visas for eleven days, and our entry fees were twenty percent 
less than we had expected. 

 
 The second occasion was in Antigua. In the stone Customs house 

were two Customs Officers sitting side by side processing visiting 
yachtsmans’ documents. It was a gorgeous Antigua day during 
‘Antigua Week’ and the office was bustling with boaties, all chatting 

http://www.charliescharts.com/
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whilst waiting their turn – a pleasant and jolly scene. Our man was 
half way through processing our docs. when this professional 
skipper from a large ocean going yacht bursts into the throng. 
Marching straight up to the desk, he flips his document bag onto the 
desk with a loud thwack. Stating in a voice for all to hear that his 
large ocean going yacht is sailing on the hour, he arrogantly 
demands that his ships’ papers be processed for clearance 
immediately. The burly Antiguan Customs Officer, completely un  
phased, looks up slowly, gives him the most brilliant smile, flashing 
white teeth in his handsome brown face, and says, ‘certainly sir’, as 
he slowly slid the doc. bag to the edge of his desk. Totally ignoring 
the professional skipper from the large ocean going yacht, he 
looked around him and beckoned to the next in line. The 
professional skipper from the large ocean going yacht realised his 
mistake, but it was too late. Looking in an hour and a half later after 
coffee, our crew noticed the professional skipper from the large 
ocean going yacht, cooling his heels, smoking, and looking furious 
outside the stone Customs House. Whether he had his papers 
processed that day, we never heard.   
 
Simple common sense and courtesy you may say, and you would 
be correct. It is easy to see how things can go drastically wrong if 
you do not behave in a fitting manner, and remember, those 
officials have a thousand ways at their finger tips to make things 
awkward, or downright uncomfortable for you if they choose. This 
tip can save you many hundreds of dollars in entry fees, taxes etc., 
not to mention time.  

 
92 Clock Barometer Set – p125 - Vava’u to Ha’apai, Tonga - A pair of 

these polished brass instruments always look very handsome 
mounted on your bulkhead. Of course, they are practical as well. A 
good set will cost you between three and four hundred dollars. 
Check that they have an oven cured epoxy varnish finish, for 
maximum protection in a marine environment. Keep an 
impregnated polishing cloth and buff them up weekly. Get one 
which includes a hygrometer if you can. The French company, 
Plastimo, make a model with everything, including a hygrometer, in 
the one cased unit for under three hundred dollars.  

 
93 World Cruising Routes – Jimmy Cornell – Another essential 

tome for your planning. This book was originally published many 
years ago, but in Jimmy’s detailed style, it has been continually 
updated over the years. It is packed full of information on routes, 
time of year to sail them, likely weather, ocean currents, wind 
patterns etc. Jimmy has sailed most of the routes at one time or 
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another, so the knowledge is first hand. He has his own website 
these days as well, and you can find him on www.noonsite.com 

 
94 Knots – p40 - Nuku Hiva, Marquesas - Learn as many knots as you 

can as you never know when you may need a special knot for a 
particular use. By far and away the knot you will use the most is the 
bowline. There are a number of ways of tying this knot quickly, and 
any good knot manual will give you that technique. Take a metre or 
so of light nylon cord, fix one end and practice tying this knot, over 
and over, until you can do it quickly from any position, and with your 
eyes closed. Once you can tie it automatically, then start with 
varying weights of line, so that eventually you can tie it easily with 
any weight of line. It is just the best knot, and you will use it 
constantly.  
 
There are many other useful knots, and the more you know, the 
better. Also, study carefully, and practice the running of lines when 
docking, and the use of springs etc. 
 
If you develop a fascination for knots and knotting, you can check 
out ebay and purchase a used copy of the ‘Ashley Book of Knots’. 
You should be able to pick one up for around fifty dollars still. This 
is the definitive compendium and was originally published in 1944. 
Beautifully illustrated, it contains thousands of knots and variations 
and is a knot tier’s heaven. Good knotting.  

 
95 Heavy Weather Sailing – Adlard Coles – Once again, this book is 

probably considered to be the definitive volume on this subject. 
Well worth reading, and keeping on your onboard bookshelf. Mainly 
revolving around the Atlantic from his own experiences, it covers all 
aspects of ‘real’ heavy weather sailing. Some of the illustrations of 
monster waves are scary, and once your imagination kicks in, you 
will experience the odd shiver of apprehension. This book is of 
particular relevance today with ‘climate change’ and the extremes 
of weather we now experience – which are only going to become 
more intense.  

 
All these volumes are handsome additions to your onboard reading, 
and will always impress your visitors!  

 
96 Grab Bag – p63 - Tumotus to Tahiti - In the unthinkable and 

unlikely event of having to take to your life raft, have a Grab Bag in 
an easily accessible position, say stowed on a shelf, or hanging 
behind your companionway steps, so it can be grabbed out in an 
instant - assign this responsibility to one of your crew.  The whole 
idea of a ‘grab bag’ is for it to contain enough items for survival in 

http://www.noonsite.com/
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the raft, and containing items not already included by regulation in 
the life raft capsule. It would be easy to go ‘overboard’(to coin a 
phrase) in stocking it with an endless list of items that were felt to 
be necessary, and you could finish up with a huge bag carrying a 
mini boat almost, so big it cannot be lifted! Therefore, it should 
contain basic items only, so it can be grabbed in a hurry and thrown 
into the life raft. 

 Here is a list of what I consider would be those basic items:  
 

Stout nylon fishing line and lures, for jigging and trolling. 
More water sipping sachets(as many as you can include) 
Seasickness tablets 
Polished s/s mirror for signalling 
Long life muesli bars 
Small first aid kit 
Some red flares(four) 
Small waterproof torch 
Cigarette lighter 
Length of parachute cord 
Small cutting board 
Toilet paper( if room) in sealed bag 
 
Other items such as a handheld GPS, waterproof vhf, would be 
nice, but if no help is to hand, then they are not of much use. Not 
many boats are likely to have two 406 EPIRBS, so, either keep it in 
your ‘grab bag’ permanently, or assign this responsibility to a crew 
member. This is the one item that is going to get you found fast, so 
do remember to take it in to the raft, either in the ‘grab bag’, or in 
the hand of one of your crew. 
 
You should have plenty of time to make the decision to abandon 
ship, and always remember, only abandon ship when you have to 
step up into the life raft, not stepping down. 

 
97 ARC Rally – This annual rally sets off from Las Palmas, Gran 

Canaria in the Canary Islands every November, and it is just a 
fantastic way to start your ocean sailing experience. If you are 
starting out from anywhere in Europe, you are going to have racked 
up many blue water miles, and the attendant experience, just to 
arrive in Las Palmas. There, along with another 150 to 200 yachts 
and crews, you will experience ten days packed with seminars, 
practical sessions, tours, socialising and more socialising, before 
setting off on one of the worlds’ better sailing experiences. Many 
first timers do it each year, and you can imagine the excitement 
build up to setting off in the company of so many other vessels. As 
a first timer, it is comforting to be in company like this as you cross 
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the Atlantic. Radio scheds. are set up for each day, and everyone 
reports in. if you don’t like crowds, don’t worry, because after the 
first night, you will hardly see another of the fleet again until you 
reach Rodney bay in St. Lucia.  

 
The first time I crossed as crew, out of a flotilla of 179 vessels, only 
twenty or so had GPS, and ten only, had shortwave radio. Crossing 
for the second time five years later in ‘TM’, all boats had GPS, and  
the majority had hf radio. That’s how much things had changed in 
five short years. On making landfall in Rodney Bay, another ten 
days of fun follow, leading up to the final night and prize giving. This 
is just prior to Christmas, when the fleet disperses to all parts of the 
Caribbean for the Noel celebrations and New Years. A fitting finale 
to your first ocean crossing. From there of course, you can make 
the decision to return to Europe, or carry on and tackle the Pacific.  
 
I urge you to decide on the latter, and venture on into, and explore, 
the greatest, and loveliest expanse of water on our planet. 
 
The ARC Rally is organised by Jimmy Cornell’s World Cruising 
organisation, and you can find them on www.worldcruising.com 
Enjoy. 

 
98 Fresh Fruit Hammock – p128 - Nukualofe, Tonga - One of these is 

great for keeping your fruit fresher for longer. Bananas, lemons, 
limes, pineapples, grapefruit, melons, you name it, they all swing 
happily for what seems like weeks, keeping fresh. Must be 
something to do with airflow as they swing in the cool part of the 
saloon. Take a metre and a half of cotton (not nylon) woven 
hammock netting. Then take two lengths of bungee/shock cord and 
whip them onto each end of the netting. Already you have your fruit 
hammock. Attach a plastic hook to the ends of the cord, and hook 
them into two small saddles you have already fixed to the cabin roof. 
An ideal position is longitudinally (to take advantage of the best 
swing), over the port or starboard squab, whichever is away from 
the traffic.  

 
 Load it up with fresh fruit and enjoy for weeks. 
 

 99 Mexican/Mayan Style Hammock – p86 - Moorea, French 
Polynesia - One of these is a must for swinging in, under your 
awning or bimini, on those lazy afternoons. Also, there is nothing 
more luxurious than sleeping out under the heavens on a soft 
tropical night. Take your sleeping bag though, as you will still need 
its protection after midnight. I rigged mine on the foredeck, between 
the furling genoa and shrouds. Picture yourself stretched out with 

http://www.worldcruising.com/
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your favourite pillow, gently swinging, and drifting off to sleep with 
that scintillating pallette of stars revolving before you.  

 
100 Spare Shackles and Rigging Bits – p49 - Marquesas to 

Tuamotus - You can never have enough of these. Every time you 
visit a chandlery (and it will be legion), purchase a few of each as 
your budget allows, from the range of D-shackles, split pins, clevis 
pins, tangs, saddles, rigging screws, snap shackles, assorted 
blocks, swivels, fairleads, sheaves, cleats(steel and nylon), etc., etc. 
You will build up an impressive store in no time, and whilst quite 
weighty, you will never be sorry, and you will never buy too many. 
By the time you are ready to leave port for the first time, you will be 
well armed to meet most, if not all situations requiring these bits.  
 
You will save big dollars buying them before you set sail, as 
invariably, you will find them much more expensive in foreign ports, 
and that is assuming you can find what you are looking for! 

          
  101 Friends – p69 - Tahiti – And finally, the last tip of this 101 list, is to 

have friends factored in to your itinerary, so that when they visit 
they are able to bring various parts and bits with them. Invariably, 
parts are cheaper in your home port. This could save you hundreds 
of dollars over the course of your adventure.  

 
 Another tip is to enlist the support of another good boatee friend 

back home, who can arrange, order and despatch to you any parts 
required. My friend Jacko in Sydney was able to organise the new 
forestay for ‘TM’. I fax’d him an illustration with the dimensions and 
fittings sizes, and he did the rest, also arranging for it to come as 
personal baggage with a visiting friend.  

 
 ‘Good friends are great, great friends are even better’ 
 
 Finale - I have had a lot of fun putting together these ‘101 Tips’. 

The human brain being what it is, can only absorb so much 
technical knowledge at any one time. Bearing this in mind, I have 
tried to write this more in an entertaining fashion, with enough 
technical information to whet your appetite, but not so much as to 
bog down the brain. Grasping the concept, and then going about 
researching and finding out, improving your own knowledge, is very 
satisfying. 
 
If some of it you find perhaps a little brief, then that is how I have 
intended it to be, and I make no apology for this. Much has been 
written about sailing techniques, maintenance, boat building, 
repairs, places to visit etc., but very little on the small things that 
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you may not think about before setting off on your voyage. This little 
collection, compiled from the experiences of actually having done it, 
hopefully fills this space, and goes toward making your grand  
adventure, just a little easier, and a lot more enjoyable. Many times 
it is not clear where to start looking, so I trust these ‘101 Tips’ will 
get you started in the right direction.  
 
There is so much to learn and absorb, that sometimes you may feel 
overwhelmed, and the mind becomes bogged down. This happens 
to many, and eventually the whole project becomes too much, it is 
abandoned, and their voyage is never made. This is a tragedy, and 
I don’t want that happening to you. This is why I have kept it simple, 
so that you can grasp the idea, and expand your knowledge as you 
go along. You will never learn everything before you set sail, and 
there is absolutely no substitute for getting out there, doing it, and 
learning a lot more as you sail. Whatever your knowledge base is at 
the beginning, it will quadruple and more by the time you return 
home. So, the best thing is to get started, set your goals, and begin 
your planning, so that it becomes a burning desire, and nothing, but 
nothing, is going to get in the way of you setting off. 
 
Now, more than ever, with ‘Global warming’ and ‘Climate change’, 
and with the more intense weather they are going to bring, is the 
time to begin, before it may be too late - to borrow from the now 
famous Nike tagline, get out there and ‘Do It Now!’. 
 
May your voyage be blessed with kind winds and calm seas. 
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Having come to the end of my ebook you may wish to learn and read more. You can visit me on my 
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